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PREFACE
This Symposium turns out to be a market place for
- New scientific results and concepts
- Exchange of best practices
- Learning from experience
Much progress has been seen in the more than thirty years, since safety professionals, scientists and
practitioners meet on EFCE Loss Prevention Symposia, but still there is a continuous need for
research and development in the field, as new challenges appear: Innovation has led to new
processes under yet unknown conditions (e.g. extreme pressure or temperature) or involving new
materials (e.g. nano-particles).
Furthermore new concepts are required in view of new or upcoming regulation (e.g. ATEX, REACH,
GH S).
To foster new ideas in the field, the EFCE Excellence Award for Process Safety is being assigned to
outstanding PhD research work for the first time in the history of this conference.
Transfer to practice is as important as development of know-how. Therefore this Symposium
provides the opportunity to learn from each other, to transfer experience and to preserve existing
know-how for the benefit of the process industry and the safety of employees and the public.
Through a call for abstracts approximately ±240 paper/poster proposals were received in the 4
major topics of
1. Risk Assessment and Control
2. Human Factors and Safety Management Systems
3. Learning from Accidents and Knowledge Transfer
4. Inherent Safety, Chemical Reactivity & Designing for Safety
Topic review teams lead by topic leaders finally selected, on basis of the abstract and subsequently
of a submitted text, 75%, of which 26% are full oral presentations, 38% are short oral presentations
and 36% are posters, all from authors originating from ±30 different countries.
We are convinced that the materials collected in these proceedings will enhance the continuation of
progress in process safety knowledge and performance in industry.
Georg Suter
Chairman WP Loss Prevention
EFCE

ir. Eddy De Rademaeker
Chairman Organizing Committee
Loss Prevention 2010

The 13th International Symposium on Loss Prevention and Safety Promotion in the Process Industries
was organized by : The Technological Institute of The Royal Flemish Society of Engineers (TI-KVIV).
The KVIV is the professional organization of the academically trained Flemish engineers.
In 1940 the Society founded the Technological Institute, with the aim of disseminating information
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Title : Safety expectations versus field achievement : bridging the gap.

In 2009, Total has experienced a series of very severe accidents that have been particularly
traumatic, especially in France.
Although all of Total businesses have improved very significantly their performance in terms
of safety statistics over the past several years, these events are an alarm that was to be
heeded and analyzed.
In addition to the specific investigations which were decided after each accident, Total
launched in September 2009 a wide-ranging Safety review, focusing on the main French sites
presenting technological risks – six refineries, two petrochemical facilities, three fertilizer
plants and two upstream (gas production and storage) sites.
This review took a broad look at safety, with particular emphasis on identifying what
standard practices should be and uncovering the reason for any discrepancies between
recommended and actual practice on the field.
The aim of this presentation to the Symposium is to share with the audience the lessons
learned from this review, which is considered as a major stepping stone on the path to Total
Safety Culture improvement.

Jean-Marc JAUBERT
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Challenges and Needs for Process Safety in the New Millennium
13th International Symposium on Loss Prevention
M. Sam Mannan1, Katherine P. Prem, Dedy Ng
Mary Kay O’Connor Process Safety Center
Artie McFerrin Department of Chemical Engineering
Texas A&M University System
College Station, Texas 77843-3122, USA
1
Corresponding author: mannan@tamu.edu
1. Introduction
In order to be sustainable, the chemical, petroleum, food, pharmaceutical and other such
industries must strive for a balance between process operations and process safety. There is no
doubt that process safety must be treated as an integral part of the wide-ranging plant
operations. These expectations have come from a need for sustainable development and the
painful lessons learned from tragedies such as the Bhopal gas disaster (1984) and the
Flixborough incident (1974).
Twenty six years have passed since the Bhopal disaster; however, it still remains the most
often quoted example as the worst industrial incident [1, 2]. This tragedy forever changed the
process industry landscape and led to widespread changes in regulations and development of
standards and management systems to be implemented as a continuous and integral part of the
process plant operations worldwide. The Bhopal tragedy occurred on December 4, 1984, when
over 41 tons of methyl isocyanate (MIC) was released in less than 2 hrs with a concentration
well over its threshold limit of 0.2 ppm [3]. The main cause of the incident was the “mixing” of
the intermediate, MIC, with water leading to exothermic generation of lethal toxic gas, which
blanketed the surrounding neighborhood claiming as many as 3,000 lives overnight and causing
another 300,000 to sustain irreversible health injuries [3]. Post-incident investigation revealed
that there were several other underlying reasons leading to the incident including several nearmisses.
The investigation of factors which lead to the Bhopal tragedy also emphasized the lack of
understanding of various aspects of plant operations. For instance, there were about six nearmisses in the facility prior to this incident including one fatality [3].

2. Regulations and measure to improve process safety
In the US, the Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS) was established under the
American Institute of Chemical Engineers (AIChE) in 1985 to set a firm footing for process
safety as a science integral to chemical processing [5]. In 1986, President Reagan signed the
Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act (SARA), which in the same year amended the
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) [6]. In
1987 the US Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administrator Lee Thomas, signed the
final rule for hazardous-chemical reporting requirements under superfund title III, Sections 311
and 312, the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA) [7]. As per
EPCRA, for the first time, the material safety data sheet (MSDS) were to be provided to
emergency response personnel. In 1989, the EPA also conducted its first study to analyze the
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toxic substances in communities under the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) survey [8]. Following
this, in 1990, President George H. W. Bush signed the Clean Air Act Amendments which would
ensure air quality in all communities [9]. As mandated by the Clean Air Act Amendments, in
1992 the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) promulgated the process
safety management (PSM) standard under 29 CFR 1910.119 [10], and in 1996, the US EPA
promulgated the Risk Management Program (RMP) [11]. Also as mandated by the Clean Air
Act Amendments, the US Chemical Safety and Hazard Investigation Board (CSB) was
established in 1998 as an independent federal agency charged with investigating chemical
incidents, and making appropriate and timely recommendations [1].
In the UK, measures to improve process safety began after the Flixborough incident of
1974, where improper rerouting of connection between reactors resulted in a massive explosion
completely destroying the plant [12]. Following the Flixborough incident, in 1978, Health and
Safety Executive (HSE) published the First Canvey Report, which describes the potential
hazards of the installations in the Canvey Island and introduces methods for assessing the
societal risks and means for reducing risks [13, 14]. The report also includes results from the
consequence modeling and risk assessments of existing facilities by taking account factors such
as population density, weather, and rate of release to determine the potential number of
casualties and land use planning. In 1981, the Second Canvey Report published additional
hazard models and injury relationships [15]. The limitations of the study were made clear to the
policy makers. HSE developed specific guidance, i.e., Control of Major Accident Hazards
(COMAH), for operators, to provide them all available measures necessary for risk reduction
[16]. In 2001, HSE published “Reducing Risks, Protecting People” (“R2P2”), with the purpose of
informing external stakeholders about HSE’s approach to regulatory decision making [16]. The
Notification of Installations Handling Hazardous Substances (NIHHS) regulations of 1982
(amended in 2002, in relation to ammonium nitrate and its mixtures) was the first onshore major
hazards specific regulation [16]. It prohibits the handling of certain hazardous substances in
quantities equal to or exceeding those specified, unless prior approval has been obtained from
HSE. In 1984, after the Bhopal incident, the Control of Industrial Major Accident Hazards
(CIMAH) regulations, was the second health and safety legislation established for onshore nonnuclear major hazards [16]. Subsequently, the regulations implemented in the Seveso Directive
were driven by the Seveso incident that occurred at ICMESA chemical plant in Seveso, Italy, in
July 10, 1976 [16]. The Seveso II directive was introduced in the UK on April 1, 1999 through
Control of Major Accident Hazards (COMAH) regulations [16]. These regulations required sites
to submit safety reports to HSE along with additional information about the potential effects of
major incidents - the likelihood, how far the effects might be felt offsite and how much harm
might be caused to people during the event. The regulations were subsequently amended by
the COMAH regulations on June 30, 2005; however, the requirement to provide the additional
information and to demonstrate that they have taken the necessary measures to prevent
incidents and limit the consequences is pending. From these studies, quantified risk
assessment (QRA) emerged as one of useful methods for predicting risks and analyzing
incidents, however, this method also has some limitations [17].
While all the programs and activities described above have resulted in improved process
safety since the Bhopal tragedy in 1984, it is embarrassing that questions such as – “Has the
industry become safer?” can still not be answered quantitatively. Despite the regulations that
are mandated world-wide, and a myriad of standards and management systems, chemical
process incidents continue to occur [18]. The question then is what are the challenges and
needs that must be addressed to overcome this situation.
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3. Challenges of process safety implementation in process industry
While there are many challenges that can hinder the implementation of process safety, the
following sections showcase some of the problems that continue to be faced by process
industries.
a.

Organizations have no memory

While consequence modeling, risk assessments, process safety management and other
such means are adopted to assess the loss from future incidents, incidents of great magnitude
still do occur. According to Kletz [19], similar types of incidents keep occurring. Hence, he
concludes that organizations have no memory and there is a greater need for digging into the
past by performing incident investigations, root cause analysis of near-misses and estimating
probabilities of major incident occurrences. Understanding what went wrong will help in forming
appropriate responses to process upsets in facilities for preventing future incidents. For
example, the Buncefield incident of UK which occurred in 2005 injuring 45 people was due to
the overflowing of large quantities of cold gasoline from atmospheric tank eventually resulting in
a vapor cloud explosion. Initial claims were made that the incident was one-of-a-kind and hence
“unforeseeable.” However, a closer look indicates that similar incidents had occurred at several
other locations around the world at a frequency of almost one incident every 5 years [19, 20]
Incidents similar to Buncefield have been documented as early as the ’60s. Kletz [20] and
Mannan [35] have summarized incidents similar to Buncefield which occurred in the US and
elsewhere. Among the list of similar incidents, the New Jersey Texaco incident which occurred
in 1983 is almost identical to Buncefield [19, 35]. In the New Jersey incident, a tank containing
80,265 tons of unleaded cold gasoline was released which later found an ignition source 300 m
away. Even though three minor explosions preceded the main blast, there were never any
calculations done to estimate the overpressure. Overfilling of gasoline tank occurred in 1985 in
the Naples Harbor where 700 tons of gasoline escaped [19, 35]. Various overpressures were
estimated from damage analysis which indicated overpressures of about 48 kPa (6.96 psi). In
1993, in Jacksonville, Florida another gasoline overfilling of tank resulted in 50,000 gallons of
gasoline being released [20]. Once again, the expected high overpressure was never
quantified.
Kletz [20] describes many examples of repeated incidents. Similar incidents recur because
organizations have failed to develop “organizational memory” to overcome personnel changes
and the resulting “brain-drain.” All these incidents show that industry as a whole has yet to
develop and implement effective learning and knowledge retention tools. Let alone knowledge
of similar incidents that occur in other countries, most often, incidents that occur within the same
corporation are also forgotten. Kletz [20] notes that organizations lose precious incident
information after an average of ten years because of personnel changes. Often times, plant
workers do not know the reasons why certain operating practices or pieces of equipment, which
were introduced after an incident, exist. Such failures in learning from past incidents within the
same industry and within the same facility are clearly inexcusable.
b.

Insufficient attention to leading indicators

There are many factors and programs that can contribute to a “safer” plant operation, and
at the same time, failures in maintaining such programs can be the harbinger of future incidents.
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These factors may include cost reduction, downsizing personnel, decrease in training,
miscommunication between operators and management, management of change failures, lack
of supervision, operator fatigue, inadequate instrumentation, deferred maintenance, repetitive
maintenance and improper equipment maintenance. Ignoring failures or near-misses that result
because of any of these factors are almost always a recipe for disaster. Such is the case in the
BP Texas City disaster of 2005 which killed 23 and injured many others [21, 22]. The Baker
Panel report [22] and the CSB investigation [23], both stated serious flaws in the safety culture
of the company. Both investigations indicated that BP had not always ensured that it identified
and provided the resources required for strong process safety performance in its U.S. refineries.
BP did not effectively incorporate process safety into the decision making of the
management. It failed to effectively instill a consistent safety culture among all of its refineries
[22, 23]. Actively assessing the process hazards and analyzing the risks were not prioritized.
Similarly, in the case of Buncefield, the possibility of the formation of vapor clouds because of
overfilling was never investigated and modeling of the resulting vapor pressure, heat radiation
and domino effects were not considered [20]. There is insufficient attention to incident
precursors and leading indicators because there is not enough effort placed on understanding of
the processes, lack of awareness of reactive chemical hazards and insufficient consequence
modeling tools for the prediction of process upsets.
In addition to threat of potential incidents due to process hazards, in recent years threat to
chemical infrastructures due to terrorism has become a cause for concern. Terrorist activities
are not an unfamiliar sight in the world and in the post-9/11 world, potential attacks on chemical
facilities has become a major concern. National governments are looking into process facilities
with regard to reassessing the risks by trying to enforce new legislation to guide the industry on
dealing with hazardous substances. But, chemical facility anti-terrorism regulations are not the
panacea to this threat. Research advances and technologies must be developed based on
scientific research to address these threats.
c. Increasing complexity of process operations and lack of communication
A common thread in all major incidents is the fact the failure of multiple layers of protection,
or a series of events or factors aligning themselves for the incident to happen. Reason [24]
explains how incidents result from coincidences between failing system barriers or ‘‘unsafe
acts’’ prior to the event. In addition to this, poor management, lack of awareness, limited focus
on optimizing production can lead to disasters that can otherwise be prevented. Further,
process installations have become even more complex today than ever before. Process control
and safeguarding equipment are more complex, thereby increasing newer risks which are often
unforeseen. Lees [25] also mentioned that a correlation exists between scale and complexity
of process plants and major incidents.
In addition to increasing plant complexity, things can get more complicated because of
ineffective communication between the plant workers and the management. In addition to this
problem there are further challenges posed by technology transfer from the western world to
countries with different culture [2]. One of the most important impacts that economic integration
and the liberalization of international trade have had on chemical process is undoubtedly that of
the harmonization of standards. Other factors such as job hopping can result in a loss of
process specific experience.
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Furthermore, because of the outsourcing of tasks the focus on core business shifted from
being centered in one geographic location to different parts of the world. As this becomes the
mode of operations today, ensuring knowledge of all pertinent hazards and risk awareness and
additional efforts should be made to uphold the same level of safety standards. While economic
constraints play a significant role for these changes to be implemented, the tradeoff between the
cost and the benefits in the long run is not always carefully assessed. Even in existing facilities,
there is the problem of emerging risks due to increasing population density in the vicinities of
process plants [26].
4. Need for better solutions
Since the Flixborough and the Bhopal incidents, more and more research has been focused
on developing scientifically based strategies to identify and evaluate process operations in order
to establish safe operations compatible with factors such as the plant design and day-to-day
plant operational conditions. Still, incidents such as the BP Texas City disaster and the
Buncefield explosion recur.
Figure 1 depicts the different challenges of process safety and the need for research to
tackle the challenges. The Swiss cheese model [27] is modified here to indicate the major
factors that lead to incidents against counter actions to prevent that particular layer in the model.
Initiating continuous learning and improving communication by way of information sharing
among all sectors of companies and across the industry can help improve organizational
memory. Effectively integrating process hazard analysis, risk analysis and understanding
causes of previous incidents will improve knowledge of risk in facilities thereby enabling more
robust decision making [17]. For tackling the problem of increasing complexity of process
operations the only alternative is to dedicate high-quality scientific research to understand
reaction kinetics, properties of chemicals, consequences by way of modeling and renewed
training of employees. An important bridge connecting the needs in the industry and the
academic world is a useful scientific research which is applicable in the industry.
In the presence of challenges such as loss of organizational memory, insufficient
understanding and tracking of leading indicators, increasing complexity of process industry,
there is an even greater need for developing better solutions which are both scientific and well
structured. Gibson [28] also highlighted the need for including production demands, commercial
requirements and economic factors to be accommodated in developing the strategies for
ensuring sustainability and safe plant operations. An example is the research undertaken by
the Mary Kay O’Connor Process Safety Center (MKOPSC) for engineering sustainable
development for alternative biofuels and fuel cell systems while considering sustainability
metrics such as health and safety, ecological, economic and social impacts.
In the second half of last century the advent of petrochemical industry and scale up of
plants, techniques such as Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) assessment, Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA), Layers of Protection Analysis (LOPA), etc. were developed and are still widely used
today [29]. An essential characteristic of these tools is their clear technical scope and focus in
analyzing physical and chemical process parameters. However, these tools are not effectively
utilized to prevent, as well as mitigate, the consequences of hazardous substance incidents.
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Figure 1. Summary of different challenges in process safety and its respective research needs.
Adapted from Reason [27].
Hazard assessments are coupled with consequence modeling and probability assessments to
estimate the stakes at risks. Furthermore, research is underway to bridge the gap between
decision makers and engineers by translating the risks in monetary terms to estimate the value
–at-risk of facilities. To enable continuous learning of the state of affairs of a plant, current
information is essential. Hence research in dynamically assessing facility risks by continuous
monitoring of the reliability of equipment is another area of interest for improving existing risk
assessment methods.
Continuous learning with the inclusion of both leading and lagging metrics based on
scientific research are required for retaining historical incident information and the knowledge
acquired from understanding the reasons for the incidents [30]. Leading metrics such as
thorough hazard assessments complete consequence modeling and risk assessments that are
required to understand the deviations from normal operating procedures and determining
relevant safety measures for safe plant operations. Lagging metrics such as fatalities, injuries,
incident investigations, root cause analysis, and near-miss analysis are essential to study the
disruptions leading to incidents and tracing back the organizational errors for becoming aware of
scenarios which lead to incidents. Gibson, Mannan et al., and Heinrich [2, 28, 31]; all indicate
the need for studying near-misses and investigating incidents. Driven by this need, MKOPSC is
harnessing the incident databases for loss prevention. One of the lessons learned from this
research is that organizations should be encouraged to participate in incident reporting that is
integrated in a national database. Such database will not only record the number of incidents
over time, but also store some important information that can be extracted for preventing the
recurrence of incident. Learning from incidents becomes effective if abstracted information can
be fed back to all relevant organizations. Along these lines, effort is being made to develop an
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active knowledge based retrieval system which provides users necessary information about
chosen chemicals by integrating data mining with text mining.
As process industries continue to work on reactive chemicals in their processes and face
with reactive hazard risks, more research is needed to understand the characteristic behavior of
industrial chemical reactions. Currently, reactive chemicals including both experimental and
computational modeling are being researched in MKOPSC. Thermal hazard analysis of reactive
chemicals is also studied using state-of-the-art Automated Pressure Tracking Adiabatic
Calorimeter (APTAC) and Reactive System Screening Tool (RSST). The APTAC and RSST are
currently being used to study industrially relevant issues such as the safe storage of
hydroxylamine nitrate by evaluating characteristics such as reactivity, measuring of the heat of
reaction of pure substances as well as with contaminants during runaway reaction and also
monitoring the changes in temperature and pressure. Molecular simulations are also conducted
to find the most dominant reaction pathway for runaway reactions. MKOPSC has already
developed a micro-calorimeter to characterize energetic materials for application in the process
industry, public safety and other military applications. Research is underway to use the microcalorimeter for rapid and inexpensive screening to detect and characterize hazardous and
explosive materials. More research is also focused on tackling problems concerning
combustible dust hazards such as the recent dust explosions in Imperial Sugar factory in the
state of Georgia and the meat factory incident [32, 33]. Research in the area of indentifying
hazards due to handling of aerosols and dust are now being discussed broadly after such dust
explosion incidents and have prompted the need to explore the characteristics of dust and the
dust explosion mechanisms. MKOPSC is trying to reproduce the dust explosion in a controlled
in-house environment in order to measure the explosive characteristics.
Until recently, traditional safety approach has focused on adding protective measures and
mitigation systems to the process to improve safety. Safe operation is then accomplished by the
application of active and passive strategies. The combination of the active and passive systems
used in the traditional safety concept with the Inherently Safer Technology (IST) principles is the
best choice to achieve hazard reduction and prevent the effects of domino scenarios in process
plants [34]. A holistic approach to IST principles unearths the underlying secondary issues such
as hazards which are more passive to detect e.g., increased stack emissions, increased
production cost, etc. Integrating IST through research and education is significantly important for
the dissemination of IST and acquiring lessons learned. MKOPSC has been responsible for
developing the means for integrating the Dow Fire and Explosion Index into process design for
the optimization of plant achieving inherently safer design. Optimizing the mode of selecting
more inherently safer solvents for improving plant safety is another research using IST
principles. The center has successfully developed inherently safer index using the concepts of
fuzzy logic.
5. Conclusion
Over the last decades process safety management has evolved into a mature concept the
application of which is considered essential for safe design and operations of chemical process
plants. However, due to evolutionary changes in industry, society and technology, new
hazardous event scenarios could occur and are much more related to organization, safety
culture, and lack of knowledge and awareness. It is because of these aspects that major
incidents still happen with disastrous consequences for people and companies. Research
initiatives to explore safe process design and integration and, safe chemicals are the next step
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in overcoming the challenges in the new millennium.
Striking a complete balance in optimizing production and ensuring sustained process safety
is daunting and complex task. Although many regulations have been set in place for improving
process operations, process safety nevertheless has boundless possibilities offering limitless
opportunities from fundamental research to applied research. This can be achieved by
identifying industry needs and trends and, tackling them with scientific research. Process safety
involves the application of science in understanding characteristics of chemicals and reaction
mixtures to trace possible runaway pathways, database analysis and information retrieval for
incident and root cause investigation, reliability and continuous risk assessments, risk
communication and identification of inherently safer technologies. MKOPSC is making strides in
understanding cutting edge research for truly making safety as a second nature in the process
industries. The initiatives are also driven by the need for developing and implementing useful
programs to improve safety and to train future engineering professionals with the required skill
sets to handle chemicals safely and protect the employees, public and the environment.
Therefore, intelligently developed science-based research which encourages knowledge
sharing across academia and industry, is needed to avoid unintended consequences and
improving process safety.
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Loss Prevention 2010
Plenary 3, Tuesday June 8th 2010
Title: The Buncefield Accident: Why is the explosion so severe?
By:
V H Y Tam
Centre for Fire and Explosion Studies, Kingston University, London, UK
Summary:
In the early morning of December 2005, a vapour cloud explosion occurred at the
Buncefield Oil Depot in Hemel Hempstead, in south of England in the UK. The
vapour cloud was a result of the spillage of about 300 tonnes of winter-grade gasoline
following the overfilling of one of the storage tanks on the site. The resultant
explosion was very severe. Fortunately, there was no fatality, but 43 people were
injured and extensive damage on the Oil Depot and its immediate surrounding areas,
and widespread damage 2 km away. Total damages were of order £1 billion.
An oil depot, such as the one in Buncefield, had not been considered to have high
explosion risk. Unlike a refinery, there was little equipment and pipework congestion in
an oil depot; there did not appear to be the conditions present that could lead to a severe
vapour cloud explosion. An initial investigation report stated that the damage observed is
not consistent with current understanding of vapour cloud explosions. The Buncefield
Major Incident Investigation Board (BMIIB) commissioned the Explosion Mechanism
Advisory Group to carry out a review of possible explanations
(http://www.buncefieldinvestigation.gov.uk/reports/buncefieldagr.pdf ). This was followed
by a Joint Industry Project which examined the evidence in detail and carried out
experimental work to fill the knowledge gap. The results of this are published in a report
(www.hse.gov.uk/research/rrpdf/rr718.pdf ). Prof Tam was intimately involved in both of
these studies. He provides a first hand account of the work involved.
The Process Safety Leadership Group (PSLG) was formed in 2007 and produced a
guidance aimed at avoiding a repeat of a Buncefield type accident. The Guidance
addresses the following key areas: systematic assessment of safety integrity level
requirements, protection against loss of primary containment using high integrity systems,
engineering against escalation of loss of primary containment, engineering against loss of
secondary and tertiary containment, operating with high reliability organisations and
delivering high performance through culture and leadership. Some aspect of this will be
presented. The PSLG is available at http://books.hse.gov.uk .
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13th International Symposium on Loss Prevention and Safety Promotion in the Process Industries

Will a safe process be sufficient or do we have to do a bit more?
Closing keynote
Hans J. Pasman
Emeritus Professor Chemical Risk Management Delft University of Technology
Research Professor Mary Kay O’Connor Process Safety Center, Texas A&M University

In times of competition and dips in turn-over, first priority of a company may not be safety but how to
keep the operation profitable and survive. Hence attention will focus on efficiency and costs. This
however in various ways increases the load on staff, which may reflect in first instance in organizational
stress and less in technical failure. But in a complex technical environment simple organizational
limitations add to the complexity of life already present and translate in the end in equipment not running
the way it should. This talk will be about built in reserves to cope with unexpected disturbances.
The Working Party of the European Federation on Chemical Engineering concerned with safety in the
industry got in its name the term Loss Prevention which was ‘hot’ in the 70-s. In fact, the term is
associated with insurance and so has to do with financial losses. In the US in the 60s already a series of
symposia under that name organized by the AIChE was running. Speaker had the privilege to be a
member of the organizing committee of the first Loss Prevention symposium of this series in Delft in
1974. We received then an abstract with in the title “Safety as a money spinner”. Despite the notion in
the name of the working party the paper was denied at first instance on the grounds of too much
provocation. When dealing with safety money it was not done to mention ‘money’. An operation should
be safe irrespective of what it costs! It was a matter of ethics. The paper was presented but the title was
changed to “Safety is good business”. And that is still very true, but in many instances not recognised.
Today, safety staff will hear different statements: efficiency and cost have top priority, so if some
provision requiring investment cannot be defended as one without which disaster will be there tomorrow,
it may be suspended till next year.
Since these early days we have seen enlargement of scale of operation, diversification of products and
markets, reasonable successful cleaning up of the environment, higher quality of processes and products
and a much higher level of safety. In the beginning knowledge development was focused on run-aways
and vapor cloud explosion: terms which are now commonplace but did not exist before. As a process
safety community we developed tools such as HAZOP and LOPA, and concepts such as inherent safety
and the safety management system which are indispensable and make safety a discipline of its own.
Many bad experiences were necessary to bring us to developing these. However if you would ask me is
our knowledge and our capability complete, I would answer we are not even half-way and I shall explain
later why.
Meanwhile the economic environment deteriorated severely. Globalization and as a consequence
restructuring of companies with on top the recent credit crunch require their toll. Moreover many people
with grey hair and a host of knowledge and experience are leaving the companies. Replacement is not
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without problem. Education is broader but less in depth. Years of work in the shadow to gain experience
as in the past is no longer possible and rather the opposite is true: too many years working for the same
boss is explained as weakness. Transfer of process safety knowledge becomes then a continuous process.
On top of all that comes the sustainability issue which will force us to more change. Energy efficiency
has been already a point for quite a while. It has made processes exergy linked and therefore more
dependent on each other and consequently more complex in control. The cost of energy will drive this
development further. Because carbon-dioxide emissions have to be strongly reduced, there will be a
tendency for energy carriers to change to natural gas and hydrogen instead of hydrocarbons derived from
crude. One cannot say that this will alleviate fire and explosion hazards as we know in particular those of
hydrogen. So, there are plenty of challenges.
Because of some catastrophic accidents in recent years safety psychologists spearheaded by Erik
Hollnagel, analyzing trends in organizations, traced a typical detrimental but very slow development and
tried to formulate an approach to counter this. They called it ‘resilience engineering’. It sounds technical
but it is not. It is about the organizational component of safety and about the tendency that efficiency
improvement and pressure to cut costs in the long run lead to unsafe behavior and to accident without
anyone really noticing. It is just because in a running operational system safety margins which were
included in design and at the start of the operation, are slowly eroding. Gradual elimination, or rather
‘normalization of deviation’, does not produce immediate effects and staff forgets why these margins and
rules have been installed in the first place and then in case of incident things escalate. They called this
trend ‘drift’. Of course on top of that comes a higher work load and ageing of equipment, thinning of
staff, loss of effective audits etc. There is a whole list of accidents e.g. in NASA and other organizations
to be attributed to these effects.
There is much qualitative analysis on this phenomenon but little quantitative. Resilience engineering of
these psychologists is stronger in the analysis of the general mechanism than in proposing indicators for
measurement of performance and in cure. Modeling might be possible by applying system dynamics, a
form of systems analysis used to follow processes consuming limited resources, hence the change of
operational parameter values over time, governed by feed-back controls or causal loops and characterized
by time constants. The variables may represent patterns of behavior and the feed-backs by the
management system. If it would be possible to define performance indicators which could monitor these
organizational processes and function as a yardstick on direction and rates of trend, prediction to a certain
extent may become an option. Here is room for development and improvement. It could start with the
‘dull’ work of observation of manifestations of ‘wear’ in execution of procedures, of not interpreting
irregularities and defects as safety relevant, or of unnoticed deterioration of performance. Corrective
action policy on the basis of open communication without a taboo on admitting mistakes may help to
prevent major losses as has been advocated already so many times. Using this kind of information and
applying some advanced methods should enable measuring the long time constants of influence processes
in an organization with a bearing on safety (top-to-bottom and vice versa)
The concept of resilience is an attractive one, though, in a more general sense from the point of view of
process safety. Resilience is the capability of a system to cope with unexpected disturbances (deviations
of normality, unexpected defects/malfunctions etc.). Strictly speaking it is the ability of a spring to return
to its original length after it was subjected to a force. After a temporary dip due to a ‘blow’, a resilient
process shall come back to the original performance level. If we take it a bit more relaxed one could
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define resilience as the capability of a process to maintain functioning in a safe state after sustaining an
unexpected disturbance. The operational functioning may be degraded and it may maintain the state only
for a certain time, but operators should have the possibility to detect, investigate, deliberate and plan
action. Processes today have such capability of course but it is not explicit, deliberately planned and
designed; there is no overview and certainly no quantification from a safety point of view. A resilient
process is therefore all about avoiding a developing mishap and thus about loss prevention. Resilience
therefore helps to withstand the ravages of time over the life cycle of the process which is sometimes
more than 40 years.
Resilience would be an excellent resource in abnormal situation management. Process hick-ups can
easily escalate to a full mishap if nobody is prepared to deal with them and not much time is left to act.
Start-ups and shut-downs are notorious for ‘things not going according to the book’. A next question of
course would be: can we determine how much resilience we have in a certain process and installation?
In the 70s HAZOP was a great invention and we are ICI and Trevor Kletz and colleagues still grateful for
it. It gave us grips on the identification of what can go wrong in a process. It was in particular the hazard
part of HAZOP that helped to understand and to determine a safety level. HAZOP has become an
important input tool for process hazard analysis and for scenario identification for quantified risk analysis
both in simplified form such as Risk graph for SIL classification or LOPA as well as to an extensive
QRA. First thing we learn students in process safety is the HAZOP technique. However where we have
quantified the hazard part to a certain extent we did not do much with the operability part of HAZOP.
Operability is strictly speaking the ability of the system to perform its intended functions. Related is
flexibility as the ability of a design to cope with varying conditions. An important aspect is controllability
defined as ability of a system to achieve a target state by determining whether it can be controlled
effectively either by feedback or feed-forward. Resilience is overarching or integrating these overlapping
aspects and more, all from the point of view of restoring from an unexpected disturbance. To investigate
what we can do with this to determine and if needed to improve safety level we have first to consider
process risks, since it is the only way of determining possible safety deficiencies.
In the 60s when the sector was plagued by incidents as a result ten years later in the 70s as a panacea
Quantitative Risk Analysis was introduced. Now, almost 40 years later we are still struggling with it.
The principle of QRA is rather simple to explain and most people feel good with the concept of putting a
ceiling to the risk we should run. Unfortunately practice is harder than theory. The European project
ASSURANCE in 2000 showed convincingly the shortcomings and the orders of magnitude differences in
calculation results, hence enormous spread. First contributor to variability is the lack of tracing the many
possibilities something can go wrong. An analyst generates many possible scenarios but never exactly the
same set as a colleague. Too many accidents happened according to a scenario not predicted in QRA.
Project ARAMIS with its bowties improved scenario identification considerably. Each bowtie shows a
number of scenarios each departing from a basic fault through a failure mechanism via a critical loss of
containment event to some major hazard phenomenon. The paths also contain the safeguards or barriers.
Further improvements have to come from the use of Bayesian influence diagrams or Bayesian Belief Nets
which will bring more flexibility to model failing component interaction, human error, cascading effects
and escalation. A more sophisticated use of accident data banks applying this technique may help too.
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Another source of variability is the probability of a scenario which value depends on failure rates of
equipment resulting in loss of containment. We have not been able to sufficiently cooperate to define
useful failure modes and collect data which gives the range of failure frequencies. I don‘t want to say this
is an easy problem to solve because the human element in design, operation and maintenance is there too.
But if we could exchange information freely it should be possible to make an inventory and an assessment
by sector e.g. ammonia plants, chlorine plants, refineries something similar as already exists for off-shore
equipment. The 1971 Newcastle symposium, the predecessor of the Loss Prevention series and the
IChemE Hazard symposia gave in a paper by Frank Lees already direction how to do it. It may already be
commonplace within companies but we need this too in the public domain. Both HSE UK and MKOPSC
in the US took recently an initiative. EWGLUP founded in 2003 together with the Seveso II amendment,
has a mission in all this. Probability values are also needed at the event tree side of bowties. Finally there
are the physical effect models (explosion, dispersion, fire) which need an update and a kind of
certification as proposed in the EU SMEDIS project of some ten years ago while the damage probits shall
be once again scrutinized and extended for injuries to enable better emergency planning. We lack
elementary data and building stones to do a real good job, but few agencies these days see the need to
fund this kind of basic work, few companies see the need to cooperate and most prefer a status quo, and
few researchers get the urge to make fruitful proposals for improvements. EFCE together with EPSC
may bring parties together and with the help of some large companies may bring the issue at the level of
the Commission. It will however produce more safety knowledge; it will create safety awareness of the
students working in such research projects and it will structure their thinking, and it will help to get more
uniformity in land use planning approaches in EU countries.
So, we have concepts to determine risks, but the moment a risk manifests itself and a hazard event occurs,
prevention fails. Now, the failure may not be catastrophic. The Loss of Containment may be limited and
the effects relatively weak, but the event may initiate an escalation through further disturbances of the
process or by domino effects. Anyhow, at that point QRA stops and the assessment may conclude to
additional risk reducing measures which can be preventive, protective or mitigative but which are always
add-ons to the process. In contrast in case we analyze resilience we shall investigate whether there have
been precursor signals before the failure was imminent and in case failure happens unexpectedly how to
contain its effects, to switch to reserves, and to keep the process running in a safe state at perhaps a slower
pace till it can be backed-up or shall be shut-down safely. Such analysis will have a number of overlaps
with QRA and can even build on QRA but will follow more the course of the process itself and may
suggest measures as part of the process equipment which makes it more operable. Resilience engineering
in a true sense could combine the technical and organizational elements, enables therefore in principle a
holistic approach, could start in the design stage but further continue in operation. One might see it as a
more detailed and quantified form of Reason’s Swiss cheese model.
Now you will say a QRA is already complex and because of the uncertainties of limited value, what about
resilience analysis? Impossible? Well, it will not be simple and without computer models it will certainly
be impossible. One will really need a process simulation model with all its piping connections, valves,
pumps, controls etc. to conduct a good technical analysis. At the same time it needs a good grasp of the
procedural and human elements to cover the organizational loops. But what is not there today may be
there tomorrow. It will present a challenge. The chase for a computerized or rather computer supported
HAZOP has been also with us for more than 20 years but there are now signs it works. Anyhow
resilience analysis has to start in the design stage with inherent safer solutions as a guiding principle; it
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should perhaps not remain on a low technically detailed level but go to a higher level of abstraction
quantified in an index number and optimized by variation of a set of process parameters just as
controllability is optimized. Fuzzy sets will enable connecting index parameters based on real values with
nominal ones. The latter resilience attributes are qualitative and expressed intuitively in high, medium
and low such as effectiveness of upset stage recovery procedures and management performance, so that in
principle an overall process resilience index can be estimated. The concept will be reaching further than
just determining risks. It will increase the quality of the system by enabling the curing of situations which
can escalate. Or in other words by avoiding initiating events and this is exactly what a safety
management system aims at. Once investment in the investigation effort of resilience is made, it will save
much cost after, also by less interrupted, more smooth operation.
All of this requires knowledge about the hazardous properties of substances under a variety of conditions,
knowledge of safety systems and of process safety technology and of organization. At a higher level of
abstraction it requires a system analysis approach. Large concern is however to find young people
interested to be educated in the domain of process safety and loss prevention. Safety is not attractive to
youngsters; it does not excite their young hearts to a beat jump. Only few see its importance. They have
to have first themselves a bad experience to get motivation. Sometimes training during a summer
internship at a company which is serious about safety, health and environment helps. On the other hand
safety has become a discipline of its own over these 40 years with specific methodology and covering
many aspects. It is making use of a variety of technical and organizational disciplines. One can grow in
process safety expertise but has to be trained first in the basics of chemistry, physics, thermodynamics,
mechanics, and in chemical engineering and process control to name a few. After that has to come a
basic knowledge on explosions, fire development, dispersion and toxic load, and finally risk analysis.
The latter cannot be successful without an understanding of psychological, organizational and safety
management aspects. Anyhow, if resilience engineering is introduced as a concept it may be easier to
integrate safety in the basics of process technology engineering and in process simulating computer codes
such as AspenTech, where students get training in, which may produce more aura and attract more
interest.
I hope this brief gave you some future perspective; I thank the organizing committee for the invitation to
present this and wish you all much success in work and a good trip back home.
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Topic 1

RISK ASSESSMENT
AND CONTROL
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Effect of Sodium Blocarbonate {crushed) on normalised lamlnar burning veloclty of
various propane-air mixtures
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Figure 2 Effect of adding sodium bicarbonate to propane-air mixtures of different
concentrations on the normalised laminar burning velocity of these mixtures.
The results for sodium chloride show the same tendencies as seen for sodium bicarbonate.
Sodium chloride is however a less effective inhibitor which can be seen from the higher
sodium chloride concentrations necessary to achieve full flame quenching for lean propaneair mixtures and the higher normalised laminar burning velocities at similar inhibitor
concentrations (measured in g/m3 ). ln an attempt to improve the efficacy of the inhibitors it
was proposed to use a mixture of one of the aforementioned inhibitors and lrgafos 168 or
lrganox 1076. Both substances are well-known antioxidants. The effect of the pure inhibitors
on stoichiometric propane-air mixtures is shown in Figure 3. Very little effect is seen for the
two anti-oxidants. The main effect seen can probably be attributed to heat absorbance.
The effect of using combinations of inhibitors is shown in Figure 4. The Figure shows the
effect of a 50 % w/w - 50 % w/w mixture of lrganox 1076 and sodium bicarbonate on the
normalized burning velocity. No improvement of the efficacy of the inhibiting properties of the
mixture compared to pure sodium bicarbonate is seen. Comparing the results of the inhibitor
mixture to results of pure sodium bicarbonate for the same sodium bicarbonate concentration
one can note an impeding effect of adding lrganox to the flame inhibitor mixture, i.e. adding
lrganox 1076 causes sodium bicarbonate to be a less effective flame inhibitor. Similar
observations were made for a mixture of 50 % w/w sodium bicarbonate, 25 % w/w lrganox
1076 and 25 % w/w lrgafos 168.
3.2 Large-scale experiments
The large-scale experiments involved stoichiometric mixtures of propane and air only.
Severa! tests were performed trying to optimize the conditions for obtaining successful
reduction of the explosion effects using inhibitors varying especially the moment of
deployment of the inhibitor cloud. The best results were obtained when injecting the inhibitors
approximately 160 ms after ignition (from two 20 litre containers located at 3.25 m). An
example of results obtained is shown in Figure 5. The Figure shows the pressure distribution
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in the module (the pressure transducers P9 and P10 are located close to the ignition end of
the module whereas transducers P1 and P2 are located at the other end of the module; the
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Figure 3 Effect
of
adding
sodium
bicarbonate,
sodium
chloride,
lrganox 1076 and lrgafos 168 to 4
% v/v propane-air mixtures.

Figure 4 Effect of adding a 50 % wlw - 50 %
wlw mixture of sodium bicarbonate
and lrganox 1076 to 4 % v/v
propane-air mixtures.

other transducers are located at intermediate locations) measured in a reference test (no
inhibitor injected) and measured in tests where 12 kg of sodium bicarbonate (NaHC03 ) and
12 kg of sodium chloride (NaCl) were injected. The Figure clearly demonstrates the feasibility
of using inhibitors to limit the consequences of vapour cloud explosions. Both sodium
bicarbonate and sodium chloride result in a pressure reduction, with sodium bicarbonate
being more effective than sodium chloride as seen in the laboratory-scale experiments and
as also reported in literature.
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Figure 5 Maximum pressure distribution in module due to 4 % propane-air explosion with
and without inhibitor injected. 12 kg of inhibitor injected at 3.25 m from ignition end
160 ms after ignition (sodium bicarbonate and sodium chloride).
Figure 6 shows similar results in which 160 ms after ignition 2 containers each containing 6
kg of sodium chloride were activated. The containers were located at 3.25 m and 5.25 m
from the ignition end. This configuration resulted in very low overpressures, lower than seen
for sodium bicarbonate deployed at 3.25 m from the end of the module. Hence the large-
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scale experiments demonstrated the possibility of using flame inhibitors as a means for
consequence reduction of vapour cloud explosions. lts efficiency may however depend on
the fuel concentration as the laboratory-scale experiments have shown as well as the
turbulent length scale and turbulence intensity. Further investigations into the influence of
these parameters are needed.
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Figure 6 Maximum pressure distribution in module due to 4 % propane-air explosion with
and without inhibitor injected. 12 kg of inhibitor injected at 3.2S m from ignition end
160 ms after ignition and twice 6 kg inhibitor injected at 3.2S m and S.2S m from
ignition end 160 ms after ignition (sodium chloride).

4. Discussion
The effect of equivalence ratio on the effectiveness of flame inhibitors has so far been shown
to be limited (Hamins, 1998). ln the present study the laboratory-scale experiments however
show a big difference. Ali previous studies on the effect of equivalence ratio on the
effectiveness of flame inhibitors were however performed for laminar premixed flames. The
combustion from which laminar burning velocities are derived in the present study is
turbulent. Strain and quenching by turbulence therefore seems to be contributing to the
effectiveness of flame inhibitors. Considering the main reactions occurring for lean and rich
propane-air mixtures especially the reaction CO + OH = C02 + H seems to loose influence
(Babushok and Tsang, 2000). A comparison of a typical chemical induction time and the
lifetime of turbulent eddies as suggested by [8] to estimate the relative importance of
turbulence on the combustion rate shows typical values of respectively 5.1 O"" s and 0.01 s
respectively indicating that turbulent strain would not have a big influence on the combustion
and that other parameters need to considered as well.

5. Conclusions
A set of laboratory-scale and large-scale experiments have been performed to investigate
the possibility and feasibility for using flame inhibitors to limit the consequences of vapour
cloud explosions. On laboratory-scale the experiments performed with sodium bicarbonate
and sodium chloride revealed an efficiency of the flame inhibitors strongly dependent on the
stoichiometry of the fuel-air mixture: in lean mixtures these two inhibitor types appeared very
efficient limiting flame propagation and quenching flames. ln stiochiometric and especially
rich mixtures the inhibitors appeared less efficient. This behaviour is different from that seen
in literatura for laminar flames and may be explained by the experimental method where the
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unmanned, platforms. Compared to in-situ data, remote sensing data gives an overview of
the whole area. Analysis of multi-spectral imagery allows to detect difference in surface
conditions (presence and state of vegetation , soil moisture, soil type) for a large area that
can be linked to soil, surface water and eco-system damages.
3. Base architecture of the SEVESEO IS
The briefly outlined requirement analysis has led to the use of a client - server base
architecture with GIS functionalities. A client - server configuration allows to store all data
(local site data, product data, geo-layers, remote sensing data, model results, environmental
data) at one secured locations wh ile multiple users can keep it up to date or consult it.

····························

Dispersion model Web
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······································· ··...
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········································ .·

............................

SEVESEO Architecture.

Moreover, user management functionalities also allow to apply different sets of user rights to
groups of users. lndeed, not all users involved in the management of chemical incidents
need to have the same expertise in e.g. running dispersion models. Therefore, some distinct
user groups can be created with varying access rights to modelling functionalities.
ln add ition to this, it is important to stress that the use of an information system should reflect
and support existing procedures and modes of collaboration between the actors involved.
For example, using the client-server approach allows in principie to give numerous people
and organisations access calculated effect contours. However, the access rights should
reflect the existing procedures and legal access to data. The use of an information system
should facilitate the interaction between partners but not impose the diffusion of sensitive
information to individuals and/or organisations that can misinterpret or abuse the information.
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SPOT 20m resolution land use/cover map for the Antwerp area.
4.2 Eco-tox functionality
lt was a specific aim of the project to look at ecological impacts. ln eco-toxicology, the
potential toxicological effects of natural or synthetic pollutants upon ecosystems are
measured and different threshold values are defined for the concentration-effect relationship
(Chapman, 2002):
NOEC (No Observed Effect Concentration): the highest test concentration of a
pollutant that does not cause statistically a significant health effect.
LOEC (Lowest Observed Effect Concentration): the lowest test concentration of a
pollutant that does cause statistically a significant health effect.
LC50 (Lethal Concentration, 50%): the concentration of a pollutant that causes 50%
effect when compared to the controls
LC 100 (Lethal Concentration, 100%): the concentration of a pollutant that causes 100
% effect.
The threshold values are expressed in mg/I when the receptor compartment is water, and
mg/kg when the receptor compartment is soil. Although there exists also values for some
(not all) very specific receptor types such as a specific fish, animal, plant or ether living
organism, we decided in a first step to limit ourselves to the two general receptor types soil
and water whose locations can be taken from the satellite land use/cover map. ln the future,
the system can be expanded to also include in its analysis ether receptor types at specific
locations.
The implementation inside SEVESEO has led to the development of 3 components. The first
one being an administration tool that allows an administrator to enter into a database the
threshold values for the soil/water receptors. ln this component, the user can also add more
details about the source of the values. ln the scientific literature, more and more values
become available. However, only an expert user has the knowledge and expertise to make a
selection and to fill the database. A second component allows a user to consult the threshold
database without having the possibility to change the values. Finally, the third component
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A steel tube or a buffer zone for mitigating blast effects of a BLEVE on a
building spanning an underpass
13th lnternational Symposium on Loss Prevention
S./. Suddlea,b, J. Weerheijmac, A.C. van den Bergc,
Delft University of Technology, De/ft, The Netherlands, s.i.suddle@tudelft.nl
bSSCM - Suddle Safety Consu/tancy & Management, Schiedam, The Netherlands
cTNO Detence, Security and Safety, Rijswijk, The Netherlands
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1. lntroduction
As a consequence of an ever-growing population, land is becoming scarcer, especially in
urban areas. This has led to the development of design and construction techniques that
make intensive and multiple use of the limited space possible. ln the last decade, the space
available above transport infrastructure - such as roads and railway tracks - and existing
buildings has been exploited at a growing rate in city centres. Because the use of space is
being intensified near and above locations with potentially dangerous activities (e.g. transport
routes of hazardous materials), any accident may have serious consequences. Focussing on
the local project scale, it can be stated that projects using land in multiple ways (realizing
buildings above infrastructure) are generally complex. The safety considerations in multiple
land-use projects should not be underestimated. Usually, a large number of people and
several multiple risk interactions are involved. Due to the complexity and interrelationships of
such a project, a small accident, like a fire in the building or on the covered infrastructure,
can easily lead to a major disaster. ln The Netherlands, some of these buildings are even
realized above infrastructure with transport of hazardous materials where LPG (Liquefied
Petroleum Gas) is transported (see Figure 1 ). An accident with a LPG-tank may result in a
BLEVE (Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion), causing injuries and large structural
damage to the spanning building and the vicinity. Fortunately, such disasters hardly occurred
in such circumstances. However, one should be aware of that such accidents may occur and
potential consequences should be minimised. Generally, one may expect that realizing
buildings above infrastructure along with the transport of hazardous materials will both
increase in the future. However to quantify the consequences and risks, there is little
background literature that addresses this type of problem, i.e. structural control of explosion
effects on a building spanning an underpass at which the explosion occurs. Suddle [1]
assessed risks quantitatively in order to determine physical safety in multiple use of space
projects, including the analysis of structural safety measures to buildings above the
infrastructure.
Van den Berg et al. [2] derived guidelines to assess the blast loading and response of a
tunnel structure due to a gas explosion. The blast load is given as a function of the length of
the gas cloud and the distance from the point of ignition. Recently, Van den Berg et al. [3]
developed also a method to quantify the blast load from BLEVE accidents. lnformation on
these methods is given in Section 2. Neither Suddle [1] nor Van den Berg et al. [2] provide
specific analyses for structural control of explosion effects of buildings above infrastructure
with transport of LPG. This has been the starting point of the research by Van Diermen [4].
Van Diermen [4] analysed some possibilities for the building structure above the
infrastructure with the transport of LPG. His work has been extended and updated in the
current study.
This paper gives an introduction analysis of possibilities of how to deal with structural control
of explosion effects when realizing buildings spanning roads with transport of hazardous
materials. ln this regard, some types of the main bearing structure of the building above the
infrastructure were inventoried , the explosion effect blast was modelled and the dynamic
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The pressure-time records show a range of load levels (100 - 1700 kPa) and load profiles
dueto the reflections and rarefaction of the BLEVE blast wave. To simplify the problem and
estimate the effect on the building quantitatively, we only consider the first part i.e. the
expanding BLEVE blast wave. The load is schematized to triangular pulses and a positive
phase duration based on the calculated impulse values. The blast load on the floor level will
definitely result in structural damage, while window breakage will occur at the fac;ade and the
elevator core at ground level will be damaged.
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Figure 2: The geometrie model of the building in two vertical cross-sections (X-X), (Y-Y) and
the horizontal section at level A with target points.

Figure 3: Slast profiles in vertical (left) and horizontal (right) cross-section.
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Figure 4: Predicted BLEVE blast loading on building positions 1, 5, 7 and 11.
4.2. Qualitative description of structure response
The blast load as predicted in the previous section ranges from overwhelming the structural
strength (position 1) to window pane failure (double glass, strength in the order of 1O kPa).
To illustrate the analysis procedure, building types 2a and 2c (see Table 3) are selected. The
bearing system of the building consists of the primary and the secondary system as depicted
in Figure 7. The secondary system consists of (i) columns, (ii) beams and (iii) floor panels.
The six levels have a system height of 3.5 m, while the column grid is 3.5 x 10 meters. The
primary bearing system consists of 4 beams at an intermediate distance of 1O meters. The
elements, i.e. floor panels, beams, columns and primary beam structure were designed by
Van Diermen [4] using Dutch guidelines, static floor load of 6 kN/m2 and floor weight of 3
kN/m2.

Figure 5: Primary and secondary bearing system
The upwardly directed blast will load the structure and can cause damage after the vertically
directed gravity loads are compensated and exceeded. The effect of primary fragments and
also thermal damage dueto fire are not considered in the current study. The focus is on blast
damage. The loading and response sequence dueto blast loading is as follows (e.g. building
type li C):
The panels of the lower floor (level A, see Figure 2) are loaded by the blast (1001700 kPa) and transfer the load to the supporting beams. When the panels fail during the
loading phase of the explosion, only a part of the loading is transferred to the beams.
Furthermore, the blast will penetrate the building and load the second floor (level B) and the
interna! walls. The load and response and failure sequence has to be analysed as a function
in time.
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The beams are supported by the columns. Therefore, the load transfer sequence
from panel to beam, to column to principie bearing system has to be determined.
The location of the main span structure govems the initial element loading conditions
during service life time and consequently the effect of the accidental explosion load.
4.3 Summary quantitative results on damage analysis
Ali steps mentioned in section 4.2 were analyzed quantitatively. lt is evident that dueto the
extremely high blast load parts of the building will fail. From the chain of load transfer it
emerges that the load on the last element, the primary bearing structure, will increase with
increasing strength of the previous links, i.e. the columns, supporting beams and floor
panels. To prevent building collapse, or partial failure, one of the preceding links has to be
sacrificed. The damage to the building can be controlled by the strength and failure time of
the elements in the load transfer chain.
The reference building was only designed for static loading (floors: design load 6 kPa; weight
load 3 kPa). The blast loading on the panels at level A, leads to shear or bending failure.
Because of the short rise time and high amplituda of the load, the dynamic resistance of the
panels is exceeded at a very early stage. The load transfer to the supports is limited and the
load impulse is transferred to kinetic energy of the panels. The panels are launched into the
first building level and the remaining blast load can partly enter the first level also. The tables
in Figure 8 give the load distribution on the floors at level A and B, the colours indicate the
shear or bending failure mode. Bending failure occurs at a later stage of the response and
consequently will result in lower blast pressures on the next floor level. The threshold for
bending failure of the floor panels is about 150 kPa .
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Figure 6: Load distribution and failure mode of floor panels at level A (left) and level B (right).
Location tank at target points 1-6. The target points correspond with figure 4. The peak load
is given in kPa; red and blue indicate shear and bending failure resp.
For the building, designed for static loading conditions, the BLEVE accident will lead to
complete failure of floor level A and a considerable part of level B. The windows at all levels
will fail and will be blown into the building. The additional dynamic loading on the secondary
and primary bearing system is very limited and the system will definitely survive. Evidently,
the consequences of such a BLEVE accident are not acceptable from safety point of view.
Three obvious countermeasures are (i) design the windows for 15 kPa, (ii) the lower level
should not be used for offices but storage and supporting facilities with a low population
density and (iii) a balanced design of the system at level A so that failure occurs at a later
stage and level B does not fail and the dynamic resistance capacity of the bearing system
(level A) is used.

6. Safety measures against peak overpressure
As presented in the previous chapters, without countermeasures, a BLEVE or a gas
explosion occurring in the covered infrastructure may cause demolition or severe damage of
the building above. The design of countermeasures depends on the considered explosion
type and -strength, and thus the load on the structure. Nonetheless, one may consider
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structural countermeasures that reduce the effects of an explosion towards the building
above. To illustrate the possible mitigating measures, we present globally the analysis of two
optional countermeasures.
The first option is adding two extra stories to the building , in which the first two lower floors
are designed to be severely damaged under explosive loading forming a buffer zone
between the infrastructure and the building above. These first two lower floors shouldn't be
used as office rooms or for vítal functions but as an area with a low population density, such
as a parking garage or storage. Applying such a measure enables a low people exposed to
the risk of the explosion (see figure 7).
The second - a more progressive - option to prevent damage to the building above is to
implement an explosion resistant structures to shield the building above. An example of a
simple explosion resistant structures is implementing a steel tube. The protective substructure may be heavily damaged , which is acceptable when it can be easily repaired or
substituted and still protecting the building above and the infrastructure (see figure 8).

explosion
resistant
second Layer 1.1;======~~-l.l;::::====~====;!l
give-up zone
ofthe
building

strong
sidewalls

z one

Figure 7: lllustration of the buffer zone concept to protect the building above.

buildings

enc/ose the infrastmcture in a steel tube

Figure 8: Enclosing the infrastructure in a steel tube.
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7. Conclusions & Recommendations
The reported study shows that controlling explosion effects in multiple use of space projects
is important and complicated. The explosion blast loads and the dynamic response up to
failure of the elements and the overal! building system have to be modelled to classify the
risks quantitatively. The reported study shows that the potential consequences of an accident
with LPG can be quantified using relatively simple models that were developed. The
presented models and approach can be used to estimate the potential consequences of an
LPG-accident as an input for risk analysis and identity countermeasures and subsequently to
integrate these measures into both structural and building design. For the considered
building the consequences of the accident and recommended countermeasures are:
(i) no damage to the primary and secondary bearing system, (ii) first floor completely
fails (iii) secondary floor partly fails, (iii) windows breakage at all levels, (iv) human risks too
high at all building levels;
(i) safety integrated design engineering (structural and functional) (ii) design the
windows for blast loading, (iii) the lower level should not be used for offices but storage and
supporting facilities and (iv) a balanced design for the floor system at the first level, so that
damage is limited to the first level and the dynamic resistance capacity of the bearing system
is used.
Though , the cost-effectiveness of countermeasures are not considered in this paper, we may
expect that the investments in safety measures will be relatively high related to their human
risk reduction. However, incorporating the buffer zone concept in the safety integrated
engineering offers perspective. ln this regard, we recommend to investigate the costeffectiveness of such safety measures.
Furthermore, safety integrated design on the scale of the building is related to the functional
and structural design of the building. Designing structures and the positioning of building
functions in relation to possible accident scenarios should be implemented as safety
measures in the building design. This can control the effects of the accidents on the building
and its users considerably. This is not a common way of thinking yet. However as shown in
this paper, it is inevitable to implement such a strategy. We recommend therefore to analyse
more safety integrated design measures.
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1. lntroduction
Petrochemical industry is the mainstay of national economy and is one of the most
contaminative industries. There are some materials that are poisonous or easily to burn and
blast during the process of production. As petrochemical industry developing, the problem of
safety monitoring for major hazard installations becomes more important. Major hazard
installations safety monitoring has dual value in both major accident prevention and
emergency rescue. Quantitative consequence analysis for fire, explosion and toxic
dispersion are important contents for major hazard installations safety monitoring, and gives
emergency response decision support to emergency rescue and make emergency pian.
ln the paper, some mathematical models were improved to evaluate the consequence of
major hazard installations accidents according to the characteristics of fire, explosion and
toxic dispersion. lntroducing the GIS (geographic information system), the models were
simulated and realized a real-time evaluation for monitoring the accident dynamic process.
lntegrating the numerical solutions to models with GIS and analyzing the spatiotemporal
characteristics, different zones were illustrated at different time, wind direction and speed.
Based on the above research, lntelligent Rescue Command Decision Support System
(IRCDS) was developed with the novel application of GIS, and much of data correlative to
emergency rescue strategy, such as the leakage location of geography information in details,
the leakage spread concentration changes along with time, the population distribution around,
the rescue force around, the transportation , etc. Ali can be shown in IRCDS. Through the
intelligent system , the spread trends and the affected area become predictable and visual in
electronic map, and correlative data can be computed and shown visually to emergency
response. Therefore the emergency response strategies due to the comprehensive data will
be more efficient, accurate and reliable.
2. System Constitution and Data Summarization

ln IRCDS, the following libraries are mainly included, such as: database, model library,
emergency pian library and decision library.
The database includes basic geography information and public security information database,
such as: main enterprise information database, rescue resources information database,
geography information and climate information database, representative cases database,
hazardous chemical knowledge library, etc. The model library includes information
identification and extracting models, event development and consequence analysis models,
population evacuation and beforehand classification models, such as: chemical fire and
explosion models, hazardous material leakage and dispersion models, building fire model,
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Where, CJ,iCJy•Cf', denotes the coefficient of dispersion in

x, y and z directions respectively,

Q0 denotes the rate of leakage, kg/s.
Due to X o=u x (t - i) , y =o, zo = o . Thus, the ith air mass's concentration at (x, y, O) after t time
0

of leakage can be gotten,
(3)
The superposition of n air masses' concentration at time t is:
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After a series of transformation from equation (4 ), we get concentration isoline equation at
certain concentration C:

(6)

Where CJ„ CJy• CJ, are the functions of x ,

C, is the function of x and t.

Based on the above mentioned method, concentration isolines at half lethal dose, severe
injury dose, moderate injury dose and slightly injury dose can be traced out, the relevant
areas are called death zone, severe injury zone, moderate injury zone and slightly injury
zone. For example, supposing the initial conditions as Table 1, the simulation result as
shown in Table 2.
Table I: Chlorine leakage initial conditions:
Symbol

w

A
p

Value
4000ka
0.0025 nf
0.8MPa

T

20 °c

H

1.5m
4.4m/s

u
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MeaninQ of the symbol
Total weiaht of substances released
Area of rift
Pressure of substance before leakage
in the vessel
Temperature of substance before
leakaqe in the vessel
Heiaht of liauid level above the rift
Wind speed
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5. Emergency Response and Rescue Procedure
According to major accidents characteristics and regional distribution of dangerous
chemicals, it was introduced about the general procedure of emergency response and
rescue on regional major hazard installation accidents. Moreover, it has been integrated in
IRCDS successfully. The procedure as shown in Figure 1.
Hazardous chcmicals charactcristics

I

Definc the accident scenario

I
I

Rcgional distribution of dangcrous
chemicals
Geographical environment
characteristics
Population distribution
Emergency rescue resources

Hazardous Gas Dispcrsion Model

I

Analysis of major hazard
installation accident consequence

I
I

Heat Radiation Model
Explosion Model

I

Define the population density
distribution

I

I

Area or radius of accident influence
Population density of accident
influence
Emergency evacuation strategies

I

Define the strategies and tactics
for emergency rescue

I
I

On-site emergency response
strateiries
Mobilization strategies for
reinforcements

Fig.1. Procedure of emergency response and rescue
• Define the major hazard installation accident scenario.
IRCDS can establish the major hazard installation accident scenario according to the
collected data, such as major accidents characteristics, regional distribution of
dangerous chemicals, geographical environment characteristics, population
distribution in the accident-affected zone and emergency rescue personnel strength
or other related resources.
• Analysis of major hazard installation accident consequence.
According to the essential factors of accident scenario, such as the number and
characteristics of hazardous chemicals, the regional environmental characteristics,
accident-prone conditions and other triggered factors, through the use of appropriate
models IRCDS can compute the probability of heat radiation personnel casualties, the
blast pressure injury probability and poisoning mortality probability.
• Define the population density distribution.
According to the consequence analysis and accident scenario of major hazard
installation, IRCDS can calculate or estimate the area or radius of accident influence
through the population density distribution in GIS.
• Define the strategies and tactics for emergency rescue.
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1. lntroduction

Natural gas accounts for 24% of the U.S. energy consumption. The increasing
demand for natural gas has significantly increased the possibilities of Liquefied Natural Gas
(LNG) imports in the U.S. and thus the construction of new LNG terminals [1]. LNG is natural
gas (predominantly methane) that is liquefied to 111 K (-162.2°C). lt poses the hazard of
flammable vapor cloud formation from a release, which may result in a massive fire. Upon
release on land or water, LNG will instantly evaporate dueto its very low boiling point (111 K)
and if the release is continuous and/or massive an LNG liquid pool will be formed. Thus any
release of LNG will generate gas vapors that are heavier than air and they form a cloud close
to the ground, which drifts downwind until it reaches positive buoyancy at 150 K. This vapor
cloud is flammable between 5%-15% in vol ume (methane) concentration. lf the vapor cloud
is ignited, fire can travel back to the spill source creating a pool fire of high thermal radiation.
NFPA 59A and 49 CFR 193 require LNG facilities to have an "exclusion zone" so that the
flammable vapor cloud from an accidental release will not propagate beyond the plant
boundaries and the radiant heat from an LNG fire will not affect the adjacent properties. The
vapor cloud exclusion zone is defined from the LNG spill source to the predicted distance at
which the average vapor concentration is one-half of the LFL (2.5% volume) and in the
thermal hazard zone the radiant heat flux should not exceed 5 kW/m 2 [2].
Understanding of LNG vapor dispersion phenomena and LNG fire characteristics for
the development of effective safety measures to prevent and mitigate an accidental release
of LNG are critical. Thus there is a need for in-depth research in the area of LNG spills in
order to advance science and understanding of key LNG safety issues.
2. Overview of LNG Research at MKOPSC

The Mary Kay O'Connor Process Safety Center (MKOPSC) is conducting
experimental and theoretical research for the improvements of LNG safety, security and spill
response since 2005. The areas of this research program are: study of LNG vapor
dispersion parameters for CFD modeling, study of effectiveness and dominant design
parameters of water curtain as an LNG vapor cloud mitigation system and application of
expansion foam and alternatives to control LNG vapor and fire.
Most previous
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations have focused only on dispersion and
underestimated ether important parameters such as the source term. The MKOPSC vapor
dispersion modeling research focuses on studying the most important parameters of source
terms as well as dispersion which have been underestimated by the current CFD application
through the comparison of CFD modeling with field test data. Although water curtains are
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suggested for LNG vapor control, important parameters such as entrainment of air by spray,
heat transfer, momentum and mixing effect of different types of water curtain , and their ability
to control LNG vapor dispersion have not been studied in detail. The MKOPSC water curtain
research aims to determine the effectiveness of different water sprays in controlling the LNG
vapor cloud by studying their action phenomena when interact with the LNG vapor.
Application of expansion foam to control both LNG vapor dispersion and LNG pool fire
radiant heat have been recommended without providing detailed design requirements.
Different types of LNG facility containment pits and the lack of understanding of the
interaction phenomena between expansion foam and LNG add complexity to expansion
foam application. Study of important parameters, such as expansion foam depth, types of pit
and expansion foam temperatura profile are the main focus for the MKOPSC foam research.
As part of this research project, the MKOPSC has conducted five series of LNG
outdoor spill tests since 2005 at Brayton Fire Training Field (BFTF). Each series of these
spill tests included the three research areas and the total volume of LNG spilled in each
series was approximately 41 m3 with a range of spill rate from 0.36 to 1 m3 min·1.
Approximately 200 sensors were used in each test series to measure wind speed, wind
direction, temperatura, humidity, and atmospheric heat flux; liquid (LNG) flow, level and
temperatura, LNG vapor turbulence, speed, concentration and temperatura, LNG fire
temperatura and heat flux at different locations, distances and elevations.
3. LNG Vapor Dispersion modeling with CFD

Consequence modeling has emerged as predominant tool when determining
impacted areas associated with the accidental release of LNG. One tool that is being
developed in industry for LNG vapor dispersion modeling is computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) codes. The major advantages of CFD models are that they are capable of welldescribing fluid physics and allowing for the representation of complex geometry and its
effects on vapor dispersion. The present work concerns the use of one CFD code (ANSYS
CFX) in simulating LNG vapor dispersion scenario involving obstacles. LNG spill field tests
were performed to study key parameters of vapor dispersion and to collect data for CFD
model validation.
On March 5th 2009, a total of 3,000 gallon LNG was spilled on water surface with a
rate varying from 80 gpm to 90 gpm. A large pit (33ftx22ftx4ft) at the BFTF was used to
perform this test. A water pond was created by filling water into the pit to its brim before the
test. The large amounts of water below the LNG promoted the vaporization and made the
vaporization rate essentially equal to the LNG discharge rate. A fixed 60-m delivery line and
a couple of flexible hoses were used to deliver LNG from a road tanker to the target pit. LNG
was released via an L-shaped, 4-inch-diameter stainless-steel discharge pipe. Two foam
generators were placed at 4 ft above the ground on one side of the pit as a safety measure in
case of any emergency. 4 ft- and 6 ft-high wooden boards were erected around the pit as
vapor fences to assess their mitigation effects on vapor cloud dispersion. Three weather
stations were installed on upwind side of the pit at elevations of 4 ft, 8 ft and 33 ft to collect
weather information such as wind direction, wind speed, humidity, temperatura and pressure.
Thirty six thermocouples were placed in array inside the pit to detect the temperatura
variation of water and forty five thermocouples were installed above the water at different
levels to measure the temperatura of the vapor cloud. Another twenty eight thermocouples
were placed in array on the water surface, in which the recorded data can be used to
estimate the LNG pool area during the test. Two types of anemometers were employed
above the water to measure the velocity fluctuations in three directions within the vapor
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fence. Additionally, thirty six gas detectors and two humidity probes were installed at different
downwind locations to record the gas concentration and relative humidity of the vapor cloud.
Numerical simulations of the LNG vapor dispersion in the BFTF test were performed
by creating a computational domain to define the boundary of dispersion region, within which
the governing equations for fluid flow and heat transfer were solved. Field geometrical
features including obstacles and complex terrain were constructed in the domain to account
for their effects on vapor cloud dispersion. The main obstacles in the BFTF test were the
vapor fences and foam generators. Next, the domain was subdivided into a number of small,
non-overlapping control volumes using a mesh generated by CFX-Mesh. A non-uniform
mesh was implemented to accommodate field characteristics with a finer mesh in the source
area to better capture the rapid change of flow parameters. The test setup and mesh are
shown in Figure 1.
The boundary at the extremity of the computational grid was set as an open boundary
where air can simultaneously flow in and out of the domain. Wind velocity, temperatura and
turbulence profiles were specified according to the measurements of the weather stations at
three elevations. A lower part of the vapor fence (on the opposite side from the foam
generators) was specified as an inlet boundary where the LNG vapor flowed into the domain.
Here the information of LNG pool area and shape, evaporation rate, vapor temperatura and
turbulence in the source term is critical to set up this boundary condition. The rest of
computational grid in Figure 1 was set to be a no-slip wall boundary, where vapor fence and
foam generator are represented as the features of the ground.

Figure 1. Test setup {left) and CFD representation {right)

Figure 2 compares on-site measurements of gas (methane) concentration with calculated
methane volume fraction contours at 1O ft elevation. As seen in the rectangular area, the
numerical simulation results are in good agreement with test data. These test data were
obtained from the gas detectors which record vapor concentration profiles during the test.
Due to the effect of small-scale time-variant turbulence on the vapor cloud , it is generally not
possible to have the simulated contours exactly match with the actual ones.
Vapor fences have been used to reduce vapor travel of flammable vapor cloud. The
physical phenomena associated with the vapor fence effect can be illustrated in a CFD
simulation. Figure 3 shows velocity and temperatura profiles in the vertical centerline plane. lt
is shown that vapor fences are not only effective in holding up the cloud within the source
area but also inducing more recirculation and mixing to increase heat transfer between cold
LNG vapor and ambient air.
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Figure 2. Gas concentration contours at 1O ft elevation
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Figure 3. Velocity and temperature field in the vertical centerline plane
4. Controlling LNG Vapor Cloud using Water Curtain
Water curtain has proven ability to prevent the hazards of toxic and flammable gas
release through dispersion and absorption. The mechanisms involved in using water curtain
to reduce the gas concentration of a vapor cloud include forced dispersion, dilution, and heat
transfer. The actions of a water spray in mitigating a vapor cloud may consist of all or any
combination of the mechanisms, if properly designed. The ability of water curtain to show
different effects initiated an interest in the utilization of water curtain as a potential LNG vapor
cloud mitigation measure in the late 70's [3]. Both theoretical and experimental work has
been carried out to assess the effectiveness of water curtains in LNG vapor cloud dispersion.
However, the main controlling phenomena involved during LNG vapor and water curtain
interaction was not clearly established from previous research. At present the Mary Kay
O'Connor Process Safety Center (MKOPSC) is conducting experimental research to study
the physical mechanisms of water curtain in dispersing LNG vapor cloud. The purpose of
this research is to combine the theoretical understanding of the phenomenon with the field
tests to make the results directly applicable to the current LNG industry needs.
Out-door LNG spill experiments with different types of water curtains were conducted in the
last three years in BFTF facility in presence of real medium scale LNG spills. Results of
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previous tests by MKOPSC have been published elsewhere [4, 5]. ln the recent 2009 tests,
60 ° full cone spray nozzle and 180° hydro-shield fiat fan nozzle were used to control vapor
cloud from a continuous LNG release onto water. LNG was spilled on water to create a
continuous vapor cloud. The average wind speed, temperature, solar heat flux and relative
humidity during the tests were 6.Sm/s, 28.3 °C, 775 W/m 2 and 40%, respectively.
To determine the effectiveness of different types of water spray curtains and their
mechanisms in enhancing the LNG vapor cloud dispersion, full cone water curtain and fiat
fan water curtain nozzle were used. Gas detectors were place at three elevations (O.Srn,
1.2m and 2.1m) in three downwind distances (Om, 9.7m, and 14m). Water curtain was
placed 4.75m downwind from the edge of the spill location (Om). Dispersed LNG vapor
concentration data were collected both before and after the water curtain application. Figure
4 shows the trend of downwind concentration (% v/v CH 4 ) at three different heights with and
without two different types of water spray. From the figure it is clear that gas concentration
was reduced after the spray region in all the heights by full cone water curtain. On the other
hand, concentrations at higher levels (1.2m and 2.1 m) for fiat fan spray increased after the
spray region. This result indicates that though fiat fan water curtain is more effective in
pushing LNG vapor cloud upward, full cone water curtain is more effective in terms of
reducing the LNG vapor concentration in the downwind direction.
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Figure 4. Downwind concentration at three different heights with and without full cone
spray and fiat fan spray
During the tests change in water curtain temperature was also monitored. Figure 5
shows the change in water curtain temperature when it interacts with LNG vapor. Data
indicates that the temperatura change for the full cone type water curtain was larger than that
of fiat fan type water curtain (full cone spray: ó. Tavg= 4.50±0.4°C, fiat fan spray:
ó. Tavg=2.50±0.27°C). Though the fan spray can give higher flow rate and larger coverage, the
temperatura change by the cone spray is larger due to relatively smaller drop size and wider
spray area. The temperature change was not very significant and thus calculated heat
(assuming Cp= 4.186 J/gmK) released by the water curtain is also low (full cone spray: q 8 vg=
18.84J/gm, fiat fan spray: q avg= 10.47J/gm). However, it is clear that the results show water
curtain can provide heat to mixed gas cloud and the full cone curtain is more effective in
terms of heat transfer than the fiat fan spray.
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Figure 5. Change in water curtain temperature reading
Analyzed experimental data show the physical phenomena of dilution, heat transfer and
mechanical effects during LNG vapor and water curtain actions for two different types of
spray. This research indicates that though full cone spray could not provide enough height
and strong barrier for the LNG cloud, it reduces the methane concentration more effectively
than the fiat fan spray. However, the tests could not show a significant change in
concentration and temperature change. Thus more tests are needed to resolve these issues
to achieve the overal! objective of research, which is to determine the water curtain
effectiveness in controlling LNG vapor for a comprehensive design water curtain guideline.
Future tests should also overcome some limitations encountered in the current test findings.
5. LNG Fire Mitigation using Expansion Foam
Expansion foam has been recommended as one of the safety provisions for vapor
dispersion control and pool fire suppression. Expansion foam is made by mixing air into a
water solution containing a foam concentrate, and is produced in the foam generators.
Previous work has shown that expansion foam can subdue fire by insulation and reduce
vapor dispersion by heating the LNG vapors. However, previous findings did not provide indepth understanding of the investigated phenomena and specific guidelines for foam system
design. Thus, the current research focuses on evaluating the foam effectiveness on LNG
control and identifying key parameters of foam application on LNG fires.
Prior to investigating the foam effectiveness on LNG, it is critical to observe how the
expansion foam changes when it is applied on LNG and how much foam can be broken by
contacting with LNG and ether factors such as wind. ln order to meet this research
objectives, small-scale field tests were designed to spill LNG onto a confined concrete pit to
simulate LNG release scenarios on land. ln this test, a 3ft x 3ft wooden box (lined with
concrete boards) was constructed for LNG containment and a 3ft x 6ft transparent box was
created for foam containment.
Additionally, medium-scale field tests were conducted to observe the foam
effectiveness on LNG control and identity the key parameters. For medium scale tests, a
large pit (21ft x 33ft X 4ft) at the BFTF was used and installed with ten gas detectors and ten
thermocouples inside the pit. More than one hundred of thermocouples were installed above
the pit to measure evaporation rate and temperature of foam and LNG vapors. ln order to
observe the LNG vapor concentration, forty gas detectors were also mounted around the pit.
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The approach selected for the risk assessment and the determination of the consultation
zones is a probabilistic one with particular assumptions. The paper will show the successive
steps of the risk assessment phase in a first part and then analyses the ranges of distances
which have been obtained in the definition of the consultation zones.
2. Approach chosen in Walloon Region

ln Walloon Region, the approach selected for the risk assessment and the determination of
the consultation zones is similar to a full probabilistic approach , which is called a "QRA"
(Quantitative Risk Assessment) in the Netherlands and United Kingdom. The successive
steps of the risk assessment phase are summarized in figure 1.

Knowledge ofthe plant (upper- or
Jower-tier Seveso plant)

Process, lay-out, weather
conditions, surroundings
Methodology for selecting
hazardous equipment,
selection of credible scenarios

Identification of hazards

Estimation of
scenario frequencies

Estimation of scenario
consequences

I

I

Probabilistic approach

Deterministic approach

Quantification ofthe
risk

Quantitative risk
assessment software

Definition of
consultation zones

Figure 1: Summary of the steps followed for the determination of the consultation zones
2.1 Gathering the information

ln a first step, it is necessary to collect information about the Seveso plant around which a
consultation zone has to be drawn. This is carried out through the analysis of safety reports,
visits of the plant, and the gathering of maps, list of substances, list of equipment, process
data, etc. Weather conditions are provided by the Walloon Region. The set of data to be
collected is well structured , dueto the know-how acquired in this field.
2.2 Choosing the equipment contributing to the risk

ln a second step, it is necessary to choose the equipment which will be included in the risk
assessment. lt is crucial here not to choose too few equipment in order to have a right
assessment of the risk level, and not to choose too much equipment, which would lead to a
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high time-consuming process. ln the frame of land use planning issue, only equipments
contributing to a risk beyond the fence of the plant have to be considered.
For this purpose, the Walloon Region has developed a method of selection of equipment
(Ministry of Walloon Region, 2005).
2.3 Selecting appropriate scenarios for the chosen equipment
When a piece of equipment is selected during the previous step (storage or process vessel,
pipe or transport equipment), some scenarios are considered in a systematic way. ln
general, the full rupture of the equipment is considered (catastrophic rupture for a vessel, full
bore rupture for a pipe), and also breaches or leaks of various equivalent diameters
(breaches of 35 and 100 mm diameter on a vessel, leaks of 22 and 44 % of the nominal
diameter for a pipe). These scenarios are summarized in figure 2.
The values quoted for the equivalent diameters of the breaches and leaks have been chosen
because frequency failure rates are available for these sizes. lndeed, the available
frequencies are related to different size of breach, this allow us to have our couple "scenariofrequency" needed for a probabilistic methodology.
These scenarios are systematically modelled, but it is obvious that some additional scenarios
could be added according to the particularities of the plant.
Transport
equipment

Storage or
process
vessel

• Catastrophic
ruptura
- Breach 100 mm
- Breach 35 mm

- Full bore ruptura
- Leak 0,44.D

// -'"'\::·D
,
,,
- Catastrophic ruptura
- Breach 100 mm
- Breach 35 mm

!===::i. ?
'

''
- Ruptura
- Rupture
- Leak 25 mm

CD
DO DO

IUnl!oadinq
hose

Figure 2: Example of pre-selected scenarios
2.4 Choosing failure frequencies for the selected scenarios
For each scenario, a failure frequency must be chosen. The methodology uses generic
frequencies, which means that the analysis of the causes of the scenario is not performed.
The frequency is directly obtained for the loss of containment event (for example, a breach
on a vessel or on a pipe). Generic frequencies are the same than those used in the Flemish
Region, in Belgium (Aminal 2004 ).
2.5 Results
Calculations are carried out by the QRA software PHAST RISK 6.53-1. Results are provided
in the shape of iso-risk curves superimposed on a map of the area. The iso-risk curves are
used for the drawing of the consultation zones mentioned in the beginning of this paper.
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Table 2. Seismic fragility coefficients (eq.9) and threshold values (PGAk) for industrial
.
for t he two ns
. k states RS 1 and RS2
eau1oment,
Equipment
13 [g] PGAk [g] (RS1 ) PGAk [g] (RS2)
u fal
Anchored atm storaae tank (near full)
0.275
0.074
1.25
0.65
0.118
0.029
0.68
0.75
Unanchored atm storage tank (near full)
0.526
0.196
Pressurized horiz storage tanks
1.85
0.85
0.526
0.249
Pressurized reactors
4.36
1.22
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Figure 1. Hazard curves for high- (left) and medium-seismic (right) sites in Italy used for
acceptability calculations. TSL value has been assumed as 50 years.
For the curves of Figure 1, Table 3 reports the mean values for H(PGA,TSL), TSL = 50 year,
for each threshold earthquake intensities for risk state RS1 given in Table 2. and the
calculations of P1,nat,thresh as carried out by simple eq.(1 O).
Table 3. Seismic hazard for industrial equipment (RS1) for the correspondent value of the
PGAk reoorted.líl T able 2
Eauioment
PGAk
Hiah seismic area
Low seismic area
50-v orob P, thr„•h""t 50-v orob PI thr„•h n"'
fal
Anchored atm storage tank
0.275
8.9E-03
4.7E-05
1.8E-06
9.5E-09
Unanchored atm storaae tank
0.118
2.2E-01
2.8E-02
4.4E-05
5.6E-06
Pressurized horiz storaae tanks
0.526
5.4E-05
1.8E-09
1.1 E-08
3.5E-13
Pressurized reactors
0.526
5.4E-05
1.8E-09
1.1 E-08
3.5E-13
Results of Table 3 shows that in the case of low seismicity only atmospheric storage tanks
are over tolerable limits, and that specific prevention measures should be adopted to improve
the resilience of these equipment to earthquakes. On the other hand, for highly seismic
zones all atmospheric equipment should be further analysed for acceptability, in order to
identity the boundary between ALARP and unacceptable regions.
The approach described in section 4 was also applied to a literature case-study [4], where
the IR dueto Na-Tech events triggered by an earthquake with PGA= 0.302 g was analyzed
by means of QRA. The seismic event increases the IR value of one order of magnitude with
respect to the "pure" industrial IR value, when considering the catastrophic failure of near full
unanchored atmospheric storage tanks. Results of the screening methodology has also
provided a KPI value equal to 51 for this plant, thus falling inside the ALARP region as
reported in Table 1.
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A method to evaluate technical measures in a Quantitative Risk Assessment
for land use planning
P.A.M. Uijt de Haag, M.A.M. Heijne
Centre for Extemal Safety, RIVM, P. O. Box 1, 3720 BA Bilthoven, the Netherlands,
email: paul.uijt.de.haag@rivm.nl
Tebodin, P.O. box 43, 1950 AA Velsen-Noord, the Netherlands
email: m.heijne@tebodin.nl

1. lntroduction
ln the Netherlands, Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) is used for decisions on land use
planning around sites with dangerous substances, like Seveso establishments, LPG filling
stations, warehouses of dangerous substances and marshalling yards. Two measures are
used: the individua! risk and the societal risk [1 ].
The individua! risk (or 'location-baseď risk) is defined as the risk to an (unprotected)
individua! at a specific location. The risk is expressed as the probability of fatality in one
year as a direct result of an on-site incident involving hazardous substances.
The societal risk gives the relation between the probability of an accident and the number
of fatalities resulting from the accident. The societal risk is visualized by an FN curve,
where F denotes the probability in one year of an accident with N or more deaths.
Since the QRA calculations are used for decisions on land use planning, it is necessary that
the results are robust, reproducible and transparent. As a consequence, the QRA
calculations for land use planning are to a large extent standardized. A dedicated software
tool, SAFETl-NL, has to be used and Loss of Containment (LoC) scenarios with
corresponding failure frequencies are prescribed [2,3]. As an example, table 1 shows the
LoC scenarios for a single-walled atmospheric storage tank.
Table 1: Loss of Containment scenarios prescribed for a single-walled atmospheric storage
tank
LoC scenario

Frequency
1

rvear- 1
Catastrophic rupture - instantaneous release

5 X 10·5

Catastrophic rupture - outflow in ten minutes

5 X 10·5

Small leak - 1O mm hole

1 X 10·4

The QRA has developed into a powerful tool for land-use planning. However, there are
important limitations with regard to risk-reducing measures. To solve a problem in land-use
planning, an operator may want to implement risk reducing measures on-site. lt is
straightforward to value in the QRA risk-reducing measures mitigating the physical effect, like
block-in valves and a bund, given that the effectiveness of the measure is supported by data.
However, it is much more difficult to value preventive measures in a QRA. Since prescribed
LoC scenarios and failure frequencies are used, additional safety devices or stronger tank
design do not reduce the calculated risk. Additionally, specific data on the effect of risk
reducing measures is missing to substantiate a reduction in failure frequency. Thus, costly
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measures like removal of the activity or removal of houses may be asked for, whereas riskreducing measures may be more cost effective.
We have therefore investigated the possibilities to value risk-reducing measures in a robust
manner in the standardized QRA for land-use planning.

2

Outline of the evaluation method

The method to evaluate risk-reducing measures in the QRA is outlined in Figure 1.

Request

Step 1

Measure
additional to
standard

No
>----Use standard values

Step 2

ncident data
available

No
>-----Expert opinion study

Relevant failure
ca uses

Step.~

Effect measure per
failure cause

Step 5

Effect measure on
failure frequency

Figure 1
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Targets critica/ with respect to esca/ation ("domino effect" or accidents propagation):
equipment items are of concern in this case. Critical target equipment may be identified
according to the potential for accident escalation upon damage by fragment impact. For
example, large inventory equipment or equipment handling highly toxic material are likely to
result in significant increase in accident severity if damaged by impacting missiles.
Targets critical with respect to process integrity: the process integrity concerns the asset
value of the target equipment and the possibility to damage critical nodes for process control
and safety (e.g. control instruments, firefighting equipment, etc.). The problem is of particular
concern in congested situations as off-shore installations.
Clearly enough, the critical vulnerable elements presented do not reflect any order of general
priorities and should be selected according to the final aim of the study.
4. Characterization of the missiles generated

Reference fragmentation patterns are used in the present approach to define the expected
number and shape of fragments formed in the failure of a vessel [3,4]. ln a previous study,
the analysis of more than 140 vessel fragmentation events [1 ,5] evidenced that a limited
number of likely fragmentation patterns may be identified. Moreover the analysis of fracture
propagation mechanism, material toughness, wall temperature and transient loads suggests
a strong correlation among the vessel type, the scenario causing vessel fragmentation and
the fragmentation pattern experienced by the vessel [1,5]: BLEVEs and physical explosions
are expected to yield limited number of fragments (ductile fractures), while confined
explosions and runaway reactions predominantly produce a high number of fragments (brittle
fracture, although brittle-ductile transition is possible for high toughness vessels). These
conclusions are confirmed by the data on past accidents reported in Table 2.
The analysis of past accident files also allowed the retrieval of data on the number of
fragments formed as a consequence of the different fragmentation patterns (Table 2). Again,
this resulted strongly dependent on the vessel category and on the primary scenario causing
the fragmentation. Table 2 also shows that the actual number of fragments formed is
coherent with that expected from the theoretical analysis of the fragmentation patterns.
Furthermore, the analysis of the available accident data allows for the estimation of the
expected probabilities of fragment projection given the vessel fragmentation (Pprj,F) and the
conditional probability of the alternative fragmentation patterns (Ppat,F). This probabilities are
multiplied together to yield the probability of generation of a missile (P9 e n,F).
Table 2: Observed conditional probabilities (%) of credible fragmentation patterns for
different primary scenarios leading to vessel fragmentation. Refer to [1] for definitions of the
fragmen t aťion pattern
CV1
CV2
CV3
CV4
CV7
CV11
CV21
J
!.. 1 I f I , •••.• , 11 { I , •••.. , I J (I „ " .-. I
,
I
r
II II
I
I
I
I
~1··········1~
BLEVE (Fired)
Physical Explosion
BLEVE (Non Fired}
Confined Exolosion
Runaway Reaction
Ali Scenarios
# of Expected Fragm.
# of Observed Fraom.
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29%
2%
1
1

59%

12%

-

29%

-

67%

8%

13%

8%

4%

90%
43%
62%
2
2

-

-

-

-

9%
3
3

3%
>3
4

14%
22%
3
3

1%
5
5

10%
14%
2%
>4
5
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The probability of fragment projection given vessel fragmentation (Pprj,F) is dependent on the
probability with which the fracture propagates all over the equipment shell generating at least
a single fragment that will be projected away from the equipment. Thus the problem is
particularly critical in the case of fired BLEVE scenarios as reported in [6]. A conditional
probability of 0.9 is observed by the analysis of the vessel fragmentation accidents induced
by fired BLEVEs reported in the database. For non-fired BLEVEs and physical explosions,
the analysis of the possible crack propagation mechanisms suggests it reasonably
conservative to assume a fragment projection probability equal to 0.9, in analogy with that
estimated for fired BLEVEs. On the ether hand, a conservative value of the fragment
projection probability equal to 1 should be assumed in the case of confined explosions and
runaway reactions, since in these events the crack arrest is unlikely.
On the basis of the available data, it was also possible to estimate the probability of a given
fragmentation pattern to take place in any of the different types of accidental scenario
considered for each category of primary vessel. The probabilities, expressed as conditional
probabilities of a fragmentation pattern given the vessel fragmentation resulting in fragment
projection (Ppat,F). are reported in table 2.

ln the case of rotating equipment, past accident analysis evidences two main fragment
shapes: i) a single blade of the impeller; and ii) a fragment of the impeller, usually
corresponding to a 120° section of the impeller. For both fragmentation patterns the
projection of a single fragment can be assumed. lnitial velocity can be assumed to equal to
the maximum tangential velocity. A specific reduction may be considered in order to take into
account the energy required for casing perforation.
5. Calculation of impact probability for missiles
5.1

lnitial missile direction and velocity

Clearly enough, the direction of fragment projection may depend on several factors, as the
features of the ruptured vessel, the position of the main pipes, the characteristics of the
explosion causing the generation of the fragments, etc. Unless precise information is
available on the presence of preferential directions for fragments projection , a uniform
probability distribution may be assumed for fragments generated by vessel failure. Figure 1
reports the reference axis system considered in the present study. According to the symbols
defined in the figure. the uniform probability of a fragment to be projected in a given initial
direction may be expressed as:

coscpdcpd0
e ) · d0·d cp =~=
kJ ( ,<p
4 1tf2
4 1t

(1)

ln case of fragments generated by rotating equipment, projection has a prevalent direction in
a solid sector perpendicular to the spinning axis. Practically an uniform distribution of
probabilities can be assumed within the range of this sector, while negligible probability is
assumed outside the range. For an horizontal spinning axis orientated along the z axis of
Figure 1, the solid sector can be defined by a limit angle 90 (typical values are about 5°) and
the probability to project a fragment in a given initial direction may be expressed as:
O
f.J(O,ep) · d(} · dep = cosep · d(} ·dep
8 · 00
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The initial velocity of the fragment should be estimated using specific methods. Several
models are proposed in the literature for the evaluation of the initial velocity of fragments
[9,11-13]. Also in this case the investigation of past accidents allowed for definition of the
more suitable models. A fundamental methodology was developed for selection and
validation: accident data were retrofitted by the ballistic model described in the next section
and the more suitable models for probability distribution in the initial parameters were
identified. The analysis suggested that a single mean value of the initial velocity of projection
is sufficient to estimate the initial projection velocity of the fragments. The same analysis of
past accident data evidenced that the use of a kinetic energy model [7] is sufficiently precise
for BLEVEs and mechanical explosions. The Baker model [9] yields better results in the case
of confined explosion. Conservative results are obtained using the Baker model in the case
of runaway reactions. Table 3 summarizes the suggested models. The analysis of the
available accident files concerning the BLEVEs involving LPG vessels shows that an
average value of about 4% of the Explosion Energy results actually transferred to the
fragments as kinetic energy. Higher and more conservative values (10% to 40%) are
proposed in the literature [6,1O].
Table 3: Suggested models for the initial velocity of fragments. u: fragments initial velocity;
Ev: Explosion (Expansion) Energy; Mv: Vessel Mass; P1 : Pressure inside vessel at failure; P0 :
atmospheric pressure; a0 : speed of sound of the contained gas; V volume of the vapour in
th e vesseI th at und erooes exo1os1on.
I .
Scenario

Model

Main equations

BLEVEs

kinetic
energy model

u' ~ {~:)

í8,91
mechanical
explosion

kinetic
energy model
í8,91

u' ~{~.· )

confined
explosion

The Baker
model

log(us) = 0.56 log(Ps)+ 0.23

log(us) = 0.6 log(Ps)+ 0.13 (Spherical Vessels)

[3,9,11]

Ps = (P1-Po) V I (Mv ao 2) ;

The Baker
model

log(u5 ) = 0.56 log(P5 )+ 0.23 (Cylindrical Vessels)
log(us) = 0.6 log(Ps)+ 0.13 (Spherical Vessels)

[3,9,11]

Ps = (P1-Po) V I (Mv ao 2) ;

runaway
reactions

y

=

Us =u I (k ao)

Us = u I (k ao)

y

y'

t r ~Jectory

f'

a;""- - - - " ' ~ r o gMe n

z'

(Cylindrical Vessels)

t

~inl

Figure 1: Schematisation adopted to represent the trajectory of a fragment. Left: reference
coordinate systems; right: angles of impact on the xy plane.
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4.2 Step 4: Quantitative Analysis (risk level)
Qualitative analysis results are used to define the dangerous phenomena. Quantitative
analysis leads to characterize each dangerous phenomenon (from each leak), on each point
of pipeline route, according to three quantitative criteria: intensity, probability and gravity. ln
this paragraph all non-referenced data come from GESIP guidance document.

1. Intensity
Intensity is defined by three distances (in meters). Each distance is the nearest distance from
the pipeline where reference effects can be observed on population, in case of fire, explosion
or toxic release (cf figure 2).

,,,.

;

I

I
pipeline

.....

01

;

I

\
I

\

'' '

''

.....

_,,,.

;

Nota: Reference effects thresho/ds on human beings
are defined by regu/ation:
•

SLE (Significantly Lethal Effects or 5%
letha/ity) - distance 03 ;

\

•

FLE (First Lethal Effects or 1% /etha/ity) distance 02;

I

•

/RE (lrreversib/e Effects)- distance 01 .

'
I

Peop/e can be supposed to escape, after a reaction
time of 3 seconds, at the average speed of 2.5 meters
per second, if operator can prove lack of physical
obstacle.

Figure 2: Effect distances for one phenomenon (ie jet fire after a small leak)
These distances are most often calculated by using numerical simulation models of
hazardous phenomena. GESIP guidance document contains a table where generic distances
for vertical jet fires from gas pipelines are given.
lf a leak can cause different phenomena (fire, toxic cloud, overpressure), the worst (with the
biggest effect distances) is chosen for the following analysis.

2. Gravity
For one leak (i.e. medium leak), gravity is defined in each point of the pipeline as the number
of people exposed to leak effects. Population has to be counted in effect circ/es
• centered in this point (assumed to be the release point),
•

with a radius equal to distances 03 (Significantly Lethal Effects or SLE), respectively
02 (First Lethal Effects or FLE). lrreversible effects (IRE) are not used here.

Some rules are given for this operation, as for examples consider an average of 2,5 person
in houses, the maxi mal capacity in public buildings, 0,4 person per km of road and for 100
vehicles per day, 1O persons per 104 m 2 for open fields ...

3. Probability
ln this context probability is defined as the probability (per year) that a point M in the vicinity
of the pipeline can be exposed to an intensity above a given effect level. Probability is
calculated for each reference effect level (respectively SLE and FLE) and for each type of
leak which can happen on any point of the pipeline, as follows:
(1)
P{M} = F1eak X Pignition X LX Li{EcMi X PRFi} X C X Ppres
where
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P(M)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Probability (point M)
Generic frequency of the given /eak
F1eak
lgnition probability (only for f/ammable substances)
P;gnition
L
Effect length
Each risk factor /eading to the given /eak
Efficacy of each risk-reducing measure against the i risk factor
EcM;
Part of the i risk factor in the given /eak
PRFi
c
Corrective factor dependant on pipeline environment
Presence rate of peop/e in the vicinity
Ppres
L is the result of geometrie calculation (cf figure 3).
O: effect distance
M

[yeaf 1}
[km·1.yeaf 1}
[/]
[mj
[/]
[/]
[/]
[/]

(for given leak and effect)
d: distance between point M and pipeline

D

d

L: effect length ie length of the section from where the
given phenomenon can reach M with an effect ~ E

D

pipeline

L = 2 X (0

2

-

d

2 112
)

(2)

The length Lis maxima! (Lmax
pipeline.

L

=20) when Mis on the

Figure 3: Calcu/ation of effect length L.
Some parameters in equation (1) are deducted from databases analyses:
•
•
•

F1eak is observed between 1970 to 1990. lt is estimated between 0.1 and 8
4
(10 .km.yearr1 for natural gas and oil pipelines,
P;gnítion (if applicable) is estimated between 0,02 and 0,30 (dependant on substance
and breach size ),
PRFJ: for instance 80% of natural gas pipeline ruptures are caused by third party
excavation works, and 20% by ground movements.

EcM; is the risk reduction factor induced by the risk-reducing measure, i.e. its PFD (Probability
of Failure on Demand). C characterises the environment: as an example, suburban areas
(where urbanization is growing) will more likely be submitted to excavation works than open
country. EcM; and Care given in GESIP guidance document (cf tab/es 4 and 5).
r,a ble 4 Examo,Ies of recommen d ed va Iues fior ECM/
Risk factor: third party excavation works
Risk-reducina Measure

EcM1

Concrete sleeves + warninq tape

0,01

Risk factor: corrosion
Risk-reducina Measure
Cathodic protection

0,01
0,01

Reinforced markina of oioeline

0,3

Interna! insoection (robot)

Route surveillance (n times per month)

1 In

Scraper

Periodic information of land owners

0,3 to 0,8

EcM1

0,3

I

I

These values can be used if measures comply with GESIP recommendations.

Table 5: Recommended values for C (risk factor is third oart 1 excavation works here

c

Pipeline environment

c

Depth of cover

c

0,8

Suburban or urban area

3

0,6m

2

Car park

1

Closed and built parcel

0,05

0,8 m

1

No around movements

1

I

Pipeline environment
Ooen countrv
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Table 7: Risk matrices source: GESIP uidance document
Gravit
FLE

ersons
SLE

>3000
1000< ~3000
300< ~1000
100< ~300
10< ~100

>300
100< ~300
30< ~100
10< ~30
1< ~10

~10

~1

s.10·

*
*

* Specific building (public buildings, very high buildings and nuclear facilities)

5.3 Risk control process for existing exposed population
Use of risk matrices requires estimation of pipeline safety factor and location category:
•

Safety factor is the ratio between interna! stress dueto Maximum Allowable
Operating Pressure (MAOP) and elastic limit of wall material. Risk is maxima! when
this factor is equal to 1. The lower MAOP is, the lower this factor is and pipeline
operation is safer ;

•

Location categories are defined by 2006 regulation, it depends on several criteria,
such as substance hazards or population density in D3r effect circle. For each location
category a maxima! value of the safety factor is given.
Once safety factor and location category are defined, matrices are used to assess risk

acceptabilit~, as shown on figure 4.

- '· : ' · ·• ·' '

Nota: ff a specific

I.
NO

llllllii•"'"
Probability
reduction
(factor EcM; ) (

~-~~-=-

VES

building is p/aced
in a zone with * in
matrices, at least
one risk-reducing
measure
required. is
Pub/ic buildings are
considered as far
as their capacity is
• more than 100
persons for SLE,
• more than 300
persons for FLE.

Figure 4: Risk control process for existing exposed population
5.4 Limitation of exposed population growth (land use planning)
Once existing exposed population had been protected as shown on figure 4, operator has to
follow its evolution all along the pipeline route. For that purpose a Geographic lnformation
System is required for long pipelines, and every five years the safety study is revised.
lf exposed population decreases, nothing is required.
lf it increases until location category is modified, operator has to refer to the process on
figure 4 and take appropriate measures if necessary,
Construction or extension of new specific buildings (public and very high buildings, nuclear
facilities) is not allowed in effect distances (SLE or FLE) of the small leak in all cases, and in
effect distances of other leaks if their probability exceeds 1o~ per year.
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Full-bore ru ture of a 25 m Ion
Overall sum

i e

25 X 8.8 X 10

=2.2 X 10
2.3

X

10-

Using the incident outcome probability obtained from event tree analysis and release frequency
calculation, the incident outcome frequency (yf1) can be calculated and is shown in Table 3.

Incident outcome
BLEVE
VCE
Flash fire

Ta ble 3. Inc1.d ent outcome f requencv
Incident frequency (yf1 )
Incident outcome
probabilitv
2.3 X 10"'°
0.25
2.3 X 10"'°
0.34
2.3 X 10"'°
0.34

Incident outcome
frequencv (yf1)
5.7 X 10-o
7.8 X 10-o
7.8 X 10"'°

Since the damage to the process plant buildings due to overpressure is the main
concern in this study, particular attention will focus on estimating the risk scores caused by
BLEVE and VCE. Prior to identifying the risk score for each facility, other information such as
the size of plant and the number of grids to be allocated in the given area are needed. Figure 2
shows the risk map with a total area of 100 m2 and its corresponding grids. Each grid in the risk
map has a size of 1O mx1 O m. The distillation unit is assumed to be located in the center of the
map, marked with black area.
GOl G02 GOi G04 G05 GOG G07 G08 G09 HO
Gll G12 GB Gl4 615 616 G17 G18 G19 (20
G21 G22 G21

G2~

G2S G26 G27 G28 G29 00

G31 G32 G31 Gl4 GJ5 GJG G37 G38 G39 G40
G41 G42 G41 G44

G47 G48 G49 (50

GSl G52 GSI GS4

G57 GS8 GS9 G60

G61 G62 GGI G64 GGS G66 G67 G68 G69 00
G71 G72 G71 G74 675 G76 G77 G78 G79 (80
G81 G82 G81 G84 G8S G86 G87 G88 G89 G90
G91 G92 G91 G94 G9S G96 G97 G98 G99 GLOO

Figure 2. Risk map and its corresponding grid
For BLEVE, the overpressure of each grid was calculated using PHAST based on the distance
from the explosion center. The value was then converted to the probability of structural damage
via the probit function. For example, the distance between Grid 01 (G01 ) and the explosion
center is 63.6 m, if BLEVE occurs in the center of the plant, the calculated overpressure using
PHAST was 0.06 psi. The overpressure was converted to the probability of structural damage
via the probit function which gives 3.9%. The frequency of BLEVE is 5.7x10-6 y(1 (taken from
Table 3) and the lifetime of a plant is assumed to be 50 years. lf a building is sited on Grid 01 ,
this implies that the probability of structural damage caused by BLEVE is 0.00001. This value
was multiplied by the weighting factor of 100, and result is called a risk score. Risk scores for all
grids were calculated in this way and given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Risk scores for BLEVE

0.02

0.o19 0.017

Figure 4. Risk scores for VCE

Slast effects of VCE were calculated with the TNT-equivalence model by assuming an
ignition delay time of 180 seconds. The C# program was used to perform the Monte Carlo
simulation for a 10,000 meteorological data set in Beaumont, TX. Average overpressure of each
grid was converted to probability of structural damage via probit function. For example, the
distance between Grid 01 (G01 ) and the explosion center is 63.6 m, if VCE occurs in the
explosion center, the blast overpressure from this distance to the center of the plant was found
to be 0.15 psi. The value of overpressure was then converted to the probability of structural
damage via the probit function and combined with the incident frequency of VCE, the plant
lifetime, and the weighting factor for 100. Finally this value is defined as VCE risk score. Using
this method, risk scores for all grids were calculated and shown in Figure 4. After obtaining the
risk scores from different incidents (BLEVE and VCE) separately, next we sum the two risk
maps and subsequently the result of adding two risk indices is called integrated risk score, as
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6. Optimal layout for case study example

4. Conclusion
The present paper describes a new methodology to integrate safety and cost analysis
in the optimization of plant layout for fire and explosion scenarios. The optimization problem was
formulated as a mixed integer linear programming (MILP) problem. Results showed the
proposed methodology can work for very fast calculation of reasonably well optimized layout to
locate occupied buildings relatively safe places as well as having separation distances with
other hazardous facilities. Future work will focus on the optimization of facilities with flammable
gas scenario in different plants such as an acrylic acid process, LPG storages, and LNG
terminals in order to expand the proposed optimization tool to acquire a safer layout. This study
aims in providing information that can be used to assist in risk assessment and advice for
emergency preparedness and accident management.
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Fig. 2. "Bow-tie" accident scenario model in LOPA
Classical LOPA is a risk estimation method which considers the calculation of the mitigated
frequency (F) as a result of activation of all IPLs, whereas the severity of the consequences
(S) of a top event (TE) is assessed in a traditional manner using the look-up tables that
provide the unmitigated category of severity based on the substance type and the release
amount, determined by an expert opinion (CCPS 2001 ).
ln our approach the evaluation of the frequency of a particular scenario and severity of the
consequences is attempted in a different way. lt is assumed that the mitigated frequency (F)
is influenced by prevention and protection safety measures (IPL I and IPL li) only, while the
severity of the consequences (S) is decreased by safety measures located in the mitigation
layer (IPL Ill). lt means that the safety systems located in a multilayer of protection have
different functions. This approach is illustrated in Fig. 3 (Markowski 2006).
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Fig. 3. Functions of multilayer of protection in LOPA
The mitigated frequency of the top event (Fre) is calculated on the basis of a minima! cut set
equation of the fault tree (MCSFT) - eq. 1.

U(F )i' U

N( I

FTE = ~

J

JE

'ITK (FIE )k)

(FIE )}" ..

n

® PICE

(1)
Afterwards, the outcome frequency (Foe), is obtained using MCS equations for the second
part of "bow-tie" model - event tree (ET). Eq. 2 presents an appropriate model of calculation.

o

FoE„ = FTE

p

®TJ (PsF t ® 11 (PECE )
o=I

p =I

M
P

FoE = L: (FoE )m
m=I

(2)

The calculation of the mitigated severity of the consequences (S) is shown in Section 4.
Both components, that is the outcome frequency (Foe) and the severity of the consequence
(S) are used for risk assessment of the particular accident scenario (Markowski et al. 2009).
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According to Fig. 3 the category of severity of the consequences is mitigated by the
activation of mitigation layer (IPL Ill). lt denotes the so called "severity reduction index" (SRI),
which is based on fuzzy "if-then" rules depending on the effectiveness and time of response
of the active systems (AS) and the community response (CR) (Markowski 2006). The SRI
reduces the severity of the consequences as is indicated by eq. 3.

S= S0 -SR!

(3)

SR!= MAX(SRIAS ,SRICR )

where: S 0 - severity of the consequences without AS and CR.
Similarly to FoE calculations, the S for each OE is determined. For the outcome mitigated a
severity value, needed for LOPA risk estimation, the highest value of Sis chosen (CCPS

2001).
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4.3. Risk assessment
The fuzzy risk matrix is used for risk estimation and assessment of the risk level (Markowski
& Mannan 2008). Figure 6 shows the surface of fuzzy risk matrix.
As an output of fuzzy risk matrix, fuzzy risk set with its defuzzified crisp value are obtained
for the combined outcome frequency (FoE) and the highest severity of the consequences (S).
These are the results of the analysis.

5. Case Study of the accident scenario in a distillation unit
A hexane distillation unit was chosen for a better description of the above mentioned method.
ln the Fig. 7 the hexane distillation installation is presented.
Safety and protection systems of the installation divided into 3 safety layers: prevention,
protection and mitigation are given in Table 1.
Ta ble 1 Saf etv
t and prot ecťion svst ems
Safety layer
Layer I prevention
svstems
Layer liprotection
systems
Layer Ill mitigation
svstems
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Measures
Good engineering practice (GEP)
Basic Process Control Systems (BPCS) with indication and alarm in centra! room:
BPCSPAH, BPCSrAH, BPCSrAL, BPCSLAL, BPCSFAL, BPCSTJ, BPCSp1
Safety instrumented systems (SIS):
SISr (TT, TIC, TCV), SISL (LT, LCR, LCV), SISF (FT, FIC, FCV)
PSV, RD
Automatic deluge system (Ads)
Fire brigade (Fb)
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As can be seen, there are two OEs in which fatalities can occur: pool fire (PF) in case of
immediate ignition and vapour cloud explosion (VCE) or flash fire (FF) when late ignition
takes place.
The minima! cut sets equations of TE and OEs obtained from the "bow-tie" model are as
follows.
LMCSrE = ABC + ABG + ABH + ABD + ABE + ABIJ + ABFK + ABFL + M + N + O
(4)

LMCS0 E2 =TE · li· Ads · Fb · enCE

(5)

LMCS0 E4 = TE · II· LI· Ads · enCE

(6)

5.2. Frequency calculation with the use of fuzzy logic concept
The assumptions connected with the calculations of fuzzy sets according to MCS equations
(4-6) are presented in Table 2 and Table 3. Calculations of fuzzy sets follow the fuzzy
algebra principles (Dubois & Prade 1980). The application of these equations into LOPA
makes it possible to analyze all identified accident scenario branches and to assess their
frequencies.
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lmmediate ignition

0, 1
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Late ignition
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Ta ble 4 Fuzzy frequency caIcuIa ť1ons resu lts
Fuzzv set
Symbol
TE
OE1
OE2
OE2b
OE3
OE4
OE4b
OE

Event
Hexane release
Fire extinQuished
Pool Fire and
fatalities
Pool Fire
Spill / Dispersion
VCE/FF and
fatalities
VCE/FF
Combined
conseauences
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Left
boundary
value
0,0030
6,00E-06

0,030
6,05E-04

Right
boundary
value
0,73
0,15

0,18
0,024

No losses

7,50E-08

7,56E-06

0,0018

2,96E-04

Fatalities

6,75E-07
1,35E-06

6,80E-05
0,0014

0,016
3,29

0,0027
0,40

No losses
No losses

3,34E-09

3,40E-06

0,0082

0,0010

Fatalities

3,04E-08

3,06E-05

0,074

0,0091

No losses

7,84E-08

1,10E-05

0,010

0,0013

Fatalities

Mean
value

Crisp
value

Comment
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was one of the three partners from Norway. There were 12 partners from public research
institutions, 7 industry partners, 5 universities and one governmental authority. Ali network
activities - 15 work packages and 3 interna! projects - were arranged in four activity clusters.
ln line with the main objectives these clusters were the following: "Basic Research", "Risk
Management", "Dissemination" and "Management". The allocation of the activities in the
clusters is depicted in Figure 1 below.
Table 1. NoE HySafe members
Name of lnstitution

Abbrev.

Country

Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe GmbH

FZK

DE

-'Air Liquide

AL

FR

Federal Institute for Materials Research and Testing

BAM

DE

BMW Forschung und Technik GmbH

BMW

DE

Building Research Establishment Ltd

BRE

UK

CEA

FR

Det Norske Veritas AS

ONV

NO

Fraunhofer-Gesellschaft ICT

Fh-ICT

DE

Forschungszentrum Jí.ilich GmbH

FZJ

DE

GexCon AS

GexCon

NO

The United Kingdom's Health and Safety Laboratory

HSE/HSL

UK

Foundation INASMET

INASMET

ES

lnst. Nat. de l'Environnement industrie! et des RISques

INERIS

FR

European Commission - JRC - Institute for Energy

JRC

NL

National Center for Scientific Research Demokritos

NCSRD

EL

Norsk Hydro ASA

SH

NO

OTU/Ris" National Laboratory

OTU/Ris"

OK

TNO

TNO

NL

University of Calgary

UC

K;A

University of Pisa

UNIPI

IT

Universidad Politécnica de Madrid

UPM

ES

University of Ulster

uu

UK

VOLVO Technology Corporation

Volvo

$E

Warsaw University of Technology

WUT

PL

Russian Research Centre Kurchatov Institute

Kl

RUS

Commissariat

a !'Energie Atomique

Two main efforts in the cluster "Basic Research" were the integration of experimental
facilities (IEF) and numerical tools. The interna! projects lnsHyde and HyTunnel were also
accommodated in this cluster (see below). After an initial compilation of the experimental
capabilities of all partners, a series of workshops were organized in the IEF activity in order
to share knowledge and experience. The result has been a working document on best
practice including the joint experimental knowledge of all partners with regard to experiments
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and instrumentation. For the validation of numerical tools, a large collection of Standard
Benchmark Exercises Problems (SBEPs) was compiled , where the focus lied on the use of
hydrogen in industry relevant scales. ln these more than 20 validation tests the physical and
numerical adequacy of the models used in CFD simulations was identified. The participation
in these SBEPs, quantified by the number of participants and codes was significant and the
results of the SBEP exercises were compared and published regularly. The integration
provided by the network is manifested by a series of workshops and benchmarks related to
experimental and numerical work.
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Figure 1: HySafe Activity Clusters
The prioritisation of the HySafe interna! project activities was based on a phenomena
identification and ranking exercise (PIRT} and expert interviews. These studies pointed out
that even slow hydrogen releases with relatively small release rates in confined or partially
confined geometries represent a serious risk, since combustible mixtures may form, which , if
ignited, could lead to explosions and even detonations. The lnsHyde program was initiated to
study these phenomena during the 2"d year of the NoE. Theoretical studies, literature
surveys, sensor evaluations, a broad experimental program covering releases, mixing and
ignition and associated computer simulations combined with the assessment of available
regulations, codes & standards have helped to derive recommendations for the indoor usage
of hydrogen including mitigation and detection means. This has been summarised in a public
document HySafe 0113.The HyTunnel project contributed to the understanding of the nature
of the hazards posed by hydrogen vehicles inside tunnels and its relative severity compared
to other fuels. The current tunnel regulations and standards identified relevant requirements
and current practices in respect to the management of hazards and emergencies in the event
of a fire were stud ied. Significant experimental and modelling activity was carried out. The
modelling work led by GexCon has led to some interesting findings. A horseshoe crosssection tunnel was found to be less hazardous than an equivalent rectangular cross-section
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predictive way. lt has been possible to simulate hydrogen explosions in FLACS since 1989
but with limited effort in both modelling and validation, predictions were questionable. ln
2001 , a research project was established to improve the validity of FLACS when simulating
hydrogen. Through a large number of varied small-scale explosion and dispersion
experiments combined with simulations and model improvements, significant improvement in
performance was obtained. The main missing elements in the generated test matrix from the
3-year research project (2001-04) were large-scale tests to investigate how well scaling and
explosions at large-scale are handled. We have obtained access to various large-scale
experiments, primarily through our involvement in the HySafe NoE and extensive validation
work has been carried out in recent years. lt should be mentioned that many of these
simulations have been carried out blind with no prior access to results.
The validation activity for simulation of hydrogen explosions has recently been summarized
[1 ]. Modelling results are compared to experimental data, and in general, reasonable
agreement is seen for many different kinds of geometries, conditions, and scales.
Comparisons encompass the following:
);:>Small-scale: GexCon 1.4 m channel (see Figure 2) and 30 corner [2]
);:>Large-scale: Sandia FLAME facility [3], Fh-ICT 20m balloon (low confinement) [4], SRI
Tunnel [5], Shell/HSL Refuelling station (see Figure 3) [6], Shell/HSL congested rig [7]
);:>Flame acceleration in pipes: McGill detonation tubes [8] , SRI tubes [9] , various
experiments under the HYCOM project [1 O]
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Figure 2. Experimental and simulation results in the GexCon channel (4 baffles, BR 0.17,
ignition in closed end) for 2 sensors: inner end (P1) & outside channel (P4) [2].
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Figure 3. Comparison of experimental and simulated results for two sensors during the
simulation of hydrogen explosion in refuelling station geometry [6].
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Similar extensive validation activity for simulation of dispersion of hydrogen has also been
carried out in recent years and a summary of the work has recently been published [11 ].
Modelling results are compared to experimental data, and in general, reasonable agreement
is seen for many different kinds of release conditions. Comparisons encompass the
following:
Subsonic gaseous (free) releases (INERIS experiments (see Figure 4) [12], CEA
experiments with He [13], GexCon experiments [14], Swain tests [15], etc.)
High-pressure (supersonic) gaseous (free) releases (HSL experiments [16], INERIS
tests [17], FZK tests [18])
lmpinging gaseous releases (FZK experiments (see Figure 5) [18, 19])
Cryogenic releases (NASA experiments [20])
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Figure 4. Comparison between FLACS blind predictions and experimental measurements for
the INERIS gallery tests [2] for sensor 16 (left) and sensor 12 (right).
Since 2004, GexCon also participates on behalf of Norway in the IEA Hydrogen
lmplementing Agreement Task 19 on hydrogen safety. Here, the focus also includes
performing applied CFD calculations and developing a comprehensive procedure for risk
assessment of hydrogen applications. Recently, we have proposed a CFD-based risk
assessment methodology for hydrogen systems [21] based on the NORSOK criteria. This
approach takes the diverse properties of hydrogen into account and uses experiences from
the oil and gas industry. Three different approaches are presented, with an increasing
degree of complexity. These range from analyzing the worst-case scenario to a
comprehensive study including ventilation, dispersion and explosion, to evaluate the
probability for unacceptable events. The methodology enables estimation of the complete
risk of a given system in terms of the likely explosion pressure load and the frequency with
which it is expected to occur can be estimated in a rigorous fashion starting from possible
release scenarios. The Norwegian Research Council has also sponsored further work on
FLACS validation and the development of models for DDT and detonation in FLACS,
especially for hydrogen explosions. The work has led to the development of a parameter
("spatial pressure gradienť') that can be used to identify whether DDT is likely in a given
scenario and indicate the regions where it might occur [22]. Validation work for DDT has
been carried out in various geometries including the FLAME facility and McGill detonation
tubes (both described above), Fh-ICT Iane geometry [23], KOPER facility [24], etc.
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lnternational Benchmark study of a fictitious LPG plant A comparison of the QRA approach of HSE (UK), RIVM (NL), INERIS (Fr) and
FPMs (Walloon Region Belgium)
L. Gooijer (RIVM), N. Cornil (FPMs), C. Lenoble (INERIS)
PO Box 1- 3720 BA- Bilthoven - The Netherlands- leendert.gooijer@rivm.nl
Rue de l'Epargne 56 - 7000 Mons - Belgium, nathael.cornil@umons.ac.be
Parc technologique Alata BP 2 F-60 550 Verneuil-en-Halatte - clement.lenoble@ineris.fr

1. lntroduction
ln order to compare the Quantitative Risk Assessment (QRA) method in the UK (HSE),
France (INERIS), the Netherlands (RIVM) and the Walloon region of Belgium (FPMs), a
benchmark exercise was performed for a fictitious LPG plant. This paper contains the
summary of the four approaches and the different results of the calculations and
governmenťs conclusions. The similarity in results is surprising.

2. Overview of the four risk assessment approaches
From the beginning ('80) the United Kingdom and the Netherlands have based their external
safety policy on the quantification of risks (probabilistic approach). ln France before the
Toulouse accident (2001 ), a deterministic approach was used. The past few years, the
French have developed a more (semi-quantitative) risk based approach. ln the Walloon
Region (Belgium) a probabilistic approach is used since 2003.
2.1 French regulation framework
ln France two different public decision tools use the output of the QRA, namely the MMR
matrix (related to permit to operate process- based on risk level comparable to societal risk)
and the PPRT (related to land-use planning - based on aléa level and comparable to
individua! risk). The MMR matrix shows the risk level of an accidental scenario based on the
combination of its consequences and its possibility of occurrence.
Table 1: MMR Matrix
Probability
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The severity of major accidents is based on the evaluation of the number of persons exposed
to differtent levels of intensity of hazardous phenomena (not the number of fatalities). The
probability of each phenomenon is estimated by a semi-quantitative approach based on a
specific on-site risk analysis performed by a group of experts involving the plant operators.
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The QRA approach is used for the societal risk assessments, but the methods used are not
currently employed other than for interna! developments. This may change in the future. The
societal risk is presented as an FN curve, where N is the number of deaths and F the
cumulative frequency of accidents with N or more deaths. For the societal risk two Risk
lntegral (RI) guide values have been examined by HSE. The lower guide value RlcoMAH is
2000 and the upper guide value 500,000.
2.3 QRA approach FPMs
First of all, it should be stressed that the land use planning policy is regional in Belgium, so
each Region (Flanders, Wallonia, Brussels) has developed its own methodology and
regulations. The approach presented here is the one of the Walloon Region (southern part
of Belgium).
The measure used to quantify the external due to Seveso plants is the individual risk. This
one is defined as the risk of an individua! suffering irreversible damage due to an on-site
accident involving dangerous substances. The external risk is shown by iso-risk contours
around the Seveso plants. The societal risk is not taken into account.
The area delimited by the 1o·6 per year iso-risk curve is called the "consultation zone", inside
which the advice from the competent authority must be taken for every project concerning
land use. Authorities base their decision on the next matrix.
Table 4: Matrix for the decision-making process inside the consultation zone (Walloon
Re ion, Bel ium •
Category

Individua! risk irreversible dama e
10-3 to 10-4
10-4 to 10-5
10-5 to 1o~

Type A: Buildings and technical units directly
linked with the geography (catchment, water
tower, wastewater treatment, windmill, etc
Type B: Buildings for a few people, for the
most part adult and autonomous (workshop,
lo istic units, small sho s, etc

With caution

Type C: Buildings for people, for the most part
adult and autonomous, but without number
restriction (accommodation, workshops I
offices for more than 100 people, schools for
students a ed 12 and over, etc

Nat allalal With caution

Type D: Buildings for susceptible people, with
restricted autonomy (hospitals, rest homes,
schools for children under 12, risons, etc

Natallalal Natalallllad With caution

ln Walloon Region, the QRA approach is similar to a full probabilistic approach, which is
called a "QRA" (Quantitative Risk Assessment). However, the approach chosen differs from
a classic QRA method on several points, the most important one being that the risk is not
expressed in terms of fatalities but is linked with the possibility of irreversible damage for
people. The frequencies used are generic ones, issued from the "Handboek Kanscijfers
2004" of the Flemish Competent Authority. With the risk curves obtained, the Walloon Region
draws the consultation zanes on the local maps.
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2.4 QRA approach RIVM
Two different measures are used in the Dutch QRA approach, namely Individua! Risk and
Societal Risk. The lndividual risk represents the risk of an (unprotected) individua! dying as
a direct result of an on-site accident involving dangerous substances. Individua! risk is
visualized by risk contours on a map. The limit value for vulnerable objects is equal to 1x1 O~
per year: no vulnerable objects are allowed within this 10-6 risk contour. For 'less vulnerable'
objects (like small offices) the 1o~ contour is a target value.
Societal Risk represents the risk of having an accident with N or more people being killed
simultaneously. The societal risk is presented as an FN curve, where N is the number of
deaths and F the cumulative frequency of accidents with N or more deaths. For the societal
risk a guide value is used.
With the prescription of the guideline ('Guideline Risk Calculation BEVI') together with Safetinl, QRA calculations for land use planning have been standardized (by law) and the results
can be reproduced and are more robust and transparent. The guidelines give a well-defined
set of scenarios (loss of containment events) for each installation, with a default failure
frequency of each scenario. The modeling of the safety systems (e.g. emergency stop) is
also largely standardized. The scenarios are modeled with the risk model Safeti-nl. The
results are used in the land use planning and environmental permit approval.
3. LPG case
The fictitious LPG depot is composed of an unloading area, three storage vessels and a
loading station. lt is supposed that all the equipment is located at the same point.

~
tank truck
storage tank
(:sphericaJ or cylindrical)
tank tl\Jck
)

Rail tankcar

Figure 1: lllustration of the equipment that are considered in the LPG case
The unloading facilities consist of three rail tank cars for the delivery of propane and 1 road
tank car for the delivery of both propane and butane. The storage farm includes 2 mounded
cylindrical vessels for propane (both 2500 m3 ) and 1 spherical vessel for butane (700 m3 ). A
fictious population have been defined in the surroundings of the facility in order to perform
societal risks assessment and MMR matrix. Finally, the the loading facility contains 1 road
tank car able to load both propane and butane.
The four parties based their risk assessment on the same (technical) description of this
fictitious plant, while they used their own methodology to perform the assessment.
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4. Results of the risk assessment
4.1 Safety distances (Individua! Risk)
Table 5: The relevant distances of the four institutes
Country

Value

Distance (m)

United Kingdom
(HSE)

lnner zone (used for housina, hotels)

280m

Middle zone (used for hospitals, schools)

380m

France (lneris)

Aléa VH (limit value for exorooriation)

270m

Netherlands
(RIVM)

IR 10-6 per year contour (limit value for houses, schools,
hospital)

250m

Belgium -Walloon
Region (FPMs)

IR 10-5 oer vear contour (value for houses)

200m

IR 10-6 per year contour (value for schools, hospitals ... )

375m

4.2 French risk matrix (MRR matrix)
lneris considered 31 accidents in this case. Each accident is placed in the MMR matrix,
based on the probability and severity of the accident.
The matrix tells that four accidents are in the not acceptable area of the matrix. These
accidents concern road tankers and 6" pipes. Furthermore the number of accidents in the
yellow cells exceeds the maximum acceptable number of 5.
4.3. Societal Risk (FN-curve)
Both HSE and RIVM calculated the societal risk resulting in a FN-curve. For this case HSE
used its own spreadsheet tool - a development tool at present. Both curves with the guide
lines are shown in the next figure. The X-axis means the number of fatalities and the Y-axis
gives the cumulative frequency (per year) of all the scenarios together.
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Figure 2: FN-curves of RIVM and HSE together. The blue curve with the line guide value is
from the RIVM. The red curve with dotted upper and lower guide values is from the HSE.
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Consequences of new risk methodologies for transmission pipelines
G.M.H. Laheij, A.A.C. van Vliet, R.J. Hansler
P.O.B. 1, 3720BA Bilthoven, the Netherlands, gerald.laheij@rivm.nl
P.O.B. 1, 3720BA Bilthoven, the Netherlands, andre.van.vliet@rivm.nl
P.O.B. 1, 3720BA Bilthoven, the Netherlands, rikkert.hansler@rivm.nl

1. lntroduction
ln the Netherlands natural gas, crude oil and petroleum products are transported through
underground pipelines with a combined length of about 16000 kilometres. ln two circular
letters issued in 1984 and 1991, land-use planning guidelines and generic zoning distances
are laid down for underground transmission pipelines. ln preparation of new legislation , in
which zoning distances will be based on a probabilistic approach, the quantitative risk
analysis methodologies for underground transmission pipelines for natural gas and
flammable liquids are revised. New understandings in the risk scenarios, failure frequencies
and effects are now included.
This paper gives an overview of the reviewed risk methodologies for both natural gas
pipelines and pipelines with flammable liquids. Also, the consequences for land-use planning
will be given together with measures that can be taken to reduce the risk of these pipelines.
For pipelines with other dangerous substances the risk methodology is currently being
developed.

1.1 Zoning policy
The new zoning policy is part of a two-track policy for preventing major accidents. Firstly, the
frequency of accidents occurring and their effects when they do occur are reduced as much
as reasonably possible by taking measures at the source of risk. Secondly, the number of
persons exposed to effects, should an accident occur, is reduced by the zoning policy. Two
measures are used in defining these policies: the individua! risk as a measure of the level of
protection to each individua! member of the public, and the societal risk as a measure of the
disaster potential for the society as a whole. The individua! risk is expressed as the risk of
fatality per year; this is defined as the probability that an unprotected person residing
permanently at a fixed location will be killed as a result of an accident occurring at a source
of risk. The societal risk is defined as the probability that a certain number of deaths will be
exceeded during a single accident; it is expressed as the relationship between the number of
people killed (N) and the frequency per year (F) that this number will be exceeded. For both
the individua! risk and societal risk, criteria limits will be set for pipelines [1 ]. For dwellings
and vulnerable objects like schools and hospitals, the individua! risk limit is set at 10·5 per
year. For less vulnerable objects like small office buildings, restaurants, shops and recreation
facilities, the individua! risk contour of 1 per year is a guidance value. The limit for the
societal risk is an indicative limit. For transport routes, the limiting frequency (Fum) per
kilometre of pipeline for the occurrence of an accident with Nor more deaths is :
Fum[km·1 yr"1) x N2 = 10·2
(1.1)

o-s

where
F1;m
N

= limiting frequency per kilometre of pipeline
= number of deaths
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2. Experimental material and methods
2.1. Tunnel modelling
Experimental runs were performed in a laboratory scaled tunnel, reproducing in scale the
"Brasile" tunnel (located in the highway A? Genoa-Milan stretch , Italy). The total length of the
laboratory tunnel is 6.0 m, the interna! radius is 0.15 m, the height from the floor is 0.2 m and
the width at the floor level is 0.28 m. The model, reproduced in Figure 1, is made of fire-proof
concrete, with a Pyrex-glass made testing chamber (Fabiane et al. , 2003). As summarized in
the following, the physical model was properly modified and equipped in order to perform this
study.
ln the external surface of the tunnel, the model was equipped with two types of temperatura
sensors:
• interna! temperatura thermocouples chromel I Alumel (type K), with insolation oxide
core and high heat insulated, sheathed in lnconel 600 with a diameter of 2 mm and
length 800mm;
• external temperatura thermal resistances type PT-100.
The model was also equipped with 4 tubes in glass placed on top of the vaulting, utilized as
smoke sampling devices. The position of thermocouples type K was designed to detect the
temperatura profiles, considering four different heights and five thermocouples for each
transversal section. The design was developed to ensure that it is possible to follow the
stratification of smokes during the evolution of the fire.
The tunnel was divided into 4 sections, where section A corresponds to the flame and
sections B, C and D equally spaced along the tunnel.
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Figure 1 Schematic layout of the laboratory tunnel.
2.2 Analyses
The optimized sampling and analytical procedura was applied to the separation and
quantification of different compounds in smoke. The smokes are passed into adsorbent
systems properly selected, allowing the sequential sampling of different classes of
substances.
The analytical methods are designed to characterize three classes of substances, namely:
• polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons or PAHs through the use of PTFE and glass fiber
filters and followed by a glass tube supporting XAD-2;
• inorganic acids were retained by a glass tube supporting silica gel;
• VOC and SVOC by a steel tube containing Tenax and subsequent thermal
desorbtion.
ln addition we used a real time monitor (Teste, Milan, Italy) allowing to detect carbon
monoxide and oxygen profiles.
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is valid also comparing test of oil and PC and is consistent in all detection sections (with the
already-mentioned exception of section A).
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Figure 2 Detection sections A, B, C, D: (a) oil pool, (b) prototype car
The elaboration of the thermal patterns inside the tunnel, on the basis of the temperatura
gradient with height at given sections allows obtaining useful results also considering
possible thermal damage to the re-enforced concrete (concrete spalling) and to the asphalt
roa d Iayer.
Prototype car
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Figure 3 Thermal profiles at different heights of the pool of oil and prototype car
As shown in Fig. 3, during all tests made, the temperatures recorded by thermocouples near
vault are not the highest ones. ln fact, it was experimentally verified a decrease of smoke
temperatura near the tunnel ceiling connected to enhanced heat exchange between flue gas
and concrete and to stratification of the smoke on the vault. As hot smoke move outward
under the vault it transfers energy by conduction to the adjacent ceiling surface that is rather
cool and , by convection, to the entrained air. lnformation on the relative raise of temperatura
(dT/dt) can be derived from these data and can provide a valuable input to define properly a
limit for a fire alarm. Globally, the growth rate is slower for the car fire, with an incubation
time for the fully developed fire. Another common characteristic is the intersection between
the curves of temperatura at 2 cm and 5 cm from the vault. ln all tests, in the section of the
tunnel near fire, the high temperatura is 2 cm from the vault while, at the end of the tunnel,
the highest temperatura is recorded at 5 cm.
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Figure 3 Carbon monoxide and oxygen concentration vs. time from fire start.
ln order to evaluate the lethal toxic potencies of smoke from tunnel fires, it seems advisable
to compare LC50 values with results obtained on a material-by material basis. lt must be
noted that the toxic potency is dominated by the large amount of CO produced during underventilated burning. As depicted in figure 3 and summarizing the results from the different
experimental runs, the CO yield appears controlled by the oxygen shortage more than by the
differences in the vehicle composition. The threshold limit of 150 ppm for CO represents the
selected value maintaining intact the physical and psychological state of an average person.
The oxygen limit is indicated at the value of 19.5% (v/v). Summarizing, comparing results
with toxicity indices, it seems more likely that the overall synergie effect of all products of
combustion, mainly CO and the under- oxygenated conditions percentage of oxygen , make
up the "cocktail" that is dangerous, in a characteristic context such as a tunnel.
3.3 Real scale experiments
ln order to validate the proposed experimental and analytical approach here proposed a
validation with proper real scale experimental data is performed. Real data were obtained by
field experimental runs in the disused road tunnel "Colli Berici" located on the highway A4
between exit Vicenza Est and Vicenza West.(Ministero dell'lnterno). Table 5 shows the
geometrical characteristics of the whole set of experimental set-up utilized in this work, both
laboratory and full scale. lt was used a model tunnel with scaling ratio 1/30 to the full scale
"Colli Berici'' tunnel and the shape of the reduced tunnel matched that of the real one.
I
Table 5 Experimenta
.
I con f1ouraťion: Ia boratorv-scaIed modeI an d reaI scaIe tunne.
Tunnel "Brasile"

Scaled tunnel
"Brasile"

Tunnel
"Colli Berici"

Scaled tunnel
"Colli Berici"

718
18
5
550
0.2
0.21
6.2
6.36
0.28
0.31
9.5
9.46
4.6
0.15
4.93
0.16
According to the experimental procedura previously outlined, two different series of fire runs
were performed: the former by calibrated oil pool fires, the latter by the PC, better mimicking
full-scale experiments. The combustion efficiencies of the fires were measured and deduced
in the experimental laboratory apparatus by the oxygen consumption way. Test were
performed both under natural ventilation conditions and longitudinal ventilation under critical
ventilation velocity. As an example a fire test, with thermal power 4.5 - 5.5 MW
(corresponding to a medium car), is compared with oil pool of 80 mm and with PC.
Comparison of different tests denotes qualitative similarity of the thermal profiles. For the first
series of hydrocarbon pool fire the profiles are rather stable and reach pseudo "steady-state
conditions". A substantial similarity between the model and real tunnel can be evidenced for
all the longitudinal section along the axis of the tunnel.

Lencith íml
Height [m]
Width íml
Are radius [m]
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experimental datasets in this category are those obtained from liquefied hydrogen
experiments (Witcofski and Chirivella, 1984) and liquefied natural gas trials in Burro Series
and Coyote series experiments (LLNL, 1984; LLNL, 1983; LLNL, 1982).
ln Fig. 2, the experimental gas concentration histories vs. the computational ones for
LH2 trial no. 6 are shown. Apparently, computational concentration histories are found in
good agreement with the experimental ones. The discrepancies are mainly associated with
the peak overpressures, which seem to appear instantly during the experiment.
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Fig. 2. Computational and experimental hydrogen concentration history at the position (9.1,
O, 1) for the LH2 spill trial no. 6.
Through the application of particular statistical performance measures: Fractional Bias
(FB) , Geometrie Mean Bias (MG) , Geometrie Mean Variance, Mean Relative Square Error
and Normalízed Mean Square, it was inferred that simulation results were in good agreement
with the experimental ones and within a factor of two of the observed values (Sklavounos
and Rigas, 2005).
A comparative evaluation of the reliability between the CFD model and the heavy gas
dispersion models SLAB and DEGADIS was implemented, using the dispersion data from
Coyote trials nos. 3, 5, 6 and 7 and calculating statistical performance measures MG and VG
(Fig. 3). ln fact, the model built in CFX code demonstrates statistically insignificant tendency
for overprediction of gas concentration, since the MG value lies close to unity (Sklavounos
and Rigas, 2006a).
64.0 . . . - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - . - - - - .
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Fig. 3. Geometrie Mean (MG) vs. Geometrie Variance (VG) plot: relative ranking of CFX,
DEGADIS and SLAB performance combined from dispersion predictions of Coyote trials nos.
3, 5, 6 and 7.
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Fig. 4. Gradual attenuation of the shock wave while crossing the branches (case: vertical
vents, <p = 45° and Dc/Dt = O. 75).

4. Concluding remarks
A series of CFD-based simulation tests were presented. The development and
validation of numerical models focused on the simulation of specific types of major accidents
and the quantitative estimation of physical quantities used in consequence analysis. The
advantages of utilizing CFD modeling in consequence analysis may be summarized to the
following:
• Visualization of a particular phenomenon, which in some cases may be invisible
(i.e. a shock wave ), contributing to integrated comprehension of its evolvement.
•

Reliable computations for important (from the safety viewpoint) physical quantities,
which are not possible to be calculated by empirical models (i.e. thermal load
history in case of flash fire), may be performed.

•

Approach to accident scenarios that cannot be elaborated by semi-empirical models
(i.e. due to geometry complexity).

•

Execution of parametric studies in optimization procedures of safety systems
design. This is a great advantage of CFDs, since the execution of virtual instead of
actual experiments implies cost-saving and avoidance of potential hazards
associated with real experimentation.

These advantages combined with the reliability that CFD models showed in validation
tests prove CFD approach to be an effective tool in consequence analysis for loss prevention
purposes.
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5. Total cost for engineering modifications and improved housekeeping

: GBP 66000

Cost saving by eliminating blanket zone

: GBP 83400

2.2

Example 2

ln this example, a decision was taken to provide double containment around flexible joints
on a number of bin actuators and inlets to vibratory sieves. A secondary silicone seal was
installed to capture any powder leakage from the primary seal and eliminate the secondary
grade of release. Figure 1 shows the secondary seal in sítu and powder captured by the
seal.

\
Figure 1: Secondary silicone seal

The following costs were associated with the secondary seal installation:
1. Cost of silicone

: USD 2000

2. Cost of installation of secondary silicone seal

: USD 13000

3. Maintenance cost per year for the secondary silicone seal

: USD 1400

4. Estimated cost of replacing unsuitable electrical equipment if a Zone
22 was applied 1 metre from the flexible seals

: USD 54000

Cost saving by eliminating external hazardous areas in the first year

: USD 37600

2.3

Example 3

For a particular process (transfer of a flammable liquid) the hazardous area classification
exercise identified an external Zone 1 (1 metre radius) and a Zone 2 extending a minimum
of 2 metres from the Zone 1. This zone extent is typical for a transfer operation assuming
good ventilation. For this particular production area, the ventilation was limited and any
spillage of liquid could spread a significant distance as there were no means of retention.
Without improvements, each of these factors would effectively lead to a blanket hazardous
area for the room.
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(a)

{b)

Figure 3: Work area pre and post installation of filtration system
Figure 4 is produced from data taken from BGIA (formerly BIA) in Germany (6). The data
shown is mostly for ignition sources within equipment. These data show that electrical
sources of ignition present a low risk compared to mechanical sources of ignition. An
example of ignition of a dust cloud by an electrical device occurred at a factory in the UK in
1981 handling corn starch (7). However, the source of ignition was generated by overfilling
a vessel which pushed a level detector out, resulting in an electrical are from the in itial
damage to the plant. This scenario would not necessarily be prevented by using explosion
protected electrical equipment.
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Recent developments on External Safety in the Netherlands
P.J.M.G. Frijns, P.A.M. Uijt de Haag
Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment, The Hague,
Peter. Frijns@minVROM.nl
RIVM, National Institute for Publíc Health and the Environment, Bilthoven,
Paul.Uijt.de.Haag@RIVM.nl

1. Abstract
This paper discusses the recent developments in the Netherlands on External Safety
concerning establishments. External Safety is the part of safety -or Loss Prevention- that
focuses on Land Use Planning. The paper starts with a short explanation of the context and
continues with a description of the tools and the organisation used in the Netherlands to
support, maintain and develop the decision making process concerning External Safety. The
paper ends with a short description of some illustrative cases.
2. lntroduction, the context
2.1 Parties involved
Three parties play their role in Land Use Planning : the operators the authorities and the
citizens.
ln case of a major incident the health of the citizens living in surrounding residential areas
can be in jeopardy. A bigger distance between residential areas and industrial activities will
decrease the risk inside these residential areas. So the citizens have an interest in sufficient
distance between their homes and the industrial activities.
The operator of an industrial site shares this interest in sufficient distance, but there is one
big difference. This distance will result in a zone with restricted land use and the owner of
this land has to be compensated by the cause of this lost, in this situation often by the
operator.
The main job of the authorities is to make sure all these conflicting interests are addressed
and ultimately to achieve a land use accepted by all parties involved. Finally competent
authorities have to make sure every party involved complies with the agreed decisions.
Permits and inspections are important tools to be used in this implementation phase
2.2 Developing the legal system
After three decades of experience and research the quantification of risks was no longer the
main challenge for developing an effective land use planning system. More and more the
imperfections in the existing laws determined the effectiveness of our dealing with industrial
risks in land use planning. ln 2004 this resulted in the introduction of the "External Safety
Decree for Establishments" (Stb 2004 ). This decree links risks of specified industrial activities
to the Environmental Management Act and the Spatial Planning Act. As a result both
environmental permits and spatial plans have to comply with the quantitative risk standards
specified in this Decree. The External Safety Decree for Establishments regulates not only
the risks of the Seveso sites, but the same framework is also used for smaller risk generating
activities like for example LPG filling stations.
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1. lntroduction
Diagnosis in process systems is a vital aspect of risk management. Poor diagnostic practice
has been the basis of numerous major accidents in process and related industries. This can
be the result of lack of knowledge, poor diagnostic system design or inadequate use of prior
knowledge generation.
The evidence from accident analysis shows that these events are characterized by complex
interactions amongst plant components, procedura! aspects and people. lt is important to
develop analysis methods that are comprehensive, built on a well-developed system's
framework, aided by the application of modem information science. A number of workers
have attempted to address this issue through more integrated systems approaches (Cagno
et al. , 2002) or via application of intelligent systems (Venkatasubramanian et al., 2000,
McCoy et al., 1999, Palmer & Chung 2008, 2009). Much still needs to be done to provide
industrially relevant and robust methods that can provide the basis for the design of improved
diagnostic tools.
This paper presents a functional systems framework (FSF) that integrates all principal
components of complex systems, using formal methods to describe and represent the major
concepts in that framework. This theoretical platform provides a firm basis for the application
of analysis tools that generate re-usable knowledge for the development of diagnostic
systems. The paper presents the formal systems framework and then shows the
development of a blended hazard identification (BLHAZID) method that generates structured
outcomes that represent the knowledge base for advanced diagnostic tools for operator
support. The current work is one aspect of an integrated approach incorporating the three
key components of plant, procedures and people that will move towards a holistic view of
knowledge generation, representation and use. The application is focussed on improved
systems design and effective diagnostic tools for operators.
2. Knowledge representation and generation supporting semi-automated hazard
identification for advanced process diagnosis
Knowledge elicitation and life cycle management of that knowledge is a vitaI aspect of
modem industrial operations. Much of this growing activity needs structure and exploitation
within risk management applications. ln particular, the generation, structuring and re-use of
knowledge in early stages of the life cycle have vitally important roles in addressing
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3.1 The blended hazard identification technique and the forma! representation of its
outcomes
The blended hazard identification technique combines the advantages of function-driven
analysis, such as Hazard and Operability (HAZOP) studies (Lawley, 1974) and componentdriven analysis, such as Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) (US DoD, 1982). This
helps generate a richer description of system causality. That is, both failures in system
function and components are analysed. For example, both deviations in process stream
properties and failure modes of components (equipment/plant, people and procedures) are
considered. The combination of these two perspectives can potentially generate deeper
knowledge of system failures, thus helping to better support diagnosis. The concept of the
blended HAZID technique (BLHAZID) introduced in Seligmann et al. (2009) blends the
strength of HAZOP and FMEA to take advantage of the benefits they each provide and at the
same time reduce their respective weaknesses.
A structured language has also been developed for capturing the BLHAZID results for
supporting enhanced usage in advanced diagnostic systems. The structured language
described in the 'Analysis Ontology' (Németh et al., 2009b) gives the basic elements and
relationships between those elements. The basic elements of the BLHAZID language
describe different kind of failures in the system, like component failures (failure modes),
functional failures, and environmental effects. The causa! relationships between the basic
elements generated during the BLHAZID analysis are usually described by the cause-effect
relation as a pair, i.e. (cause, effec t ) .
ln generating more accurate results during the diagnosis process, we introduced the usage
of triplets in the form of (cau s e, d eviation, imp lica tion) . Using triplets instead of
pairs provides more specific causality chains by having an extra causality step which restricts
the search space of the diagnostic process.
3.2 Workflow of BLHAZID
ln order to generate structured knowledge for diagnosis, a systematic workflow must be
followed. Figure 2 shows the workflow steps, some being automated , others manual or semiautomated. After the system is selected and decomposed into subsystems, a subsystem is
chosen to begin the analysis. An initial set of characterising variables (C-vars) for that
subsystem is then identified. C-vars are important design or operational variables that
characterize the state of the subsystem. The function of the system is designed to deliver a
certain system state where the value of the C-vars are within constraints set by the designer.
System selection and decomposition
I. Sclcct tbc syslem lobe analyscd (M)
2. Dccom posc tbc syslem inlo subsyslcms (SA)

Execytjon modes·
(M)-Manual

(SA) - semi-automatic, needs
engineer input and review
(A) - Au1oma11c

Hazard identification
3. For each subsystem:
i. Identity initial set of cbaracterising variables (A)
ii For eacb cb.aracterising variable:
[ Gcncrate deviatioos (A)

iii. For each deviatioo:
Elicil J>O$Sible causes (SA or M )

For cach possible causcs;
[ [ Elicitits implications (SAor MJ

iv. Foreacb component:
Elicil fai luremodes (A)
i;s>r eacb failure mode:
[
Elicit implicationi (SA)
v. Collateconsequence list (A)

l

}
Componenl
failure analysis

vi. Collcct new characterising variablcs from ~sible cause.s and

impticatioosand add lheru to initial c-var set. Go back 10 substep ii. (A)

Figure 2: Blended hazard identification technique steps
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found in ether sections of the results. This procedure continues until root causes associated
with failure modes are reached, or the reasoning identifies a cause on a system boundary,
such as 'no inlet-1 flow' in SS1. The language vocabulary can be easily extended by the
team undertaking the analysis.
Table 1: Part of BLHAZID result of BTX Storage System
Subsystem Ca u.ses
BTXTarl<
<V•l><~hul>
lnput Transfef <V-2><Shub
(SS 1)
<No>< lnlet·1.llow>

<No><lnlet-1.llow>

Deviation

.,,,.catlons

<NO><•...,...,,.
<No><flow>

<1.....,<UUtlGl-2.,...,...,,.
<No><Oudet -1,flow>
<No><Outlet-2.llow>
<No><Outlet-1.llow>
<No><Outkrt-2.llow>

<No><llow>

<Noxlnkrt-2.llow>
<No><lnlet-2.llow>

<No><lk>w>
<No><llow>
<No><llow>

<P~><n..,t"Uftl>

<No><llow>

<Pipe><f\4)tUrtb

<No><llow>
<Pipe><r\4){Ut8>
<No><llow>
<V-1><panialty shut> <LOW><low>
<V"2><partlally shub <LOW><tow>
<l.ow><Htt-1.tow>

<low><tow>

<low><Het-1.tow>
<LOW><Het-2.low>
<.l.ow><Hct-2.tow>
<Pipe>doak>
<Pipe><IMk>
<Pipe><leak>
<t-lgh><lrle$-1.tOW>

<lOW><ilow>
<LOW><low>

<l.ow><Ou1let• 1.tow>

<Low><tow>

<l.ow><Outlct·1.tow>
<H gh><Outlet-3.t OW>

<V•l><Shl.b

...
FMCs
FMCs
FMCs
Tanker

ng
1\Msfet
(SS5)

<No><Outlet-1.llow>
<tf»<Outlot-2.llow>
<No.><Outiot.•1.llow>
<Hgh><Outle""3.t0W>
<l.ow><Outlet-2.low>
<l.ow><OutSet-1.tow>
<l.ow><Outltt-2.tow>

<LO'W><tow>
<LOW><iow>
<l.ow><low>
<Hlgh><tOW>
<RG'wt'Se><fow>.

<l.Ow><Outlet-2.tow>
<l.OW><Outlet-1.low>

<Hgh><Outle$-1.tOW>
< Rewrle><lnlot-2.lloW>

...

...

<Pipe><INk>
<P ipe><leak>

<low><ftOW>
<Hgh><Outlet-3.low>

<V~><f&lure to open>

<No><fow>.

<Pipe><blockage>
<low><Het•1.tow>

<No><Outlet.•1.llow>
<No><pressure>
<No><Outlet•1.llow>
<H gh><OUtl&l-2.t OW>
<No><Outkrt-1.llow>
<Hgh><Pfe$.$ure>
<tf»<Outlot•1.llow>
<H gh><pre$$Ul'e>
<l.Ow><Outlet•1.tow>

<No><tOW>

<No><Pfe$.$Ure>

<Pipe><rupture>
<No><Jlre"Ure>
<V-.9><extemal leak> <LOW><pteS$Ll'e>
<_1-igh>dOW>
<Hlgh><Pl'CSSUl'C>

<No><Outlet-1.PfeS.Sure>
<No><Oudet -1.Jlre"ure>
<l.O'w><Outlet-1.pteSSLl'e>
<H gh><OUtl&)-1.ptOSSUte>

FMCs
FMCs

<No><tow>
<H gh><llow>

<Pipe><~Ul'e>
<_P~><l\4'tUr&>

<V.a:><shul>
<V.a:><shUI>
<P~><blocka.g0>

...

...

...

...

...

...

<Pipe><tfockage>
<V-9><1ntomal lclk>

...

81X Tank-2
{$$3)

same tor BTX
Tank·1

(SS2)

<l.OW><Outlet-2.low>

<No><llow>
<No><flow>
<No><llow>
<No><llow>
<No><llow>
<No><llow>
<No><llow>
<No><llow>
<LOW><iow>

...

<No><lnlet.•1.llow>
<No><lnlet-1,flow>

~------~---------------~---------------------~---------------~
Oeviation
.,,,.catlons

...

...

...

BTX Tanker
Pump ng
($$4)

< M ><l'\.'1lUro
<Tank><rupture
<NO>dieM.tow>
<TM k><leak>
<No><HeM.tow>

„... -

<No><tfeM, fow>.
<Low><lnlet•1.flOW>
<lOW><lnleM.flOW>
<No><Oulfet-1.tOW>

<LOW><lewl>
<lOW><fr.el>
<1-igh><LM>

d t gh><
<No><Outlet-1.flow>
<H gh><OUtlet-3.slgnal>
<Hgh><OutleM.t OW>
<l.OW><Outlet-1.tow>
<Hgh><Outle..'-3.signet>
<low><Outlet-1.tow>
<H gh><Outle1-3.signal>
<Hgh><Outle'"4.t0W>

FMC.
FMC.
FMC.
FMC.
FMC.

<Tank:><eolapse>
<T"*-lnltt•1><blocktgt>
<Tank.lnkrt-1>< pe.rtia1 blockage>
<Tank.,Outlet•1><bloc:kage>
<T"*-Outlet-1>< partilltfoc:Qge>

<H gh><Outlet-4-.t OW>
<tf»<lnlll•1. flOW>
<l.OW><lnlet-1.lbw>
<No><Outlet-1.llow>
<low><Outlet-1.tow>

<lOW><lnleM.flOW>
<l.OW><lnlet-2.110W>

<LOW><lbw>

<l.Ow><Outlet•1.tow>
d.OW><Outlet-1,low>

<
<""'
<No><le\el>
<No><IMl>
<LOW><f9'49b

<LOW><I_.,
<law><I~

<l.ow><lnlo<·UOW>

<LOW><1bw>
<l.ow><11ow>

<Low><lnlll-2.flOW>
<lOW><lnlet•1.flOW>
<lOW><lnlet-2.flOW>
<V~><not com"6tely open>
<P• l><not pumping suftClentl
<V-4><not eom~ety~n>
<Pipe><pa.rtial blockage>

<LOW><lbw>
<LOW><lbw>
<l.ow><'llow>
<l.ow><'llow>
<LOW><lbw>

<LOW><llow>

<LOW><llow>

~<lee»

<LOW><1bw>

FMC.
FMC.
FMC.
FMC.
FMC.
FMCs
FMC.
FMC.

<P•1><not pun.plng>
<P•l><not punping s!Alicientty>
<P•1><extemal leak>
<P•1><1m~oporatiCl'I>
<P~<ieak>

<V•7><failure to ()p8R>
<V-7><failure to etose>
<V~><extemef leak>

<l.OW><Punp-6iet.pregsLWG>
<l.Ow><Pllnp4iet.pressl.W8>
<l.OW><Outlet•1.Sow>

<t:OW><Outlei-1.tow>
<t:OW><Pt.rn_p-Wet.pressure>
<l.Ow><Outlet-1.tow>
<Hgh><Outl~tOW>

<lnconslstont><'lbw>
<H gh><Outlet-3.t OW>
<No><tow>

<-.e><11ow>
<Hgh><Outle..'-3.fOW'>

NOie:
For Bach component faNUl9, th9 'FMCs' mBans th9 s/R ofpossib/6 fail<N9 mod9 caus95 ot th6 fail<N9
mod9

...

5. Conclusions
Based on a comprehensive functional systems framework, this paper introduces a structured
and systematic way of knowledge elicitation for application into advanced diagnostic
systems. Using a hierarchically decomposed plant representation obtained from informationrich P&IDs, hazard identification using a blend of function-driven and component-driven
approaches is proposed in this paper. This functional systems framework facilitates a
structured way of performing the HAZID that generates results applicable to automated
causa! analysis and the generation of structured knowledge bases (KBs). The so-called
blended HAZID or BLHAZID methodology provides outcomes that are immediately useful for
computer based interrogation and the building of plant diagnostics.
The FSF provides a natural extension to the analysis and understanding of the role of the
two ether key system components, namely procedures and people. Considerations of the
implications of failures in these components using similar analytical methodologies can be
developed. This is currently being undertaken in order to provide a comprehensive functional
systems approach to advanced diagnosis.
The proposed approach applied to plant components is demonstrated on an industrially
relevant case study on a BTX storage and transfer system operating at BlueScope Steel Ltd,
Port Kembla, Australia. Further work with BP Refinery (Bulwer Island) Australia is
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Quantitative Risk Analysis and Failure Frequencies in Flanders
Ir. K. lmbrechts
Flemish Government, Safety Report Division, Koning Albert 11-laan 20, 1000 Brusse/, Belgium,
karola. imbrechts@lne. vlaanderen. be
http://www.lne. belthemas/veiligheidsrapportage
1.
1.1

General framework
Belgium and the Seveso-directive

To comply with the Seveso-directive concerning major chemical accidents, Belgium had to
transpose it into the Cooperation Agreement between the Federal State and the three
regions (the Flemish, the Walloon and the Brussels Capital Region). Each region has its
own competences. So, the different aspects of the Seveso-directive fall under the jurisdiction
of different governments, namely interna! safety and emergency planning under the
jurisdiction of the federal government and external safety, environment and land use
planning under that of the regional government. This means that different guidelines for
drawing up a safety report exist in the different regions.
1.2

Flanders

For external safety Flanders has chosen for a safety policy based on a quantitative risk
analysis (QRA). For upper tier establishments this QRA is used in the safety report for
obtaining an environmental permit (Environmental Safety Report), in the safety report
according to the Cooperation Agreement (Cooperation-Agreement Safety Report) and in the
safety report concerning land use planning (Spatial Safety Report). To support the drawing
up of an objective QRA, the Safety Report Division of the Flemish Government has published
a handbook with failure frequencies since 1994.
ln order to get a clear and objective view about the risks of the upper tier Sevesoestablishments, the result of the QRA is represented by three individua! risk contours (IRC),
namely these of 10"5/year, 10"6/year and 10-11year, and by the societal risk curve. These
have to be calculated following all the guidelines of the Safety Report Division. Ali of these
risks have to be compared to the corresponding criterion (table 1 and figure 1).
For the individua! risk this means that the risk outside the establishment has to be lower than
1o-5/year, the risk in a residential area (residential zoning and groups of at least five dwellings
in a non-residential zoning) has to be lower than 10-6/year and the risk in an area with a
vulnerable location (schools, hospitals and retirement homes) has to be lower than 10"7/year.
Table 1: criteria for individua! risk

Location
Border of establishment
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Maximum allowed risk (/year)
10-5

Residential area

10-6

Area with vulnerable location

10-7
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The societal risk has to be lower than the line presented in figure 1.
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Figure 1: Societal risk criterion

1.3

Seveso-establishments

ln Flanders, there are about 140 known upper tier and 140 known lower tier establishments.
The upper tier establishments are mainly concentrated in three areas, namely the port of
Antwerp, the port of Ghent and the Albert canal. Ali of the upper tier establishments have to
make a safety report with QRA.
Maps and lists of all the establishments can be downloaded from the website of the Safety
Report Division, as well as ether information concerning safety reporting.

2.

Quantitative Risk Analyses

The QRA consists of different steps, as described in the following paragraphs.
2.1

ldentification of installations with dangerous substances

ln the first step all installations with substances of the Seveso Directive annex 1 are
identified. For example, a pressure tank with LPG will be selected. Ali ether installations are
considered as not relevant for the external risk and are not taken into account for the further
analysis.
2.2

Development of scenarios

ln the second step all relevant scenarios for the identified installations are developed. Here,
the scenario is the combination of the loss of containment (LOC) (e.g. rupture of the pressure
tank) and the consequential events (e.g. physical explosion and direct ignition followed by
fire ball).
For all kinds of installations the different types of LOC are described in the Handbook Failure
Frequencies of the Safety Report Division. Also, the consequential events that have to be
taken into account are described in the Handbook Failure Frequencies with the aid of an
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same failure frequency as above ground storage tanks. The failure frequencies for pressure
tanks are given in table 3.
3.4

Atmospheric tanks

For atmospheric tanks the same rules about instantaneous failure and leakage as for
pressure tanks apply.
For the atmospheric storage tanks and tank fire the data are based on the Last Fire Project.
The different types of atmospheric storage tanks (single containment, with protective outer
shell, double containment and full containment) can be determined with a decision tree.
Their failure frequencies are based on the reduction factors of the Purple Book. The failure
frequency of a single containment storage tank is a factor 1O lower than an atmospheric
process installation. Road wagons and tank wagons get the same failure frequency as
above ground storage tanks.
3.5

Repression systems

The probability of failure on demand and the response time for the repression systems are
mainly derived from the Dutch Reference Manual. Expert judgement from accredited safety
reporting experts have been incorporated. Allowed repression systems are (semi-)automatic
blocking systems, excess flow valves, non-retum valves and the operator intervention during
(un)loading activities. These systems can only be taken into account in the QRA if certain
conditions are being fulfilled.
3.6

Consequential events
dírect

ignition
Po

delayed

ígnítíon
Pv

explosíon
PE

I

I
I
I
I

,__--~---1----------<

EO

E1

Po

E4

(1..P0 )x(1..Pv)

>--~•

~----------<

Figure 2: Event tree (for example, for a pressure tank with LPG EO = physical explosion, E1 = Fire
ball, E2 = Vapour Cloud Explosion or pool fire, E3 = Flash fire or pool fire, E4 =no effect)

For the consequential events a generic event tree has been drawn up. The corresponding
dangerous phenomena for the different events are listed for rupture as well as for leakage
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lf very specific preventative measures are taken (left side ), these can be taken into account
to reduce the generic failure frequency. However, the Safety Report Division recommends
not to take advantage of this method unless it is relevant and necessary. Specific
mitigational measures (right side) can reduce the duration of the outflow. This can always be
taken into account, provided that certain conditions are fulfilled and the failure of the system
is also considered.

Figure 3: Bow tie model

5.

Conclusion

ln Flanders the drawing up of a safety report is strictly regulated. The use of a quantitative
risk analyses as described above with the failure frequencies of the handbook is mandatory.
These obligations have the intention to obtain comparable results for the QRA and to ensure
that the same risk level is obtained in whole Flanders.
The in 2009 updated Handbook Failure Frequencies is still mainly based on historical data,
due to lack of more recent data. However, a lot of adjustments and improvements were
made as well as additions. And this has been done in cooperation with the accredited safety
experts and the industry. This will improve the quality of and the accordance between the
safety reports made by different safety experts and upper tier establishments.
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Define the Major
Processing S teps

ldentify Accident
Event Sequences
(each to ind ude
hazards, causes,
consequences,
preventions/controls
and mitigations).

ldentify donor
facility properties

ldentify acceptor
facility properties

Identity Maximum
Credible Event
from the scenarios

Define the Major
Processing Steps

ldentify Accident Event
Sequences (each to include
hazards. causes,
consequences, preventionsl
contro ls and miti ations).

ldentify
Representative
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Oetermine
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by acceptor facility

Broadly
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ls maximum hazard felt wilhin
lhe acceptor facility tolerable?

lmplement
reasonably
practicable
risk reduction

Broadly
Acceptable

measures

Allow

Figure 1: Decision Algorithms for Assessing Risk to Personnel lnside Acceptor Structures
and for Assessing Risk to Transient Personnel in the Open Field

4. Tools for Performing the Remote Facilities Risk Assessment
4.1. Derivation of the Maximum Credible Event
The Hazard ldentification (HAZID) 1 for a remotely operated process should be performed by
a team of Suitably Qualified & Experienced Personnel (SQEP) with knowledge of the process
equipment and the hazards associated with the materials handled. Methods of performing
HAZID vary from site to site; a sample HAZID pro-forma is shown here:
Ta ble 1 Sampe
I HAZID P ro Forma
Accident Event Sequence (AES) Details

Donor Facility

Acceptor
Facility2

MCE Summary

AES
No.

Hazard
Guideword

Event
Cause

Anticipated
Severity

Prevention
& Controls

Mitigations

Mitigations

Credible
Event?

MCE?

1

Blast overpressure

lmpact
of
machine
too/
head
with HE

Detonation
of 100kg
TNT

Speed
limiteron
machine
tool (to
limit
impact
energy)

Frangible
rearwal/
(to direct
overpressure
awayfrom
acceptor)

Acceptor
walls
constructed
from 12"
thick
reinforced
concrete

Yes

Yes

4.2. Summary of Consequences Likely to be Felt at Acceptor Facilities
A rough grouping of the different situations likely to be found on site, and the consequence
models most appropriate to each, is presented in Table 2 below:
Table 2: Suitable Consequence Models, Grouped by Situation and Hazard
1)

A comprehensive HAZID may well have been produced for a process's COMAH submission. To avoid duplication of effort,
existing work may be used to identify the MCE.

2)

ln the case of multiple acceptor facilities then extra columns should be added as each will have different mitigations
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Situation
Blast effects
on
personnel:
'open field.'

Hazards for Consideration

Most Suitable Consequence Model(s) to Use

Primary blast effects.

ESTC Open Field Model for fatality probabilities.
Pressures & impulses using Kingery Model.
Ear drum rupture & lung haemorrhage
probabilities from correlations in literature.

Secondary blast effects.

Covered under 'Open Field Fragments.'

Tertiary blast effects.

Usually bounded out by primary and secondary
blast effects for personnel in open field, and by
structural collapse and glazing hazards for
personnel inside acceptors.

Fragment
attack on
personnel:
'open field.'

Primary fragment hazards.

Primary fragments probably bounded by
secondary fragments from donor facility (below).

Secondary fragment hazards.

ESTC indoor blast model to predict fatality
probabilities inside acceptor facilities.
Lethality functions and TAR arguments to
quantify risk to transient personnel in open field.
(Lethality functions should only be used for
donors that match the types assessed by
Moreton, 2002 [13]. Use a blast modelling
parckage for more complex donor facility.)

Blast effects
on
buildings:
'open field.'

Blast overpressure loading on
acceptor structures.

Incident overpressure & impulse values using
Kingery Model. Comparison against standard
criteria from literature to estimate likely
structural damage.
Damage Category model for likely structural
damage.

Hazards to
personnel
inside
unprotected
acceptor
facilities.

Blast overpressure loading and
fragment attack on acceptor
structures. Possible hazards to
personnel inside the acceptor include:

Incident overpressure & impulse values using
Kingery Model. Comparison against standard
criteria from literature to estimate likely
structural damage.
Damage Category model for likely structural
damage.
Use the ASTM 1642-04 method for a qualitative
'order of magnitude' prediction of hazards from
flying glass inside the donor. For more detailed
estimate use quantitative method derived in
Jeffries et. al., 1997 [8].
ESTC indoor blast model to estimate fatality
probability from fragments. Lethality functions
for acceptors where roof and walls are
lightweight & estimated to offer no protection
(i.e. treat as open field).
Calculate expected thermal dose at acceptor.

•
•
•
•

Structural collapse;
Blast overpressure;
Fragments; and
Thermal effects.

Hazards to
personnel
inside
hardened
acceptor
facilities.

Dynamic loading on protective
structures and their ability to resist
blast overpressure.
Effects felt by personnel in protected
areas (e.g. hardened control room).

Effects of
pressure
relief

Effects of pressure relief panels to
divert pressure away from acceptors
and towards normallv de-populated
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situations. Computer simulation model such as
BLASTX, Air3d, CONWEP, etc. should be used
to provide as accurate a prediction of the
consequences as is reasonably practicable.
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Situation
devices in
donor
facility.

Hazards for Consideration

Most Suitable Consequence Model(s) to Use

areas.

Blast and
therrnal
effects in
multi-cell
buildings.

Open-field models break down and
cannot quantify complicated reflected
overpressures and impulses, or
phenomena such as blast channelling.

Effects of
site
topography.

Open field models cannot model the
effects of undulating ground on
overpressure waves.

Societal
risk.

Any potential offsite effects.
Any potential for large number of
fatalities onsite.

Plot P(MCE) vs. Expected N°. of Fatalities on FN curve. Selection of F-N curve tolerability limits
will be done on site-by-site basis in conjunction
with the site's COMAH criteria.

4.3. Assessment of the Risk to Transient Personnel: Further Discussion
Blast overpressure, thermal radiation and toxic gas dissipate rapidly in the open field.
Fragments are likely to be the dominant hazard to transient personnel here, although the
hazards from blast, fireball, thermal radiation and toxic gas should still be considered for
personnel relatively near the donor. Quantifying risk to transient personnel from fragments
(see right-hand side of Figure 1) is more complex than for blast overpressure, thermal
effects, or toxic gas. The lethality functions - correlations between fatality probability (L0 ) and
distance from the explosion (for known ENEQs and donor building types)-were generated
by Moreton, 2002 [13] when analysing the results of experimental trials: various known
ENEQs were detonated inside different donor types and the resultant spread of debris was
measured. L0 is the starting point for specifying risk to transient personnel. However, L0 is a
conditional probability and does not tell the whole stery when quantifying IR for transient
personnel. The probability of the explosive event occurring in the first place, P(MCE), and the
Time At Risk (TAR) should be factored into the anticipated fatality probability.
The relationship between L0 and ENEQ is counter-intuitive. For large ENEQs, the risk will
increase with distance from the donor, before falling away. Gloser in, the principal debris risk
is from the smaller events: these do not have the explosive power to break the donor into
small fragments and then spread this debris over a large area (see Moreton, 2002 [13]).
4.4. Sensible Assumptions for Consequence Analysis
T a ble 3 Sens1"ble A ssump1
ť1ons D unno
. C onsequence A na1vs1s
I .
No.
Assumption
Assumption Description
1

Simplify the
consequence
analysis as far as
reasonably
practicable

Risk assessment is not an exact science and is inherently based upon
event probabilities and human judgement. lt is not sensible to expend vast
amounts of effort to quantify to the nth degree of 'accuracy' when a simple
assumption can be made that achieves a representative result.

2

Do not attempt to
analyse all the
feasible
consequencesin
detail; focus on the
MCE

There will be multiple possible consequences identified in the HAZID and it
will not be a sensible use of time or resources to perforrn consequence
analysis for each permutation. Only analyse the worst credible case
event(s); in this way, all credible consequences will be bounded by the risk
assessment.
ln some cases it will be necessary to analyse more than one MCE. For
example, a detonation vs. a fire, or a hiqh ENEQ event with a verv low
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No.

Assumption

Assumption Description
probability vs. a low ENEQ event with a probability that is enough orders of
magnitude greater for its risk to be higher than that of the high ENEQ
event.
Judgement of the AES, or set of AESs, to carry forward for consequence
analysis should be made on a case-by-case basis.

3

Only resort to
complex forms of
analysis when
simple methods
break down

Constructing blast modelling simulations is time-consuming. Effort should
be sensibly prioritised and focussed. For events that can be well-described
using the simple empirical techniques discussed in Table 2, these
techniques should be used.

4

Ali explosive masses
should be expressed
in kilograms of TNT.
Convert to
Equivalent Bare
Charge for encased
explosives.

Net Explosive Quantity (NEQ) is the a measure of explosive mass in
kilograms. Use of the Effective Net Explosive Quantity (ENEQ) converts all
NEQs to kilograms of TNT. ENEQ is the standard measure of mass for
explosives and allows different explosive substances to be compared. A
list of different explosives and their TNT equivalences can be found in
Merrifield, 1993 [12). Modified Fisher Eqn to correct mass of MCE to allow
for energy losses in breaking up any casing on explosive.

5

Explosion Yield
100%

6

Personnel inside an
acceptor will not
survive its collapse

Assumes that collapse of an acceptor building will result in a 100% fatality
rate within its confines. ln reality, some personnel may survive a structural
collapse, but the risk assessment should assume the worst case.

7

Assume negligible
heat loss when
calculating thermal
flux

Conservatively assumes that no thermal radiation is dissipated to
atmosphere and that no energy is lost during adsorption onto the target
body.

8

Fatality probability
inside a fireball
100%

Assumes that any personnel caught in fireball will become fatalities (i.e.
distance from explosion , x < fireball diameter, D). This assumption is not
necessarily valid for ENEQ < 100g.

9

Make pessimistic
assumptions where
possible

Building a slight degree of pessimism into the consequence models will
improve their credibility. Models can then be refined as required (e.g. when
making ALARP judgements regarding whether to implement RRMs).

=

=

Unless proof exists to the contrary for the given situation, assume that in
the event of an accidental ignition that 100% of the ENEQ will be
consumed. ln reality, not all of the explosive will always be consumed.

4.5. Assessment of Societal Risk

Where the potential for a large number of onsite fatalities, or of harm to people/property
outside the site boundaries exists, then Societal Risk (SR) should be considered. lt is usually
expressed graphically - as a F-N curve - or as a single number: the Potential Loss of Life
(PLL). On UK military sites, approval to continue operating must be obtained from the
regulator if SR exceeds the ESTC warning line - civilian sites should liaise with their
regulator over whether use of the ESTC warning line (or similar) is required.
An SR assessment is usually produced as part of an explosives manufacturing/ processing
site's COMAH submission; it should be possible to adapt the methodology used in the
COMAH assessment to the Remote Facilities Risk Assessment, in order to maintain
consistency of risk criteria across the site.
Any incident at an explosives manufacturing/processing site, especially an incident that has
off-site effects, could very easily be accompanied with varying degrees of adverse media
coverage and poor public/client relations. These factors are difficult to quantify generically
and will be specific to the site in question.
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Experiments in a 30%-hydrogen/air-mixture showed that ignitions below the limit of spark
formation are possible. Further investigations, especially experiments in explosive
atmospheres, are necessary for a safety-related evaluation.
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practice, the GR orientation values are generally taken into account when deciding upon new
projects with relation to urban planning (Van der Heijden & Van der Vlies, 2005; BEVI, 2005).
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Figure 2: Right: Schematic visualization of Individua! Risk near a railroad. Left: Schematic
reproduction of an exceeding of the Group Risk criterion.
Yet, this all comes to the point that safety norms are used as norms and not as much as
design tools. lnteresting would be weather these safety aspects were automatically
integrated in the design of the buildings and development plans. For this to occur, safety
should rather be treated from different perspectives in stead of the QRA viewpoint. lt is
interesting to see how safety is related to design, process and information aspects.

5. Deliberating risks or safety as a design tool?
5.1 Deliberating risks
The major question in a complex project is "how can safety aspects be integrated into the
design and engineering of a project?". The first traditional answer of this question is of
course: Determine the risks by means of conducting a QRA and subsequently deliberating
the risks for risk acceptance, as shown in figure 3. After conducting the QRA, the risk results
have to be checked for risk acceptance criteria. When the results do not comply with these
criteria or when risks are rejected or not accepted, safety measures can be required c.q.
taken as far as possible by the decision maker.
Risk analysis

Risk acceptance

Safety measures

lntegration

Figure 3: The traditional design method for external safety risks.
ln this traditional approach, the main purpose of a QRA is thus a basis for rational decisionmaking. Taking safety measures is mostly on ad hoc basis. There is no proper structure for
which safety measures are risk-reducing or even cost-effective. Besides, sometimes
measures are put forward to the wrong problem owner. These measures are adhered
afterwards in a late design stage of a project. Hence, one may assume that there is not a bit
of integration of safety measures in the design of projects. Safety integrated design is thus
not a part of any design stage of a project in the current situation. Safety is not even
recognized as a design tool or a design method.
The problem using the QRA method is that it is a decision supporting tool for taking
decisions, which is assumed to be in a rational manner. Although, this instrument has shown
his worth in practice, this instrument also has disadvantages:
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Due the involvement of a large range of social parties, the decision process is not that
rational. Emotions and experience aspects are also considered as elements for decision
making. lt is important to realize that not only technical and mathematical aspects, but also
political, psychological, societal , economical, moral and emotional processes play an
important role in decision making about risks (Suddle, 2004). Sometimes the hidden agenda
may play a roll as well in the decision making. A strict rational-economic deliberation of risks
complies partly with the wish of hidden social interests for coming to an acceptable risk level.
One does not speak the same language. Unfortunately, investments for safety measures and
their challenges are not distributed equally to all social parties involved: policy makers and
managers prefer this kind of strategy of decision making, but neighbours and risk consumers
think in economical damage and victims. They do not think in terms of scenarios and tolerate
consequences. By this, the notion scenario is introduced, as already introduced and
developed in disaster management and rescue management.
Another issue of the early stated problem of the multidimensional character and its
disintegration of the notion safety is that safety is divided into different policy fields on which
the consequences become clear. Each safety aspect has its own review method and norms,
which could differ from each ether depending on the policy field. Additionally, the norms are
formulated on the level of both detail-engineering and operational performance demands. ln
order to conduct a reliable QRA, detailed information of a project - like quantified design
information and likelihood models for consequences - is at least required. ln the previous
design strategy there is almost no attention paid to safety as decision criteria.
Therefore the assessment of safety becomes visible in a late stage of the decision making
process. The safety measures which can be taken in such a case are limited, almost
impossible to implement and I or financial out of proportion, thus cost inefficient (Stoop,
2007).
5.2 Safety as a design tool
From the viewpoint of cost effectiveness and efficiency of the life cycle processes, it should
be much more interesting and cheaper to firstly involve and integrate the safety measures in
the inception stage of a project and secondly deliberate the risks in the decision making
process (figure 4 ). The design freedom in such a situation is much larger and effects of
different types of safety measures can be considered in the QRA. This new approach of
integral design on safety should lead to a better deliberation of risk of different design
concepts on different scale levels of development area: city, area, building and components
of bu ildings. lf safety measures are introduced in an early design stage of a project, decision
making automatically becomes easier, i.e. the decision maker or buyer of that product can
easily make a balanced selection of different designs. ln such conditions, one can deliberate
the pros and the cons and may also observe the (non) possibilities of safety measures and
even the continuously changing circumstances. As a result, the decision making processes
becomes more transparent.
lntegration concepts

Risk analysis

Risk deliberation

Figure 4: The improved design strategy: the LBC in safety integrated design.

6.

LBC as a dynamic integral design tool for safety

What exactly is LBC? Living Building Concept (LBC) is a new approach to life cycle
management of built services that can potentially lead to a substantial reduction of risks and
transaction costs. Key element in the approach is the change from demand-driven supply to
supply-driven demand. The LBC can be used to integrate safety in the design of a project.
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each project. However, this concept has a significant consequence on several disciplines
such as structural designers and managers, since these disciplines have to be educated in
the relation between life cycle processes with a focus on design and safety. This is also a
large time consuming process, through which the LBC and safety integrated engineering is a
practicable method.

8.
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lt is important to remember that the evaluation of risk should be completed with the
judgement about its acceptability. Some criteria are necessary, the judgement is made on
the bases of the experience relative to knowledge of the technology.
2. Methodological approach
ln this work a quantitative procedure for the assessment of the explosion risk has been
described, it is based on a probabilistic approach. A flow-chart of the procedure is in figure 1.
Description of the workplace and
the activity

~
ldentification of the substances
and the emission sources
I

+

+

Calculation of the rate
of release

Estimation of the cloud
dimension

•

I

I Hazardous areas classification I
+
ldentification of the ignition sources and
estimation of the probability of ignition

+
Calculation of the consequence of the
explosion

Calculation of the probability of
presence of workers

I

ATEXRISK

I

Figure 1. Flow-chart for the evaluation of risk due to the presence of explosive atmospheres.
The application of the procedure requires a detailed knowledge of the system (workplace and
activity). The first step of the analysis is the classification of the hazardous areas this can be
done taking into account the quantity of substances released and the probability of release.
The risk evaluation will be possible combined the probability of ignition, the potential damage
caused by the explosion and the probability of presence of workers. The procedure could be
completed with a judgement on the acceptability of the risk.
Some advantages are related to the use of a quantitative approach for risk analysis. lt allows
an improvement of the overall safety levels, at the same time, in the case of industries at
major hazard, permits to avoid the underestimation of the risk, finally, permits to identity
correct preventive and protection measures for risk minimization.
2.1 Classification of the hazardous areas
An explosive atmosphere is defined as a mixture of flammable substances with air, under
atmospheric conditions. lf an ignition occurs, combustion spreads to the entire mass.
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The inlet boundary cond ition is represented by the variation of the mean wind speed.
Typically, there are two basic types of profiles used to prescribe the inlet velocity. The first
type of the velocity profile is usually used when the wind speed is known only at one fixed
height (typical the reference height of 10 m). The second approach is based on the utilisation
log-law profile rather than power law. lt states that the mean velocity profile in the lower part
of atmosphere may be adequately described by:

u~~

H'::')+rn ~]

(1.2)

where K==0.4 is the von Karman constant. The basic principles of utilisation of k-E model for
ABL modelling were introduced by Richards and Hoxey (1993) who successfully applied the
log-law together with another assumption to produce (and maintain) homogeneous velocity
profile throughout the domain.
To describe the behaviour of ABL it is necessary to ensure that the appropriate TKE
and EDR levels are achieved and maintained throughout the domain. Several approaches
can be found in these areas. Richards and Hoxey (1993) based their approach on a set of
assumption about ABL and derived formulae for velocity and turbulence quantities, which
allow producing a homogeneous boundary layer. Another approach was described in the
work of (Han , 2000), where the author compared TKE and EDR based upon the MoninObukhov similarity to experimental data for different stability conditions. According to this
work, the boundary layer may be subdivided into a surface layer, in which stress is nearly
constant with height, and an outer layer. A separate set of algorithms can be assigned to
each sublayer and are described in detail in (Hogstrom , 1996; Rao and Nappo, 1996). Other
authors used even more complex expressions for the streamwise component of the
turbulence quantities at the inlet. ln the work (Yang et al., 2008) is the problem of equilibrium
ABL investigated from the point of view of turbulence itself. The authors suggest the use of
inlet profiles for TKE and EDR in the following form:

oJ+c
Je: c1n(z +z
Zo
u;
C ln ( z +Zo J+C
- K( z+
z )
z
k=_!!]_

I

8 -

I

0

(1.3)

2

2

(1.4)

0

where C1 and C 2 are model constants independent on the frictional velocity and the
roughness length. Normally, they could be determined by nonlinear fitting of TKE
experimental data. Therefore, they become the characteristic parameters reflecting the
turbulence level of the inflow (Yang et al., 2008). The last referenced profiles for TKE and
EDR were utilised in a recent work, whereas they can be relatively easily applied in Fluent
and , moreover, they are able to produce and maintain the appropriative velocity profile
throughout the computation domain. However, data measured for EDR and TKE were not
available. Therefore, in the first step, the inlet EDR and TKE profiles were computed
according to the approach published by (Han , 2000). And subsequently the computed outlet
profiles for TKE and EDR were, in the next step, used for nonlinear fitting of C1 and C 2
parameters in Eq. (1.3) and Eq. (1.4).
3.4.

Side boundary conditions

Side boundaries (left and right boundaries parallel to the average wind direction) are very
frequently modelled using the symmetry boundary condition ((Abuku et al., 2009; Blocken et
al., 2007; Gavelli et al. , 2008; Kiša and Jelemenský, 2009; Murena et al. , 2009)). However,
this approach is quite inapplicable for dynamic simulations, where the wind direction
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stages such as jet phase, heavy phase, transition phase and passive dispersion phase, and
iv) footprint of the cloud at a given time. PHAST version 6.54 has been used in this work.
2.2 Simlab
Simlab is a free software tool designed for Monte Carlo analysis that is based on performing
multiple model evaluations with probabilistically selected model inputs. We chose to use
EFAST (Extended Fourier Amplitude Sensitivity Test), a variance-based global sensitivity
analysis method (SALTELLI et al., 2004) that provides first order and total sensitivity indices
by varying simultaneously all the input parameters within the specified range. The first order
indices (Si) characterize the intrinsic influence of each parameter on the model outputs. The
total indices (Sn) represent a parameter's influence including its joint interaction with all other
input parameters.
2.3 Methodology
The methodology comprises several steps:
•

The description of each input parameter (minimum and maximum values, distribution
type) is specified by the user, saved in the controller and sent to Simlab.

•

The set of sample points created by Simlab is saved in the controller. For each
scenario, the sample contains 20 000 points.

•

For each sample point, PHAST calculates the selected outputs, which are sent to the
controller. This step takes around 24 hours, distributed on several computers.

•

The set of PHAST outputs is transferred to Simlab, which calculates various
sensitivity indices according to the chosen method.

3. Dispersion model and parameters of PHAST
3.1 UDM dispersion model
The Unified Dispersion Model (UDM) of PHAST models jet, dense, buoyant and passive
dispersion including droplet rainout and re-evaporation. ln this model, the simulation of the
progression of the cloud follows several phases (cf. Figure 1): jet (elevated, touching down
then ground level), heavy, transition and passive (Gaussian concentration profile). The jet
phases are dominant initially, followed by the transition phase and the fully passive one. The
transition phase is implemented to avoid discontinuities in the cloud behaviour between nearfield and far-field dispersion.
z

Jet
(elevated)

Jet
Jet
(touching down) (ground level)

Heavy
(ground level)

Transition

Passive

--- r-

'--~~~--=~~~~--==._._~~~~~~~~~~--'-~~~~~~~~~-

x

Figure 1: Dispersion phases according to the UDM (case of heavy gas behaviour).
(------ : centre-line of the cloud)
A set of differential equations is integrated to give the key variables as a function of distance
(for a continuous release) or time (for an instantaneous release). There are solved to obtain
other variables describing the dispersing cloud. The same type of differential equations apply
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4. Strategy of the study
For each material, we have carried out an initial screening test by varying all the parameters
belonging to the four classes (A, B, C and D). An example of screening results is shown in
Figure 2 for the concentration at 200 m. The details of these simulations are not presented in
this paper. As expected, class A parameters such as D0 , ZR, and Ua, are very influent
compared to the other parameters. For example, the first-order sensitivity index for
parameter D0 is almost 0.3 for a chlorine release, which means that 30% of the total variance
(or uncertainty) in the downwind concentration at 200 m can be attributed to variations (or
uncertainty) in the orifice diameter (which determines the release rate). Consequently, the
effects of parameters in classes B, C and D, which are those which are the least well known
by users of the tool, are masked.
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Figure 2: First order sensitivity index as a function of all PHAST parameters
ln order better to understand the influence of these "less-well-known" parameters, we have
undertaken detailed sensitivity analyses where the class A parameters do not vary.
Variations of four of these parameters (ZR, , the wind speed/stability class and release rate)
may introduce different physical phenomena (for instance, a release which occurs 20 m
above the ground may behave differently from a release just above ground level). ln order to

cover both situations, we have studied separately a scenario with a low value of the
parameter and a scenario with a high value. The release rate is a pseudo-parameter,
resulting from the combination of several class A parameters (D0 , Ts1i P81}. The low and high
values we have selected for these "bifurcation" parameters are shown in the table below.
T able 1: Release conditions studied

Bifurcation
parameters
Resuhing
release
conditions
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Material
Release angle, (degree)
Release elevation, ZR (m)
1
Stability class/wind speed (m ·s" )
1
Release rate, Q (kq·m" )
Release velocity, V1 (m·s-1)
Release temoerature T, (K)
Liquid fraction, L1

NO

2.6
498.6
153.7

411.6
476.6
168.7

o

o

NH3
0°and 90°
1and20
DI 5 and F I 3
27.1
277.8
144.4 144.4
239.8 239.8
0.89
0.89

Cl2

12.4
104.8
239.2
0.84

506.8
104.8
239.2
0.84
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T hus, for each product, the base-case scenario is divided into representative s ub-scenarios
according to t he bifurcation parameters which determine physical p henomena. The tree of all
studied scenarios is represented in Figure 3. For each s ub-scenario, sensitivity analyses
have been undertaken by simultaneously varying parameters listed in Table 2 (parameters in
italic are not relevant for NO scenarios).
Base-case scenario

ZR=1m ZR=20m ZR1 ZR20
Se n°1 n'2
n'3
n~

ZR1
n'5

ZR20 ZR1
n'6
n"l

ZR20 ZR1
n'B
n'9

ZR20 ZR1 ZR20 ZR1 ZR20 ZR1 ZR20
n°1 O n°1 1
n°12 n°13 n°14 n°15 n°16

Figu re 3: T ree of scenarios

T a bl e 2 S tu ď1e d oarameters
Glass

B

c

D

Parameter fdefault value in PHASTl
Wind profile (1-constant, 2-loo-Power law) [21
Atmospheric T/P profile flag (1 -both constant, 2-both linear, 3looarithmic temperatura and linear pressure) [31
Flaa for heat/water vaoour transfer (1 -none, 2- heat onM [21
Mixino heioht constrain flao (1-ves,2-no) [11
Pool evaporation surface type {1-wet soil, 2-dry soil, 3-concrete,
4-insulatinq concrete) {3]
Droplet evaporation thermodynamic model {1-rainout,equilibrium;
2-rainout,non-eauillibrium) {2]
Droplet equation solution method {2-synchronised, 6- rigorous)
{2]
Jet entrainment coefficient (0.1 7)
Cross-wind entrainment coefficient [0.351
Plume\air draa coefficient fOl
Dense cloud side entrainment parameter [OJ
Dense cloud soreadina parameter f 1.1 51
Near-field passive entrainment parameter [1l
Maximum cloud/ambient velocitv difference [0.1 l
Maximum cloud/ambient densitv difference [0.0151
Maximum non-oassive entrainment fraction [0.31
Maximum Richardson number [151
Distance multiole for phasina in full passive entrainment r21
Richardson number for lift-off criterion [-201
Quasi instantaneous transition parameter [0.81
Richardson number for passive transition above pool {0.015]
Pool vaoorisation entrainment oarameter {1 .5]
Minimum effective cloud heioht (m) [0.021
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min
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max
1, 2

TPp

1, 2, 3
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Mixino

1, 2
1, 2
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2, 6
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rupas
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Table 5: Mean and CV values
Mate rial
NO
NH3
Cb
Scn°
1
2
5
1
2
5
1
2
5
mean 495 332 329 1084 915 930 1695 1340 1502
X(SEI)
ev
12
21
14
13
12
27
11
36
30
39 277 141 172 605 422 478
Mean 157
X(SEL1)
ev
24
64
28
54
26
12
29
11

-

The NO horizontal elevated
~ ~-----------------~
release (scenario 2) does not have ~
an output for X(SEL 1), because
the threshold concentration
(measured at a height of 1.5 m)
is not reached. Note that the
parameter sensitivities for output
X(SEI) for the ammonia release
'""
""'
behaves identically to output C1 k
Figure 4: Histogram of X(SEI) for Cb, Se n° 1
(influence of parameters Wp and 1).
This is dueto the fact that the mean value of this output (see Table 5) is around 1 000 m.
The same applies to the other outputs, which behave similarly to one of C200, C1k or C10k.
For this reason, we do not discuss parameter sensitivity further for these outputs.
The highest uncertainty is observed for vertical releases (scenario 5) for NO, and for
elevated releases (scenario 2) for NH3 and Cb (which lead to two phase releases). These
releases lead to more complex phenomena (evaporation of liquid droplets, droplet trajectory
calculations), and are thus more difficult to simulate.
1500

1800

1800

1700

2100

6. Conclusion
Our work provides users of PHAST with a better understanding of the influence of a number
of parameters. lt provides a lower bound on the uncertainty affecting the estimation of a
safety perimeter around a plant, which we have shown to be non-negligible in certain cases
(even before taking obvious sources of uncertainty, such as variations in wind speed , into
account). For the developers of PHAST, it helps to distinguish between adjustable
parameters whose influence is significant for certain products and release conditions (and
which may deserve further investigation), and parameters whose influence is negligible.
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EMPIRICAL REGRESSION MODELS FOR QUICK ASSESSMENT OF CHEMICAL
ACCIDENT CONSEQUENCES
13th lnternational Symposium on Loss Prevention
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1
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Abstract. The paper describes a methodology to develop empirical regression models for
quick and approximate assessment of consequences of accidents involving dangerous
substances. Consequences are evaluated as effect zones of fire, explosion or toxic release
by means of Phast software. Statistical and chemometric methods are applied to determine
important input parameters of specified scenarios in simulation program. These are finally
combined into nonlinear regression models that predict the consequence zones with the
smallest errors.
1. lntroduction
The preparation of safety report for establishments that fall under the Seveso Directive
includes risk assessment of accidents involving dangerous substances. One of the most
challenging issues in risk assessment is prediction of consequences of uncontrolled
releases. Severa! complex software tools exist with precise source, dispersion, fire and
explosion models for modelling most accident scenarios, e.g. Phast and Breeze HAZ to
mention just two of them. Major steps in the procedura for evaluating the consequences of
chemical accidents were described by Novak Pintarič (2007). Some specialized tools have
also been developed for risk assessment of fires, explosions, BLEVEs, and toxic releases.
E.g. Pula et al. (2005) have considered fire consequence modelling for offshore risk
assessment. Markowski (2007) presented a tool 'exLOPA' for semi-quantitative explosion
risk assessment which estimates the severity of explosion consequences using matrix
categorization based on the human harm level. Abassi and Abassi (2007) described
mechanism and consequences of the boiling liquid expanding vapour explosion. Hanna et al.
(2008) compared six widely-used dense gas dispersion models to calculate chlorine gas
concentrations following railcar accidents. More rigorous approaches rely on computational
fluid dynamics for complete three-dimensional simulations with obstacles and other complex
geometries, e.g. Dharmavaran et al. (2005).
Chemometrics methods have been widely used for classification of various products
(Brodnjak-Vončina et al., 2005). ln risk assessment studies, however, regression models
have been used by Carlon et al. (2004) to predict water-soil heavy metals partition
coefficients. Restrepo et al. (2009) used statistical analyses and regression models to
examine the causes and consequences of accidents in hazardous liquid pipelines.
Although several modelling programs are available at different levels of complexity,
assessment of consequences is still a time-consuming procedura. On the other hand, many
dangerous substances are stored and handled at various locations under very similar
conditions. Repetitive evaluations could thus be avoided in companies, if an easy-to-use tool
for quick assessment of consequences would exist. The main intention of this work is to
develop a tool for quick assessment of major accident scenarios involving those substances
that appear most frequently in the chemical and other process industries. ln order to
accomplish this task, a methodology is built for the selection of important input parameters,
and development of empirical regression models for quick prediction of consequences.
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6. Case Study
The first reaction step of the ethylene via propionaldehyde based route for methyl methacrylate
(MMA) production is used as a case study to demonstrate the methods. The operation evaluated
is the separation of reactor's product stream in a distillation unit following a flash column. ln the
reactor, ethylene is reacted w ith carbon monoxide and hydrogen producing propionaldehyde at
100 °C and 15 bar (Fig. 1).
ln this subprocess, the source of acute exposure to workers is the manual sampling at the top
product stream of the distillation column. For inhalative risk assessment, this stream is simulated
with adiabatic flash to quantify the Ceq of individua! chemical. The HOmix is calculated using the
short-term exposure limits (15-min) by assuming chemicals in the mixture have additive effects.
The calculated HOmix value is 13901 (> 5000), indicating the presence of risk.
Oermal/eye exposure is evaluated from the same sampling point. Among the four process
materials, propionaldehyde (R36/38) is identified to be irritating to skin/eye based on the Rphrases assigned. 'Possible/daily contacť is determined to be suitable to describe the
magnitude of exposure from the manual sampling. Based on this data, the dermal/eye risk of
exposure to propionaldehyde is classified as minorly present (see Table 1 ).
C ompressor

Reactant&

Reactor

F lash column

D istillation eolumn

Figure 1: Flow diagram of the ethylene via propionaldehyde subprocess.
7. Risk Minimization and Prevention Strategies
Acute health risks can be reduced , if not eliminated, through inherently safer design (ISO)
keywords. The main idea of applying ISO is to eliminate or lessen the risk at source proactively
as early as possible before the process is built. Among the most basic and commonly used ISO
principles are minimization, substitution, moderation, and simplification. Oue to the limited space,
the strategies are summarized as fishbone chart in Fig. 2.
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8. Conclusions
Two methods are proposed for assessing chemical processes based on acute toxic hazard
during design phase, in which flow sheet diagrams are already produced. The methods can
quantify the health risk of workers from being exposed to acute hazards in a workplace through
inhalation and dermal/eye contact. The inhalative risk assessment is based on quantitative
approach of comparing the estimated vapour equilibrium concentrations of chemicals in the
exposure location to the threshold limit values. The dermal/eye risk is categorized from
qualitative evaluation of chemicals' harmfulness and magnitude of exposure. The methods can
be used to compare alternative design concepts or to determine the risk level of a single
process. Finally, simple inherent safety strategies are presented as examples of how
occupational acute hazards in chemical processing plants can be reduced, if not prevented. Risk
assessment results from the proposed methods can be used to foresee the potential acute toxic
hazards in a process and subsequently appropriate counter measures can be taken earlier to
improve the health characteristic of the later actual process.
Minimization

I

Substitution

-Continuous process
-Fully automated process
-Adequate ventilation
-Periodic cleaning and housekeeping
-Persona! protective equipment

-lnherently healthier reaction chemistry
-Non/less toxic chemicals/solvents
-less volatile chemicals/solvents
-Healthier work method
-Safer physical state

-Low temperature/pressure
-Vacuum condition
-Dilute condition
-Reduce vapour pressure
-Low boiling point
-Acceptable concentration
-No dusVaerosol formation

-Simple technology
-Simple work method
-Less step or operation
-Adequate but not perfect control
-Easy to operate/user-friendly operation
-less cleaning and maintenance
-Fewer streams
..Combined equipment
-Online sampling

Moderation

Simplification

Figure 2: Fishbone chart of ISO strategies for acute toxic hazard elimination/reduction.
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The purpose of this study is to evaluate the safety level of currently-operated storage unit by
performing the risk assessment and propose the measures to reduce the risk.
Finally, to discuss the completeness of failure scenarios and the risks of CNG storage unit
after adding safety measures, the risks of CNG storage was compared to that of hydrogen
fueling stations which have similar facilities to CNG fueling stations.
2. Risk assessment procedure

The procedure for the risk assessment in this study is shown in Fig.1 [2]. At first, a model of
storage unit of CNG fueling station was defined. Next, failure scenarios at the storage model
were identified. The risks for each scenario were estimated. The estimated risks were
evaluated on a risk matrix. And safety measures were added for reducing unacceptable risks.
The remaining risks were re-evaluated.
~---~

START

Definition of Storage Model
Identification ofFailure Scenarios
Risk Estimation
Adding
Safety Measures

Risk Evaluation

No

END

Fig.1 Procedure of the risk assessment
3. Definition of the storage model

The storage model of CNG fueling station used in this study was to represent one that is
taken safety measures and generally used. Figure 2 shows a model of the storage unit
defined based on the existent facilities and the guide in Japan [3].
To console

~
Gas detector

To dispenser

To vent line To console
Safety

valve

From compressor
Pressure
PT transmitter
~

j_

~

j

Check valve
Pressure
gaugel
Changeable pressure
c linders

Ejectiot1
shut- off valve
Reception
shut-offvalve
+--

High pressure
cylinders

Fig.2 Model of storage unit of CNG
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For each failure scenario, after the consequence severity level and the frequency level were
estimated, the risks were evaluated using the risk matrix in 3 categories, i.e. "H (High)", "M
(Medium)" and "L (Low)" [4]. The corresponding description of these definitions is shown as
follows.
H:
Remedial action should be considered.
M:
Risk cannot be accepted other than when risk reduction cannot be achieved
by reasonably practical actions.
L:
Acceptable
Table 4 shows the result of risk assessment for the currently-operated storage with existing
safety measures. The storage has 6 "H" rank risks of scenarios, 11 "M" rank and 9 "L" rank.
Table 4 Result of risk assessment for the currently-operated storage
Probability
low (
1

-

) high

:H (High)rank

I
l:M(M edium) rank
:=::::::::
._I_ _.I :L (Low) rank
6. Adding safety measures
The risks regarded to "L" were not examined any further. Safety measures were added to
reduce higher risks and the residua! risks were re-evaluated.
Adding excess flow valves and emergency shut-off valves for each cylinder was proposed for
reducing the risks. They can reduce the amount of leakages and contribute to the mitigation
of the consequence severity.
As the result of adding safety measures, the risks were reduced as shown in Table 5. The
additional safety measures reduced the risks of 15 failure scenarios. On the other hand,
though the safety measures were added, 3 "H" rank risks of failure scenarios remained ; (a) a
helicopter I airplane crash landing on the storage, (b) a crane on a neighboring site falling on
and damaging the storage, (c) a jet flame of leaked CNG damaging the storage. Since it is
difficult to mitigate the consequence severity, they remained as H rank though the probability
is extremely low.
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Table 5 Result of risk assessment for the storage after adding safety measures

Probability
low (
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) high
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7. Completeness of failure scenarios

ln this study, to identity failure scenarios with high completeness, HAZOP and FMEA were
used. The inspection of completeness to identity failure scenarios were performed with the
comparison of failure scenarios of CNG storage and hydrogen storage.
Most of the scenarios of CNG storage accorded with those of hydrogen storage. The
scenarios different with were caused by the corrosiveness of the added odorant in natural
gas, hydrogen embrittlement of materials, differences of the equipment configurations
between the two storages. ln this way, common failure scenarios between the two storages
were identified. Failure scenarios which were not identified in hydrogen storage because of
the differences of the properties between the two substances and the differences between
the two storages were also identified.
This analysis shows that the identification of failure scenarios had a certain level of
completeness in this study. The safety of CNG storage is ensured by the laws and the guides.
The additional safety measures reduced further risks of 15 failure scenarios in this study. The
inspection of the risks of CNG storage with additional safety measures was performed with
the comparison of the distribution of risks on the risk matrix of CNG storage and hydrogen
storage.
The same number of "H" rank risks of failure scenarios remained in both storages despite
adding safety measures. "H" rank risks of the failure scenarios were the same in content
between the two storages. CNG storage has fewer "M" rank risks of failure scenarios than
those of hydrogen storage. Therefore, the additional safety measures were able to reduce
the risks of CNG storage to same level risks of hydrogen storage.

8. Conclusions

As the results of risk assessment, 27 failure scenarios were identified at currently-operated
CNG storage unit. The additional safety measures reduced the risks of 15 failure scenarios.
The identification of failure scenarios in this study had a certain level of completeness. The
additional safety measures were able to reduce the risks of CNG storage to same level risks
of hydrogen storage.
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severity (i.e., possible consequences) on the horizontal axis. Through assigning a grade to
the likelihood (Likelihood Grade or LG) as well as to the outcome (Consequence Grade or
CG), a mapping point is obtained. This point on the diagram represents the transportation
risk of e.g. a part of a transport route or a so-called 'route segment'.
Figure 1 Likelihood-Consequence diagram for mapping transportation risks by using TRANS
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Consequence Grade

Both the Likelihood Grade and the Consequence Grade need to be easily (in a user-friendly
way) assessed by the TRANS tool's user. How this can be achieved is explained in the next
subsections.
2.2

Assessing the Likelihood Grade

ln order to define the Likelihood Grade for the L-C diagram, a multi-criteria analysis is
implemented. ln this method, several criteria, which are relevant to the likelihood (i.e., the
probability of occurrence) of a certain transportation risk, are determined and ranked in a
table
The criteria are assessed per route segment. The degree of relevance for each criterion in a
segment is defined through a division into different classes. The higher the class in which the
route segment is classified for a specific criterion, the higher the transportation risk on that
route segment. We propose the classes A, B, C, and Dto have a relevance of respectively 1,
2, 3, and 5. This way, the most dangerous class will be 'penaliseď. The utility of the multicriteria technique largely depends on the definitions given to clarify the classes.
Seme of these criteria are more or less the same for all modes of transport, such as (nonexhaustively) the type of road (or CEMT class of inland waterway etc.), the speed limit, the
presence of junctions, traffic control, freight traffic intensity, access to emergency services,
road quality, etc. Others are mode specific, such as (also non-exhaustively) the
lntensity/Capacity ratio per Iane in case of road transport, the signalling system and hotbox
detection in case of railway transport, boating at night in case of inland waterway transport,
and the pipeline diameter and the possibility of external corrosion in case of pipeline
transport.
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Figure 2 Cumulated risk for a randem segment
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4.

Conclusion

lt is possible to describe the relative safety of transport route by determining a (semiquantitative) likelihood grade and a rather simple consequence grade.
By using a preset number of relevant parameters to determine the likelihood grade there is
no need for a 'black box' thereby making the analysis relatively simple to explain and
understand. ln addition, this approach enables one to understand the cause for a relatively
unsafe route and (with some extrapolation) see how certain safety measures would better
the situation.
By using numerical values to describe the appropriate criteria, less specific and in-depth data
is needed for performing a risk analysis.
So far, this methodology deals with the risk per (route) segment. These are segments where
the (most important) criteria are (more or less) stable and dependent on the transport mode,
are between 500 metres and 5 kilometres long. Future work will develop a method to
cumulate the risks of the different segments which together form a transport route
ln conclusion, although much work is still to be done, a semi-quantitative risk analysis
method offers a robust and simple way for analysing the relative safety of a transport route
and therefore seems very suitable for situations such as these in Flanders.

5.

Disclaimer

lt should be stressed that the methodology and subsequent tool elaborated in this paper is
still in its development phase and has not (yet) been used for the political decision-making
process in Flanders (Belgium).
Ali figures and tables in this paper are for illustration purposes only, i.e., to increase legibility
of this paper, and that the values may vary in real applications of the tool.
Also no norms have (yet) been set. Hence, no calculated transportation risks resulting from
applying the tool have already been translated into guidance or political decisions. This
article merely describes the scientific methodology to be used in Flanders for taking userfriendly dangerous transportation risk decisions.
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1. lntroduction
Failures and accidents in industrial processes are connected first and mostly with uncontrolled
releases of chemical substances to the environment. Modeling of the process of substances
releases is the first stage of the physical effects and consequences analysis and constitutes the
source of input data for calculation of dispersion of released substance, fires, explosions and
toxic contaminations. Simulation of substance releases requ ires the application of various
mathematical models, acceptance of simplified assumptions and it displays numerous
limitations such as outflow conditions, shape and size of the hole, localization of release and the
type of rupture as well as the physico-chemical state of outflowing medium. The accuracy of
those data is of vital meaning for the credibility of the obtained calculations defining the type and
quantity of the potential results of accident scenarios. Therefore, it is intended to develop of
methods which could decrease the range of uncertainties occurring during the simulation of
dangerous substances outflow process which is an integral part of risk analysis. ln the study,
the sources and types of uncertainty were identified and the theory of fuzzy sets was
implemented into the algorithms describing continuous releases of chemical substances. The
case study illustrates the application of this approach.
2. Source term models
The first stage in the assessment of results of undesirable accident scenarios constituting an
integral part of risk analysis is defining the source term models. They are applied mainly for
estimating the outflow rate of substances or volume which will be released to the
environment. An important parameter of those calculations is also the time of duration of the
release [1 ]. Depending on this factor the continuous or instantaneous release is
distinguished. ln Table 1 commonly applied mathematical equations defining the process of
outflow are presented.
T a ble 1 Outfl ow eauat1ons
No
Source term
models
1

Liquid
outflow

2

Gas outflow

Q

Release rate

= Cd ·A · p ·

Symbol
Q - mass flow rate (kg/s)

J

.2 · (p-p)
p a + 2·g ·h

ic+ l

3

Two phase
outflow
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Q

= Cd ·A · l/J ·

Q

= CďA.j2(p-pa) · Pm

'

P ·Po ·

(

2
K+l

)K=i

K • --

Cd - discharge coefficient
2
A - cross-sectional area hole (m )
3
p - liquid density (kg/m )
3
Po - gas density (kg/m )
3
Pm- mixture density (kg/m )
2
p - absolute storage pressure(N/m )
Pa - absolute ambient pressure (N/m 2 )
2
g - gravity acceleration (m/s )
h - height of liquid above the hole (m)
41 - outflow coefficient (-)
K - ratio of specific heats (-)
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Apart from the equations mentioned in References [1-4] as well as the ones mentioned in a
Yellow Book [5], the other calculation algorithms for the process of substance outflow may be
found. Those equations take a number of the simplified assumptions but do not take into
consideration the fact that model parameters change with time.
3. Uncertainty associated with assessment of the accident source term
3.1. Types of uncertainty
Uncertainty is a phenomenon indispensably connected with the processes of modeling of
chemical substances releases to the environment. This modeling brings with itself numerous
uncertainties which may be classified both as aleatory and epistemic ones [6]. Aleatory
uncertainty is an inherent variation associated with the physical system or the environment,
also referred to as variability, irreducible uncertainty and stochastic uncertainty. Epistemic
uncertainty is an uncertainty that is due to a lack of knowledge of quantities or processes of
the system or the environment, also referred to as subjective uncertainty, reducible
uncertainty. Epistemic uncertainties can be reduced over time, as more data are collected
from research. However aleatory uncertainty cannot be reduced by further study [7].
3.2. Methods of uncertainty representation
To the most known methods used for expressing uncertainty one may account the following
methods: probabilistic methods such as: Monte Carlo; possibility methods and probability possibility methods such as: Dempster - Schafer theory of evidence (DST) [8,9]. The
application of probabilistic methods require a satisfactory and an unequivocal determination
of the statistical rules defining the processes of substance release and damage propagation.
lt is vítal to have a great number of the appropriate and credible data and repeat the
calculations even several thousand times. Obtaining such data is difficult and frequently
expensive. The possibility methods constitute another altemative group which is based on
the application of the theory of fuzzy sets. The implementation of fuzzy sets for the
assessment of uncertainty seems to be the right attitude since it is more convenient than the
probabilistic methods applied so far. The utilization of the fuzzy numbers or interval numbers
instead of the probability distribution will consider apart from the objective data, the
subjective expert opinions which often play a pivota! role. The fact that the time of obtaining
the results for a fuzzy model is several thousand times shorter than for the proba bilistic
simulation is also of essential meaning. The probabilistic methods are mainly used for
representation of uncertainty of the aleatory type connected with the stochastic distribution of
the physical parameters whereas the possibility methods refer to the epistemic uncertainty
connected with the lack of knowledge about the system. More information about fuzzy set
theory which can deal with epistemic uncertainty can be found in Chen and Pham [1 O], Yen
and Langari [11 ], Lee [12] and Cox [13].
3.3. Uncertainty identification in source term modeling
Figure 1 presents the uncertainty sources occurring during modeling of the characteristics of
substance outflow. The classification of those sources to appropriate type of uncertainty is
also demonstrated.
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Aleatory uncertalnty

Epistemic uncertainty

Properties of substance
Diameter and shape
of the outtlow hole
Operatio n conditions
Atmospheríc conditions

Filling degree

Figure 1. Uncertainty identification in source tenn modeling

As can be seen mixed types of uncertainty may occur what suggest to use hybrid probability possibility methods. However in that study we have applied the theory of fuzzy sets only. lt
may be confirmed by the "Principie of complexity" of Zadeh [14] applied to safety and
reliability of complex chemical plant. As complexity of the system increases, the lack of
knowledge decreases, what suggest to apply the fuzzy set theory.
4. Methodology of calculation with fuzzy approach

Mathematical simulation of release of the substance may be described by means of the
model of continuous release which provides the outflow rate. Figure 2 presents the general
calculation algorithm of the outflow rate for continuous releases of dangerous substances.
System description
Selection of
the mathematic model
Sensitivity analysis

Fuzzification of
sensitíve varlables

Constant variables

Fuzzy algebra

Release rate

Figure 2. General model showing methodology of calculation for release rate

4.1. System description
This stage is a basis for further calculations and analyses. lt is essential that one collect
numerous data and information which concem the properties of dangerous substances,
technology of the process in combination with operating parameters type and localization of
rupture as well as the dominant atmospheric conditions.
4.2. Selection of mathematical model
The type of the substance as well as the operation conditions before the release will decide
on the selection of the appropriate release model. Table 2 presents recommended models
for the particular type of the substance.
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. Iar tvoe of thesu bstance
T a ble 2 Recommendd
e mod
es
l farth e >art1cu
Type of substance/operation
Model
conditions
Compressed gas
T>Tc
Gas outflow
Liquid
Pressurised liquefied gas
Refrigerated liquefied gas
..

..

T<Ts
T>Ts
T<Ts
T>Ts
T<Ts
P==Pa1m

Liquid outflow
Two ohase and liauid outflow
Liquid outflow
Two phase outflow and Qas outflow
Liquid outflow

T 6 - normal bo1ling point, Tc-entical temperature of a chem1cal, T· temperature of substance before release, P--atmosphenc pressure,
P· pressure of substance before release

4.3. Sensitivity analysis
The outflow release model contains a number of uncertain parameters which should be
identified. lt is achieved thanks to a sensitivity analysis. Figure 3 presents the appropriate
selected parameters to be used in the sensitivity analysis.
Absolute ambient pressure
Properies of hazard material

Absolute storage pressure

Vessel temperature
Geometry of outftow system
Figure 3. lnput parameters for continuous material release model(··· parameter represented by fuzzy
set for liquid release, •••. parameter represented by fuzzy set for gas release)

ln order to determine the effect of each uncertain variable on the release rate calculation the
equation (1) presenting sensitivity function was used [15].
(1.1)

where

:Y

is a product of a weight factor of a given parameter,
is a partial derivative of the
Y
v~
system after those variables.
The sensitivity functions for all equations shown in Table 1 are presented by the equations
(1.2, 1.3, 1.4).
xi

.

WQ = !!. .
I

iJ(CďA-p- /2~+2·g·h)
../

Q

"

(1.2)

iJXj

a(cďA·l/I· v·Po·><{,!1)~.:~

WQ = ~ . ---'--------''
Q
ax1
WQ =::i. iJ(CďAJ2(P-Pa>-Pm
I

Q
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Parameters which are representing the greatest values out of all analyzed factors by the
sensitivity analysis shall be regarded as the most sensitive ones and having the greatest
impact on the output value of the release model.
4.4. Fuzzification of selected variables & fuzzy algebra
The indentified uncertain parameters are considered as linguistic variables which will be
attributed to the appropriate membership functions as well as to the values of the boundary
intervals characterizing particular a.-cuts of fuzzy numbers. The release rate calculation will
use fuzzy algebra based on fuzzy numbers, according to mathematical operations used in
the calculation model [10-13]. To obtain one value of outflow rate (non-fuzzified, acute) the
resulting fuzzy sets should be subjected to the defuzzification process [11].
5. Case Study
The calculations were carried out for the case of isobutane and alkylate release from storage
vessels. ln Table 3 the assumptions and deterministic values used in calculations are
presented.
T a ble 3. I nputvana
. bles for re ease rate caIcuIat1ons
.
lnput variable
Alkylate
Isobutane
Top event
Leak
Leak
lnitialing event
Material defect
Material defect
Type of vessel
Vertical cylindrical
Spheric
v
2000 m"
400m"
Storage
T=const.
20°c
40°C
conditions
Atm.
Saturated vaoour oressure
D
Phase of discharae
Liauid
Two- ohase
710 ka/m,j
Densitv
14,7 ka/m"
Outflow
Homoaeneous
Homoaeneous
Release elevation
Bottom head
Bottom head
Equation
Tabel 1, No 1
Tabel 1, No 2
Shape and leak size
Constant during release

The results of sensitivity analysis proved (Table 4) that the main influence on the
continuous release of alkylate and isobutane is exerted by the discharge coefficient Cd and the
hole area A. That is why, they were represented in the form of fuzzy sets.
T a ble 4 S ens1t1v1tv
. . 't of ď1scharae modeI to 1
'ts oarameters
p
p
A
Parameter x1
cd
0.557
1
1
0.525
Wí 1..1 for alkvlate
1
1
0.5
0.5
W í 1..1 for ísobutane

Pa

-0.082

-

Q

o

-

h
0.057

-

K

-0.365

Beside of that the pressure will be of relevant meaning as well. The hydraulic pressure
depends on the liquid level in the tank as function of the filling degree. Therefore, the degree
of filling of the tank was presented in the form of fuzzy sets. lt is only considered in case of
liquid release (alkylate ). Figure 3 presents the parameters in the form of fuzzy sets in ca se of
alkylate and isobutene release are shown. The data concerning the discharge coefficient
depend on the shape of orifices (sharp-edged orifices, straight orifices, rounded orifices) as
is provided in the literature data [5, 16, 17]. Table 5 presents the linguistic variables of the
discharge coefficient to which trapezoidal membership functions are attributed, fulfilling the
condition of unity division (the sum of membership of each element x from the area of
interest was equal to 1) [1 O].
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Figure 4. Fuzzy set for discharge coefficient, hole diameter and filling degree
. t daa
t
T a ble 5 Fuzzv ď1scharoe coeffi1c1en
Linguistic term
Characteristic parameters offuzzy number [·]
Sharp..edged orifices
Straight orifices
Rounded orifices

0.5
0.62
0.84

0.5
0.8
0.96

0.62
0.84
1

0.8
0.96
1

Mean value
assumption

0.62
0.82
0.96

The selection of data for the fuzzification of the hole diameter was based on the data
provided by Lees [18]. Table 6 summarizes the boundary values of fuzzy intervals of a hole
diameter which are ascribed by linguistic values defined with the trapezoidal membership
function (Figure 4 ).
T a ble 6 Fuzzv hol e ďrameter data
Linguistic term
Characteristic parameters of fuzzy number [m]
Low
Medium
High

o

o

0.00798
0.01382

0.01128
0.01596

0.00798
0.01382
0.01785

0.01128
0.01596
0.01785

Mean value
assumption

0.00798
0.0126
0.01785

The selection of data for the fuzzification of the filling degree was based on an expert
approach. The filling degree of the vessel was presented in the form of fuzzy numbers as well
(Figure 4, Table 7).
T a ble 7 Fuzzv filr
1 rng degree daa
t
Characteristic parameters of fuzzy number [%]
Linguistic term
Minim al
Averaae
Maximal

o

o

10
50

30
70

10
50
90

30
70
90

Mean value
assumption

10
40
80

Taking into account the Figure 3, there are 27 possible different contributions of all above
indicated parameters for alkylate storage (Table 8) and 9 combinations for isobutane storage
(Table 9). The results was obtained for each case in the form of a fuzzy set of outflow rate
(Figure 5). To get one value the resulting fuzzy sets were subjected to deffuzification process
by centroid method.
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"f ťion process
T a ble 8 ReIease ra e of alk v1a
I te resu lts after th e deffuz11ca
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Dlscharge coefficlent

Hole dlameter
Low

Shari:redged orifices

Medium

High

Low

Straight orifices

Medium

Filling
dearee
Minimal
Averaae
Maxima!
Minimal
Averaae
Maxima!
Minimal
Average
Maxima!
Minimal
Average
Maxima!
Minimal
Averaae
Maxima!
Minimal

High

Low

Rounded orifices

Medium

Averaae
Maxima!
Minimal
Averaae
Maxima!
Minimal
Averaae
Maxima!

High

Minimal
Averaae
Maxima!

Q., (kg/s)

Qt(kg/s)

0,3759
0,3944
0,4178
0,9371
0,9833
1,0417
1,8803
1,9734
2,0906
0,4971
0,5216
0,5523
1 2394
1,3005
1,3777
2,4875
2,6100
2,7650
0,5820
0,6107
06470
1,4510
1,5225
1,6129
2 9122
3,0556
3,2371

0,2883
0,3222
0,3471
0,9649
1,0691
1, 1625
1,6173
1,7866
1,9489
0,3711
0,4147
0,4470
1 2962
1,4352
1,5624
2,1982
2,4266
2,6499
0,4193
0,4686
o5053
1,5083
1,6689
1,8184
2 5827
2,8487
3, 1137

Deviation

1%)
23,3
18,3
16,9
-3,0
-8,7
-11 ,6
14,0
9,5
6,8
25,3
20,5
19, 1
-4 6
-10,4
- 13,4
11 ,6
7,0
4,2
28,0
23,3
21 9
· 3,9
-9.6
- 12,7
11 3
6,8
3,8

QJQ,

Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Underestimate
Underestimate
Underestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Underestimate
Underestimate
Underestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Underestimate
Underestimate
Underestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate

Qc- release rate calculated in tradltlon way, Qf- release rate calculated with the use of fuzzy arithmetlc

T a be19 ReIease rate oť1sobutane resu ts af ter t he deffuz1'fj1cation process
No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Discharge coefficient

Sharp- edged orifices

Hole d iameter

Q., (kg/s)

Q,(kg/s)

Low
Medium

0,0603
0,1504
0,3018
0,0798
0,1989
0,3991
0,0934
0,2328
0,4672

0,0444
0,1511
0,2546
0,0572
0,2034
0,3467
0,0647
0,2370
0,4080

High
Low
Straight orifices

Medium
High
Low

Rounded orifices

Medium
High

Deviation
(%)

26,4
-0,5
15,6
28,3
-2,3
13,1
30,7
-1 ,8
12,7

QJQ,

Overestimate
Underestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Underestimate
Overestimate
Overestimate
Underestimate
Overestimate

Qc• refease rate calculaled 1n trad1t1on way, Qf. release rate calculaled w1th the use of fuzzy anthmet1c
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6. Results
Analyzing the obtained results it may be noticed that for a vast majority the implementation of fuzzy sets
contributes to the fact that the difference of the obtained results of the outflow rate reaches ca. 20%
overestimation comparing Oe to 0 1 either for alkylate or isobutane. lt must be underlined that for a small
number of cases, for instance, for sharp-edged orifices, medium hole diameter and the minimum filling
degree there is a slight difference between the outflow rate calculated from the equation in a traditional
way and with the application of the theory of fuzzy sets. Most often combination which exist in practice
is shar~edged orifices and low hole diameter. Release rate calculated in common way is in this case
overestimated. T he accuracy of those data is of fundamental meaning during determination of hazard
zones and, then, it influences the size and type of results.
7. Conclusion
Modeling of the processes of outflow of substances is an integral part of the analysis of the physical
effects and the results as well as it constitutes the source of many uncertainties both epistemic and
aleatory ones. Those uncertainties may cause a relevant diversity of the final results and may contribute
to a lack of confidence in their interpretation. The analysis of the calculation algorithm of continuous
discharges identified three main uncertainty sources in the range of input parameters for calculations,
namely the hole diameter, the filling degree of the vessel, the discharge coefficient for liquid outflows
and the discharge coefficient for gas outflows. lmplementation of f uzzy sets for the assessment of
conditions of continuous outflows allowed, based on the quality data expressed in the form of fuzzy
sets, to determine the quantity of outflow rate which serves as a basis for the characteristics of accident
scenario. Furthermore, it considered, apart from the objective data, subjective expert opinions which
frequently play a vital role.
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Char and Foam Thermal Conductivity vs Temp
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Figure 2: Thermal Conductivity vs Temperature used in Model

T able 2 A ssumed cons tan t spec1'fi1c heats for th e f oam.
C (kJ/kaK)
Foam Densitv

289 ka/m 3 foam

2.0

72 kg/m 3 foam

1.7

T able 3 A ssumed constants f or heat aenerat1on at t he char f ront.
2
Foam Densitv
S e W/m
2000. W/m 2
3
289 ka/m foam
for a 1m x 1 m x 0.0025 m section

72 ka/m 3 foam

500.
for a 1m x 1 m x 0.0025 m section

Model Validation
The initial validation was based on the fire tests of SWRI [11] on 51 mm (2 inches) of
289 kg/m 3 (18 pcf) foam and on 102 mm (4 in.) and 203 mm (8 in) of 72 kg/m 3 (4.5 pcf)
foam. These samples were covered by a 3 mm steel jacket on the heated face and the
back plate was 6 mm steel. The furnace was ramped up to 1260 °C in about 1O minutes.
This furnace heat up ramp was an input to the model.
Based on the reported heat flux in the SWRI furnace of 320- 340 kW/m2 the effective
furnace temperature was between 1240 °C and 1280 °C. The validation runs were
performed assuming the fire temperature was 1260 °C, the fire radiated as a black body.
The wall convective heat transfer coefficient on the fire side was assumed to be 20 W/m 2
K. Figure 3 shows a sample validation result. As can be seen the model predictions are
in good agreement with measured temperatures. Further examples of validation can be
found in Birk [12]
Simulations
This section presents the results of simulations using the model for the case of a system
involving a 19 mm steel wall covered by 203 mm of 72 kg/m 3 foam, followed by a 3 mm
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steel jacket, then this was covered by 51 mm of 289 kg/m3 foam , and this covered by a 3
mm steel jacket. ln all cases the foam was separated from the wall and jackets by 3 mm
air gap.
Te r11> vs time (SWRI Te sts, 2 inch foam, 18 pcf)
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Figure 3: Predicted and Measured Temperatures for Furnace Tests of 51 mm thick, 289
kg/m3 foam {data from SWRl[11]) modeled fire temperature 1260 °C.
The following conditions applied in the simulation :
i) the fire was instantly on at full temperature at time =O.
ii) back wall assumed to radiate to the surroundings with emissivity of 0.9 and convection
coefficient of h =20 W /m2 K.
iii) Back wall ambient temperature assumed to be 60 °C.

51 mm 279 kg/ml foam over 254 mm 72 kg/ml foam, 871° C Pool Fire
The simulation results for this case are shown in Figure 4. As can be seen the back wall
temperature reaches 250 °C almost exactly at 100 minutes. Based on this simulation it is
suggested that this system can achieve the desired level of thermal protection, based on
this model of a 1D fiat wall. This simulation does not include real wortd effects in an
actual tank car (i.e. moving liquid level, pressure relief valve action , etc). lt is expected
the cooling effects of the liquid wetted wall would reduce the wall temperatures from
what is predicted here.
51mm279 kg/ml foam over 254 mm 72 kg/ml foam, 1204° C Torch Fire
The results for this case are shown in Figure 5. As can be seen the back wall
temperature does not even come close to the 250 °C in 30 minutes.
Discussion
The simulation results shown here only consider a fiat wall with simple convection
boundary conditions on the back side of the main steel wall. ln a real tank car the wall is
curved and the outer surface exposed to the fire has a larger surface area than the
cooled back wall. ln addition, the back wall convective conditions are much more
complex in a tank car. The ability of this model to predict accurate wall temperatures
when protected by polyurethane foams depends on how well the model predicts the
following :
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Figure 4: 51 mm 279 kg/m 3 foam over 203 mm 72 kg/m 3 foam, 871 ° C pool fire, 19 mm
wall.
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Figure 5: 51 mm 279 kg/m 3 foam over 203 mm 72 kg/m 3 foam, 1204° C torch fire, 19 mm
wall.
i)
ii)
iii)

velocity of the char front as it passes thorough the foam.
effective thermal conductivities of foam and char at high temperatures.
the separation of the char from the various surfaces.

Ali of the above have been estimated based on limited data. More data is needed to
build confidence in this model.

Conclusions and Recommendations
A 1D, fiat wall, transient thermal model of two layers of polyurethane foam with two steel
jackets and a steel back wall has been developed and validated using limited test data.
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The validation was based on a series of tests conducted by South West Research
Institute (SWRI ) [1O,11 ]. These tests involved actual fire tests of fiat panel samples
exposed to a 1260°C furnace environment and some detailed analytical testing to
determine mass loss, thermal conductivity and specific heat. Simulations have been
performed on a limited set of candidate thermal protection systems. The system
involvin~ a steel jacket, a 51 mm layer of 289 kg/m 3 foam, steel jacket, and 254 mm of
79 kg/m foam was able to maintain the back wall temperature below 250 °C for 100
minutes in an engulfing fire and more than 30 min for the torching fire. These model
predictions should be validated with additional testing.
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There is another need to develop safety thinking as well. Companies are experiencing
stressful times resulting in continuous pressure to adapt and face new challenges. Efficiency
operations are more common than exceptional. Th is may lead to cut in safety costs also. The
organization may become short sighted hampering recognizing weak signals of hidden structural
problems leading to drift into failure, Rasmussen (1997).
RRM is dealing with research questions in order to create both flexibility and stability thus
combining safety improvements with lean and resilient business. Not only to response to threats
but also to learn from strengths and successes. The concept of RRM looks promising in
delivering those new and needed solutions helping business to improve safety.
At the conference we will present:
• lntroduction to the resilience concept.
• The first results of the Resilience lnnovation Laboratory.
• The preliminary findings of the research we have done.
2. A new way in risk management
What is the essential importance of resilience in the context of safety? We propose to follow
the next definition:
"Resilience is the intrinsic ability of a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or following
changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain required operations even after a major mishap
(or in the presence of continuous stress)".

Resilience is dealing with the past, the present and the future development of risks in
organizations. Organizations have to take these three faces of reality (figure 1) into account in
managing risks. This is becoming more and more essential in risk management which has to
develop models following the dynamics of changing business processes. A resilient organization
needs to develop specific capabilities to manage the factual, the actual, the critical and the
potential and focus on knowledge about emerging risks in order to respond adequately (see
figure 2).
What is new in resilience compared to traditional thinking in safety?
Firstly: ln traditional safety an important measurement is the number and severity of incidents.
However, for instance in major hazard industry, there are relatively few incidents hence there is
little to learn from. RRM also looks at the opposite side: success instead of failure by analysing
why so much goes right!
Secondly: ln traditional thinking (e.g. 6-Sigma) any deviation from standard is seen as a
disturbance. Resilience accepts that in complex socio-technical systems there is an accepted
variance or bandwidth. The challenge is to either trace disturbances that might lead to out of
control of processes or dampen the effects in such a way that the system performance stays
within its functional bandwidth.
Thirdly: lncidents within complex systems cannot be described in terms of simple linear cause effect relations. lncidents can be seen as manifestations of variability. ln this variability errors
can be made, but more important is that this variability is a necessity for the system to be able to
perform and adapt. A resilient syslem has the capability to absorb such incidents and to regain
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1. Response:
a. Will leadership be taken up at the formal as well as at the informal side of the
or anizations bein addressed?
c.

Are findings and solutions reviewed and accepted by actors that are addressed in the
investi ation?

e.

Does the learning system review developments, support improvements and does it
comprise some form of learning agent, knowledge base and organizational memory or
does in need to be develo ed?

c.

Do findings and lessons learned in the safety area need to be translated to other domains
of risk mana ement?
How can findings be translated and communicated to all levels of the organization and
stakeholders bein addressed?
Are stakeholders willing to improve in cooperation with each other (e.g. is some form of
chain mana ement necessa , initiatives b the industr as a whole ?
How can the company improve and redesign its structure, capabilities, competences
aimed at becomin more resilient in terms of .....?
ls the company ready for an innovative approach based on the resilience concept and is
the com an culture re ared for a aradi m shift?

d.
e.
f.

g.

i.

lf not, how can elements of resilience be introduced in more traditional elements of risk
mana ement?

a.

How may the four capabilities of resilient risk management be improved? Are new
measurements devised to monitor resilience (think of simulations of work chains, games
to assess ossible behaviour of teams ?
ls progress being monitored (structure, culture, and learning) and reported at proper
s stem level?
Are new critical erformance indicators necessa ?

b.
c.

5. Designing and measuring resilience proactively
Besides FRAM a proactive method for assessing resilience is being developed: the
resilience analysis grid measuring resilience according to the model presented in figure 2.
Anticipating future assessment tools for resilient organizations. Hollnagel (2008) already sets out
the essentials for resilient organizations following the 4 capabilities or cornerstones of resilient
organizations, see next table.
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1.
a.
b.

a.

Capability to respond :
For which events is there a res onse read ?
How was the list of events created?

How have the indicators been defined?

b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

"horizon" ?

e.

Who believes what and wh ?

6. lnnovative knowledge development
TNO has set up a research program that aims at delivering tools to assist companies in
becoming safer, more adaptive and robust by following resilience theory. To aid this research we
have set up the Resilience lnnovation Laboratory (RIL) together with, among others, Mines Paris
Tech.
The RIL is a, partly virtual, work- and learning environment in which:
• New models are developed and existing ones shaped further;
• New tools are designed based on the models developed;
• Tools are tested out in the real world and the results fed back into a database;
• Benchmarking can take place against the aggregated results;
• The results of the tools provide feedback for the further development of the tools themselves
and the models;
• lnformation can be given and knowledge shared ;
• Training and development projects can be conducted.
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The RIL is a potential community of partners the world over from industry, consultancies and
academics (amongst others Mines Paris Tech , Kindunos and TU Delft) alike. One of the items of
our research is the modelling of the resilience analysis grid (work in progress by Hollnagel,
persona! statement). This tool will have to measure the manner in which a company shapes her
resilience. Because resilience can be found on several system levels another item of work is
increasing resilience of teams and team performance.

: omrn..ntv/i.ho11no .jq-01dc doc/ l

Resilience Innovation Lab

M~J.'c>t'\l;y
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ai
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<1

few categorles as you can see below. Each

catogor1es 'epresents a subject. Vou can make vour own subject, if t he subj ect vou 11eed d oesn't exist.
Each category contains h is own searchinc encine to make your search more comfortable .

~

_
Write

How to cooperate in the RIL
Search

How to lmprove the RIL
How to wrlte a wlkl
:>> N e xt t h r ee wlkl ' s

7. Conclusion
RRM is an emerging concept in understanding complex hazardous socio-technical system
behaviour. There is a widespread community with TNO as facilitator/initiator which is bringing
this concept into practice. The RIL facilitates experimenting and research in order to collect
empi rical data with the aim to advance the body of knowledge including practical methods and
instruments. ln this paper we shed some light on these activities by TNO and its community
members and its results until now.
ln this paper we advocated that RRM is a useful concept to understand complex hazardous
system behaviour in dealing with the dynamics of the changing world of work. Continuous
adaptation is essential in a global competing environment in which major hazard industries or
complex work systems in transport or energy sector operate. This demands both flexibility and
stability. RRM shows that resilient capabilities enable such complex system behaviour to deal
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in many of the pioneering methods, higher level domino accidents are neglected. But a past
accident analysis carried out by the authors covering accidents from 1910 up to now (near
200 accidents), revealed that more than 60 % of domino accidents escalate to second level
order or more. Hence ignoring higher level domino effects might not be a logical
simplification and may actually lead to incorrect risk perception.
Considering the above points, using analytical methods to estimate domino frequencies in
complex systems is often not feasible or time efficient else considering different
simplifications. Based on these deficiencies an alternativa approach is proposed in the next
section.
3. A novel approach to estimate domino frequencies: Monte Carlo Simulation
Due to the limitations mentioned above, an alternativa method is proposed to overcome the
shortcomings of analytical solutions. This method is based on using simulation techniques.
Simulation means imitating a real-life system to reach solutions, especially when other
analyses are mathematically too complex or too difficult to reproduce.
One of the simulation techniques that have had a great impact in many different fields of
computational science is a technique called Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS). The term Monte
Carlo Method was coined by Ulam and Metropolis in reference to games of chance, a
popular attraction in Monte Carlo, Monaco [11].
Monte Carlo simulation is a method for iteratively evaluating a deterministic model using sets
of random numbers as inputs. This method is often used when the model is highly complex,
nonlinear, or involves more than just a couple of uncertain parameters. This technique works
particularly well when the process is one where the underlying probabilities are known but
the results are more difficult to determine [12 and 13].
These conditions for possible application of MCS are conceptually comparable to the
conditions of domino frequency estimation. As can be seen in the previous section, two types
of probabilities in domino frequency estimation are required. The first type (which can be
defined for every equipment), is the probability of equipment playing a role as initiator in a
chain of accidents. This probability figure is called 'primary accidenť probability and can be
obtained by developing an Event Tree Analysis or/and a Fault Tree Analysis or can be
deduced from generic data review [14]. The second type of needed probability figure is the
escalation probability. Every primary accident may generate some escalation vectors such as
heat load (radiation), overpressure and missiles projection whose impact may start a chain of
accidents. Probability of escalation can be estimated from credible methods such as Probit
models [15]. Estimating domino frequencies involves calculating the combination(s) of both
types of probabilities according to different probable scenarios. The calculated probabilities
are the inputs of the model. lt should be noted that due to the complex process of estimating
domino frequencies, the model may be extremely complex and a number of uncertain input
parameters may be introduced. Therefore MCS is selected among all other simulation
techniques to estimate domino frequencies.Some of the advantages and disadvantages of
using MCS in comparison with analytical modelling are given in Table 1:
Table-1. Advantaaes and disadvantaaes of usin<
AnaMlcal methods
PRO: The solution time for analytical
techniaues is relativelv short.
PRO: Analvtical methods aive exact solutions.
CONTRA: Analytical methods are usually
limited only to expected values.
CONTRA: The model used in analytical
techniques is usually a simplification, especially
for comolex svstems or combinations.
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Monte Carlo slmulatlon
CONTRA: The solution time for simulation techniques
is usuallv extensive.
CONTRA: MCS is an aooroximate techniaue.
PRO: Simulation techniques can provide a wide range
of output parameters including different probability
functions.
PRO: The MCS method is independent of how
complex the system is.
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The advantage of this algorithm is its non-dependency to how big or complex the system is.
That is one of the most advantages of using MCS for calculating failure probabilities of
equipment instead of analytical methods. A software package, which is called FREEDOM (an
acronym for FREquency Estimation of DOMino accidents), is developed based on the
described algorithm (see Figure 1). Development of this software package allowed the
application of the algorithm to evaluate different domino scenarios in a case study.

lnput number of equlpments. Failure probablllties (PJ, Escalation p<obablllties
(P,) . Number o f iterations (N), Tirne step and Final time (T,)

_ ____.., Select an equip<nent (i) ------~
randomly

Ves

No

No

Ves

Ves

~--- Set repeat= repeat+1

Set Sum= Sum+Fai1Matrix

Ves

Stop

Figure. 1 Flowchart of the algorithm for domino frequency estimation
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may ignite flammable or explosive substances due to the heat, sparks and molten metal
generated by the are; (iii) lightning may reach a structure not only by direct strike, but also
indirectly by coupling to a conductor that penetrates the structure; (iv) lightning might also
produce an electromagnetic impulse that may cause the failure of automatic controls or
computers, thus possibly causing the loss of control of processes.
The developed damage model takes into account the most important dangerous effects
listed above, allowing consequence evaluation of loss of containment events directly caused
by lightning strike. The approach is based on the correlations provided by the European
Standard EN 62305 ("Protection against lightning'') [16]. The damage model takes into
account the thermal effects and the mechanical effects. Thermal effects linked to the current
intensity are relevant to the resistive heating caused by the circulation of an electric current
flowing through the resistance of a conductor as a metallic storage tank. Thermal effects are
also relevant to the heat generated in the root of the arcs at the attachment point and in all
the isolated parts involved in are development (e.g. spark gaps). ln a lightning discharge, the
high specific energy phases of the lightning flash are too short in duration and the dispersion
of the generated heat in the structure is difficult. The phenomenon is therefore to be
considered adiabatic and the temperature of the conductors can be evaluated by using the
correlations provided by the EN 62305 Standard.
ln the attachment point material melting and erosion may occur due to the large heat input as
well as due to a concentration of ohmic heating due to the high current densities. ln order to
be conservative it was assumed that all the energy developed at the are root contributes only
to melting, neglecting the heat lost by vaporization. The equation provided by the EN 62305
Standard is based on this assumption and leads to an overestimation of the melted volume.
Once the volume of the melted material is known , the possible perforation of the tank may be
determined, depending on the thickness of the equipment considered. The radius of the
melted volume may be compared to the thickness of the equipment, assuming a
hemispherical volume for the melted zone. ln the case of atmospheric storage tanks the shell
thickness is usually low and it is likely that perforation occurs. This is verified in particular for
tanks with a shell thickness of less than ?mm, as shown in the case study in Table 2.
2.5 Critical equipment
The assessment of the risk due to lightning requires on the one hand the characterization of
lightning events and of their probability, and on the other hand of the site vulnerability to such
events. The lightning characterization was addressed in the previous sections. Concerning
the site vulnerability, the probability of failure of a particular equipment item as a function of
current intensity, referred to as fragility or vulnerability curve, is required. The application of a
vulnerability analysis to an equipment item of the process industry is a time-consuming
procedure, thus it is important to identity the more important target equipment items,
according to the results of past accident analysis. Four main equipment categories may be
identified as those involved in severe accident scenarios in past events recorded. Table 1
shows a qualitative classification of the hazard of process equipment based on the
equipment category and on the physical state of the substances that may be released in the
case of a loss of containment. ln the table a hazard index is reported, ranking from 1 to 4
with increasing degree of severity (Table 1).
Once the most vulnerable equipment items are identified it is necessary to determine the
damage states and the reference scenarios, as well as to evaluate their consequences: this
kind of evaluation is the same as the one usually carried out in the "traditional" risk analysis
by using the standard event trees and may be based on standard literature approaches [17].
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for QRA procedures used in escalation assessment [5]. Simplified equipment vulnerability
models may be based on probit functions that relate a "dose" of physical effects to the
escalation or damage probability of an equipment item. lf the escalation vector is due to fire
radiation, vessel failure may be caused by wall temperatura raise and/or by intemal pressure
increase due to vessel heat-up. This is a rather slow process (time to failure of the vessel is
usually of the order of minutes or higher), thus a time lapse exists between the primary event
and the secondary events caused by escalation.
Quite clearly, the time to failure (ttf) is a fundamental parameter in the analysis of the domino
accidents of equipment exposed to fire: a higher ttf results in a lower credibility of escalation,
since a higher time lapse is available for effective mitigation actions due to fire safety
measures (e.g., dumping by depressurization systems, water curtains or sprinklers,
additional water provided by emergency teams). The application of the protective measures
in a specific site determines the characteristic time for an effective mitigation (tm). Thus, the
tank vulnerability may be easily assessed by comparing the ttf and the tm. The analysis of
the effects of protection systems may be performed by LOPA (Layer Of Protection Analysis)
techniques, and specific damage probability functions may be obtained for the site
considered in the analysis. A site-specific or a general evaluation of the tm and its
comparison to the ttf may be easily turned out in a probabilistic assessment of the success of
mitigation actions.
2.2 Modeling of vessels ttf
Modelling vessel ttf in fire exposure scenarios requires the detailed assessment of vessel
wall heat up and, on the same time, the analysis of the stress dueto thermal dilatation and
the increasing pressure. Detailed modelling approaches are available in the literatura [9], but
they would require a huge time to run , not justified in a QRA framework due to the
uncertainties that usually affect the characterization of the fire scenario. ln this specific
context, a simplified model able to yield a conservative estimation of the ttf by a
straightforward approach would be more useful.

Insulating
coating
Steel wall

a)
Figure 1: (a) Thermal nodes definition for the lumped model of a horizontal pressurized
vessel; (b) mesh definition for the FEM of a horizontal pressurized vessel (I: insulating
coating layer; L: node in contact with the liquid phase; S: steel layer; V: node in contact with
the vapour phase; "flame": wall exposed to flame; "no flame": wall not exposed to flame).
Thus, a lumped parameter model, based on thermal nodes modelling [5, 1O] , was developed
for the analysis of thermal and mechanical behaviour of vessels exposed to fires. Depending
on the fire scenario, this approach attempts to divide the equipment in different zones (or
nodes), each of which can be described by a simple set of parameters. Figure 1a reports an
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example of nodes for a horizontal pressurized vessel. The model allows the calculation of
transient temperature and vapour pressure profiles as a function of the radiation mode and
intensity on the vessel. The estimation of these parameters is used for the calculation of the
mechanical stress generated in each zone of the vessels, combining the effect of thermal
dilatation and the interna! pressure rising.
A specific failure criterion was established to assess the ttf of the vessel. This was derived by
a direct comparison between parameters representative of the stress field over the vessels
shell and of parameters representative of the tensile strength of the material [11]. More
details concerning the lumped model are reported elsewhere [5, 1O].
Even though several experimental data on bonfire tests for pressurized vessels are available
in the literature, an extended data set was needed for the validation of the lumped model.
Therefore, a finite elements model (FEM), was developed for testing the applicability of the
failure criterion, and thus to perform an extended validation of the lumped model.
An overview of the mesh used for the FEM calculation is reported in Figure 1b for a
horizontal pressurized vessel. The calculation of the detailed temperature and stress maps
allowed the application of the failure conditions and, thus, an accurate calculation of the
equipment ttf, also accounting for the decrease in the allowable stress due to the high
temperatures of the vessel walls. An average relative error of 10% respect to the
experimental values was obtained in the prediction of ttf, thus the FEM was reasonably used
to extend the validation data set. More details on the FEM setup and validation are reported
elsewhere [5,12].
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Figure 2: lumped model validation: comparison between predicted and experimental
temperatures [13] (a) and ttfpredictions (b); experimental ttfs were obtained in [13-15].
The validation of the lumped model carried out using both the experimental and FEM data for
the vessel ttf pointed out that the lumped model always yields cred ible and conservative
values for the transient thermal behaviour (Figure 2a) and ttf (Figure 2b) of fired vessels. An
average relative error lower than 15% is present between the ttf calculated by the lumped
model and those obtained by the FEM simulations.
Therefore, the lumped model developed in the present approach may be used with sufficient
confidence in the assessment of the ttf of the equipment exposed to fire in the framework of
domino QRA, also considering the uncertainties in the characterization of the fire scenario.
The ttfs calculated by this simplified approach have a sufficient precision to be compared
with the times required for an effective mitigation. The lumped model developed was thus the
starting point for the calculation of the escalation probability due to fire and of the threshold
values for escalation.
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Figure 3: (a) envelope correlation of ttfs obtained for horizontal cylindrical pressurized
vessels exposed to distant source radiation; (b) comparison between the ttf of pressurized
vessels (volume 100 m3 ) without thermal protection, with a 50 mm thick glass wool coating
(type 1) and with a 25 mm layer of intumescing coating (type 2).
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2.4 lmplementation of passive fire protection (PFP) systems
The correlations and the data reported above are conservative and do not take into account
the passive protection systems of the storage vessels. Even if active systems have an
important role in emergency management, active protections, although compulsory, have a
limited reliability due to delayed activation, possible damage in the primary event, possible
failures of critical components. Therefore, passive fire protection (PFP) of equipment items,
which do not require any external activation, is normally adopted to mitigate the effects of
external fires. lt is thus important to take into account the role of PFPs in the determination of
vessel ttf. A preliminary analysis of the influence of the thermal insulation layers, performed
assuming full engulfment conditions of pressurised vessels, evidenced that the time to failure
of insulated vessels could be obtained simply adding the time to failure of the insulation layer
(ttfp) and the time to failure of the uncoated vessel (ttfv) without introducing a relevant error:

ttf =Ufp + ttfv

(2.2)

Thus, the effect of a protection layer on the vessel may be accounted with sufficient precision
simply adding a further term to the ttf estimated for the unprotected vessel. ln the present
study, two approaches were considered depending on the quality of the coating material. ln
the case of low performance coatings, such as mineral wool, the ttfp was evaluated as the
time at which the coating reaches a maximum operative temperature (Te}. Some indications
for the determination of Te are reported in the literature [16). For example, for glass wool, Te
may be taken between 300 and 500°C. ln the case of high performance coatings (such as
organic intumescing, vermiculite sprays, ceramic fibers, etc.) Te becomes less significant,
since these coatings are designed to withstand temperatures higher than ordinary
hydrocarbon flames temperature (e.g., 1000-1100°C). Thus, the ttfp is taken as the lapse of
time in which the performances of the coating are not decreased by thermal degradation. ln
this case, ttfp may be derived from open field bonfire tests or from the indication of the
supplier (e.g. 70-90 minutes for intumescing coatings [12)).
ln Figure 3b an example of simulation is reported for LPG tanks (100 m3 ) without coating and
with two different products applied. The ttf without the coating results much lower in the case
of the implementation of a protective layer, especially in the case of coating type 2.
Nevertheless, also with a lower quality coating (e.g. , type 1), the ttf increment is significant
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case-study are reported elsewhere [17], while Figure 4a reports the results obtained for the
potential life loss (PLL) due to LPG transportation of the highway network. As shown in the
figure, the potential application of passive fire protections may have an important effect on
the reduction of risk due to fired BLEVE.
The second case-study analyzed was representative of a fixed industrial installation. An
atmospheric tank park was thus considered, composed by five vertical vessels each one
containing 2000 t of gasoline. The pool fires due to the instantaneous release of all the
vessel content were considered both as primary events and as the secondary events
following the escalation. ln the case of protected tanks, the escalation probability is
drastically reduced due to the installation of PFP systems. As shown in Figure 4b, a
significant reduction of PLL is therefore obtained if escalation is prevented.

o

1 X 10·2

2 X 10-2

Potential Life Loss - PLL (y"1)

3 X 10·2

a)

o

1 X 10"3

3 X 10"3

2 X 10"3

Potential Life Loss - PLL

1
(y" )

b)

Figure 4: (a) Potential life loss (PLL in y"1) calculation for the first case study; (b) PLL
calculation for the second case study. "P": vessels equipped with PFP systems; "NP":
vessels without PFP systems.
4. Robust design of passive fire protection

The calculations exemplified in the case-studies were aimed at demonstrating the significant
risk reduction due to passive fire protection (PFP) systems implementation. Nevertheless,
the analysis showed that PFP measures need accurate and robust design, which is related
to the properties of the selected coating material. ln particular, since the aim of the coating is
preventing the tank wall heat up due to fire, the thermal conductivity is one of the crucial
parameters for the coating selection. The lower the thermal conductivity, thus the higher will
be the performances, as exemplified in Figure 3b, where coating 1 presents a thermal
conductivity 1O times higher than the one of coating 2 [16]. The other significant properties
are the coating density and heat capacity, which may represent the "thermal inertia" of the
material in preventing the heat up of the protected side. However, it should be remarked that
changes of thermal properties, for example due to thermal degradation caused by the fire,
play a determinant role for the assessment of the coating performance, as described in
Section 2.4. The geometry of the protected vessel influences the results: higher wall
thickness coupled to a different design pressure and thickness/diameter ratio, typical of
larger tanks, enhance the resistance of the structure [19] , thus reducing the resultant stress
intensity on the structure.
ln order to take into account the design indications summarized above, some quantitative
indexes may be defined, which may be considered as a blue line for the robust design of
PFP systems. A formalization of the methodology is reported elsewhere [19].
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Fig. 2: Mass burning rate vs. C/H ratio of various fuels

Fig. 3 shows that the

Ji.';,.,

of organic peroxides and ketones are strongly dependent on I//

whereas rit~ of alcohols can only be expressed by a coupled equation as a function of ~
ratio and I// both [Fig. 2, Fig. 3]. ln order to verify the validity of the developed semiempirical equation for predicting the m~ of organic peroxides we take TBHP80 (80 % pure)
as an example peroxide and apply equation (4) by taking the value of
;,,:, = M 1 exp{0.05411/f)

(4)

I// (for TBHP-80, 2 -0-) = 17.5 and M i constant (1 ) = 0.1367 [kg/(m2s}] we get

[kg/(m 2 s}] which is slightly above than the measured value of

Ji';,., = 0.27

m.- "

00

=

0.35

[kg/(m 2 s}] [17].

Nevertheless an adjustment of M1 on the right hand side of equation (4) could lead to an
n

accurate estimation of rii. 00 for a range of organic peroxides. Another point need to be
mentioned here is that the peroxide is not pure i.e. 100% so it is really difficult to challenge
the equation (4) at the moment. Undoubtedly more measurement data needed in order find a
reliable range ofM1.

3.2 Flame Length
Maximum time averaged flame length of two organic peroxides (TBPB and TBPEH) are
shown in Fig. 4. The determination of ii was done by following the Zukoski's procedure [1,
3]. The length was selected above which the flame maintains its height for more than 50% of
the time during main burning phase. As a result of turbulent burning the flame extends it
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Fig. 4: lnstantaneous photographic images of TBPB ( :
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Fig. 5: Time averaged flame length as a function of combustion number (N) (Left)
Fig. 6: Time averaged flame length as a function of 'I' (Right)
visibility to unexpectedly larger length. lf compare with large hydrocarbon pool fire the H of
d

organic peroxidas are 4 to 4.5 times larger than a corresponding flame of diesel (

~ = 2)[14].

A number of semi-empirical models have been developed and tested for predicting the H of
large turbulent fire plume of a variety of hydrocarbons. An equation developed by Heskestad
[1 , 3, 7] considers the combustion properties of fuel into account. This equation reads

~

=

-1.02+ 15.6NYs

(5)

Q

N =

(6)

3 d5

(Afrc )

8 Pa2 -r-

Where N is the combustion number of the fuel. A satisfactory agreement is found between
the measured and those predicted (equation 5) values of

.!J-

[Fig. 5]. The

.!J-

of ketones

and alcohols (acetone and methanol) can also be seen in Fig. 5 which are almost 6 to 9
times smaller than the organic peroxide pool flames. The applicability of equation (5) needs
the measured value of burning rate in order to calculate Q.
We also try to analyze the role of lf/ in prediction of ~ as shown in Fig. 6. Equation (7)
describes the variation of ~ with respect to lf/ •

~=

M 21//-Ys

(7)

A verification of equation (7) is done with reference organic peroxide TBHP-80 as before for
the mass burning rate. The constant M 2 in equation (7) is set to 23 m. We found that

1J- =

6.4 (80% TBHP and 10% DTBP) when calculated with equation (7) whereas the measured
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value was 5.5 (d = 1 m) [16]. Since the discrepancy was obviously expected due the reasons
related to the purity of the fuel as mentioned previously so it leads to an authentication of
equation (7) for predicting the ~ of organic peroxides. When apply equation (7) to methanol
( ~)

exp

= O. 79 and acetone ( ~)

= 1.52 pool fires a reduction factor of 0.1 can be
exp

introduced in equation (7) from the experimental knowledge gathered from variation of mass
burning rate of alcohols and organic peroxides (Fig. 1) which about a factor of 1O roughly.
Such estimation provides the changed term of equation (7) for alcohols and ketones in such
away
(8)
Which predicts the ~ for methanol as O. 7 and for acetone as O. 72 whereas the experimental
values were for methanol ( ~)

exp

= O. 79 and for acetone ( ~)

= 1.52. These estimated

exp

values indicate that for clear burning flames e.g. methanol the validity of equation (7) and (8)
is quite good but for sooty flames it needs to be corrected with entrainment and soot
influences.

4. Conclusion
Mass burning rate and time averaged flame lengths of the fuels carrying oxygen atoms were
found to behave exactly opposite to a corresponding conventional hydrocarbon fire of large
pool diameter and show a strong dependency on I// • Mass burning rate and surface emissive
power increases with I// whereas flame length decreases with a power of 0.4. The developed
semi empirical equations require further verification by measurement data. A formulation
combining the air entrainment and soot production together with I// could be developed
which might provide better estimation than the present study.
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lmpact of natural hazards:
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1. lntroduction
1.1 Short summary
The Flash Environmental Assessment Tool (FEAT) was developed for use by field teams of
the United Nations that are deployed in the case of (natural) disasters. lts primary aim is to
facilitate the identification of existing or potential acute environmental impacts that pose risks
for humans and nature following the release of chemical compounds. FEAT prioritizes
disaster-stricken facilities on the basis of potential risk in order to prevent further impacts. lt is
specifically designed to be used in the immediate aftermath of a disaster (hours and days)
and can be used on location. The starting point is the maximum area that can be affected by
the disaster. This assessment tool was developed by the National Institute for Public Health
and the Environment (RIVM), the Dutch Ministry of Spatial Planning, Housing and the
Environment (VROM) and DHV Engineering Consultancy.
FEAT translates large quantities of scientific information on compounds, their environmental
behavior and their toxicity into three basic effect types. These are direct effects on humans,
direct effect on nature and so-called life support functions (such as drinking water, agriculture
and fisheries) and longterm effects on humans and the environment. The area around the
facility where possible effects can be expected is presented in the form of a risk contour area.
FEAT processes available information in a stepwise manner, which enables the user to feed
in increasingly more detailed information as the situation develops. The availability of
relevant information and site specificity of the risk assessment are positively correlated; as
such, the less information available, the lower the site specificity of the risk assessment (a
worst case approach). This mode of operation provides the user with a rapid and reliable
insight into those areas that can be expected to bear the effects of the disaster.
1.2 What is FEAT?
The Flash Environmental Assessment Tool (FEAT) provides a rapid scan to identity the most
acute environmental hazards immediately following the occurrence of a natural disaster,
whereby release of vast amounts of chemicals has occurred, or is possible. FEAT focuses
primarily on the acute hazards arising from released chemicals. lt also provides general
indications of the type of impact to be expected from physical impacts such as erosion of
fertile soil and salt water intrusion.
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Figure 4: Example of flood hazard maps (Somme river- France)
2.2 Step 2: ldentification of areas in the plant that may be affected by flooding
Based on information gathered in Step 1, the topography of the industrial plant, and the
location of buildings and facilities within plant perimeter, areas which could be affected by
flooding are identified.
Maps of flooded areas in the plant, for different water heights, can be drawn (see figure
below):
Unit A

Storage A
Unit B

Water height : 18 m
(above sea level)

Unit C
Storage B

Unit D

Pla nt
River

Figure 5: Potentially flooded areas on the industrial site
2.3 Step 3: ldentification of flood-prone facilities and equipment likely to cause major
accidents
The objective of this step is, in the areas which may be flooded, to identity facilities and
equipments potential sources of major technological accidents.
Selecting items vulnerable to flooding is based on:
•

an analysis of hazardous properties of substances and preparations contained in the
facilities and equipements (Material Safety Data Sheets ), with attention given to the
incompatibility of these products with water,

•

a f/otation study for the tanks,

•

an analysis of /essons /earned from floods that have already occurred on the studied
plant or on similar industrial facilities.
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Figure 2: QRA Procedure
2.1

Failure Case Definition

Based on the plant data, such as process description, material balance, PID, plot pian, piping
and equipment data etc. the failure cases to be considered in the QRA are defined. This is
typically carried out in an interdisciplinary team. The main danger is the release of
substances which could lead to fire or explosion , or are toxic in nature. However, other
dangers are also relevant. E.g. for an FPSO, ship collisions and helicopter crashes as well as
the risk of steel structure failure due to leaks of cryogenic fluids must be considered.
2.2

Generic Failure Rate Data

Leak frequency was estimated according to the Hydrocarbon Release Database issued by
the British Health and Safety Executive [1]. This database considers all significant releases in
the UK offshore oil- and gas industry and gives information about leak frequencies and size
breakdown for each equipment type.
2.3

Leak Frequency Calculation

The calculation of leak frequency is done in three steps. ln the first step inventory loops are
defined. Each inventory loop comprises a complete interconnected system (e.g. emergency
block-in section). The second step is to count all the elements in an inventory loop such as
valves, pressure vessels, flanges, pumps and piping. The third and final step is to combine
these data from equipment count with the leak frequencies (ref. section 2.3) and thereby
derive a cumulated leak frequency for a given inventory loop.
Leak frequency is typically separated for varying leak sizes. ln Figure 3 the procedure for a
dramatically simplified example is described. The section consists of a pair of ON 100
flanges and two ON 100 pi pes, each 1 meter in length. Fictional leak frequency values have
been included in the table. Accordingly, the expected frequency of a medium-sized leak is
determined to be 9,5 * 10-5 I a.
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e
~

Section

I

~~

Flange 4"
[1/a]

Piping 4"
(1/ (a* m)]

small: < 25mm

3.5 * 1CT4

2.0 * 10-S

medium:

9.0*10-S

2.5 * 1()-6

1.0 * 10-S

3.5 * 1CF

25m~75mm

I

L~i:~_:t_:r_~~--J

large: >75mm

Figure 3: Simplified Example for a Leak Frequency Calculation
2.4

Meteorological Data

The local meteorological conditions influence severely the dispersion of gas as well as pool
evaporation. The relevant data are for example, the atmospheric temperature, the static
distribution of the wind directions and the wind speed as well the weather stability according
to Pasquill.
2.5

Consequence Calculation

The leaked medium, as well as the mass flow, temperature, pressure and equipment
condition influence the possible scenarios such as the dispersion of flammable or toxic
gases, pool formation, explosion, jet fire, pool fire, etc.. ln Figure 4, the release of a
flammable gas is illustrated in an event tree. E.g. whether the gas is ignited immediately,
later, or not at all results in different consequence scenarios. lf the gas ignites immediately, a
jet fire or fireball will result. lf, however, the ignition occurs after the dispersion of a flammable
gas cloud, the result is a flash fire - or in the case of congested layout, the result can be an
Explosion.

instantaneous
Release

immediate
ignition

delayed
ignition
(after dispersion)

congested
ar confined area
Fireball

ves
ves

ves

Explosion

no

Flash Fire

ves
no
gaseous
Release

Dispersi on

no

Jetfire

ves

no

ves

Explosion

no

Flash Fire

ves
no
no

Dispersi on

Figure 4: Example for an Event Tree for a flammable Gas Leakage
The diffusion and explosion calculation are carried out with a 30 CFD Software. Figure 5
shows an example of dispersion calculation for a very large leak.
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"'" 4•

Figure 5: Calculation of flammable Gas Dispersion of a big leak using CFD modeling (Vectra
Group Limited)
As an example of a fire calculation, the procedure for jet fire is described in the following. The
length of the jet is correlated according to Lowesmith et al. [2] as a function of the release
rate. Figure 6 shows an example for Jet Flame Length versus Time for various Leak Sizes.
This example assumes that the emergency shutdown system is activated three minutes after
a leak has occurred. The figure shows that the greater a leak is, the greater the flame length.
As a result of the large mass flow, the system depressurizes more quickly. This leads to
more rapid decrease of the flame length with time. The dashed lines represent the response
following the activation of the emergency depressurization system. This additional
depressurization, for example via the flare system, results in further increased system
depressurization rates. This corresponds to reductions in the flame length.
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Figure 6: Example for Jet Flame Length versus Time for various Leak Sizes (Vectra Group
Limited)
2.6

Manning Level

Manning level and manning distribution data are required for calculation of the personnel
risks according to the acceptance criteria.
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3

Summary

The QRA method allows a detailed assessment of risk generated in a facility. Dedicated risk
reduction measures can be evaluated by identification of the main risk drivers. The
effectiveness of the risk reduction measures is assessed in sensitivity calculations and the
most efficient measures can be identified. ln the presented LNG FPSO project it was
possible by applying the QRA methodology to derive effective risk reduction measures and to
satisfy all risk acceptance criteria defined for the project.
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of land-use planning, there is an increasing need to have relevant methodologies to evaluate
safety distances for each kind of dangerous phenomenon, and in our case for tank
explosion s.
Severa! atmospheric storage tank explosions have occurred last thirty years; on the basis of
the Persson & Lónnermark report [9], Hailwood et al. [1 O] identified 21 tank explosions.
More recently, GEXCON has investigated a tank explosion [11] which happened on 241h May
2007 at Sl0vag in Norway.
Numerous methodologies are used in France to estimate safety distances (table 1).

. assumot1ons
T able 1 O verv1ew of methodoIoaies

p

Methodology

Pw(1)

A
B

I

H/ D > 1
H/D 1

I

1 bar
0,5 bar

F

Pressure decay curves

0.2

TNT

0.6

TNT

c

0.5 X Pw

0.6

TNT

D

1.5 bar

0.6

BAKER

E

-

F

2.5 bar

-

BKWAVE

G

-

-

TNO Multi-energy

H

2 to 9 bar

-

BAKER

TNT

Methodoloqies A. B. C & D: the French Ministry of the Environment (A, B), the French
petroleum operators' association (C) and a French petroleum operator (D) use the following
equation (1) to calculate the energy available for pressure waves:
E

=

[ PxV/(-1)]x[1-F]x[1 /(1+ )3 ' 3]

(1)

E
P
V

'-v-'

~

(2)

(3)

(1)

energy (J)
bursting pressure (Pa)
volume of the tank (m3)
specific heat ratio (dimensionless)

F

fracture distribution energy factor (dimensionless)
carbon steel deformation at fracture factor (dimensionless)

The first factor P x V I ( -1) represents the Brode energy, which is an estimation of the
energy released by the explosion.
The second factor (1-F) represents the energy loss dueto ejection of fragments. According
to Cox & Saville [12], F equals to 0.2 for a brittle failure and 0.6 for a ductile rupture.
The third factor 1 I (1 + )3 -3 used in methodologies (C, D) represents the energy loss due to
tank deformation. is assumed to be equal to 0.38 for carbon steel.
1

tank working pressure
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3.4 Pressure wave propagation
FLACS simulations were performed to assess safety distances for two tank explosion
configurations:
•

elongated tank (H I D > 1): D = 9,5 m; H = 14 m; Pl = 1 bar (fig. 2abc) ;

•

compact tank (HI D < 1): D = 60 m; H = 14 m; PF= 0.5 bar (fig. 3abc).
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Fig. 3abc. FLACS simulation of a tank explosion with H I D < 1
From these figures, we can see that directional effects are very important for pressure
effects: the 50 mbar overpressure threshold can be reached on the vertical axis whereas
the 20 mbar overpressure threshold is not reached at the ground level. Also pressure wave
propagation is very sensitive to the geometry of the tank. These results obviously depend
on the assumptions used for the calculations (in our case, only roof is ejected).
Comparisons were made between all methodologies and FLACS simulations. An example
(for a compact tank) is given at figure 4.
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4. Conclusions
Safety engineers need accurate methodologies to assess safety distances around their
plants.
After reviewing current safety distance assessment methodologies, this paper has presented
the work done by IRSN in order to compare the assumptions made by 'simple models' with
CFD modelling and evaluate the influence of several parameters for a tank explosion
assessment.
Simulations of the combustion process with FLACS have showed that only a small fraction of
gases effectively burns during a tank explosion; we have also noticed that a conservative

approximation of the bursting pressure could be 1.5 times the failure pressure.
We have as well been able to justify that some of the assumptions of 'simple models' are
debatable, and particularly:
•

LS-DYNA simulations have showed that atmospheric tanks should not experience
plasticity, or only in a limited proportion;

•

FLACS and LS-DYNA simulations have demonstrated that only a small little fraction
of the energy is lost by the ejection of the roof (1 to 9%) and the deformation of the
tank (less than 1%); these simulations have also showed that the Brode energy is
below the energy released by the explosion.
These results are based on the assumptions used for our calculations.
So IRSN is currently conducting some further studies (theoretical and numerical) in order to
develop a new methodology for the assessment of tank explosion safety distances. Future
goals of numerical simulations could be the study of the influence of the presence of an
anchoring system or a large amount of liquid inside the tank at the moment of the explosion.
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For the detailed modelling of releases of hazardous materials and consequences of fires,
explosions and toxic cloud propagation a whole series of computer programs can be used.
To the best known programs ALOHA, RMP Comp, SAFETI, PHAST, EFFECTS, DAMAGE,
CHARM, etc. belong ; in the Czech Republic the programs ROZEX and TerEx were
developed. For a case study concerning the modelling of hazardous areas after LNG
release, the programs ALOHA, EFFECTSGIS and TerEx were selected. Examples of graphic
outputs of these programs are presented in the following figures; the program EFFECTS
makes it possible to represent more scenarios in one diagram.
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Figure 5: Range of jet fire flammability determined by the program EFFECTS
For comparison, a jet fire scenario for the case of catastrophic rupture of natural gas pipeline
in the whole cross section with a subsequent fire can be stated (at wind velocity of 5 m.s-1
and atmospheric stability class D). A model is created for a pipeline (DN 1400) of the length
of 9 km at pressure PN 85. ln such a case, a release will take about 19 minutes and during it,
more than 770 t of natural gas will be released. Distances to the levels of concern of 18, 1O
and 5 kW.m·2 will be 464, 623 and 872 m, respectively. ln contrast to the example involving
LNG, a higher value of concern of heat flow density of 18 kW.m·2 , stated as limiting for lirefighting equipment usable for the control of extraordinary event consequences, was selected.
Although such scenario seems to be considerably catastrophic, it may unfortunately occur in
reality. ln this connection we can mention, e.g. Jet Fire of product pipeline, which occurred in
Moscow (Hydrogen, 2009); thermal radiation was sensed within the distance of 2 km,
although the cross-section of the pipeline was substantially smaller. For the sake of
completeness we state that the radius of safety zone for a pipeline DN1400 with the stated
operating pressure according the American standard ASME B31.8S (Managing System
Integrity of Gas Pipelines) is approximately 373 m, and according to valid legislation in the
Czech Republic, it is only 200 m.

5. Conclusion
The overview of past as well as recent accidents in industries is undoubtedly sufficiently
eloquent in the justification of modelling in the framework of risk assessment. The need to
assess objectively the risk, to which employees or populations are exposed in connection
with the production , processing, storage and transport of hazardous materials, appears.
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Mathematical modelling of BLEVE accidents
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1. lntroduction

A BLEVE (Boiling-Liquid Expanding-Vapour Explosion) represents one of the most
dangerous accidents which can occur during the handling or storage of a low-boiling liquid. lt
consists in the explosive expansion of the liquid when suddenly exposed to a non-equilibrium
thermo-dynamic condition. ln most of the cases this means that the liquid is at a temperature
higher than the boiling temperature at a newly established pressure. The expansion of the
vapour produced by the evaporation can be so fast that a pressure wave is generated,
possibly leading to damages to people, structures and facilities.
Many studies have been conducted to estimate the consequences of such an event (Prugh,
1988; Crowl and Louvar, 1990; CCPS 1994, 2000; Lees 2005) while ess effort has been
devoted to studying the dynamics of the accident before the occurrence of the explosion.
Works by previous authors (Reid, 1979; Birk and Cunningham , 1994; Birk, 1995; Birk and
Cunningham, 1996), describe the different phenomena involved in the process, but a
comprehensive model of the accident and, above alt, a simple tool describing the evolution of
the physical processes simultaneously occurring during the accident, are still missing.
ln the present paper the results of a mathematical description of the phenomenon are
presented and compared with experimental data reported in the literature.
2. Model description

The model describes a system consisting in a cylindrical horizontal tank containing propane,
fully engulfed in an external pool fire, and provided with a pressure relief valve. ln order to
simplify the mathematical analysis, the system has been divided into four homogeneous
(constant properties) zones: the vapour and the liquid phases, the tank shell in contact with
the vapour and the tank shell in contact with the liquid. The dynamics of the system is
governed by the heat transfer among the different parts of the system. ln particular, the
following simultaneous steps have been modelled:
- heat flux from the external pool fire to the tank shell;
- heat exchange between the tank shell and the ambient air;
- heat transfer from the tank shell to the vapour;
- heat transfer from the tank shell to the liquid;
- heat transfer between liquid and vapour.
ln order to accurately represent the physical phenomena, the usual simplifying hypothesis of
thermal equilibrium between the liquid and vapour phases has not been assumed in the
model; this means that the temperatures of the liquid and the vapour can be different and
that, besides heat exchange, mass transfer between the two phases is also taken into
account. Finally, the effect of a pressure relief valve (PRV) has also been introduced,
allowing a proper amount of vapour to leave the tank as soon as the pressure inside the
vessel exceeds the set of the valve. The flow rate through the valve is calculated based on
the actual operating conditions at the moment of the release.
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Following the above assumptions, the general equations of the energy balance for the four
identified sections of the system (the tank wall in contact with the vapour, the bulk vapour,
the tank wall in contact with the liquid and the bulk liquid, respectively) can be written as:
(2.1}

PsVsvcps d!;v =aslA ,,., -h a,svA,,., (Tsv -Ta)-esoAsv (T! -T: )+
- UsvAsv (Tsv - Tv)- qsv-1- hsv,slA svsl (Tsv - Tsl)
PvVvc sv

dd~v

= Usv ' Asv (Tsv - Tv) + qev - qPRV

PsVs,c ps

d~s1

=asi Asi - ha,s1As1(Ts1- Ta)- esa

(2.2)

As,(Ts~ -

T: ) +

(2.3)

- Us1As1(Ts1- T,)- hsv.s1Asvs1(Ts1- TsJ
P1\'iC sl ~; = Us1As1J (Ts1-Ti)+qsv-l-qev

(2.4)

where the subscript a refers to ambient air, I to the liquid, v to the vapour, s to the tank shell,
sl and sv to the shell zones contacting the liquid and the vapour, respectively. T is the
temperature, t the time and s is the Stefan-Bolzmann constant: the ether variables refer to
physical and transport properties: specific heat, cp; heat transfer coefficient, h; emissivity,
e; density, ?;
geometry of the system: surface area, A; volume, V;
heat fluxes: from external fire, I; associated with PRV relief flow rate, qPRv; associated to
evaporation, Qev; exchanged by radiation between the tank shell and the liquid, Qsv-+I.
Solving equations (2.1-2.4) will provide the trend of the temperatures of the liquid, the vapour
and the tank shell as a function of time. These temperatures will increase with time causing
both an increase of the interna! pressure and the reduction of the mechanical strength of the
tank, whose combination will lead to the rupture of the vessel. The model assumes that this
event will occur as soon as the mechanical stress due to the interna! pressure equals the
rupture stress of the shell material. ln order to estimate the latter parameter, the duration of
the exposure to high temperature is also be taken into consideration (APi , 1997).

3. Results and discussion
ln Fig. 1 the temperature profiles of the four sections of the system, as a function of time, are
re orted and com ared with the ex erimental data rovided b Moodie et al. (1988).
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Figure 1: Temperature profiles of the four sections of the system vs. time.
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The experimental test data are: propane, cylindrical horizontal tank (4.88 m long and 1.7 min
2
diameter), shell thickness 11.85 mm, external heat input 100 kW/m and filling degree 22%.
The agreement is quite good and, as expected, the most critical condition is observed in the
zone of the tank shell in contact with the vapour, where the temperature rises rapidly finally
reaching an asymptotic trend. The accuracy in the prediction of Tsv is quite important, since
the failure of the tank is directly linked with this parameter. The goodness of the agreement
between calculations and experimental data is also confirmed by the trend of the interna!
pressure Fi • 2 whose behaviour is due to the resence of the relief valve.
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Figure 2: Interna! pressure profile vs. time.
Similar results, not shown here, have been obtained with the ether conditions adopted by
Moodie et al., i.e. at initial filling degree of 36, 38, 58 e 72%. Since the experiments were
interrupted before the failure of the tank, no information is available about the time-to-failure
of the tank; however, the authors reported the times of the first intervention of the PRV. The
calculated and measured values of this parameter are reported in Table 1 for comparison.
Table. 1. Calculated and experimental values of time of first intervention of the PRV (tPRv).
Test n.
Measured tPRV ÍSl
Calculated tPRV rsl
1
373
400
2
415
430
3
376
380
4
401
392
5
312
362
The mathematical simulations also shows that, as already known from past experience, the
presence of a PRV is not effective in preventing the rupture in case of external fire.
After being validated, the model can be used to predict the trend of any physical parameter
of interest (pressure, temperature, residua! stored mass) of the vessel as a function of time,
with different values of the initial or boundary conditions (ambient temperature, initial filling
degree, received heat flux, etc.). As an example, the temperature of the shell in contact with
the vapour as a function of time, is reported in Fig. 3, for three different values of the
2
received heat flux (37.5, 54 and 82 kW/m , respectively). lt is thus possible to predict the time
required to reach dangerous conditions (e.g. Tsv > 600-700 °C) under different configurations,
in a few seconds by running the simulation program. Besides the application to specific
known cases, this possibility is especially important when a probabilistic risk analysis of a
given system is required: in this case, in fact, the outcomes of all the incidents possibly
occurring in the facility, under all possible operating conditions, must be estimated.
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Figure 3: Temperature profiles of the temperature of the shell in contact with the vapour.
4.Conclusions

A detailed mathematical model, representing the main physical phenomena occurring during
the exposure of a tank to an external heat source, before its catastrophic failure, has been
presented. The model has been validated against experimental data reported in the literature
and has been demonstrated to be accurate in the prediction of the main parameters
describing the dynamics of the BLEVE. The information obtainable is useful both in terms of
design of process equipment and in the organization of efficient emergency procedures.
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aim is to assign risk classes to each source of hazard. For the ROGA process the risk graph
was modified and extended in the basis as shown in VDINDE 2180, sheet 1 [1].The risk
class of a source of hazard will be a measure of the amount of the accident if the accident to
be prevented happens. So the process to identity a risk class RKXí by the selection of appropriate risk parameters for a source of hazard is illustrated as follows (1)
RKXi
where

=

RKXi (Sk, ~. Gk, Wk)

RKXi
sk

=
=

risk class
extent of damage area, caused by the source of hazard if active
(S1: small, S2: moderate, S3: great, S4: catastrophic)

~

=

duration of stay for people in the damage area defined for the source
of hazard (A 1: seldom , A2: often)

Gk

=

chance for people in the possible damage area to identity the hazard
and to escape

(1)

(G1 : slightly possible, G2: hardly possible)

=

likelihood of occurrence of the damage caused by the source of hazard
(W1 : very low, W2: low, W3: relatively high)
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Figure 1: Modified risk graph for ROGA- hazard analysis

4. Assessing reliability classes for technical and organizational safety-related measures
To demonstrate that the consulted safety-related measures are sufficient to prevent the identified major accidents, the technical and organizational safety-related measures used in the
installation are assigned to reliability classes (ZK). A safety-related measure can be evaluated with a reliability class, if it comprises all the necessary operations that guarantee its
function when the source of hazard becomes evident. The reliability class chosen for a
safety-related measure is the result of tests, information from manufacturer, safety demands
by regulations and working experience in the plant under consideration, within the context of
using the risk graph. This enables to compare technical and organizational measures of various categories in regard to their reliability.
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3

lmpact of Leakage Scenarios on Safety Distances

The dispersion calculation can be used to predict the distance to (or, strictly, the area
covered by) any desired hazard level, such as a specific radiation level or overpressure. This
is done by setting the modelling end point (i.e. impact) criteria for the various consequences
to correspond to levels at which the likelihood of damage or fatality can be estimated.
With a simple cut-off model, shown in Figure 1, the assumption is that if the hazard exceeds
the specified level at that location, any exposed people will suffer fatality, respectively
equipment will be damaged with the defined probability (the "vulnerability criterion").

p

No effects on people outside \
of impact zone

- \

Impact Zone envelope

Distance

Figure 1: lllustration of Simple Cut-off Model for fatality risk
The effects of overpressure on humans are normally categorised as primary (direct injury
from pressure effects), secondary (injury dueto fragments associated with the explosion)
and tertiary (injury associated with being thrown by the blast and impacting on structures).
Table 1 shows examples of overpressure vulnerabilities for two different building types.

Table 1: Overpressure Fatality Probabilities [Building Evaluation and Screening Tool, Wilfried
Baker En ineerino Inc. Julv 2001 l
Building Description of Building Type
Type

30-70
mbar

Beast 1 Steel framed structure with
0.0001
metal panels for roof and wall
cladding.
Beast
12

Reinforced concrete frame
structure with reinforced
masonry infill walls and a
reinforced concrete roof.
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70-110
mbar

110150
mbar

0.01

0.065 0.279 0.488 0.488

0.00005 0.00005 0.02

150300
mbar

300500
mbar

>500
mbar

0.322 0.988 0.988
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Example: Calculation of Nitrogen Dispersion from a silencer on an Air Separation Plant
The dispersion calculation is focused on oxygen concentration to determine of risk of
suffocation dueto absence of oxygen. The following oxygen deficiency criteria are applied:
02 concentration in atmosphere below 19.5% is not recommended and risk of harm in
outdoor atmosphere exists in clouds containing less than 17% 02. Therefore concentrations
of interest are 19.5% (green contour) and 17% (blue contour) oxygen.
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Figure 2: Side-view and footprint for Warm-up silencer at 35 m, wind-speed 1,5m/s, stable
conditions (worst case)
Applying the results and the oxygen deficiency safety criterion of 19.5% 02 the minimum
required installation height of warm-up silencer is determined to 35 m and 3 m above highest
cold box working platform.

5

Conclusions

Dispersion and consequence calculations can be applied for definition of safe locations for
vents (operating or emergency releases) and for safety distances from potential leak sources
(unexpected releases). Depending on the nature of the released fluid the dispersion
calculation focuses on different consequences, such as toxic or suffocating effects, heat
radiation or explosion overpressure etc••
For leakage scenarios it is often difficult to define the leak size which is the basis for the
dispersion calculation and subsequently the safety distance. A possibility to solve this
problem is a QRA (quantitative risk analysis), which identifies leak size ranges and the
according leak frequencies. Therefore a QRA can provide safety distances under
consideration of probabilistic aspects.
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Figure 1 Schematic drawing of the experimental set-up used during this work showing the
position of the ignition source and pressure transducers.
3. Test programme
A total of 5 tests were performed. Test 1 was intended to be a reference test for subsequent
tests and was performed without primary obstructions. Tests 2 and 3 were performed with
one and two rows of small bushes of the type Potentilla Fruticosa 'Goldfinger' mounted along
the tunnel respectively as shown in Figure 2. Approximately 70 plants were used in each
row. The height of the bushes was of the order of 0.3-0.5 m. ln terms of area blockage, the
bushes "blocked" approximately 3-4% of the cross-sectional area of the tent. Tests 4 and 5
were performed with one and two rows of larger bushes respectively. These bushes were
taken from the direct surroundings of the test site. The spacing between the bushes was of
the order of 0.4-0.6 m and each row consisted of approximately 40 bushes or sets of
branches. For these tests the bushes were of the order of 1.5 m high and blocked around 2040% of the cross-sectional area of the tent respectively.

Figure 2 Vegetation used in tests 2 (left, 70 small bushes of the type Potentilla Fruticosa
'Goldfingeť) and 5 (right, 40 larger bushes)
4. Results
The results of flame speeds derived from the high speed recorndings in all tests have been
presented in Figure 3. The results are presented as average flame speeds since they
concern flame speed values derived from each frame.
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Figure 3 The average flame speed as a function of the distance from the ignition source.
The results clearly show a strong difference of flame speeds obtained in the presence of
larger bushed obtained from the direct surroundings of the test site and those obtained in an
"empty" facility and in the presence of Potentilla Fruticosa 'Goldfinger'. The maximum flame
speeds seen for the empty tent are 10-15 mls. A flame speed of 15-20 mls is observed for
the smaller bushes what can be described as a marginal increase. ln the presence of the
larger bushes maximum flame speeds of 41 mls and 63 mls are observed indicating a
consderable increase. A distinct flame acceleration is seen in all tests after ignition. Upon
failure of the retaining plastic flame speeds fall in all tests due to release of combustion
products. A flame acceleration occurs, in all tests involving vegetation. ln the case of the
small bushes these are marginal but in the case of the larger bushes the flame speeds
increase clearly again towards the second half of the experimental set-up, demonstrating a
flame accelerating effect of vegetation.
The pressure measurements only showed a small increase of pressure. For the P2 and P3
positions, pressure increases related to the second phase of flame acceleration of magnitude
2-6 mbar for test 4 and approximately 5-10 mbar for test 5, respectively.
5. Conclusion
The experiments performed showed that trees may contribute to flame propagation
enhancement and blast generated by vapour cloud explosions.
Experiments performed with bushes blocking approximately 3-4% of the cross-sectional area
of a 20 m long, 4 m2 cross-section propane-air cloud resulted in marginal increase of the
flame speed compared to a reference explosion without the presence of vegetation. When
larger bushes were introduced blocking 20-40%, more significant flame accelerations
became evident. ln the latter case flame speeds of 41-63 mls were observed.
6. References
Buncefield Major Incident lnvestigation Board (2008), The Buncefield Incident 11 December
2005, Fina! report of the Major Incident lnvestigation Board, Crown copyright
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To achieve the objectives:
•
•
•

An Advice Commission Trainings has appointed to judge and advice the Committee
of Experts about learning goals.
A Warrant Committee has been appointed which will release the questions after
comparing them with the assessment goals.
Separate organizations "Examination Bureau" has been recognized to organize
independent examinations.

The quality, integrity and independence of the process of developing the examination
modules and questions, releasing the questions as well as the examining itself are under the
supervision of the 'Stichting Examenkamer' ('Examination Chamber': Supervisory Board on
behalf of professional qualifying exams and the examination process).
The examinations will be registered at the 'Examination Chamber' to ensure maximum
objectivity and quality assurance. One of the objectives of the 'Examination Chamber' is to
secure that the exams are output-based and corresponding with relevant levels of the
European Qualification Framework (EQF levels).
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the different parties.

ATEX Foundation
Committee of Experts
Advice Commission
Trainings

Exa mi nati on
Chamber

Warrant
Committee

Examination Bureaus
Figure 1:

Relation between different parties

ln the Netherlands the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment is responsible for
implementing and maintaining the Directive 1999/92/EC. The initiatives taken by the 'ATEX
Foundation' have been recognized by them as a good approach in the use of certification
and accreditation , in particular of systems and personnel. Therefore, the 'ATEX Foundation'
will be a partner in discussing and exchanging information on topics of explosion safety,
especially related to ATEX.
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Development of a worst case scenario

13th lnternational Symposium on Loss Prevention
Masaki Nakagawa, Yuuto Mizuta
Safety Engineering and Environmental Integrity Lab.
Mitsubishi Chemical Group Science & Technology Research Center
1000, Kamoshida-cho Aoba-ku, Yokohama 227-8502 JAPAN
e-mai/:2109797@cc.m-kagaku.co.jp , 7109593@cc.m-kagaku.co.jp

1. lntroduction
lt is diff icult to regard a worst case scenario as a realistic scenario because it has low
probability. Performing consequence modelling based on worst case conditions, plant
personnel do not regard the result as realistic accident because of their operational
experience. What-if analysis provides an opportunity to brainstorm possible accident
scenarios. Performing what-if analysis, sometimes worst case scenarios are missed
because accident scenarios are developed based on the assumption of safeguard working.
Development of a worst case scenario is very important to regard the measure of hazard of
chemical plants.

2. Consequence modelling
Analyzing the potential consequences of an accident is an useful way to understand hazard
of a plant. The result of the calculation based on worst case scenarios shows the measure of
intrinsic hazard of the plant and encourages safety behaviour of plant personnel. But the
result of the consequence modelling depends on the assumption. There are a lot of ways to
define assumptions and therefore total number of calculation becomes very large. lf the
assumption of the calculation was based on the lesser consequence scenario, the result
might underestimate the hazard of the plant. To simplify the assumption and avoid
underestimation, we define the assumption of worst cases scenario.
2.1 Procedure
2.1.1. Ali vessels in an establishment are selected
2.1.2. Loss of containment event is defined. Figure 1 shows scenarios.
Tb <Tp

No

( 1) VaporCl oud Explos ion
or
Gas release ,_ _ ___., (2) Fire Bali
or
(4) Toxic Exposure

Flashing of Liquid , __
after release

(1) Vapor Cloud Explos lon
or
_,, ( 2) Fire Bali
or

(5) Toxic Exposure

1 - - Evaporation of Liquid
Ves ~-a_ft_er_re_le_ase~

No explosion, No fire
or
Toxic exposure
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(3) Poci Fire
or
(5) Toxlc Exposure

Tp: Process Temperatura
Ta: Ambient Temperatura
Tb : Atmospheric Boiling point
Tf : F1ashpoint
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2.1.3. The total mass released is calculated as follows,
(1) Vapour Cloud Explosion
The total mass released = the quantity of substance present in the vessel
+the feed of substance from the upstream vessel in 3 minutes
(2) Fire Bali
The total mass released = the quantity of substance present in the vessel
+the feed of substance from the upstream vessel in 3 minutes
(3) Pool Fire
The total mass released = the quantity of substance present in the vessel
+ the feed of substance from the upstream vessel in 1O minutes.
(4) Toxic Exposure (Gas release)
The total mass released
= (the quantity of substance present in the vessel I 1O minutes
+the feed of substance from the upstream vessel) x 1O minutes
(5) Toxic Exposure (Liquid release)
The total mass released
= (the quantity of substance present in the vessel I 1O minutes
+ the feed of substance from the upstream vessel ) x 1O minutes
2.1.4. Calculation of consequence modelling.
The potential impact of accident scenario is calculated by program. The probability of death
dueto toxic substances and exposure to heat radiation at a given exposure is calculated by
Probit functions. Ali calculations are assumed of a wind speed 1.5 mls and stability F.
2.1.5. The presentation of the results
The result of the calculation is presented in the log-log graph, where the x-axis represents
the distance corresponding with 10% lethality and the y-axis represents the number of
deaths. Figure 2 shows each hazard of each vessel since the result of calculation of each
vessel based on a worst case scenario is plotted.
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Figure 2: Fatality vs Distance

2.2. Accident database
Accident data is effective for understanding that worst case scenario might occur. The
accident database which includes near miss and accident data of Mitsubishi Chemical
Corporation Group has been developed. This database can be access through network
system of Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Group.
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3.What-if analysis
Performing what-if analysis, sometimes worst case scenarios are missed because accident
scenarios are developed based on the assumption of safeguard working.
3.1 Case study
A model flow is shown in Figure 3. Liquid and gas mixtures are fed into the separator and
separated into liquid and gas. The LCV controls to maintain liquid level for preventing gas
leakage into the liquid line. The pressure of upstream process is much higher than
downstream process. The downstream vessel (8102) is not designed to withstand the
pressure of upstream process. The interlock system is added to this flow to prevent rupture
of downstream vessel (8102).
Liquid

+

5101

Gas

~----······· ···········-~·-···········--·~

LCV102 XCV103
Figure 3: Model Flow
Table 1: What-lf analysis
What-if

Consequence

Low Liquid Level
LCV102
-+alarm
More open
-+shut down

Safeguard Recommendatior
Interlock

3.2 Development of accident scenario by HAZchart
Table 1 shows a part of result of what-if analysis. The problem of this result is improved by
using HAZchart analysis method. The HAZchart analysis method has been used as one of
the safety assessment tool in Mitsubishi Chemical Corporation Group. [1]
Figure 4 shows modelling of HAZchart analysis. Querying three situations, which are the
finding of phenomenon, recovery actions, and consecutive phenomena, does the HAZchart
analysis. Finding phenomenon indicates alarm etc. Recovery action indicates system action
or operator action. Consecutive phenomena indicate the result of the recovery action. Each
query corresponds to each symbol. Finding phenomenon corresponds to a straight line,
recovery action corresponds to diamond and consecutive phenomena correspond to a
rectangle.
Consecutive phenomena
The result of
The recovery action is success

Method of finding
Phenomenon

-I

3·
(I)
(/)~~~

(I)
c~-~

(I)

:3

!6
Figure 4
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The result of
the recovery action is failure
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LCV102 More open
Development of accident scenario is
stopped at safeguard working point.
Low liquid level

Alarm

<

Recovery action ·

What-if

Consequence

Low liquid level
LCV102
More open -+alarm
--+shut down
.~

Lower liquid l evel

<

••••••••/

XCV103
/
. . . ._ „~
Interlock

~.:
What-if

••······Gas leakage "···

!

·········

Recommendatlon

Interlock

D

Development of accident scenario is
reached worst case occurrence point.
Consequence

Low liquid level
LCV102
;More open -+Gas leakage
Vessel rupture

•••••:yessel rupture ••••• ~·····

Safeguard

Safeguard

Recommendatlon

Interlock

Safety valve

Figure : 5

Figure 5 shows the result of the HAZchart analysis. lf the LCV opened excessively, the liquid
level would go down. Then by the alarm of liquid level operators would take a recovery action.
lf operators failed to operate, liquid level would go down continuously. Then interlock system
would operate to prevent from gas leakage. lf interlock system would fail to operate, gas
would leak from upstream to downstream vessel. Finally, the vessel of the downstream
would rupture.
ln the result of what-if analysis, consequence of LCV102 excessive opening is shutdown by
interlock system. The worst case scenario was missed in the result of what-if analysis
because accident scenario was developed based on the assumption of safeguard working.
But normally, the accident scenario is developed on the assumption of failure of active
protection system. ln modelling accident scenario, HAZchart analysis clearly distinguish
between success of recovery action and failure of recovery action by using symbols.
According to the procedure of HAZchart method, worst case scenarios are able to be
developed easily.

4. Conclusion
ln this paper we describe approach to solve the problem of development of worst case
scenario. Development of assumption of consequence modelling and setting measurement
scale as fatality for critical perspective enable calculation of worst case scenario easily.
Performing what-if analysis, HAZchart analysis method would be more effective for
development of worst case scenario.
References
[1] M.Nakagawa., Y. lisuka, "lntroduction and application of quantitative process hazard
analysis- HAZChart." , Proc. Loss Prevention 2004, pp 4388-4394.
[2] Guidelines for Hazard Evaluation Procedures, CCPS (1994)
[3] Guideline for quantitative risk assessment' Purple book', RIVM
[4] Risk Management Program Guidance for Offsite Consequence Analysis, EPA
[5] Risk Based lnspection Base Resource Document, APi 581 (2000)
[6] lnherently Safer Chemical Processes 2nd , CCPS (2009)
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an epoch of conceptional works on new test methods resulting increased safety level in
production and use of explosives.
Showing the mistakes made, the authors would like to signal still not solved problems of
conversion tools for classification, written in Annex VII to CLP Regulation 1• The Table 1.1
there, titled "Translation between classification in accordance with Directive 67/548/EEC and
this Regulation" should be, in assumption, a comfortable helping tool for simplifying
reclassification procedure of substances and mixtures according to GHS system. What a
pity, that its promising title gives no guaranty for efficiency in a part of phys-chem hazards.
What more, it tumed out that instead a new classification , corresponding with a present one,
many times a not acceptable for users notice appears in Table 1.1: "No direct translation
possible". Such a notice is a consequence of EU experts consciousness, that test results,
which are a basis of classification according to Directive 67/548/EEC, should not be
interchangeably and uncritically used for the same substances classification under GHS.
Another transgression of transparency of showing a danger type there is a use in CLP
Regulation the same pictogram for "Skin corrosion/irritation" taken from class 8 RID/ADR, as
well as for "Serious eye damage/eye irritation" (Fig. 1A). Similar situation appears for such
hazard types as: "Respiratory or skin sensitization", "Germ cell mutagenicity",
"Carcinogenicity", "Reproductive toxicity", "Specific target organ toxicity" and "Aspiration
hazard". For all of these different health hazards only one pictogram type was used (Fig. 1B).

A

B

Fig. 1. A- Pictogram for EUH318 and B- Pictogram for EUH340/341 ; EUH350/351;
EUH260/361 ; EUH370/371/372/373
Nobody knows why the EU experts did not decide to use some new pictograms to
differ hazards for humans, while they decide to mix original UN GHS system with the old one
connected with Directive 67/548/EEC. lt would be so easy to propose at least 3 or 4 new
pictograms, for example for "Serious eye damage/eye irritation" (EUH318/319 • Fig. 2.B),
"Germ
cell
mutagenicity"
EUH340/341),
"Carcinogenicity"
(EUH350/351),
"Reproductive toxicity" (EUH360/361 • Fig. 2.C), "Specific target organ toxicity"
(EUH370/371/372/373 • Fig. 2.A) or "Hazardous to the Ozone Layer (EUH059 • Fig. 2.0)",
as shown below.
A
B
C
D

Fig. 2. New pictograms proposition: A- for EUH370/371/372/373; B- for EUH318/319;
C-for EUH340/341- EUH350/351- EUH360/361 ; D -for EUH059.
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liquid fuels (17%), storage and distribution of industrial gases (8%), waste gathering and
disposal (6%), storage and distribution of LPG (6%), metallurgy (6%) and various (3%).
lt is found that the installations containing dangerous goods are either fixed containers, mobile
containers, warehouses, transportation vehicles (e.g. trucks) or transfer facilities (loading and
unloading). Each of these types of installations shows a considerable variation in sizes and
specific design. The hazardous substances within the installation can be flammable, toxic or may
give rise to toxic materials (e.g. toxic fumes dueto fire). This leads to a large number of possible
combinations of installations and hazardous substances. A specific combination of an
installation and the substance it contains is called a building block.
The safety risk of a specific plant is the total of the risks of the building blocks of which it
consists. The quantitative risk assessment (QRA) of a plant therefore can be reduced to the
QRA of its building blocks. The latter however still requires complex, time consuming
calculations. To solve this problem the QRA of a very large number (± 900) of building blocks
was performed and the results in terms of persona! risk distribution around the block location are
stored in a database. The QRA of a specific plant thus is reduced to the identification (including
their spatial location) of the appropriate building blocks. An interactive software package was
developed to facilitate this process.

2.1 Hazardous substance categories
Toxic liquids and gases
Toxic liquids are subdivided into five categories based upon a toxicity index:
Toxicity index = 8,8.10-2

·

Mw. Ps

(1.1)

LC01,1om1n

where Psis the liquid vapour pressure at the storage temperatura (Pa), Mw the molecular weight
(g/mol) and LC01 ,3omin is the concentration for 1% lethality during 30 minutes of exposure
(mg/m 3 ) . Table 1 lists the toxicity classes and the representative liquids for each class. A higher
toxicity class represents products with a higher toxic impact upon release in the environment.
. I"1au1.ds
T able 1 Classes f or t oxrc
Cla ss

Citerion

TV4
TV3

index;?:100
50 :>:index< 100

Reference product
Acrolein
Acrylonitrile

TV2

25 :>: index < 50

Benzotrichloride

TV1

1O:>: index < 25

Benzyl chloride

TVO

index< 10

Glutaraldehyde

Toxicgases
For toxic gases four severity classes are defined based upon the boiling point of the substance
(<C) and the LC01,3om1n values (mg/m 3) of the gas considered. The reference gases for each
class are listed in table 2. As for the toxic liquids a higher toxic gas class indicates gasses with a
higher toxic impact upon their release.
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T able 2 Classes or tox1c aases
Glass

Giterion

Reference product

TG3
TG2

LG01,30mín $ 100 mg/m3

Arsine
Ghlorine

100 < LG01,30min $ 1.000 & Tboil $ O"C
1.000 < LG01,3omín ::; 2.000 & Tboil ::; O"C or
100 < LG01 3om1n::; 1.000 & Tbail > O"C
LG01,Jomin > 2.000 mg/m3 or
1.000 < LG01,3omín ::; 2.000 & Tooil > O"C

TG1
TGO

Hydrogen chloride
Ammonia

Flammable liquids

Four classes of combustible liquids are considered based upon their flashpoint, boiling point and
a fire index. The fire index of combustible liquids is defined as follows:

Fire index= 0,75 · __!!___

LEL

(1.2)

where P5 is the liquid vapour pressure at the storage temperature (Pa) and LEL the Lower
Explosion Limit (vol%) of the liquid. The classes in which combustible liquids are divided are
shown in table 3.
T able 3 Classes f or fl ammabl e I'IQUI.dS
Glass

Giterion

BV3

Tnash < O"C &T0011 ::; 35 "C & index ~ 300
index ~

Reference product
lsopentane

BV2

T11ash < 21 "C &

BV1

Tflash < 21 "C & index < 100

Acetone

BVO

Tnash ~ 21 "C

n-Decane

100

n-Pentane

Flammable gases

The flammable gases are subdivided in four classes depending on the boiling point of the
substance as shown in table 4. The division into four classes allows for a distinction to be made
in the way these products are stored as well as the way they react upon a release from a
container and disperse into the environment.
T able 4 Classes of fl ammabl e aases
Glass
BG3

Giterion
-93 "C ::; Tboi1 < -20 "C

Reference product
Propene

BG2

-20"C::; T0011 < O"C

lso-butane

BG1

Tboi1 ~ O"C

2-Butene

BGO

Tbol < -93 "C

Ethene

2.2 Accident scenario's
The type of accident scenario that occurs depends mainly on the type of product that is released
(toxic, flammable ••) and on the state of matter that product is in (gas, liquid, solid). The effects
analysis starts with the assumption of a release from an instantaneous rupture or dueto leaks of
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operators in abnormalities of plants. Figure 1 shows the outline of the proposed system. This
system is composed of the fault detection system, the fault diagnosis system, the virtual plant,
the dynamic fault propagation analysis system, the fault propagation scenario and so on. The
fault detection system realizes "Fault Detection" in the section 2, and the virtual plant is
"Prediction of Effect of Fault Propagation", the dynamic fault propagation analysis is
"Judgement of Necessary of Corrective Action" and "Decide the Best Corrective Action", the
fault diagnosis system is "Fault Diagnosis". The virtual plant is the plant simulator that is the
mirror plant of the actual plant. The virtual plant can run at a high speed compared to the
actual plant. Therefore this system uses the simulation instead of the operator's knowledge
and experienced for predicting the process variables.

•Prediction the effect of fault
•Corrective Action

I Virtual DCS I
I

lntelligent Operation
SupportSystem

Virtual Plant
Simulator

Dynamic Fault
Propagation
AnalysisSystem

•

Fault
Propagation

- • - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - . - .scenario • - . - . - . -

!

Figure 1: Outline of lntelligent Operation Support System

4. Dynamic Fault Propagation Analysis System
The dynamic fault propagation analysis system is proposed in this research. The proposed
system gets the predicted process variables from the virtual plant. The virtual plant calculates
process variables at a high speed compared to the actual plant. Therefore these calculated
process variables are considered as the predicted process variables. The proposed system
decides corrective actions in each situation based on the predicted process variables and the
fault propagation scenario. These corrective actions are proposed to operators, or these are
inputted to the virtual DCS. After that, some equipment in the virtual plant is controlled, and
process variables change with time. Therefore the virtual plant calculates again, and the
proposed system decides new corrective actions. These procedures are repeated to nearly
reach the steady state.

5. Application
The dynamic fault propagation analysis system is applied to the failure of the automated
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valve for cooling water in PVC process.
5.1 Process
Figure 2 shows the applied flow diagram of PVC process. The failure of the automatic valve
in this process is identified by ether system. The temperatura in the reactor rises when
operators don't cope with this problem.
I„,,,

~„.

1--=--~-erm_.in•a•ro•r;;;:..~t::ilii::t---------.....

l caralyst l

VC M

Steam
Valve
Steam

Valve
Bypath
Va lve

Figure 2: Simplified Flow Diagram (PVC Process)
5.2 Results
Figure 3 shows the output image of the dynamic fault propagation analysis system. The left
side in Figure 3 is decided based on process variables when the fault is detected. The right
side in Figure 3 is decided after operating the second corrective actions in first decision.
Fault propagations and corrective actions are changed based on new process variables.
Tables 1 and 2 show the result in Figure 3 •

.....,.,.,... ...
--,~-

·-·· ···
-

~--

·~.·-·

correspondence opera ti on is
operated, these prediction of
the effect and correctlve action
are changed.

Figure 3: Results of Screen Image (left:before I right:after Correspndence Operation)
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Figure 2. Change of
cause factor (Ali 92
cases)
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4. Discussions
On the basis of the results of factor analysis, the practically effective measures for the PDS'handling manufacturing industries can be deduced from the predominant factors as the
measures to avoid , escape and seal the causes in principie.
1. The below safety measures shall take precedence for pipe-lines & pumps, raw-materials &
products tanks and reactors in order, emphatically for the works and for the process of
operating pipelines, renovation, maintenance & repair, cleaning, storage and transferring.
2. The safety measures against the management factors and the human factors must be
important for the occurrence of an accident rather than for the expanded events. Particularly,
the management factors are plant engineering and management, operation management
and care of works, and the human factor is failing to make sure. The operation management
is also important for the expanded events.
3. The measures for installation, which are to improve the improper and faulty design, shall
become even more significant for the expanded events than for the outbreak of an accident.
The improvement on the outbreak and on the expansion must put emphasis on the process
operation and on safing installation respectively.

5. Conclusions
By making statistically and quantitatively the sequence, i.e. risk circumstances, from the
appearance of an accident to its finally expanded events clear from an objective point of their
causes, the deduced measures must be practically effective in and suitable for the accident
events. The methodology, which is a tool applicable not only to the PDS'-handling industries
in Japan but also to the chemical process industries in general, has been elucidated.
A case analysis is the most difficult and delicate task in this methodology. ln this paper, the
specialists, who have acquired experiences in safety management in the chemical process
industry and/or in a job of cause investigation for long time, were in charge of the task of
case analysis. This could hold the key to a solution whether the analysis were fruitful in the
results.
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where iin is the velocity vector norma! to the gravity vector and Gk is turbulent production due
to shear. Turbulent production due to buoyancy is modened by a gradient model as fonows:
G bS

'

where

=-_!_(µeff
Jg .axi
ap
p a,

(4)

J

a1=0.8 is the turbulent Prandtl number and µ9 ,;= µ+µ1

is the effective viscosity.

2.2 Terrain representation
Recently, a renewed interest has been seen on representing sloping surfaces on Cartesian
coordinate system by using cut-cens methods or immersed boundary methods. lmmersed
boundary methods do not conserve mass strictly, which make them unusable for dispersion
simulations of toxic or flammable gases. Cut-cell methods conserve mass, but handling of
sman cens is difficult and sman cens limit the time-step. Furthermore, working with the cut-cen
method in three dimensions requires a lot of bookkeeping. ln the present approach, a mix of
the cut-cell method and the stair-case method is presented. The method conserves mass, it
is stable and does not influence the time step, but for smooth surfaces the method is less
accurate than true cut-cen methods. ln the new approach, cens with the centre in the free
flow are handled as regular flow cells where the wall distance is given by the shortest
distance from the centre to the plane wan. Cens that are more than 50% fined with solid and
that have one or more the cen surfaces funy blocked, have invalid configuration of pressure
cens and velocity cens for staggered grid flow solvers. The SIMPLE algorithm, for instance,
needs pressure cells both upstream and downstream of a velocity cell to work properly. ln
cut-cens methods, sman cens are merged with neighbouring cens and cen centres are moved
to the centre of the free flow volume of cut cens. ln the present approach, cells with the
centroid inside the solid are blocked.

~

Fine z.grid

ax

Terrain

Digital map data

CFD terrain model

Figure 1. Schmetics of a smooth and a rough terrain (left) that gives similar digital map data
(center). The corresponding representation in the CFD tool is shown on two different grids
(right).
3. Results
3.1 Canyon in a cross-wind in a wind tunnel
A canyon in a cross-wind wind-tunnel experiment in the Rediphem database 3 (test DAT468)
was used for validation of the FLACS solver. Figure 2 shows average SF6 concentrations at
5 downwind locations. The experimental and simulation results agree wen in the far-field.
3

http://www.risoe.dk/Research/sustainable_energy/energy_systems/projects/REDIPHEM.aspx
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The Behaviour of Vertical Jet Fires
A. Palacios, M. Gómez-Mares, J. Casal
Centre d’Estudis del Risc Tecnològic (CERTEC)
Department of Chemical Engineering. Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya
Diagonal 647. 08028-Barcelona, Spain. joaquim.casal@upc.edu

1. Introduction
Among the different types of fire accidents, jet fires are usually the smallest ones (smaller
than, for example, a pool or a flash fire). However, jet fires can affect equipment and, as they
can be locally very intense, the affected equipment may fail and ultimately amplify the scale
of the accident. A recent historical analysis (Gómez-Mares et al., 2008) has shown that
among the accidents registered in the data bases, in approximately 50% of the cases in
which there was a jet fire it caused another event with severe effects (flames impingement
increase significantly the severity of the situation).
Although a number of authors have analyzed the behaviour of jet fires, the knowledge on
them is still relatively poor. Some of the published papers deal on flares; some others on
small or subsonic jets. Therefore, large sonic jet fires (the most common situation in practice)
are still insufficiently known. Furthermore, rather scarce information has been published on
the thermal features of jet fires: flame temperature distribution and emissive power, etc.
An experimental study has been developed analyzing the main features of relatively large jet
fires (flames length up to 10.3 m). The fuel was propane, and both sonic and subsonic jet exit
velocities were obtained with six outlet diameters. The distribution of temperatures on the
flame main axis was measured with a set of thermocouples. The jet fires were filmed with
video-cameras registering visible light (VHS) and a thermographic camera (IR). The main
geometrical features of the flames were analyzed: flame shape and flame size.
2. Experimental set-up
The experimental facility (described in detail in Palacios et al., 2009) consisted of a pipe
which allowed obtaining vertical jet fires of diverse sizes. The gas pipe exit had an
interchangeable cap to select different nozzle exit diameters (ranging between 10 mm and
43.1 mm (full bore)). In addition, pressure and temperature measurements were effectuated
at the gas outlet in order to calculate the mass flow rate. The fuel (commercial propane) was
contained in liquefied condition in a pressurized tank located on an upper site. The gas was
vaporized while flowing through the pipe towards the exit nozzle.
Jet flame geometric parameters were studied analyzing the visible and infrared images; the
latter were used to know the temperature and radiation distribution of the jet flame. Type B
(Pt 30% Rh / Pt 6% Rh) and S (Pt 13% Rh / Pt) thermocouples arranged on a mast were
used to measure the flame axial temperature distribution. A meteorological station was used
to measure the ambient temperature, the relative humidity and the wind direction and
velocity.
3. Flames shape and size
Diverse shapes have been proposed for jet fires. A most commonly used one is a frustum of
a cone; this shape is adequate essentially for horizontal jets, due to the buoyancy influence
(which bends the flame), or for flares under the action of cross wind. For vertical jets, an
ellipse shape was proposed by Baron (1954). However, the data obtained in our work have
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shown that for vertical jet fires in still air the best approximation is to assume a cylindrical
shape, with a length/diameter ratio equal to 7.
As for the flame length, diverse authors have correlated the jet flame height, normalized by
the pipe diameter (d), to the Freude number (Fr), over the buoyancy-dominated flow regime.
Beyond this regime, momentum-dominated regime becomes the dominant mechanism,
where the jet flame height becomes independent from Fr. As for the present results, the
subsonic propane data obtained when plotting Ud versus Fr were correlated by the following
expression (Palacios et al , 2009):

L = 61 · Fr 0·11
d

(1)

ln this work, the results for propane flames were extended to the regime where the sonic exit
velocity is reached. lt should be noted that for a given value of Fr (i.e. for a constant sonic
velocity of the gas at the orifice) and an orifice outlet diameter, larger flame lengths can still
be obtained (see figure). This is dueto the fact that for a given outlet diameter, flame height
increases with mass flow, as a result of the increment in the gas density inside the pipeline.
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Variation of normalized flame length as a function of Freude number: experimental results
(subsonic and sonic exit velocity) and Eq. (1) (subsonic data).
However, a fairly good correlation was obtained when plotting Ud as a function of the
orifice's Reynolds number (Re), for all the experimental data. Thus, the following expression
(Eq. (2)) was obtained, allowing the prediction of Lat both subsonic and sonic regimes:

L

- = 5.8 · Re 0 .27

d

(2)

4. Flame temperature

The temperature of the flame is important because it is directly associated to the radiative
characteristics of the fire. The thermal radiation emitted from the fire is usually estimated -by
applying a mathematical model- from the emissive power, which is a function of the flame
temperature and emissivity. ln large accidental fires, the temperature is not uniform over the
flame due to the turbulence and to the existence of fluctuating luminous, less-luminous and
non-luminous parts.
To measure the variation of the temperature in the jet fires, a set of four thermocouples were
located along the jet axis. The measurement was especially difficult due to the turbulence
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and fluctuation of the jet fire, and consequently the experimental data showed always a
certain scattering. The next figure shows a typical temperature distribution as a function of
the jet fire axial position. It can be observed that the temperature in the jet axis increases
with height, reaching a maximum at an intermediate height (at approximately 60% of the
visible flame length) and then decreasing again; the temperatures over the top zone of the
flame are significantly higher than at its bottom.
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Flame temperature variation as a function of jet fire axial position.
5. Jet fire simulation
An attempt to simulate jet fires has been done using the Fire Dynamic Simulator (FDS)
version 5. This software, developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST), is the most widely used for simulating fires.
Although FDS was developed for low velocity fires, a sonic jet fire case was adapted to
accomplish this constraint, by assuming the exit orifice as an equivalent diameter orifice
located downstream the real exit, at a point where the mass flow rate is essentially the same
but the velocity is lower. The selected case was a propane jet fire with a mass flow rate of
0.35 kg s-1 and an equivalent exit diameter of 15 cm x 15 cm. Several scenarios were run in
order to observe the influence of the mesh and domain size on the results of the simulation.

9m

Jet fires resulting from simulations with FDS 5 compared to infrared images.
A comparison of the flame shape obtained from the simulation and the experimental image
can be seen in the last figure. The left images correspond to FDS prediction while the right
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ones correspond to experimental flames (infrared images). As can be observed, the flame
shape obtained from the simulation is similar to the experimental one. However, some
troubles were found when the effect of the fraction of heat irradiated was analyzed. The
results underpredicted the incident radiant heat on a given target, as compared with the
experimental values. It seems that some improvement of the code should be required.
As a whole, the computer fluid dynamics is a very interesting and complementary tool to
improve our knowledge on the jet fires behaviour.
6. Conclusions
The results obtained with relatively large vertical jet fires (flame length up to 10.3 m) in still air
have shown that they can be considered to have a cylindrical shape, subjected however to
certain turbulences and intermittences.
As for the flame length, the data obtained at subsonic conditions could be correlated as a
function of Froude number (Eq. (1)). This expression should not be applied to sonic flow. The
results obtained show clearly that the length of the jet fire continues increasing at sonic flow,
when the mass flow rate is increased due to an increase in pressure. Another expression has
been proposed (Eq. (2)) to predict the flames length as a function of the Reynolds number at
both sonic and subsonic regimes.
Concerning the thermal behaviour, the values obtained when measuring the axial flame
temperature distribution clearly show that the flame temperature of a jet fire can not be
assumed to be uniform: it increases from the bottom of the flame, reaching a maximum and
then decreasing again. The distribution can be represented by a polynomial equation, which
reaches its maximum temperature at the middle of the jet flame. The maximum temperatures
reached were about 1600 ºC. This variation of temperature can be important when estimating
the emissive power of the jet.
Finally, the simulation with a computer fluid dynamics code (FDS version 5) gave relatively
good results concerning the flame size and shape, although some difficulties were found
when trying to predict the thermal radiation from the flames. The results obtained have
shown that this can be an interesting complementary tool to improve our knowledge on the
behaviour of jet fires.
7. Notation
d
Fr
g
L
Re
V

μ
ρ

orifice or outlet diameter (m or mm)
Froude number (V2 g-1 d-1) (-)
acceleration of gravity (m s-2)
length of the flame (m)
Reynolds number (d V ρ μ-1)
velocity in the jet at the gas outlet (m s-1)
dynamic viscosity at the gas outlet (kg m-1 s-1)
density at the gas outlet (kg m-3)
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examination of the level of implementation and effectiveness of PSMS adopted in its five
operating sites in Italy.
The purpose of this paper is to illustrate how ENI Refining & Marketing Division has
evaluated the level of implementation and effectiveness of the Process Safety Management
System (PSMS) in its five refineries and how the results from the evaluation have been used
to identify and pian actions for improvement of process safety performances.

2. Evaluation of PSMS performances
ln 2008 ENI decided to conduct an audit programme covering its five ltalian refineries with
the following objectives:
•

Evaluate the level of implementation and the effectiveness of the adopted PSMS in
the five ltalian refineries, against industry best practices and applicable standards.

•

Highlight good/best existing management practices as well as weaknesses and areas
for improvement.

•

Define actions at both Site and Corporate levels to increase process safety
performances according to the established targets.

ln order to achieve the above objective the overal! activities have been divided in four steps
as illustrated in Figure 1.
Fig. 1: Phases of the project

• Analysis of Baker Report
recommendations I
suggestions

• Sem~uantitative evaluation
of PSMS performances at
each slte applying a scoring
model
• Comparison of PSMS
performances among sttes

• Definition of improvement
targets

- Leading
- Lagging

• Strat egie actions defined at
Corporate Leve! and

applcable to al sltes

Source: ENI Interna! Project

2.1 Review of the applicable PSMS Model
A number of laws I regulations (e.g. 96/82/EC, 2003/105/EC Directives, etc.) require to
implement a systematic management system to properly control safety aspects. National
and international standards (e.g. OHSAS 18001, etc.) shall be followed to develop and
implement these systems to comply with regulation requirements.
Over the years the PSMS evolved from the few elements required by the first legislation at
the beginning of the 1980 (CEE 96/ 82 "Seveso Directive") up to now in a system where
there are nearly 20 elements (CCPS 2007).
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This second step was of primary importance to help ENI Top Management to answer
questions such as:
•

What are our strengths and weaknesses?

•

How is each site performing compared to the others?

•

What improvements need to be made?

•

Are there areas of improvement requiring specific support (e.g. in terms of knowhow, resources, budget, etc.) and coordination from Corporate?

•

What are our priorities given the available resources?

•

What benefits can we expect?

•

How can we figure this out quickly so that we can get started?

One week audit was planned and performed at each site using specific aud it protocols
developed to ensure a systematic and homogeneous approach to the audit conducted at
different sites and by different auditors (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2: Extract from Mechanical Integrity Protocol
Item

Speclfic Req ulrements f o r " Mechanl cal In tegrity"

L evel o f
impleme n tation

1

ldentlflcatlon of equlp ments, mechanlcal an d alectrlcal components, l nstrumants, safaty systems, utllitles, ale. t o ba lncluded in tha
" Mech anlcal Integrity Program"

NC

1.1

• Has a l ist of "critical items• been developed and periodically updated ?

1.2

• Have specific criteria for selection of "critical items" been defined ?Are they ba sed on the
"importance" of Ille item in relation to process safety ?

1.3

• Are they based on the 1mportance" of the Item ln relatlon to process safety ?

1.4

• „ .

1.5

.

c

.„

Develop ment and impleme ntatlon of an ITM Program

2
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

• „ .

. ...
.
. ...
.„

Temporary by-pass of critical alarms / lnterlocks and ESO systems

3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

C

PC
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.
.
.
.

.„
.„
.„
•„

=Completely Satisfted

PC = Partlally Satlsfled

NC

=Not Satisfled

Source: ENI lntemal Project

Auditing techniques are well established and commonly adopted to evaluate the
implementation of management systems; however they provide qualitative information and
results to the Top Management but do not directly help to:
•

Compare existing performances among different sites

•

Derive priorities for improvement to optimize available and limited financial and/or
human resources
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Fig. 3: Results Overal! Presentation
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0

2. Weaknesses I criticalities which are site specific
This categorisation has helped to identity areas which require the support and coordination
at Corporate Level in order to ensure a homogeneous approach to the issue.
We are now in the stage of defining performance target for the ENI Refining & Marketing
Division in order to:
•

Review our existing safety strategy for improvement

•

Define a set of structured actions to be implemented in the middle I long term to
reach the established targets (Figure 4)

„„

Fig. 4: Steps toward performance improvement
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The subsequent question is how to give shape to a holistic approach? An obvious answer is
that first of all a good overview is required of the entity that is considered, of all its reactions
to stimuli and impulses and further characteristics. lt is supposed that in order to create this
overview, a clear strategy is followed with a specific structure and a systematic approach.
This raises the question how such strategy is shaped.

3. Safety measures, barriers, protection layers
ln addressing the problems sketched above two questions need to be addressed. First of all,
what can go wrong [Kletz 1994] and what is being done against it? ln other words; what are
the initiating actions which lead to an out of control condition and what measures or barriers
are implemented to prevent the hazardous event to happen or mitigate its consequences.
Conventional process hazard analyses techniques are being applied for many years to
identity the potential for having a hazardous event and are considered to have evolved to a
reasonable crystallized level. With regard to barriers, the observation can be made that
accidents most times happen due to improper functioning of these defenses. Therefore the
authors of this paper will continue to focus on the characteristics and variety of these
measures, barriers or protection layers and how over time these layers of detence may be
influenced.
The accident situation can be conceptualized as a hazard potential which in a safe situation
is isolated from triggers by preventive barriers (e.g. a ceramic layer to prevent corrosion etc),
while exposed receptors/targets in case of break through of the trigger by underlying events
and release of the potential can get protection by protection layers, see Figure 1.

Q
lnitiating
action =
Trigger

Preventive
barrler

íl
Barrier

v
Hazard,
Potential,
Danger

Protectlve
barrler

íl

Mltlgative
barrler

íl

Er~

@
Effect I
damage
on target

Figure 1. Elements in a accident situation, which form together a scenario; LOP stands for
layer of protection as introduced by the Centre of Chemical Process Safety [CCPS 2001].
Figure 1 shows a graphical representation of barriers partly as preventive ones and partly as
layers of protection or of mitigation of effects in the direction of vulnerable receptor/targets.
The preventive barrier may be attacked in turn by underlying causes here summarized as
'enabling condition'. These causes can again each be schematized as the same chain as
shown in the figure. lt can take several hazard-barrier-target triplets below each other before
a root cause is reached. Apart from that these may be triggered in series or are in parallel.
Basically, the following three key questions can be formulated:
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First of all, what kind of measures need to be taken in terms of barriers both
procedura! and technical and what should be their characteristics? The selection possible
increases as a result of technology (sensor, automation, IT, refinements) and procedures.
Secondly, how will these barriers interact under various process conditions and
states? Are they well aligned and as such do they make a good match with each other?
ln other words can they be considered as really independent? ls their reliability of
functioning not affected by incident causes and effects or by action of other measures?
Thirdly, how are these barriers controlled over time? This, not only with respect to
maintenance and testing but also with respect to a possible changing situation of the
protected entity and with respect to all kinds of influences that might have an impact on
the behaviour and characteristics of these barriers.
Based on these key questions the authors have identified three main aspects as a base
structure. This structure is graphically represented in Figure 2.
lncreasing variety of
process aspects requiring

a measure: complexity

/ncreasing number of
measures/barriers with
possible interactions

Elapsed time and its influence on the
reliability of performance of measures/ barriers

Figure 2 • Three main axes of viewing the influence of the contribution of measures and
barriers to the level of process safety
Process safety metrics, diagnosis and control should be viewed upon from these aspect
angles.
4. Evaluation and characteristics of the model
4.1 Variety of safeguarding measures and protection layers: complexity
Over the past few decades an increasing variety of safeguarding measures and protection
layers has evolved. To select the needed and most suitable set of them insight in the type
and magnitude of disturbances and options of measures to maintain a safe state is required.
An overview of all safeguarding measures and protection layers needs to be created and the
relevant characteristics and behaviours established. Within the risk analysis methodology
development project ARAMIS [De Dianous and Fiévez 2006] considered the function of
safeguarding measures. They adopted the bow-tie approach to indicate the location of avoid
or prevent barriers in the fault tree leading up to a critical loss of containment event and the
protective and mitigative ones in the event tree part branching out to the right as shown
schematically in Figure 3. Beside the different types of barrier functions (avoid or prevent,
protect, mitigate) mentioned one can make a distinction in type according to Table 1.
Simulation and time resolved scenario analysis are required to analyse functioning of the
measures and to cope with complexity.
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SCENARIO

IE

IE

Barriers

Fault Tree

Event tree

Figure 3. Bow-tie model with some barriers indicated as adopted in the ARAMIS project,
Salvi and Debray 2006. Left: fault tree with its AND and OR gates connecting to basic
Unwanted Events ,(UE)1-7, in components some of which are conditional on a CUrrent
Event operation (CU E), all causing lnitiating Events, (IEs), in sub-systems leading up to a
Critical Event (CE) in an equipment with loss of containment of a hazardous material. The
last level of IE before the CE is also called the Direct Cause. On the right side one notices
an event tree with Secondary Critical Events, (SCEs). These follow the primary containment
failure and can consist of formation of a pool or a jet leading to so called Dangerous
Phenomena (DPs). For a chemical complex 13 types of DP have been defined varying from
a pool fire to a toxic cloud, and from explosion to missile ejection. A Major Event (ME), is
defined as the significant potential effect on "targets" such as thermal radiation ,
overpressure, debris impact and toxic load. ln addition barriers can be seen.
Table 1. Barrier type descriptions by Guldenmund et al., 2006; some abbreviated
Barrier type

Examples

Permanent-passive
control
Permanent- passive
barrier
Temporary-passive,
put in place (and
removed) by person
Permanent-active

Pipe/hose wall, anti-corrosion paint, tank
support, floating tank lid, viewing port in vessel.
Bund, dyke, drainage sump, railing, fence, blast
wall, lightning conductor, bursting disc.
Barriers around repair work, blind flange over
open pipe, helmet/gloves/safety shoes/goggles,
inhibitor in mixture.
Active corrosion protection, heating/cooling
system, ventilation, explosion venting, inerting
s stem.
Pressure relief valve, inter1ock with "hard" logic,
sprinkler installation, p/tllevel control.
Programmable automated device, control system
or shutdown system.
Manual shutdown or adjustment in response to
instrument reading or alarm, evacuation donning
breathing apparatus or calling fire brigade on
alarm, action triggered by remote camera, drain
valve, close/open (correct) valve.
Donning persona! protection equipment in
danger area, refraining from smoking, keeping
within white lines, opening labelled pipe, keeping
out of prohibited areas.

Activated-hardware
on demand, control
Activated-automated
Activated-manual,
human action
triggered by active
hardware detection(s)
Activated-warned,
human action based
on passive warning
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The BP OMS and its process safety elements provide systematic processes so that risk
assessment outcomes feed into plans and controls to mitigate the risks within operations.
Based on the old adage "you can only manage what you can measure", it was clear that the
new OMS needs to be supported by good indicators to measure, evaluate and correct
performance. The lndependent Panel, in particular, urged BP to develop and implement
Process Safety Performance lndicators (PSPI), and then subsequently work within the
industry to encourage their further development and adoption [3].
A useful model to use when considering the role of the management system in relation to
process safety and ether HSE risks is the 'Swiss-Cheese' model, which was first articulated
though the work of James Reason [5]. Fig. 1 below illustrates how failure to contain a hazard
could result in a serious consequence if all of the process safety barriers and controls have
weaknesses - the holes in the slices of 'Swiss-Cheese'. ln order to prevent the risk of a 'top
event', such as hydrocarbon release, a number of barriers (i.e. risk control elements in the
management system) are established. Further 'escalation controls' are also in place to
respond to the 'top event', such as fire and gas detection, shutdown systems, and
emergency response to control or mitigate the consequences of the top event.

BARRIERS

ESCALATION CONTROLS

Fig. 1: The 'Swiss-Cheese' Model [5]
Traditional measures of performance have focused on failures of the overal! system and
co unt the number of 'top events', e.g. spills or releases, or the number and severity of
consequences, such as fatalities, injuries or environmental impacts.
However, to
systematically reduce incidents, especially low probability high consequence process safety
events, it is necessary to focus on prevention, and specifically the strength of the barriers in
the 'Swiss-Cheese' model. The approach described in this paper therefore aims to create a
combination of lagging and leading PSPI that lead to stronger more robust barriers,
improving the cheese slices from 'Swiss' to 'Cheddar'.
BP prefers, wherever possible, to evolve and implement metrics which are based
established or emerging industry good practice, ideally with international acceptance.
PSPI, BP has worked with many national and international organizations including the
Health & Safety Executive (UK H&SE), Center for Chemical Process Safety (CCPS),
American Petroleum Institute (APi) and the European Process Safety Centre (EPSC).
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2. BP METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH
Care must be taken to regularly review the effectiveness of even well-established industry
metrics to ensure that they remain relevant and insightful, otherwise their use may detract
attention away from the most material and important risks. Consequently, the BP approach
follows another recommendation of the lndependent Panel to ensure that a process was
established to not only develop metrics but also subject them to regular analysis and review.
BP has had, for many years, a set of established lagging safety performance metrics aligned
with US Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) injury recording
requirements [6]. These metrics are included in the classic safety incident triangle of
fatalities, days away from work cases, recordable injuries/illnesses, and minor injuries/nearmisses (Fig. 2). Because less consequential incidents are statistically more probable than
higher severity ones, the lower part of this triangle is considered to some extent /eading, and
is argued to provide some predictive correlation to the lower probability events, particularly
fatalities. The majority of the events that result in injuries are the result of failings in systems
designed to ensure persona! safety, often referred to as 'slips, trips and falls'. While less
severe injuries can be considered leading information, within BP it is recognized that any
harm to people is effectively a /agging consequence and it will become more appropriate to
monitor near-misses and input measures to be more predictive of serious incident rates.

Recordable Injuries

Management System failings; e.g. safety audit

flndlngs, lnsuffk:lent PPE, vehlc:le dlsrepalr
Fig. 2: Persona! Safety Incident Triangle
Following the Texas City accident, it was recognized by BP and by the lndependent Panel,
that process safety incidents need to be specifically identified to facilitate early warning ,
learning and intervention before a major incident occurs [1, 2, 3]. Within BP this has been
interpreted as all incidents, near-misses, events or other measures that relate to actual or
potential losses of containment of either hazardous materials or energy. This also
recognizes that the long-established persona! safety triangle (Fig. 2) does not contain
sufficient data to correlate with the less frequent but potentially more severe process safety
incidents, such as fires or explosions resulting from hydrocarbon releases. For this reason,
there has been recognition by CCPS [7], APi [8] and others that process safety incidents
need to be better defined and that process safety incidents of differing levels of severity can
form a similar, but different, triangle (Fig. 3).
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Loss of Prtmary
Containment

Near misses lnduding clemancls on
safety systems, plant upsets, flarlng
lnSltlldent operat111g dlsdpllne, e.g. proc:edures
not falowed, PaIDs not updlted, lldc d ll1llnma1ce

* Note: Process Safety Incidents are defined as loss of containment of hazardous
material or energy, which has resulted in severe consequences including
fatalities/injuries, environmental or property damage

Fig. 3: Process Safety Triangle
During 2007 BP participated with CCPS, APi and others in work programs that generated
new industry guidance on PSPI. Both the CCPS [7] and APi [8] publications provided an
aligned industry metrie definition for a high severity 'Process Safety Incident' rate (top of the
triangle). BP has adopted this metrie and developed this approach to produce an underlying
set of lagging indicators (e.g. releases and fires and explosions) that are process safety
specific, and an overall Process Safety Incident Index which weights incident severity.

2.1 Selection and Development of New Metrics
PSPI aggregated across BP globally
Examples: Loss of Primary Containment,
Process Safety Incidents, Overdue Actions
PSPI aggregated across a business
segment within BP, e.g. refining, E&P
Examples: Review of audit action
items, process safety training,
engineering standards implementation

PSPI collected in detail by operations
Examples: Demands of safety
systems, corrosion testing,
maintenance findings, operational
upsets

Fig. 4: Process Safety Metrics at Different Organizational Levels
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BP recognized that PSPI can be applied at different levels of the organization. At corporate
level, a relatively small number of metrics focuses on key HSE risks to the BP Group. This
compares to site level where metrics need to incorporate corporate and local regulatory
requirements, but additionally involve metrics tailored to local risks specific to the operations
including plant design, operating procedures and staff capability. Examples of PSPI related
to these organizational levels are illustrated in Fig. 4 above.
At each organizational level, in order to assess whether the OMS is successfully addressing
process safety risks, three different approaches can be used to select PSPI. These
approaches are referred to as 'pro-active', 'reactive' and 'external learning'. Fig. 5 below
illustrates how these approaches link to barriers and indicators in the 'Swiss-Cheese' model.
EXTERNAL LEARNING$
lndustry Genertc, Control & Risk Themes

I

PROACTIVE
PSPI ldentified from
Risk Evaluation

REACTIVE
PSPI ldentifled
from lncidents
ESCALATION CONTROLS

Fig. 5: Selecting Barriers for PSPI Development
These three approaches are simply described, as follows:
Pro-active input relies upon identification of hazards and risks, and closely follows UK
H&SE guidance to select metrics based on barriers that address the identified risks.
External learning takes account of experience in the oil and gas or other industries in
terms of past incident or events, best practice risk reduction systems, and experience of
applying metrics. External learning therefore provides an important approach to provide a
broader platform of experience against which barriers and metrics can be identified.
Reactive input is based upon learning from process safety incidents and near-misses,
and may be verified by comparison with audit findings. BP investigates all major incidents
to determine root causes.
From any or all of these three approaches, the next step is to identity the most important
barriers which require measurement. A useful starting point is the guidance published by UK
H&SE on developing process safety indicators [9]. This publication uses the 'Swiss-Cheese'
model and provides a step-by-step guide based primarily on identification of a planťs most
important 'risk control systems', i.e. process safety barriers. lt then recommends selecting
one lagging and one leading indicator to assess the performance of each barrier. Here
lagging refers to measuring undesirable outcomes or weaknesses of a barrier and leading
monitors key elements of activity that maintain a strong and complete barrier.
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2. Overview
Three factors are often cited as key to process safety - people, processes and plant. Get
these right and the fourth 'P' - performance - will look after itself. ln this approach the
'people' element refers to the behaviours or culture within an organisation. The 'processes'
element refers to how things are done, in other words systems and procedures. The 'planť
element is, in a sense, what distinguishes process safety from other aspects of safety, ie the
major hazards that are often inherent to the businesses we are in. Such hazards can
manifest themselves in a variety of forms including inventories of dangerous substances,
high energy sources (eg high pressure, high voltage equipment and rotating machinery) and
operation in extreme and/or sensitive environments. ln Centrica we have taken this model
and populated it with the specific elements that we regard as key to delivering sustained,
high levels of process safety performance, as shown below.
Leadership
Accountability
f.eople

Competence
Engagement
Culture
Hazard identification and risk
assessment
Compliance
Safety improvement

Processes

Sustained high
Performance

Knowledge management
Change control
Emergency preparedness
Incident investigation and
learning
Monitoring, audit and review

Plant

Oparational safaty
Asset integrity

Figure 1: Centrica's approach to achieving excellence in process safety
This paper focuses on a subset of these elements, ie leadership behaviours, accountability
(in particular organisational design) and external engagement. lt is not surprising that all
these elements fall within the 'people' category. The past few decades have seen rapid
advances in technology and increasing sophistication in safety management systems.
However it is the 'people' element that has proved most challenging, yet is vítal if the other
7
two elements are to function effectively. This illustrated by Reason below.

7

Safety, Culture and Risk - The Organisational Causes of Disasters, A Hopkins, CCH Australia Ltd,
2005.
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Centrica therefore is to use our generic leadership behaviours as a starting point and
develop from them specific behaviours for HS&E leadership, including leadership in process
safety. The specific behaviours we have arrived at are as shown in Table 2.
. ' s HS&E Ieadersh.10 behav1ours
.
Table 2 C entnca
No.

Behaviour description

1

Lead by example - what you do is more important than what you say

2

Reinforce HS&E as a top priority for Centrica, integral to the success of our business

3

Engage with key stakeholders, particularly those at the frontline of HS&E delivery

4

Be mindful of our HS&E impacts

5

Take the initiative on emerging HS&E issues and drive delivery of effective solutions

6

Share our HS&E successes and learn from our mistakes

7

Actively seek and give honest feedback on HS&E performance

Leadership of course is not just an attribute we expect of those at the top of the organisation
but which promulgates throughout all layers of management, including frontline supervisors.
Figure 2 shows an example of how Centrica has cascaded the leadership behaviours within
its businesses and established straightforward expectations for people working for us.

1. I worry about failure even at times of qulet, successful
periods
2. I have no right to damage equipment
3. Safety is a condition of my continued employment
4. I have no right to hurt anyone
5. I must not assume that the future wlll be a repeat of the
past
6. I must follow business and safe systems of work at all
times
7. I will stop and I will stop others and ask when I am
unsure
8. I am responsible for my own action and the knock·on
effect of my actlons

Figure 2: Continuous mindfulness - Centrica Storage
4. Organisational Design
Process safety has a fundamental role to play in decision-making within businesses in the
major hazards sector. Here we examine the influence organisational design has in
determining whether this role is effectively exercised. The context for this discussion is a
large company comprising several business units, each with number of significant assets.
One can consider two extremes of organisational design for such a company - one in which
the process safety function is centralised at the top of the organisation and the other in which
it is distributed within the business units or assets of the organisation. The advantage of the
former is that it provides a strategie focus on process safety at a senior level, however this
may not translate to practical, day-to-day impact at the operational level. The advantage of a
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CEO = Chief Executive Officer, MO = Managing
Director, BU = Business Unit, AM = Asset Manager,
DA = Design Authority

Key:

indicates functional link

Figure 3: Centrica's organisational design for process safety (simplified example)
Flixborough was one of the incidents which prompted the UK (as part of an EU-wide
initiative) to introduce specific legislation to control major accident hazards. Bhopal had a
global impact and, together with the Pasadena chemical plant explosion in 1989, triggered
the introduction of the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-know Act (EPCRA), the
Process Safety Management (PSM) standard and Risk Management Program (RMP) in the
US. The accidents at Three Mile Island and Chernobyl were watershed events in the nuclear
industry, demonstrating the importance of detence in depth, including human factors and
emergency preparedness considerations, and the need for globalised coordination on
nuclear safety issues and improved understanding and management of the safety risks of
nuclear activities9 • Piper Alpha prompted a change from prescriptive to goal-setting
legislation in the UK offshore industry and, along with the capsizing of the Alexander Kielland
in Norwegian waters and other incidents triggered a transformation in offshore safety
practices around the world.
The question therefore is how we can break this cycle and drive the necessary
improvements in process safety to prevent, orat least reduce the chance of, further major
accidents occurring. A clue to this could be in the increased collaboration which has
occurred, to varying degrees, in different parts of the major hazards sector in the aftermath of
incidents such as those mentioned above.

9

Nuclear safety: a maturing discipline, lnternational Atomic Energy Agency statement, 2003.
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attributes that contribute to each factor. Ali of the factors and attributes describe not only the
technical facility part of the system, but also the crucial aspects affecting human cognitive
ability as well as the organisational aspects.
(

Decision Making

)

l

[ Situation Awareness
Vigilance
Workload

l
I

I

HSI

Workplace
Design

I

I

Operator
Supporting
System

Job Design

- Control room layout

- Displays
configuration

- Aocessibility

- Data entry

- Ambíenoe & comfort

- System

-Wor1<place
arrangement

response I feed-

bacl<

- Allocation of work

procedures

- Emergy response

- Type of tasks

procedures

- Staffing

- Computerized

- Shifting

- Communication

- Control element

- Operating

- Variation of work

oss

syslem

Workstation
Design

Operator
Competence

Line
Management

- Skill & Knowledge
- Workstation
configuration
- Labelling
- Layout of panels
and displays

- Oualifications
- Experience
- Physical
characteristics

- Training

Alarm System
- Prioritization

- Line of
responsibility

- Supervision
- Communication

• Response time
- Signalling I alarm
presentation
- Failure indication features
• Maintenance
- Number of alarms

Figure 4. Performance lnfluencing Factors (PIFs) in Control Room
ln connection with the performance of CROAA, an analysis on various factors affecting
operator work must be conducted. The causes of the errors identified earlier, must be
revealed in order to find the way to prevent their occurrences. While CROAA observes how
those errors interconnect with one another in causing undesired events, another systematic
HF technique is needed to assist the finding of the root-causes of those errors.
A modification of the second HF technique, the PIFs evaluation (section 2) is carried out to
reach this intention. The modification includes a new means to compare the importance of
various factors in affecting operators during supervisory work in a specific working condition.
The new Control Room PIFs Evaluation will provide a way to ind icate the utmost inadequacy
within the system that can force an operator to execute incorrect actions, which will be
assisted by an associated questionnaire developed specifically for the implementation of this
evaluation.

6. Results
The new extended PITOPA will provide a comprehensive analysis of not only on-site tasks,
but also the work in control room and the necessary improvement required to support the
performance of control tasks. Moreover the result will provide a way to optimize the design of
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AppendixA

S1andards

Ensure compti1nco

Set high s1andards

Communlcatíon

Encoorogc «ho 1com

Communic«o opcnly

Confront risk

Risk managemem

lnvolvement

Ge l involved

lnvolve l.he 1eam

lnvofve lhe workforce

Figure 1. Overview of Our Safety Culture framework.

Communicate
openly

Ml'4 1

l aik face·to-facewith the worklorce abo11
safety performance an d concem s:
Com municate s<1fety mess.ages in a simple

and direct manner
MP1

"''

Waít for olhers to take the lead on
oommunic~ tion

Fail to be v isible on s ite
Oisr'&gard workforca vléWs: about s:af1Xy

Use multiple commll'licatlon methods to

got th e &afoty me&esge aaoss

Create unneatssary doeumentation. raher
than fixiig the underly1ng problem

Listen to ~ety con04>rns ral$.&d by thě
workforce
Ml'l

Provide prompt, honest feedback on safety
conccrn:s l'1ised by thc workforce

Figure 2. Example Our Safety Culture competency: Managers, Communicate Openly.
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Tas k
Task of similar nature to process
isolation , with some self-checkinq

Probabilitv of failure
3 in 1000

Table 2: Probability of human failure during isolation task, without independent checking of
out ut
Above,
or no independent
9 in 1000
checkin
Table 3: Probability of human failure during isolation task, without independent checking of
out ut, under time ressure
81 in 1000
Above, plus time shortage for error
detection and correction
The probabilities above can be compared to Miller data that indicated that approximately 138
process isolations were conducted between 15 July 2006 and 25 August 2006, and 3
process isolation incidents involving human error were detected. This yields a conservative
actual error rate of 22 in 1000. This rate is considered conservative, as it does not account
for errors that occurred and were not detected at all, and errors that occurred but were
detected and corrected at the time by the person performing the isolation.
8. lmplementation of recommendations

Using the guidance contained in the HFAT worksheets, a series of recommendations were
made to (a) prevent & reduce such errors occurring (b) detect them at an early stage and (c)
educate platform management and others on the nature of error, and how conditions at work
can influence human reliability. The types of recommendation are shown below.

8.1 Reducing isolation error rate
Eliminate the performance-shaping factors that influence the isolation task, particularly these
isolations considered safety-critical. This includes:•

•
•
•
•

Removing distractions that affect these conducting isolations, particularly these that
involve interrupting isolations mid-task. This was achieved by ensuring that requests for
unplanned work went via their supervisor, who is in a position to prioritise, and minimise
interruptions and distractions during safety-critical work
Removing time pressure to complete isolations
Ensuring items of equipment are clearly-labelled
Ensuring the availability of people to conduct isolations who have had their competence
assessed on-the-job
Providing more than one competent person to execute and check complex, multi-point
isolations

8.2 Early detection of isolation errors

2
This tripling of error rate is consistent with ether UK research which has shown that hospital pharmacies without an
independent check on pharmacist dispensing have an error rate three times higher than these departments with a second
independent check on all work.
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The time factor used is based on the ratio: Time available to complete the task
Time required to complete the task
The aim of this part of the process is to ensure that a realistic amount of time is available.
Ratios less than one bring up an error message and thereafter there is a heavy penalty for
results close to one which is quickly reduced as the ratio increases, see Figure 1:
Time Factor for HRA
25

20

l; 15

u„

\

„

IL

!

10

5

\
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o
1.5

"'-- -

2
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5

-

6

9

10

Rallo tlme avallableltlme requlred

Figure 1: Time Factors used in HRA calculation.
The stress PSF is also linked to the time available. A high stress situation with little time is
assigned a high penalty, whereas a high stress situation with many hours in which to act, is
penalised much less.
Step 4: Results & Optimisation
ln practice the majority of improvements to the procedura come from the decomposition of
the task and subsequent examination of the decomposed operations. This activity has
proven extremely effective at highlighting opportunities for improvement in the procedura.
The numeric outcome of the assessment is achieved by multiplying the Base Line
Unreliability for each operation by the value of all the selected PSF and the time factor. The
unreliability for each operation is then added together to provide the total unreliability for the
task.

These results are displayed as a matrix, allowing the operations that contribute most to the
unreliability to be identified. Thereafter the PSF categories which contributed most to this
value, can also be highlighted for further examination, see Figure 2:
Operation ldentifier
Operation type (base unreliablity per operation)
lnterfa ce factor
Task Execution factor
Task Complextty factor
Trainlng Experlence and Fam l iarity factor
Stress factor
Communication factor
Workload factor
Beneficial factor
Time factor
Faciitator input factor

Step 6
0.001
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
0.30
1.53
1.00

Step 7
0.0001

Step 8
0.001

1
1
1
1
0. 5
1.53
1.00

Unreliability per operalion

0 .0014

N.A.

Total Unrel lablllty for the Tas k

0 .0417

Step 10
0.001

1
1
1
1
0.5
1.53
1,00

Step 9
0. 0001
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
0.5
1.53
1.00

Smp 12
0.00 1
1.5
1
3
1
1
1
1
0.5
1.53
1.00

Step 13
0.00 1

1
1
1
1
0. 5
1.53
1,00

Step 11
0.01
1
1.5
3
1
1
1
1
0.5
1.53
1,00

0.0008

0. 0002

0.0008

0.0344

0.0034

0.0008

1
1
1
1
0.5
1.53
1,00

Figure 2: HRA results matrix
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Unified Emergency Management in the port of Antwerp
Xavier Criel
Fire Protection Consu/tants (FPC), Noorderlaan 133, 2030 Antwerp, xcriel@fpc.be

1 lntroduction
This paper describes a case study of the Calahan project in the port of Antwerp where
industry and government joined forces to build unified emergency response scenario's for the
crisis management level of the operations.
The port of Antwerp is the 2"d largest petro-chemical cluster in the world. No fewer than
seven of the ten largest chemical companies in the world have one or more production sites
within the Antwerp petrochemical cluster. Nowhere in the world are more chemical
substances produced than in the Antwerp port area. About 70 Seveso companies are within
the vicinity of the villages, the city of Antwerp and the Dutch border, potentially affecting over
1 Mio people when a large scale incident occurs.
Today these companies, civil aid services and authorities prepare themselves individually in
order to deal with the diversity of risks. ln this project a common Emergency Response
Management (ERM) framework and scenarios were developed to support the decision
making process throughout the Emergency Management (EM) organisation.
The project was jointly developed by BASF, PetroPlus, Solvay, Tatai, Vopak, the fire brigade
of the city of Antwerp, the fire brigade of Beveren, the city of Antwerp, the town of Beveren,
the emergency management agency of the province of Antwerp, FPC and Safety Center
Europe.
2 Problem description
Seveso1 companies prepare themselves for emergency situations based on various Risk
Analysis methods. Cause-consequence models and event tree analysis are commonly used
techniques in the preparation phase of emergency response management. QRA and safety
reports, site specific data, general practices in ERM and regulatory requirements form the
basis of the site ER pian. Every industrial site will have a somewhat different approach to the
ER pian and uses different processes and procedures. The EM organisation of every Seveso
site needs to integrate its ER pian with the ER pian of the authorities: fire brigade, local
police, medical aid, civil detence, the mayor and governor's EM organisation. The authorities
need to do build an ER pian for all Seveso sites in the port.
When an incident occurs the EM organisations of all parties need to collaborate seamlessly
at operational, tactical and strategie level. The complexity of all those stakeholders working
together when an incident occurs is enormous. Large scale incidents such as Ghislenghein,
Buncefield, etc„. have demonstrated that the decision making process is complex and , if not
streamlined properly, results in large scale consequences towards people and property.
Experience shows that crisis management decisions are often taken too late, based on
incomplete or incorrect data, based on lack of experience, not well communicated or
controlled. The lack of a uniform picture and processes make that the outcome of a crisis
situation is largely dependent on the level of experience of the crisis manager(s) and not on a
systematic, reproducible approach.
Whilst at the infrastructure level there are recognised standards for safety, when it comes to
defining processes, roles & responsibilities across organisation boundaries standards are
missing. W ithin this project companies and government have worked together to build a
standard framework for Emergency Response Management.
2.1

The decision making process

Crisis management decision making is an ongoing process that can be divided in the
following 6 steps2 :
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Figure 2: EM organisation Chart
The next section describes an overview of the different processes of ERM, how roles &
responsibilities of the joint EM organisations are defined and how a common Operational
picture was achieved in the project.
3.1

ER processes

The EM organisation is driven by ER processes. These processes describe:
•

the topics that require management level decisions;

•

the information needed for these decisions;

•

who should provide that information;

•

the actions that need to be taken;

•

who should execute these actions.

As there are no standard cross-boundary emergency response management processes
available in Belgium the Dutch governmental guide 'leidraad maatramp' 5 was used as a
model. From this model the following framework of 27 main processes was derived:

O. Alarming & escalation

13. Deceased identification

1. Fire fighting and emission control

14. Victim's registration

2. Rescue & technical support

15. Funeral

3. Measurement

16. Claims registration and processing

4. Contamination check and
decontamination of people, vehicles
and infrastructure

17. Crisis information and communication
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18. Alert of the population
19. Alert staff and contractors

556

5. Medical Aid

20. Clearance and evacuation

6. Mental health care

21. Sheltering and medical care

7. Preventive public health

22. Primary needs

8. Maintain public safety

23. Environmental care

9. Criminal investigation

24. Accessibility

1O. Traffic control

25. Collection of contaminated materials

11. Perimeter security

26. Leadership and control

12. Guidance
3.2

Roles & Responsibilities matrix

For every process the management decisions needs to be taken around specific crisis
management issues.
An example is the decision to shut down a process or to evacuate the plant. lnformation is
needed from the tactical level of the operations in order to build an accurate picture of the
situation and all parameters that can impact the decision.
A simplified version of RASCl 6 matrices7 is used to describe:
•

The role accountable for a process;

•

The role responsible for the decisions to take;

•

The role responsible for the correct information:

•

The role(s) to be consulted when gathering the required information;

•

The role( s) responsible for the execution of the tasks.

An example8 is shown below:

Table 1: exam Je of a RACI matrix for crisis mana ement
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Decision Support Crisis lnformation Management Software Platform

We used a software platform (NoKeos) to provide all parties with the same tool that functions
as a decision support system. lt is an internet based platform which provides all participants
in the EM organisation with actual information no matter where they are: on site, at HQ,
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3. 7

Conclusion and Lessons Learned

Du ring the project we were able to align the crisis management processes of more than 1O
different parties that need to work together in case of large scale incidents. lt proved that a
common framework between companies and government is not only possible but necessary
in order to deal more efficiently with the variety of risks in a complex industrial cluster such as
the port of Antwerp.
A very strong point in the project is the common operational picture that is made available to
a crisis manager at the push of a button. Structured, validated data helps to improve the
quality and speed of decision taking.
We also learned that developing the first scenario took 3 months but that 90% of all
scenarios is the same. This is logical as the differences in scenarios are more at the
operational level than the strategie level of the organisation.
Now the scenarios need to be fine-tuned by using them in different situations by different
users during exercises and trainings. More scenarios dealing with different types of risks
need to be developed. The project group will grow to include more companies and
government parties so that knowledge can grow and can be shared amongst everyone.
The project also demonstrated that in a short time period standards can be built from the
ground up. Acceptance at national levels will probably take a little longer.

4
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ln summary, control room operations have a significant role to play in managing major
accident risk and ensuring operational efficiency, and yet may be less likely than some ether
tasks to be identified for systematic qualitative human reliability assessment. Moreover,
since successful performance in these tasks draws heavily on the individua! experience of
operators, there is considerable scope for variation in how these tasks will be conducted.

4. Description of analysis method
The following sections describe a process for identifying and analysing control response
tasks. Each step has a brief description of the analysis approach, supplemented with a short
example of its application. The example is taken from a trial application of this approach at
one of our clients.

Step 1: Linking control room tasks to MAH scenarios
The first step requires identifying parts of the Control Room Operator (CRO) task that relate
to potential MAH scenarios. As previously noted, the continuous nature of the CRO task
means that it can be difficult to make a direct link between activities undertaken by CROs
and potential MAH scenarios. One way of doing this is to identify Risk Control Measures
(RCMs) designed to provide protection against specific MAH scenarios, and then consider
the role that the CRO plays in managing these RCMs.

Example: The site safety report for a gas reception facility described the plant in terms
of different process units (e.g. fuel gas system , hot oil system, depropaniser,
debutaniser and cold separation system). The hot oil system was considered first for
CRO task review, with ether areas followed later in the analysis. Using cause and
effect documentation, four MAH critical plant trips were identified for the hot oil system.
One of these was a low flow heater trip, designed to protect against overheating, and
potential rupture, of heater tubes, with a consequent significant loss of containment.
ln the project, all trips were analysed; this specific low flow trip is used through the rest
of the paper to illustrate the analysis approach.

Step 2: Describe early indications of developing scenario
Once the most important plant trips have been identified for the plant area(s) in question,
then a workshop should be arranged to analyse the CRO response to these developing
situations. This workshop should include a facilitator and, ideally, at least two experienced
CROs. The first part of the workshop is used to identity early indications of the scenarios
discussed in Step 1. ln this example, a one-day workshop was undertaken for each of the
plant process units. Five one-day workshops were undertaken in total.
An experienced CRO is used to spotting early indications of threatening situations. This is
important, since early recognition of a developing situation enables the CRO to take preemptive action.
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Example: The three experienced CROs taking part in the workshop described three
main indications of a developing low flow through the heater system. These were:
•

a low flow alarm

•

a low pressure alarm

•

a high hot oil exit temperature.

Step 3: Describe actions taken to prevent trip occurring
Once the early signs of a potential problem have been identified, the CRO participants are
then asked to describe the actions they might take in order to prevent the trip occurring. The
CROs may employ a range of different tactics to achieve this. The workshop should involve
discussions with the CROs about the different tactics they might adopt, including a
discussion about why they prefer one course of action over another.

Example: The workshop participants described a range of strategies they adopt in
order to prevent the low flow scenario progressing to a trip of the heater system. This
typically involves forming hypotheses about the cause(s) of the developing scenario,
and taking steps to test these hypotheses. ln this case, these included:
•

Asking a field operator to check the condition of the online pump. ln the event
of a problem being identified they would switch to the offline pump.

•

Ask the field operator to check the stability of a pressure differential valve. This
was tested by switching to manual to rule it out as a cause of the low flow.

•

Back pressure through the system, created by flaring , can affect flow. This
was tested by closing the expansion drum flare valve.

lf they felt that the cause of the low flow was apparent, then they suggested that,
whilst they resolved the problem, a short term inhibit could be applied to prevent the
heater tripping. lt is important that such approaches are subjected to technical review
(see Step 6), to reduce the possibility of causing further problems (e.g. failing to
remove inhibit).

Step 4 Capture steps taken in the event of trip
ln the event that the pre-emptive action taken by the CRO fails to prevent the trip, then the
emphasis of the task changes to one of reinstating the system. ln the workshop, the CROs
should discuss the actions they would take in the event of a trip. Some of the steps may be
similar to those undertaken whilst trying to prevent the trip. Typically, steps may be classified
into the following types:
•

Stabilising steps - taken to prevent the situation escalating.

•

Diagnostic steps - taken to identity the reason for the trip.

•

Restorative steps - taken to reinstate the tripped system.
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Example: The workshop participants discussed the steps that they would take in the
event of the heater system tripping on low flow. They agreed that an important step,
one that must be done as soon as possible following the heater trip, was to open the
fuel gas drum to closed drains. Experienced CROs knew to do this to prevent a
further trip of the fuel gas system. ln addition to establishing the cause of the trip,
restarting the heater and conserving heat in the fuel gas system, the participants also
discussed the importance of conserving heat in the affected train by:
•

Reducing the train flow.

•

Reducing liquid levels by reducing the turbo expander load.

•

Warming up the gas-gas system.

These steps all represented established practice amongst CROs when responding to
a hot oil heater trip. However, these steps were undocumented and timely and
accurate performance relied on the experience of the duty CRO.

Step 5: Capture steps taken to prevent potential knock-on effects of trip
CROs play a vital role in managing not only the response to the trip, but also its impact upon
ether parts of the plant. This management requ ires a well-developed understanding of the
process in question. Based on observations and discussions with CROs, many CROs will
take the steps they require to manage the trip, whilst also periodically checking ether
systems that their experience leads them to believe will be affected by the initial trip. This is
one of the most important functions the CRO performs for the plant. However, again , quality
of performance is dependent on the skill and experience of CRO on duty. Capturing this
knowledge has significant potential benefits; these are described in the following sections.

Example: The CROs were asked to identity the systems that may potentially be
affected by the hot oil heater trip, the parameters they would monitor for possible
impact, and the actions they might take to manage these knock-on effects. The issues
they identified included the following:
•

Possible chill down effects on the stabiliser column.

•

Falling export temperature.

•

Light ends build-up at top of column.

•

Possible hydrate formation.

These issues include both potential safety and production concerns. The majority of
issues will have engineered protection to prevent further escalation. However,
successful management of these knock-on effects, without recourse to engineered
safety systems, makes the overall incident simpler to manage. This saves both time
and reduces the possibility of a more complex incident, with potentially unanticipated
consequences, developing.
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implementation (so-called Staffing Level Roadmap of Assessment) is elaborated in section 3,
while section 4 discusses a management approach how to continuously improve operational
staffing levels. Section 5 draws the conclusions and gives recommendations.

2.

Staffing Level (SL) optimization model

The conceptual model needs to take both the qualitative aspect and the quantitative aspect
of staffing levels into account, and all companies should be able to manage (assess and
evaluate) both these aspects. The proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1.

Management

!

Five categories:
(i) shift syslem, flexibility and organizatioo
(ii) technology and task complexity
(iii) procedures aod documeotation
(iv) Communication
(v) learning facilities/possibilities, traioing
aod education, competencies

Productioir
Management

Norma] staffiog levels

< Full staffing leve/s <• •~ HRManagement

J

V;
SHE Management • •) Safety staffing /evels ~ Mínimum staffing Jevels

Figure 1 Model for manag ing operational staffing levels in chemical organizations [2]

Figure 1 exemplifies that, for assessing operational staffing levels within a chemical plant,
focus is needed on qualities and quantities of (a) norma! staffing levels and (b) minimum
staffing levels. lf both these mann ing levels are well-analyzed, a strong indication exists that
safety staffing levels and full staffing levels are well-managed as well in the organization : full
staffing levels are the result of (social) agreements and minimum staffing levels guarantee
(by definition) the possibility to safely shut down an installation.

Furthermore, to systematize their evaluation, manning level assessment topics are divided
by the model into five categories: (i) shift system, flexibility and organization , (ii) technology
and task complexity, (iii) procedures and documentation, (iv) communication , and (v) learning
facilities/possibilities, training and education , competencies.

3.

Roadmap of Staffing Level Assessment
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Staffing level assessments do not just happen. They must be planned and monitored just as
any other process. The planning aspect requires ways to identity the specific initiatives to be
taken on , wh ile monitoring requ ires methods for measuring and assessing staffing level
progress. To this end , a user-friendly Roadmap of Staffing Level Assessment is explained.
This section discusses the design of a staffing level Management Of Change process, i.e., a
series of consecutive steps, to guarantee that staffing level changes are properly assessed
and that actions taken due to the staffing level changes lead to an acceptable situation (as
regards production and SHEQ) within an enterprise, installation or business unit. Applying
the principles and techniques of the Roadmap may lead to substantially more efficient
staffing levels and may be financially highly beneficial. The suggested Roadmap for
assessing and improving operational manning levels within a chemical enterprise is
illustrated in Figure 2 and explained hereafter.
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Figure 2 Roadmap of Staffing Level Assessment [3]

Reniers [2] indicates that two types of staffing level changes are possible: small (latent, daily)
changes and large (ostentatious, exceptional) changes. The former changes mainly depend
on task rescheduling due to e.g. automation or small installation changes. The latter changes
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the organization. To this end, every organization needs to draft its own company-specific
manning level standards and , by using these standards, continuously optimize their
operational manning levels. Four types of manning level standards should be developed:
management manning level indicators, management manning level objectives, concrete
manning level indicators, and concrete manning level objectives. The relationsh ip between
the well-known Deming cycle of quality management and the four different types of manning
level standards is shown in Figure 3.
Long Term
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'
'
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Figure 3 Relationship between manning level standards and the PDCA-cycle [5]

Two fields of tension are displayed in Figure 3: on the one hand manning level demands
versus manning level resources and on the other hand long term versus short term. For
example the short term manning level resources are situated between the Do-phase and the
Check-phase of the Deming cycle and can be steered by using concrete manning level
indicators. Ali other manning level standards can be viewed in the same way. For more
information on developing such performance standards and for a manning level optimization
action pian, the interested reader is referred to Reniers [5].

5.

Conclusions and recommendations

Operational staffing level optimization is a very complex matter including various disciplines
and several departments within a chemical organization. Moreover, the variety in
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lmproving Work Safety for Low-skilled and High·risk Work: the company cases.
Anníck Starren, Dolf van der Beek, Anja Dijkman, and Raphael Gallís
TNO Qualíty of Lífe 11 Work & Employment
anníck.starren@tno.nf. dolf. vanderbeek@tno.nf. anja.díikman@tno.nf. raphael.qallís@tno.nf

1. lntroduction

The composition of the labour market is changing due to trends in society such as globalization,
the opening up of borders and increasing flexibility in work. Particularly the lower part of the
labour market is evolving rapidly. High risk work includes work involving exposure to hazardous
substances as well as working with machines, working on heights and facing aggression on the
work floor. This high risk work is often performed by 'vulnerable' people such as low skilled
employees, older employees without proper qualifications, 'drop outs', ethnic and/or migrant
workers. Existing approaches to stimulate safe behaviour on the work floor often fail to devote
explicit attention to this great diversity and are found not to be effective.
TNO has set up a four year research program 2 aimed at prevention- and reduction of
incidents amongst these vulnerable employees. This program is especially focused on
employees with lower education levels3.lt appears that current interventions and campaigns
directed at lower-educated employees are not successful in reaching their intended target
groups due to the traditional way these programs are set up (classroom, textual, directive).
Practically applicable, scientifically founded knowledge on this issue is scarce and is addressed
by this study.
The aim of our research project is to deliver concrete intervention methods which are in
line with the requ irements of our diagnosis model. To improve work safety of the target group we
focus on designing new ways of communication, (more) interactive teaching methods and
adapted sets of safety measures and instruments. These interventions can be newly designed
or existing ones adjusted to the specifications of the model. This paper presents the preliminary
results of safety measures and approaches developed in cooperation with companies affected
by this issue4 •
2. Background

Employees with low education levels are more often confronted with unsafe working
conditions. ln 2007, the Netherlands Centre for Occupational Diseases indicated that employees
'at the lower end of the labour market' have to contend relatively often with occupational
diseases (NCvB, 2007). Employees with a low level of education are far more likely to be
1

TNO, the Netherlands Organization of Applied Research, is a leading Dutch independent research organization:
Our mission: to apply scientific knowledge with the aim of strengthening the innovative power of industry and
government. See also: www.tno.ni .
2
The research program HEAR (recognizing and mastering serious labour risks) has been aimed at practically
applicable, scientifically founded knowledge for companies and their sectors. The program is divided into five
separate projects. Low-skilled and high-risk work is one of them. The project ends December 2010.
3
Low level education in our study means "no education or no more than primary education, junior general
secondary education (MAVO) or preparatory vocational education (vbo)".
4
As the deadline of this paper is January lSth 2010, we will present additional data and results at the congress in
June 2010.
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Supporting workers by devoting attention to employability, social binding (cohesion) within
teams, basic social skills.
The assessment tool provides good insight for companies to find their 'blank spots'. The tool will
be brought on-line in spring 2010. As more companies will take part in the assessment a
growing database emerges from which a benchmark can be drawn up. Also, companies can
perform 'before' and 'after' measurement.
The individua! questionnaire needs some additional work to be reliable. We hope that this will be
ready before June 2010.
This study has focussed on real life experience on the work floor and especially the
social interactions between the low skilled employees, their peers and supervisors. We think this
is necessary to be able to illustrate the diverse aspects of our target group. Especially for this
group, tailor made approaches with a close link to the work situation are necessary. On the other
hand it is important to realize that (top) management has a very important role in fostering a
safety culture and to create workplace circumstances that seduce and enforce safe behaviour.
ln this study we focused firstly on the specific characteristics of low skilled employees and next
the most effective ways to have measures that gear to this characteristics. Of course these kinds
of aspects can also be helpful for every employee, but for the low-skilled employees these are
critical aspects for good performance.
The diagnosis tool is a good help to identity crucial blind spots in the safety program of
companies with regard to low skilled workers. lnterventions are still in development. The next
phase is to validate the model and the interventions on a larger scale. Special attention will be
paid to how to validate the model. As we know that companies need tailor made approaches
and interventions. Description and distribution of good practices will be helpful to motivate and to
inform companies about how to maintain safety at work for all employees with different
background and skills.
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Proposals for the Optimization of Company internal Risk Communication
Andreas Gítzí
Swíss Institute for the Promotíon of Safety, Basel, andreas.gítzí@swissi.ch

1. lntroduction
The question, whether the !atest financial crisis was also a problem of risks communication is
a valid one. Although managers are usually very well acquainted with financial perspectives,
many of them do not sufficiently understand the specific languages of specialists. Obviously,
there is gap of misunderstanding between financial professionals and scientists, risk
managers and strategie management. Certainly there is a need for deeper investigation.

Figure 1: Company interna/ risk
communication as part of the
corporate culture

The need of a risk dialogue has already been
recognized in some areas. But what about
companies' interna! risk communication?
How is a once identified high risk brought to
the decision-makers attention? lf this is done
the wrong way, this one high risk might not be
recognized among the many other risks and
this might lead to incorrect allocation of
resources. This does not always have drastic
consequences, but it can lead to a company
deleting event and therefore represents
a high risk.
For non-professionals, the language of
specialists, such as financial, technical, or
marketing people is simply not
comprehensible.

lt is assumed that they are understood by everyone. But of course, this is not always the
case. A huge gap of misunderstanding opens between financial professionals, scientists, and
engineers, because they use a jargon which will only be understood among themselves.
Although managers are usually very aware of financial perspectives, many of them do not
sufficiently understand the specific languages of the specialists. This could lead either to
blind trust or even worse, to wrong decisions.
This paper is based on a master thesis, which aims at first, to draw attention to this fact, and
secondly, to develop measures, how such risks should be aggregated and how to improve
the in-house risk communication in such a way that the risk management system of an
enterprise will become more reliable.
The conclusions are based on a work build upon the following steps:
1) Cultural distinguishing characteristics of engineers, finance, and management and
put these into a catalogue of "typical functions" within an organisation.
2) What kind of risk assessment tools are taught in the typical "financial" and "engineering"
faculties?
3) What is the present situation of risk communication in two international companies,
what standard tools are in use and what are the expectations of representatives of risk
owners, risk managers, and decision makers?
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Results available up to now show that, in order to improve company interna! risk
communication, complementary measures at several levels are obviously needed. ln this
paper, the most interesting outcomes will be presented.

2. Theory
Risks are usually collected from different organisational areas of a company, such as
production, marketing, controlling, and finance before they are aggregated at the level of risk
management and presented to decision makers, such as the audit committee of a board of
directors. These people finally decide--on the basis of this risk report--on the allocation of
resources to overcome the major risks of the company.
The individua! risks are typically reported in line with a well-established risk management
process, and are mostly handed over to the Risk Manager using any kind of IT tool. Two
factors often left out of consideration are that these different areas within the company
organization use strongly diverging risk analysis methods and also have different risk
approaches.
Due to the objective of unification in
the context of risk reporting, the
individua! information of these
specific methods will get lost. These
"unified", but still categorized risks,
might later, at the deciding level, be
underestimated, due to their persona!
and functional characteristics. They
might intentionally or unintentionally
prefer such risks which they have a
better understanding of. This finally
holds the danger of a systematic
misevaluation of risks in the overal!
risk portfolio of a company.

The need of a risk dialogue has
already been recognized in some
areas
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lt is generally acknowledged that
communication difficulties in
situations of dangers can cause
f.et;pY:i:
damage. Misunderstandings between
pilot and co-pilot, or pilot and flight
ctekle intuenre
control can lead to incorrect behavior
irdirekte irduenre
and in the end to tragic plane
Figure 2: lnfluential Factors on the Risk
crashes.
Management Process
Furthermore, the need for risk
dialogue has been a topíc when it
comes to situations where risks are created by one organisation, let us say a chemical
production plant, but the risks must be carried by a larger number of individuals, who cannot
influence the risk with their decisions. This is exemplified by the construction of nuclear
power plants or chemical landfills.

Aspects of companies' internal risk communication are given too little attention
After all, it must be concluded, that companies' interna! risk communication must be
improved having the goal that all risks of a company should be aggregated and reported
completely neutra!, independently of whether they are operational or financial risks.
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This can be done only by understanding the different "typical functional" characteristics along
the whole communication chain from the sender of risks, mostly in an organizational function,
up to the receiver and final decision maker.
Backed by the often observed strict separation between operational, financial, and strategie
risks on one side, and the different perceptions of decision makers on the ether side, risk
communication easily becomes one sided. Mainly due to their "typical functional" character,
managers may unconsciously recognize a particular risk as such because they understand
risks of certain categories better than others.

What are the basic causes?
lf you are deciding to study engineering, you clearly have a different personality than
someone who is interested in economics. This is not only obvious, but has also been proved
by studies. Your way of thinking is determined by the faculty of your choice and later on, in
professional life again, your personality will characterize your thinking further. Finally, this will
lead to the observed cultural differences between the managers of the strategie level and the
operating engineers.
Strateglcal Management;
Economy, Finance, Marketing

External lmpact
family and cultural back ground

Operatlonal Management;
Englneerlng, Productlon

I lndividual Personality
preferences, motivation

Basic persona! values that influence the choice of education

External lmpact
traditional and cultural back ground

I Faculty Specific Education
training-programs, subjects, Universities

....

Develop these function typical values that influence the choice of profession

~
External lmpact
function typical, corporate cultural,
and actual environment

Expectations of Superiors,
priority targets,
behavior and language of colleagues

lntensifying function typical, inherent values

1f
.........
„
__
"'
Erl........... . . _ _ .
.„...... dlNnclal ancl oparallDnal dlka lllCldV paraonal permplarl?
)J

comrn.mication problems,
extemal i1T1>act, different language,
misunderstanding,
inhomogeneous criteria,
diverse risk cullures
lack of mutual appreciation
D.............. ....... rllllPIQllPlllllllllll to lllgll-lllllrllll p...aal I
Figure 3: Contributing lmpact factors on Creating Values and Risk Perceptions
of Function

To display this current situation, we introduce here two typical methods of risk assessment
as they are taught at two different faculties. (Bruhwiler)
At business schools, risk management models are taught to the prospective students, with
particular focus on risks related to trade, as e.g. on the equity, bond and currency markets.
One centra! risk assessment model is the so-called Value at Risk (VaR).
For this model a variety of historical market data are used. For example, the risk of trading
shares on stock exchanges is calculated, usually based on the assumption of a normal
distribution.
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Value at Risk Calculation

~

The risk assessment is made based on a purely
quantitative statement, such as, that the expected
loss of an invested capital of CHF 15 million with a
probability of 95% over a period of 12 months, will
not exceed 2.3 million.
Thus, financiers understand risks that arise from a
complex background, ultimately, in a
straightforward number.
At technical colleges, students are taught some
risk assessment methods as well.
These usually follow the laws of nature. ln these
faculties, a generally accepted and taught risk
assessment method is the HAZOP analysis.

Figure 4: Example of VaR based on
a norma/ distribution curve

Risk Matrix of a HAZOP

This method is based on an assessment of
probabilities and consequences of each relevant
deviation from the normal function within the
considered system.
The result is a collection of opinions and experiences
of an expert team. ln this case, the risks are
formulated in worst case scenarios and are usually
presented in a qualitative graphical matrix.

A

®

6
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o

Another difference, for instance, is within the time
horizon. The financial world thinks in weeks, months,
IV
li
Ill
and in annual cycles. While a machine or a bridge
Consequences
must be certainly designed for a few decades, if not
Figure 5: Example of a risk matrix as
centuries. The problem of company's interna! risk
an outcome of a HAZOP
communication is hiding behind these latent cultural
differences of "typical functions" within organizations. ln this paper, this fact will be proved
with a new theory of so-called "typical functions" within organizations.
four
Basic
Tvnes
Sanguine
Choleric
Phlegmatic
Melancholie

Strategist
Diplomat
Tactician
Logistics

Engineer I
Development

Finance I
Controlling

Risk Manager

- initiative,
innovative
- goal-driven
- offensive,
extrovert
- people oriented

- conscientious,
analytical
- process-oriented
- defensiva,
introverted
- task - oriented

- continuous,
cooperative
- process - oriented
- defensive,
introverted
- people oriented

= Sangulne

= Melancholie

= Phlegmatlc

-

-

concrete
cooperative

= Logistics

-

-

concrete
pragmatic

= Tactician

- abstract
- cooperative
=Diplomat

General Manager

- dominant,
initiative
- goal-driven
- offensive,
extrovert
- task-oriented
= Cholerlc

- abstract
- pragmatic
= Strategist

Table 1: Simple and thought-provoking tria/ of typical characteristics of functions
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C) Establish a risk bypassing system for identified, very big risks.
lf a single risk manager (and possibly a risk owner) identifies a huge risk, which might
according his understanding represent a fundamental threat to the company and this might
not be realized in the process of the usual procedure of risk collection. He must have a
legally possible way to bypassing the usual reporting line, for example, he might directly
inform a risk panel.
This should , in principie, serve as a kind of "safety valve" similar to the one known for the
"whistle-blowing" problem.
lf the risk panel recognizes this by-passed risk as a very big risk, it can act immediately. lt will
inform all relevant employees within the company very fast and without bureaucracy via an
established risk information network.
D) Link risk information to the activity.
Psychological studies and risk perception studies show that only direct links between the risk
information and activities will finally increase awareness regarding the risks associated with
decision making. Risk information should be shown side by side with the usual business
information (finance, sales, etc.). lf the same information platform is used, it serves the
purpose of showing that a tendency in the operating figures will be indicated parallel with its
influence on the overal! risk. After some time, this will lead to a comprehension between the
decision and its impact on risk. This can be done by adding a sort of time to risk graph with
those risks relevant for the viewer.
lnformation at one and the same platform does not necessarily mean the risk management
tools for identifying, assessing and reporting risk should be the same.
We think that is the real key point. lt is common practice today to do it exactly the other way
around. At the beginning of risk, information usually remains a simple, "one-way" risk survey,
comparable with reporting of business data. Numbers and values together with probabilities
as results of risk analysis are collected and processed at a centra! location (RM). But then
completely different from the permanent reporting of finance and sales figures, risks are
reported to decision makers, timely and thematically completely isolated (e.g., at Y2 the
annual meetings of the risk committee of the board).
E) Enhance the use of networked risk mode/s.
With the use of simple networked risk models, a step is taken toward prediction of the
behavior of a complex system such as a company and hence the impact of any action on the
overall risk of this company.
Networked thinking (Vester) is known in many professional circles, and is already used
occasionally in risk management, but it is not yet completely established. Operational risk
especially should increasingly be represented in networks. As for operational risks, access to
mathematical methods of risk evaluation is very difficult.
F) Do not communicate risks in values, at least on the level of evaluation.
A good risk information system must take into consideration, that each individua! has a
unique form of risk perception.
a) For plain information about risks, agreement on the set priority is more important, than the
exact numerical values. (Barodte)
b) For information on general management, the risk categorization should be hidden. This is
with the intention to actively avoid persona! preferences. (acc. Visschers)
c) A method was created to neutralize risk categories and compare them during the phases
of aggregation and communication.
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Safety Culture in the construction industry.
The reality beyond working safely.
Gay/e Arendsz
The Netherlands, g.j.arendsz@gmail.com

Abstract
The aim of this study was to determine to what extent the safety culture on a
construction worksite could be understood using an ethno methodological approach. The
number of incidents in construction is high compared to other industries; in order to prevent
incidents it is essential to discover the factors influencing safety. ln this study 'talks and
walks' were performed on the worksite with different employees. The results suggest that on
the worksite more than one type of safety culture exist. One of the main factors influencing
attitudes and behaviors of the general foremen was, 'no solutions to problems'. This and
some other factors are part of the pattern that makes up the type of safety culture(s).
Factors that identity a culture of reluctance are presented in a model. The possibility of
improving the performance and the culture by improving interventions that actually solve
safety problems is discussed.

1. lntroduction
To determine the range of safety culture(s) in an organization, it is necessary to know
what is really going on in the organization. What people say might not always reflect the
reality of what is going on in a workplace. A person can say that he/she works safely, but
whether this person is actually working safely is the question. ln order to know what is really
going on in the workplace, it is necessary to spend some time there. The objective of the
performed study was the following : to what extent can an understanding of the range of
safety culture(s) in an organization be obtained - using an ethno methodology approach?
There is a vast amount of construction industries in the world and the number of workers in
this industry is enormous. A construction worksite changes constantly and different tasks are
being performed simultaneously. There are a lot of hazards on construction worksites and
the rate of incidents is high in the construction industry compared to other types of highhazard industry. When incidents occur there is the possibility of certain direct costs or
indirect costs. The damage to the reputation of the company is the indirect cost. The direct
cost of an incident involves the impact on people, materials and the environment. For
example, if there were 300 workers on the worksite and the number is multiplied with one
hour per worker it is equivalent to 300 labour hours. This 300 labour hours multiplied by 50
euro (production) equals about 15000 euro. Thus, working safely is important for the
production.
ln order to prevent incidents, defenses can be created. However, even with strict safety
standards and regulations, unnecessary unsafe situations and incidents can still happen.
Different factors influencing safety on the worksite were found in earlier studies. A
construction study in Kuwait (Kartam, Flood and Koushki, 2000) found that the safety goals
were not being achieved because of the following factors: 'disorganized /abour', 'poor
accident record keeping', 'poor reporting system', 'extensive use of foreign labours',
'extensive use of subcontractors', 'Jack of safety regulations and /egislation', 'the /ow priority
given to safety', 'the small síze of most construction firms', 'competitive tendering' and
'severe weather conditions duríng summer'. For this study questionnaires were mailed to
technical managers, safety directors and chief engineers. lnterviews were conducted with
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safety managers, heads of safety departments in government ministries and company
superintendents. The factors found might indeed influence unsafe situations but it is not
definite that all of them influence the safety goal path.
ln China, a study was performed to examine the safety management status and the
factors influencing safety on the construction industry (Tam, Zeng and Deng, 2004).
Structured questionnaires surveys were sent to safety inspectors, managers and directors,
all responsible for safety of the construction sites. The survey was conducted in 200 large
and medium-sized construction companies listed in the 'Dictionary of Quality System
Certificated Enterprises', but there were only 60 completed questionnaires received. Tam et
al. (2004) found that the behaviors of contractors on safety management are of serious
concerns. Safety management included the lack of provision of persona! protection
equipment, regular safety meetings and safety training. The factors affecting safety
performance were 'poor safety awareness of top management', 'Jack of training', 'poor safety
awareness of project managers', 'reJuctance to input resources to safety' and 'reckJess
operations'.
Neither Kartam et al. (2000) or Tam et al. (2004) had information from the workers on the
worksite. Choudhry and Fang (2007) conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews in a
construction company in Hong Kong, with Chinese and non-Chinese workers who had been
in an accident on the worksite. The interviews focused on the causes of the accidents and
the attitude of the interviewee about the safety on-site. Unsafe behaviors of the workers
were found to be the cause of: 'a Jack of safety awareness', 'to exhibit of being 'tough guys";
'work pressure'; 'co-workers' attitude'; and other organizationaJ; economic and psychoJogicaJ
factors. The result showed the importance of the role of management; safety procedura;
psychological and economic factors; self-esteem; experience; performance pressure; job
security; education ; safety orientation and training.
Thus, attitudes of workers towards safety issues could influence other factors. However,
not only the attitudes of the workers could influence other factors, but also the attitudes of
individuals in different levels of an organization could cause other factors to arise. An
organization is comparable to a society. ln a society the people have certain attitudes,
customs and beliefs. ln an organization the attitude, customs and beliefs towards safety is a
part of the culture of the organization.

2. Safety Culture
The safety culture concept was first introduced in an lnternational Nuclear Safety Group
(INSAG) report published in 1986 by the lnternational Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) on the
Chernobyl disaster (Choudhry et al., 2006). The definition of the concept 'safety culture' and
how it could be assessed was left open in the IAEA report. There are now several definitions
of safety culture.
Another issue without a definite answer is whether an organization is a safety culture or has
a safety culture. However, to become a safety culture or to obtain one, different manageable
steps are required. lt is impossible to become or obtain a safety culture in just one step
(Hudson, 2007).
The extended organizational communication model of Westrum (1988, 1991) in Hudson
(2007) was used as the model of safety culture. The 5 levels of safety culture were
characterized by phrases.
• Pathological: 'Who cares about safety as long as we are not caughť.
• Reactive: 'Safety is important: we do a lot every time we have an accidenť.
• Calculative: 'We have systems in place to manage all hazards'.
• Proactive: 'We try to anticipate safety problems before they arise'.
• Generative: 'HSE is how we do business round here'.
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ln this study a safety culture research was conducted on a building site with the objective to
determine the level of safety culture in the organization. Time was spent on a construction
worksite and it was expected to get the information needed in order to determine the level on
the HSE ladder of the organization. Moreover, it was the aim to get information from the
deeper levels of the organization. That is, information regarding the basic assumptions,
espoused values and not just the artifacts (Schein , 1992).

3.

Method

The study was performed on a construction site in the Netherlands for about 5 months.
The building would be about 80000 m2 and more than 250 workers were working on the
building site. For the study an ethno methodology (Livingston, 1987) approach was used, in
which unstructured interviews with different persons and observations were made on the
worksite. Moreover, the Working Safely Model (Hudson, 2007) was used as an assisting tool
to get information from different persons while 'walking and talking' during interviews. A
worksheet was made out of the working safely model. The worksheet had 5 columns to fill.
The columns were made of the labels: 'sense', 'know', 'pian', 'acť and 'maintain'. These
labels were changed in order to make it easier for the general foremen to understand
(figure1 ).
Every week I made a report of the interviews, conversations or observations during the
week. The reported information was studied and compared with each ether and with the
HSE culture ladder levels- to discuss where on the ladder they could be placed.

Unsafe
situations that
you encounter

Do you often
come across
the situation?

How dangerous
is it?

Whatcan be
done to make
the situation
safe?

What are you
going to do to
make the
situation safe?

How are you
going to
maintain the
situation safe?

Figure 1: Working Safely Worksheet column labels

4. Results
There were different groups on the worksite, with different opinions and beliefs about the
safety requirements. Some workers respect the safety requirements and comply with them
and there were others that did not comply with them. There were a group of workers like the
stucco-workers and bricklayers who said to have difficulties with working with safety glasses
and hard hats.
• 'A bricklayer was working on cellu/ar concrete and did not have his safety glasses on.
He explained that when he saws the cellu/ar concrete, the safety glasses get alf dirty.
To cut the cellu/ar concrete, water had to be used. He showed me the safety glasses,
which were alf scratched. '
•
'A brick/ayer was working at the /evel of the ceiling. He did not have his hard hat on
and he said that he cou/d not see what he was doing if he had the hard hat on.
lnstead, he was hitting his head a lot of time at one of the sharp metal pipes'.
Another group of workers knew they were working unsafely but they did not bother to ask
for the necessary PPE's or they were not sure what to do in such situations. There was for
example a worker who did not know about S3 safety shoes and if he is using one or not.
Another example was about two high workers working in the same area, one was drilling
holes in the ceiling and the other one was working with paint. The one who was drilling
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remarked that he also had to wear a mask because he was working in the area of the
painter, but he was not using it.
As the general foremen were the ones who were linked to the workers, it was essential
to know more about the general foremen. Figure 2 shows the unsafe situations filled by the
general foremen on Working Safely Worksheet and the ones observed in 'walks and talks'. lt
shows the most recurring unsafe situations, which were daily occurring situations and not
only observed du ring 'walks and talks'.

lil Working Sa fely

6
4
2

Worksheet
lil Walksand Ta lks

o
1

2

3

4

s

6

7

8

9

10 11

12 13

1.0penings in floor, 2. Missing of edge protection, 3. Working unsafely on heights, 4. Rubbish on worksite, 5. Guardrails
at incorrect levels/incomplete, 6. Scaffolds not good build, 7. Areas not closed off correctly, 8. Mobile scaffolds not on
brakes/unstable, 9. Moving of scaffolds with persons on it, 10. Unsafe use of sawing machines, 11. Mobil e scaffolds not
on brakes, 12. Cables and materials in the way, 13. Others.

Figure 2: Unsafe situations
From interviews with general foremen (GF) it showed that the GF had difficulties with
talking about safety issues with workers. There are different organization layers which made
it difficult to communicate. The supervision area is big and it was impossible for GF to talk to
all of their workers when they were going around on the worksite. lt was difficult for GF to
make workers aware of the situation and it was difficult for them to think of solution for safety
problems and not getting help from the safety people. However, in the first minutes of the
interview the GF's answers were really positive. Some of their answers were: '/ do ta/k to my
workers about working safety: 'it is my job to look at the safety: 'I do report when I have
problems'. More about the GF were revealed during 'walks and talks' and 'Working Safely
Model' worksheet.
When I went with the 'Working Safely Model' worksheeť to the general foremen (GF),
their first question was, 'how much time does it take to fill in the worksheet?'. The result of
the 'Working Safely Model' worksheet showed that the GF had difficulties with writing what
they would do about the unsafe situations (pian and act) and how they would maintain it.
They had some short-term solutions for removing the unsafe situations but not all their
solutions were effective or long term-solutions. The most recurring answer was 'to approach
workers' about the unsafe situation and 'to controť the situation.
From the 'walk and talks' it showed that there where situations in which the work was a
priority for the GF and not the safety. There situations in which GF did not show any
responsibility for the worker. For some unsafe situations the GF did not have a solution or a
planning and there was a poor intervention or lack of intervention. GF did not register
anything about unsafe situations. Some of the unsafe situations could be avoided with a
proper planning. Registration of unsafe situations might be a step towards working on a pian.
However, it is a pathological safety culture when safety is not a priority, general foremen
do not show responsibility and there is no planning, no solutions, no intervention and no
registrations of unsafe situations (figure 3).
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amount

6

4

2

o
priority is
work

no
no
responsibili ty intervent ion

no solution

no planning

no register
system

Factors

Figure 3: Underlying factors that could contribute to unsafe situations.
4.1. Safety Workers
There were some personnel changes in the contractor's safety department. The first
safety group (SG) was on the Calculative level of the HSE Culture ladder. SG was
registering unsafe situations daily. However, there was a lack of interaction between the SG
and the GF, which was a drawback as it is the GF who could perform changes on the
worksite. There were also several situations in which SG were not helping the workers and
making the situation unsafe for themselves. SG did not know what to do with the unsafe
situations anymore and could not help the workers and the GF either.
When safety coaches (SC) were introduced, they were thinking of solutions for the
problems on the worksite. The se remarked the lack of interaction with the general foremen
and proposed to have more meetings with them. Thus, the safety coaches were more on the
proactive level of the HSE Culture Ladder.
4.2. Project managers
The project managers were thinking between the calculative and proactive level of the
HSE Culture Ladder. M2, the overal! manager of the contractor found that safety cost time
and the time they had was not enough to make a good planning. However, he also said: '/
wou/d like the workers to be more conscious of risks and hazards, because managers cou/d
not alf the time be on the worksite '.
The manager in charge of the 'preparation', installation contractor and the worksite (M3)
did not think that more has to be done regarding safety. M4, the safety and planning
manager, on the other hand said that if more has to be done to improve the safety on the
worksite, he would not mind as there was an agreement regarding safety beforehand.

5. Discussion and conclusion
The aim of this study was to determine to what extent the range of safety culture(s) in an
organization could be gained when using an ethno methodology approach.
During walks and talks a lot of unsafe situations were observed which was in common with
unsafe situations filled in by GF on the Working Safely Worksheet. What remarkable was
that the 'unsafe use of sawing machines' was on the Worksheet and it is not an action which
was easily confronted during 'walks and talks' or observations. The unsafe use of sawing
machine resulted in an accident twice. However, there were other unsafe situations
observed and not filled on the worksheet by GF.
From the Working Safely Worksheet it showed that the GF had difficulties with writing
what they would do about the unsafe situations (pian and act). Without an effective pian or
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an action it is also difficult to know how to maintain the situation safe. The difficulties found in
the 'Working Safely Worksheet is in common with the factors found during 'walks and talks'.
The factors contributing to the unsafe situations found during 'walks and talks' were; 'priority
is work' , 'lack of responsibility', 'lack of intervention', 'no solution', 'no planning' and 'no
register system'. These factors revealed a pathological safety culture of the HSE Culture
Ladder.
The production is often a priority in the construction industry. Kartam et al. 2000 and
Choudhry and Fang 2007 also found the factor 'work is priority'. However a sort of balance
would be necessary between production and safety. Without safety the production could also
suffer as a lot can go wrong during the project.
During this study there was a work/time pressure from the beginning which could lead to
planning problems. The work/time pressure could also lead to less focus on registering of
unsafe situations and a lack of solutions to safety problems. A lack of planning could also
affect solutions to safety problems. However, the GF were not getting help all the time from
the safety people for solutions to safety problem.
No proper solutions for safety problems could lead to less interaction between the GF
with the workers regard ing safety issues. This lack of interaction showed a lack of
responsibility of the GF regarding safety issues. lt would also be difficult to intervene when
there are no proper solutions to safety problems. 'A lack of responsibility' and 'the lack of
intervention' caused by 'no proper solutions to safety problems' could lead to 'reluctance to
safety'. Reluctance to safety is not a step on the HSE Culture Ladder, but it is an attitude
between pathological and reactive safety culture leaning more on the reactive safety culture
of the HSE Culture Ladder.

Lack of

Priority=Production

Work/time pressure

No solutions for
safety problems

No registering of
unsafe situations

Lack of
interventions

Figure 4: Model of underlying factors leading to reluctance to safety.
To change the attitude towards safety it could be best to intervene on the factor 'no
solutions for safety problems'. The 'work pressure' factor would remain a difficult factor to
change as production is the priority of construction industries. Having effective solutions for
safety problems could result in more planning as there is safety work to put in to account.
With solutions to safety problems there could be more registering of unsafe situations,
interventions and GF could be more responsible for their workers. When these factors
change the safety attitude will of course change as well.
Ali these factors influencing the safety attitude of the GF could also influence other
workers and the safety people. The first safety group was registering unsafe situations but
did not do a lot with them. However, the safety coaches were registering unsafe situations
and were looking for solutions for the safety problems.
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lt was possible to study the safety culture on a construction worksite using an ethno
methodology approach. lnterviews alone are not sufficient for a safety culture research. A
researcher can obtain much more important information from actions and attitudes during
work on the worksite. Thus, 'walks and talks' are essential in a safety culture research. ln
this study the 'Working Safely Worksheeť was also used and it was a very good assistant
tool when doing interviews with general foremen. ln the first instance I went with the
worksheet to general foreman one by one. When filling in the worksheet the general foremen
were doing an effort to think (aloud) about safety. When they did not have more ideas what
to fill, I start asking certain unsafe situations and what they do about it. ln a workshop is the
worksheet very useful as well, as it gives the general foremen the time and the opportunity to
discuss and talk with each ether about the unsafe situations on the worksite.
For a following study it would be more practical to actively count the different unsafe
situations and the possible contributing factors. With numbers it is possible to conduct more
statistical analyses and bring more confidence in much more researchers about using ethno
methodology studies to perform safety culture research.
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This approach was proposed to address the need for the development of a hierarchy of
protocols allowing different levels of scrutiny, the bottom level of which were local compliance
assurance activities, generally supported by checklists. This hierarchy is shown in Figure 1
below.
System
Assessment
T ool (isrs 7)

Interna!
compliance
assurance
checklists

Figure 1 - Hierarchy of Protocols

The Areas of Activity were developed internally within the Company and reflected the 15 key
business processes within each Business Unit - e.g. Production, Drilling, Maintenance, and
HSE. These Areas of Activity were typically supported by a distinct discipline organisation
and had their own organisational structures. As such, there were existing technical
authorities to support the development of the tool and Business Unit focal points to champion
their implementation.
The challenge in this hierarchy was to ensure the key detailed technical requirements were
also met during the systems level assessments. These requirements were largely defined in
the Company's interna! Corporate Standards. lt was important that these requirements were
recognised and incorporated into the system level assessments as the compliance
assurance checklists were based on them and so they defined a common thread throughout
the hierarchy as well as providing Company specific context when conducting the
assessments using the generic framework questions.
The incorporation of Corporate Standard requirements was achieved by mapping the
Corporate Standards onto the System Assessment Tool (see Figure 1) and writing Company
specific guidance for the relevant questions. This meant that for each question there was a
set of scoring guidance to ensure consistency of application and a set of guidance providing
an explanation of the Company's expectations and specific references into relevant
Corporate Standards. This was structured to give auditors sufficient information to decide on
the award level.
The mapping process is challenging as the results have to be inclusive but discrete. This
resulted in a top-down and bottom-up process described in Figure 2 below.
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Step 2 - Making the protocol a
useable tool for the assessor requires
a rational pragmatic approach.

Step 3-Try it!

Communication is vital!

Step 1 - Corporate Standards are
mapped onto system level questions. This
ensures all possible links are captured on
a micro level.
Figure 2 - Protocol Development

The bottom-up approach ensured that every aspect of the Corporate Standards was
referenced against the system level questions where this was possible. lt ensured nothing
was missed and identified gaps, but resulted in many references against some questions.
The top-down approach ensured that the resulting tool was pragmatic and easy to apply by
the assessor. This involved rationalising the referencing to include the vítal few needed for
that Area of Activity and writing Company expectations where no references were available.
References which were removed from the assessment tool for one area of activity could be
moved to another to ensure that issue was captured somewhere. Technical Authorities were
involved in this process to ensure key requirements were properly captured.
The result of this process was a management system level question set. However, there was
also a need to marry this to the performance of people and plant barriers. For this reason,
two additional supporting tools were developed for each Area of Activity as shown in Figure

3.
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Figure 3 - Assessment Tool Set for each Area of Activity

A Workplace Verification Question set was designed to ask frontline managers, supervisors
and lead technicians key questions about the management of process risks within their
areas. This probed their understanding of process events (sources, severities, and
manifestations), the methods used to control those events (people, plant and management
process barriers) and the means for maintaining these controls at an acceptable level of
performance (audit, maintenance, testing etc.). The questions within the Workplace
Verification Question set were written as open questions in plain language using Company
terminology to aid understanding. They were also linked to those within the System
Assessment T ool so that answers co uId be correlated.
A Physical Barriers Assessment tool was also developed for each Area of Activity. This asks
specific questions regarding the performance of those physical attributes of the site used to
prevent, detect and manage process events. This typically included the layout and
positioning of the relevant equipment, equipment condition, and event response provisions.
The tool was applied on a sample basis as a mixture of audit, inspection and documentation
review. The acceptance criteria were based upon relevant Company and industry
requirements.
The results of the application of these three assessment tools (System Assessment,
Workplace Verification Questions and Physical Barriers Assessment) were integrated to
create an overal! view of performance of the facility.
The initial batch of tools is in the process of being piloted to ensure they were fit-for-purpose
and to gather feedback f rom operational teams about the performance of the tool and the
results. This indicated that there was strong correlation between the findings of the
assessments with those developed by the existing three Company assessment processes
whilst substantially reducing the audit effort. A majority of the correlation was in the area of
management processes which was considered to be acceptable as the root causes of
process accidents are almost exclusively due to an underlying lack of control within relevant
management processes.
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1. lntroduction

Recently, incidents in chemical processes and refineries have increased since 2000. This is
due to the following reasons: defect factors in process safety management (PSM);
inadequate safety management system and practices in companies, inadequate knowledge
management and insufficient information on jobs or tasks; erroneous operation or missjudgment; no standardization for safety management activity; and other engineering factors.
OSHA in USA emphasizes PSM and requires the establishment of safety management
system in the company level as well as the improvement of safety engineering techniques 111.
ln Japan, the importance of PSM based on plant lifecycle engineering (Plant-LCE) of
chemical processes, which covers phases from research and development (R/D) to design,
construction, production, and maintenance, has been recognized for several years. lt is
strongly expected to systematize safety management system through Plant-LCE.
This paper proposes reference model for safety conscious production management to
prevent industrial accidents in chemical processes. The activities of production management
are generalized hierarchically as activity model according to the template in the form of
PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle. lt is necessary to clearly specify the actions required for
PSM, worker's health, and impact on the environment. ln this paper, HSE (Occupational
Health, PSM, and Environmental Protection) tasks, which should be executed at each phase
of Plant-LCE, have been analyzed and listed so that it can be performed in the form of PDCA
cycle. Reference model for safety conscious production management can be developed by
correlating HSE tasks with the corresponding activities of production management.
2. Activity modeling for generalization of Plant-LCE activities

Aoyama et al. proposed activity model for the process safety design of chemical process
plant based on the concept of independent protection layer 121. Fuchino et al. proposed
activity model for performing effective maintenance activities and defined the specification of
knowledge and information management environment needed to perform each activity 131.
A template 141 has been proposed to generalize the modeling in IDEFO 151format as shown in
Figure 1. This template consists of 'Performance in the form of PDCA cycle' and 'Resource
Provision'. The most important benefit of using IDEFO standard for developing the activity
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model is to enable function-based discussions. ln other words, discussions based on IDEFO
standard focus on 'what is needed as functional activity' at all times and it can clarify 'what to
do for production management'.
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Figure 1: Template for 'Performance in the form of PDCA Cycle' and 'Resource provision'
3. Activity model for production management
There has been no trial to develop a reference model for activities and tasks related to
production management. ln this paper, the following two common views have been set prior
to the activity analysis of production management: 1) This model is independent of
organization framework in individua! companies and 2) Specific activities of production
management in certain company are not considered and only general activities and their
information flow should be organized. Specific activities can be added to the proposed
activity model by individua! company in the compliant form. Activities of production
management which are performed routinely at some companies have been listed. And
extracted activities and their relations have been generalized according to the template
shown in Figure 1.
Figure 2 shows the activity model for "Execute operation", which is a main part of activities of
production. This activity model consists of two main 'Do' activities; "Operate for normal
situation" and "Operate for emergency situation" activities. This model has the structure of
the management system in the form of PDCA cycle and the support environment by
provision of resources and information, ESs (Engineering Standards), etc. Activity models in
Figure 2 do not mention about 'Pian' activity explicitly, but direction from upper level activity
that is 'Decided operating procedures' includes the concrete execution pian.
The meanings of terms in the activity model and concrete examples of activities are written
down in the glossary, which is separate from IDEFO activity model. This glossary can help
users to discuss about the activity model in the common perception and to understand what,
how, and why to do for production management referred with the activity model specifically.
At the same time, resources and information needed for executing each activity are listed.
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Figure 2: Activity model for "Execute operation"
4. Analysis of HSE tasks
ln order to prevent industrial accidents during production management, it is necessary to
clarify what to do for the PSM of the chemical processes. Furthermore, activities for
occupational health and environmental protection as well as PSM should be considered
concurrently. The convenience of activity model can be enhanced by giving the concrete
HSE tasks. ln this paper, HSE tasks which should be executed at each phase of the PlantLCE have been analyzed and listed so that it can be performed in the form of PDCA cycle.
And resources needed to execute HSE tasks have been also organized. Table 1 shows
tabular format to analyze and list the HSE tasks at each phase of Plant-LCE.
Table 1: HSE tasks at each phase of Plant-LCE (format)
R/D

Desian
Concep.

Basic

Detail

Constructi on

Production

Maintenance

Scenario Establishment
Occupational Health
Do
PSM
Environmental Protection
Performance Evaluation
Check
Act
Scenario lmDrovement
People & Oraanization
HSE
Facilitv & Eauipment
Resources
HSE lnfo. & Document
HSE Standard
Pian

This format is also composed of columns of PDCA cycle and resource provision as follows.
1) Pian: More concrete HSE policy and goal, described it as 'scenario', is established to
execute the HSE task at each phase. 2) Do: Tasks to be executed according to 'scenario' are
listed from the viewpoints of HSE. 3) Check: 'Check' means the evaluation to make sure the
HSE tasks has been executed under the concrete scenario mentioned in column of 'Pian'. 4)
Act 'Acť means decision making for next action based on the result of evaluation for the
performance of tasks. This task includes the followings: change of scenario, modification or
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1.1 Application description - Critical task in process industry
A specific task, which is the opening/closing of a manual valve in order to maintain a desired
pressure drop, is performed regularly in a petrochemical unit. This task is performed at least
twice a day during norma! operation in order to unclog the drain channel. The same task is
performed during maintenance in order to shut down or start up the unit. ln case of a unit trip
or in case of compressors malfunction the operators are called to act immediately and
perform the same task in order to maintain the desired pressure drop so that the unit is not
jeopardized. This is an emergency response situation. The required time frame for this task
is very tight: operators must complete their actions in 1 - 2 minutes. Otherwise pressure may
rise beyond the safety limits and disturb the operation of the whole unit or even worse result
in equipment failure. The reaction time of the operators in the execution of this task is
recorded through the pressure drop indication reported in the control room. Data concerning
the specific in - field task of the petrochemical unit had been gathered during a whole year
period. The conclusions of our observations were the basis for the development of a tailored
- made fuzzy model for the estimation of operators' response time in the specific task.
2. Fuzzy model for operators' response time prediction

Fuzzy legie starts with the concept of a fuzzy set. A fuzzy set is a set without a crisp, clearly
defined boundary. The fundamental difference of fuzzy legie compared to conventional
modeling techniques is on the definition of sets. Traditional set theory is based on bivalent
legie where a number or object is either a member of a set or it is not. Contrary to that, fuzzy
legie allows a number or object to be a member of more that one sets and most importantly it
introduces the notion of partial membership [3]. A degree of membership in a set is based on
a scale from O to 1 with 1 corresponding to complete membership and O meaning no
membership. lnformation flow through a fuzzy model passes through three major
transformations - steps. The three steps are depicted in Figure 1, which shows the structure
of a fuzzy legie system and are explained in brief:
• Fuzzification. lt is the process of decomposing a system input variables into one or more
fuzzy sets, thus producing a number of fuzzy perceptions of the input.
• Fuzzy Inference. A set of fuzzy if-then-else rules that process the inputs and produces a
fuzzy output. Each rule consists of a condition and an action where the condition is
interpreted from the input fuzzy set and the output is determined from the output fuzzy set.
ln ether words fuzzy inference is a method that interprets the values in the input vector
and, based on some set of rules, assigns values to the output vector.
• Defuzzification. lt is the process of weighting and averaging the outputs from all the
individua! fuzzy rules into one single output decision or signal. The output signal
eventually exiting the system is a precise, defuzzified, crisp value.
Knowledge Base
Fuzzy
RultJ

Crlfp
lnput

•

Funification

unit

F=y
l--lllltllL......!

lnftrtnc.e

Figure 1. The structure of a typical fuzzy logic system
For the development of the "Operators Response Time - ORT" fuzzy model the Mamdani
type [4] of fuzzy modelling has been selected and the development of the system has been
completed in four steps. Tailored-made fuzzy models may follow the same process.
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2.1 Selection of the input parameters
These are the common performance conditions [2] that influence the action. For the specific
action three out of total nine -normally used- input parameters have been selected: The
number of simultaneous goals; the adequacy of training and experience; the time of the day.
A unique output parameter was defined and that is the 'Operators Response Time'.
2.2 Development of the fuzzy sets
ln the second step, the number and characteristics of fuzzy sets for the input variables and
for the output parameter have to be defined. This is performed according to observations
from the real data and the suggestions of the key personnel of the unit.
For the first input parameter 'Number of simultaneous goals' three fuzzy sets were defined:
"Normal operation", "Maintenance" and "Emergency Situation".
For the second input parameter 'Adequacy of training and experience' two fuzzy sets were
defined: "Poor Training & Experience" and "Good Training & Experience".
For the third input parameter 'Time of the day' two fuzzy sets were distinguished
corresponding to "Day" and "Night".
The output parameter 'Operators' response time' had to cover the time interval between O
and 1O minutes. Five fuzzy sets were defined and the equivalent time range was expressed
in seconds. The fuzzy sets with their time intervals are presented in table 1. A graphical
representation of the five triangular fuzzy sets is given in Figure 2.
Table 1 Output fuzzy sets for Operators Response Time
QsMrato,.. Rn.ponH Tlim

Fuzz~ Set
Very good
Good
Normal
Critical
Ve~ Critical

Time interval {sec}
o <t< 20
10 <t< 110
60 <t< 180
120 <t< 360
270 <t< 1170
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Figure 2 Fuzzy sets for Operator Response Time
2.3 Development of the fuzzy rules - According to experience and observation
The observation data and the expertise of the key personnel were the knowledge base for
the development of the fuzzy rules. The following observations have been made:
"Time of the day (day/night) does not affect response time during normal operations"
'Time of the day does not affect response time for operators with good training & experience"
According to the data observed for a period of one year and by taking into account the above
mentioned statements 8 fuzzy rules were defined for the "ORT" fuzzy model to cover all
combinations of input. The first rule of the system is: "lf number of goals is equivalent to
normal operation and adequacy of training and experience is good then operators' response
time is very good". The ether 7 rules have been defined accordingly.
2.4 Defuzzification - Mathematical rules
Since the final output of the fuzzy system modelling should be a crisp number for the
operators' response time, the fuzzy output needs to be "defuzzified". This is done through the
centroid defuzzification method [5]. The defuzzification is based on pure mathematical rules.
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Strategie approach for safe chemical and energy industries
Y. Oostendorp, H.J. Pasman, N.H. W. van Xanten,
oostendorp@adviesraadgevaarliikestoffen.nl

1. lntroduction
As in other countries, availability of knowledge played an important role in the settlement and
development of process industry and industrial energy activity in the Netherlands. Nowadays,
these industries and the transportation of dangerous goods add a substantial percentage to
the GNP. At the same time these activities carry risks. Not only for employees and industrial
premises, but also for the environment surrounding company premises and transportation
corridors. Conditions for responsibly handling hazardous substances in areas of increased
spatial densification include an adequate knowledge base and strategie knowledge
development. The growth of the chemical industry and the transportation of hazardous
substances, the large-scale introduction of energy substances (fuels) such as LNG and
hydrogen combined with an increase in the population density of the West of the
Netherlands, the Randstad, have implications for the demand of knowledge. This regards
both industry and the govemment.
The Hazardous Substances Council in the Netherlands (AGS) is an advisory council that
independently advises cabinet and parliament on the lega! framework and on policy
conceming the prevention and mitigation of major accidents with hazardous substances. ln
several advisory reports on specific policy topics the council expressed its concem about the
Dutch knowledge infrastructure in the domain of safety and hazardous substancesi. lt
appeared that in particular the strategie levels of this infrastructure were subject to
considerable erosion. There are several factors that stimulate this decline, one of it is the
funding strategy of research, focussing on concrete innovation projects with an often limited
character and not supporting broad multidisciplinary topics. There is no Dutch roadmap for
research in the area of process safety and related subjects. Stakeholders from industry,
govemment and knowledge institutes supported the conclusion of the council that in order to
achieve a symbiosis between living and working in a densely populated area such as the
Netherlands it is necessary to invest in knowledge infrastructure in the area of safety and
hazardous substances. The AGS was assigned the task of further defining the knowledge
domain and to indicate the knowledge areas requiring strengthening at the strategie level and
reported in 2009 (AGS, 2009).
The Advisory Council considered the following questions:
What is the critical mass of research and researchers required to develop sufficient
knowledge within the safety and hazardous substances knowledge domain, to create and
preserve focus, and to safeguard the availability of education programmes in this field in
the Netherlands?
What are relevant research topics for the Netherlands, both for future knowledge
requirements and to facilitate the exchange of knowledge with foreign researchers?
How can interaction between knowledge areas be promoted that makes it possible to
consider safety across the entire chain?
How can an organisational structure be created that stimulates consistency between the
strategie level that deals with long-term issues and the tactical level that studies shortterm issues?
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Abstract
Failure to comply with Control of Work procedures, covering hazard identification, risk
assessment, authorisation and monitoring through Permits to Work, and safe return of plant
and equipment to service, is a common cause of many major process safety accidents. As
part of its Operations Essentials Project BP is further developing its formal training in the
fundamentals of Control of Work to all levels from the senior site management through to the
supervisors and shift team leaders who have direct control of production and manufacturing
processes on a day to day basis. This paper will describe the learning objectives and
structured learning programme developed by BP in conjunction with kineo and Lockheed
Martin. This programme raises e-learning to a new level with transfer of knowledge facilitated
through simulation and game play, complemented by exercises and discussion in workshop
sessions. An innovative element is a 30 simulation that allows students to practice isolation
for confined space entry in a virtual environment; a similar approach to that used in the
aviation and detence industries.

1. lntroduction
The Baker Panel Report 1 commissioned by BP following the Texas City incident in March
2005, laid down a challenge for the company to become a leader in process safety. lncluded
in the company's response is the Operations Essentials (OE) programme which includes
fundamentals training for First Level Leaders (FLLs) in process safety 2 and Control of Work
(CoW).
The Control of Work training, which includes 30 simulation training, is part of a wider set of
OE operations capability programmes that consist of the Executive Operations programme
for the most senior leaders and the Operations Academy, both of which are hosted at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and the Operations Essentials training focused
on the FLLs who are typically the supervisors in the operations and maintenance teams at
the company's production and manufacturing facilities worldwide.
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BP Executlve Oparatlans Programma (MIT)
BP Oparatlons Acadamy (MIT)

Prucaaa ~ Modulaa OE CoW blended elearning
and workshops

OE CoW 30 simulatlon

Figure 1 - Structure of BP Operations Capability programmes
The three priorities that this suite of programmes addresses are:

Safety: running safe, reliable and efficient operations
People: having the right people, with the right skills, in the right places, doing the right things
Performance: being more efficient and focused to give BP back its competitive edge.
These programmes have been developed to ensure alignment with the top level BP health,
safety, security and environment management programme, Operating Management System
(OMS), which is the natural evolution of the previous high-level programme, "getting HSE
right". ln developing OMS, BP has integrated the elements of process safety and CoW into a
comprehensive health, safety, security and environmental (HSSE) management model. This
provides a basis for objectives to be set for all levels of the organisation, from the most
senior managers to individua! employees, against which their performance can be assessed
in terms of process safety, CoW and the other elements of HSSE, including each individual's
annual performance appraisal.

2. Control of Work Curriculum
The Control of Work curriculum is made up of the following:

Planning, Prioritization and
Scheduling

1 day Workshop on the requirements for effective
planning and scheduling of work for Control of Work.

Hazard IO and Task Risk
Assessment

4 hours elearning on core aspects of hazard
identification and participating in risk assessments.

Risk Assessment
Fundamentals - Parts 1 & 2 elearning
Risk Assessment Participation
- Parts 1, 2, 3 e-learning
Risk Assessment FacilitationParts 1, 2, 3 e-learning
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2 hours elearning on core aspects of risk assessment
facilitation. {Blended approach reduces total learning
time from 4 days to 2.5.)
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When all the teachable moments had been identified, they were incorporated into the flow
chart, with accompanying steps to rectify the issues. Figure 2, below shows an example of a
flow chart and a teachable moment.
Clo se Y alve
241101 with
electric swil ch

-

Co nfi rm 241101
is clo se d al
mechanical
ind i cat o r

-

Verif y pressure
al PI 3592

-

Confirm 24 1101
is c lo sed at
mechanical
indicat or

--

1
241101 is not
clo sed.

1
Ca l I

maintenance t o
clo se 241101
manually

-

Figure 2

7. Data Capture and 30 Model
Site visits with access to work areas and equipment were key to the production of an
accurate 30 model of the area where work is to be preformed. The combined BP and LM
team walked the site, taking measurements and photographs of the area and its equipment.
The results of the site visit, combined with piping and instrumentation diagrams (P&IO) and
site building plans were taken by 30 artists and applied using commercial off-the-shelf
modelling software (COTS) to create a 30 virtual model of the scene. That model was later
loaded by the simulation software as a virtual world.

Virtual World Representation based on
photographs and site visit

Photograph of actual BP site represented in
the simulation

Figure 3 - Comparison of virtual and real world representations
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earthing clamp was connected to the drum. The earthing clamp was equipped with sharp and
hard tips. Tests showed a good earth contact of the drum each time the clamp was
connected to the drum.
2.3 Explanation of the incident
Since it could not be proven with certainty that the drum was adequately earthed during the
filling operation two ignition hypotheses have been hypothesized: (i) lgnition by a spark from
the not earthed drum, which became charged despite being filled with a rather conductive
liquid. (ii) lgnition by a spark from the highly charged rather conductive liquid electrically
insulated from the earthed metal drum by the highly insulating coating. Clearly, to explain the
ignition with the second hypothesis an extremely high charge build up had to be postulated in
order to reach a potential of 1kV to 2kV required for a break down through the insulating
coating despite the very high capacitance of the isolated liquid. Therefore 1:1 scale
measurements at the production site have been performed showing that both hypotheses are
realistic [1 ].
2.4 Preventive measures
Earthing of the drum is absolutely required but it is not sufficient. Since lsopropyl acetate
becomes very highly charge it must be in contact with earth within the drum from the
beginning of the filling operation. This can be achieved by using earthed conductive drums
without any coating or with a conductive coating. Another possibility is to put an earthed
conductive rod, sheet or plate into the drum prior and during the filling operation.

imm.

:-rrr-T"11"'T""~

Fig. 1: Case 1: Photograph of drum filling
simulation experiments

3 Case 2: lgnition of a closed RIBC
3.1 Description of the incident
A RIBC was used to handle Toluene. The RIBC material was non-conductive plastic with an
outer metallic grid. The RIBC had a hole on its top and a discharge valve at the bottom. The
material of the bottom valve was non-conductive plastic as well and a metallic screw was
placed perforating the valve wall with the aim of connecting the inner liquid with the outer
metallic grid via an electric wire. The RIBC was placed on a wooden pallet and its volume
was 1000L.
The RIBC contained Toluene recovered form the process. lt was loaded into the RIBC as a
result of a phase separation operation. The loading procedure was carried out by using a
conductive and grounded dip pipe, during loading the outer metallic grid of the RIBC was
earthed. When filled, the RIBC was closed and left in an intermediate storage area. After
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3.4 Preventive measures

ln order to prevent this accident it should have been considered that during the phase
separation operation some conductive non-miscible liquid could be poured into the RIBC.
Therefore, the use of an RIBC with anti-static walls would be recommended in order to
prevent any conductive substance inside the RIBC from being kept ungrounded. lf
conductive or dissipative RIBC were used, the remaining risk would be that linked to the fact
of handling flammable non-conductive liquids, such as Toluene. The use of RIBC with nonconductive walls and a conductive outer shell helps preventing the risk of discharges from
the RIBC walls to the outside when the shell is grounded, but the risk inside should also be
taken into account especially if the presence of conductive liquids cannot be ruled out.

Fig. 2: Case 2: Schematic drawing of
equipment and procedure

4 Case 3: lgnition after rinsing a drum
4.1 Description of the incident
A drum was being used to contain an aqueous, thus conductive and non-flammable solution.
The material of the drum was non-conductive plastic and its volume was 200 litres.
After emptying the drum, an operator decided to dry the drum by rinsing it w ith Acetone and
then letting the flammable solvent evaporate. This procedure, even if not written in any
document, was considered as common practice on site. To perform this operation, the
operator poured 2 litres of Acetone into the drum and forced the drum to role over the ground
in order to ensure a good mixing of the remaining water with Acetone while well wetting the
walls with the solvent. Once the drum rolled enough, accord ing operator's criteria, he
emptied the drum by turning it upside down and pouring the Acetone on the surface of the
concrete floor.
Afterwards, the operator proceeded in the same way w ith another water wet drum. When the
operator emptied the second drum a flash fire followed by a pool fire occurred in the area
where the Acetone was being poured.
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4.2 Explanation of the incident
The Acetone inside the drum is a conductive liquid which is isolated from ground, besides it
is flammable. The rinsing operation caused the liquid to get charged, therefore a spark can
be generated when the liquid approaches a grounded conductor.
After rinsing the first drum, the ground was wet with Acetone, thus increasing the conductivity
of the surface. A spark could be generated with ease under these circumstances. ln addition
Acetone vapours were already present due to the evaporation of the solvent used in the first
drum.
4.3 Preventive measures
Use of flammable solvents to rinse non-conductive drums should be avoided, independent of
the conductivity of the solvent. The presence of a highly non-conductive surface may cause a
high charge generation during a rinsing operation independent of the conductivity of the
solvent. As a result a spark or a brush discharge may be generated, which both may be
effective for the ignition of a flammable solvent vapours.

Fig. 3: Gase 3: Schematic drawing of
equipment

5 Case 4: lgnition during rinsing a hose
5.1 Description of the incident
A hose admitted for the transfer of chemicals was used to transfer Toluene from drums into a
reaction kettle. The transfer occurred with a drum pump. At the end of the transfer the
remaining Toluene was emptied from the hose and the hose was laid down on the concrete
floor in the production area. When the hose was rinsed with a water jet from one end a flash
fire occurred at the ether end.
5.2 Further information
The hose had a total resistance from flange to flange of less than 1 Mn and a highly
insulating interna! coating.
5.3 Explanation of the incident
The highly insulating interier surface of the hose was still charged from the previous Toluene
transfer and the hose was still filled with a flammable Toluene vapour atmosphere. Rinsing
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the hose with water jets produced so called water slugs in the hose which became charge by
induction or contact with the still highly charged inner surface of the hose. When these water
slugs reached the earthed metal flange at the other end of the hose a spark occurred and
ignited the Toluene vapour.
5.4 Preventive measures
lsolated wet parts on insulating surfaces represent an ignition hazard and must be avoided.
The cleaning procedura must no longer performed in an open way without inert gas
blanketing or the hose has to be replaced by a hose with a conductive or dissipative inner
coating in contact with the flanges.

Fig. 4: Case 4: Schematic
drawing of equipment and
procedura

6 Case 5: lgnition during the transfer of a flammable liquid from a RIBC into a Reactor
6.1 Description of the incident
The incident occurred in a company where mixtures of petrol with different additives were
produced. A 10.5 m3 mixing vessel was simultaneously filled with petrol and an additive. The
petrol was pumped into the vessel via fixed stainless steel piping from the tank farm. The
additive was loaded by gravity using a flexible hose between the RIBC and a large hole on
the top of the vessel.
After transferring around 1000 litres of petrol and several hundreds of litres of additive, a
flash fire occurred around the loading hole on the top of the vessel (see schematic drawing in
Figure 4 ). Fortunately the operator was only slightly injured and - due to the quick response
of the fire brigade - the damages of equipment and installations could be kept within
acceptable limits.
6.2 Further information
The diameter of the transfer pipe for the petrol was 2 inches and the flow speed was
1.15m/s. The piping as well as the vessel was earthed.
The RIBC was made of a non-conductive plastic container enclosed by a metallic frame in
form of a coarse meshed metallic grid placed on a metallic pallet. The RIBC had a hole on its
top and a discharge valve at the bottom. The bottom valve was made from black plastic but it
was not conductive. The whole RIBC was standing on a wooden pallet and lifted with a fork
lift to about 1 m above ground level. lt was not actively earthed with an grounding cable.
The additive was a liquid of low conductivity with a flashpoint of approximately 50°C. The
flow speed during the transfer operation was around 3.4m/s.
The hose had a length of 1.8m. The inner wall of the hose was conductive, with a resistance
to the metallic hose coupling of less than 106n. Since the valve was insulating, the inner
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conductive part of the hose was not bonded to the metal part of the RIBC. The outlet end of
the hose was introduced a few centimetres into the hole on the top of the vessel. Since the
outer part of the hose was insulating the conductive inner part of the hose was not bonded to
the earthed metallic rim of the inlet port of the vessel.
When the flash fire occurred no operator was present in the area around the vessel or the
RIBC. Therefore a spark from the operator could be ruled out.
6.3 Explanation of the incident
Since the conductive inner part of the hose as well as the metallic part of the RIBC was not
earthed both became charged during the transfer of the additive. Due to the much higher
separation speed between the additive and the hose than between the additive and the inner
wall of the RIBC, the charge build up on the hose was much higher. Most probably there was
a spark discharge between the end of the hose and the inner wall of the inlet hole, which was
metallic and earthed. ln this area there was also the highest probability of presence of an
explosive atmosphere (transition of the saturated inner part of the vessel to air outside the
vessel).
6.4 Preventive measures

ln first place it can be observed in this example that even if the RIBC would have been
earthed correctly, the incident would have also occurred, reason is that the conductive hose
had no conductive connection to the metallic part of the RIBC. Once more this example
demonstrates how important earthing and bonding of all parts of equipment and installations
is. lt shows nicely that very often the devil is in the details.

ln case of the RIBC used in this company there existed another very misleading and
confusing detail: an electric wire was present between the metallic structure of the RIBC and
the black plastic valve. At the valve the cable was fixed with a large screw penetrating into
the interier of the RIBC. At first sight this cable could seem to ground the plastic valve and
supported the assumption that the valve was conductive. The real reason of this cable and
screw was however to provide a conductive connection between the liquid within the RIBC
and the metal part of the RIBC. ln this way a conductive liquid could be earthed by having a
ground connection inside the totally insulating plastic container of the RIBC. Though this
measure is reasonable from the point of view of static electricity it led to a wrong
interpretation. This demonstrates once more that in the field of safety testing is better than
believing. Most conductive plastics are black, but not all black plastics are conductive.
Finally it is important to point out, that the open handling of such large amounts of flammable
liquids should no longer be performed nowadays. Such operations must be done in closed
systems under an inert atmosphere

Fig. 5: Gase 5: Schematic drawing of
equipment and procedure
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Figure 2: Biofue/ incidents clustering in factorial map
Table 2 gives a technical description of each cluster (typology, number of incidents,
composition) and a practical example of incident record representative of the cluster:
Table 2 Description of clus ers and related typ1ca examp1es of inciden s
Clust er 1

Cluster 2
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Number of Compositlon of cluster
incidents
29
- 57% of incidents of this cluster occurred in
a drying syst em and 100% of database's
incidents occurring in a dryer are in this
cluster,
- 89 % of incidents occurred in plants
under normal operation conditions
- The main event is an explosion and/or
fire (100% of recorded incidents in this
cluster),
- 34% of incidents of this cluster involved
pulverulent product and 59% of
database's incidents involving pulverulent
are in this cluster,
- 86% of incidents of this cluster occurred
durina bioethanol Droduction life cvcle.
36
- 61 % of incidents of this cluster started in a
tank and 100% of database's incidents
starting in a tank are in this cluster,
- 33% of incidents of this cluster occurred
during
maintenance
works
and
accordingly, 80% of database's incidents
occurring during maintenance are in this
cluster,
- 14% of incidents of this cluster occurred
during closing of the plant (grouping all
of database's incidents occurring during
closing of the plant),
- The main event is an explosion and/or
fire for 89% of incidents,
- 17% of incidents of this cluster involved
significant material damages and 86%
of
database's
incidents
involving
sianificant material damaaes are in this

" Real case" examples
September,
2005,
West
Burlington, lowa (USA): A grain
dryer was the initial location of a
fire in an ethanol plant. Roads
around the plant were closed for
about an hour. One plant worker
and two firefighters were treated
for minor injuries.

April 2008, Calgary, Canada: an
explosion occurred and killed a
man working at a newly built
biodiesel plant. The worker was
welding on top of a 30-foot
biodiesel tank when the tank
exploded. The fire continued to
bum in the tank for several hours
after the explosion.
Evacuation of the workers was
processed.
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lnvestigation of an explosion in a gasoline purification plant
Kees van Wingerden 1• Trygve Skjolcf
GexCon AS, Fantoftvegen 38, Bergen, Norway, kees@gexcon.com
2
GexCon AS, Fantoftvegen 38, Bergen, Norway, trygve@gexcon.com
1

1. lntroduction
On May 24, 2007 an explosion and subsequent fire destroyed a tank farm of a gasoline
purification plant in Sl0vag in western Norway. ln addition to the tank farm, an office building
and some tank trucks positioned outside the tank farm were destroyed. There were no
casualties in the accident, but at least two people received medical treatment for injuries
sustained during the incident.
The purpose of the purification process performed was to reduce the content of sulphur
containing organic components, especially mercaptans (thiols). The purification process
process resulted in precipitation of solid waste that accumulated in the bottom of the tanks,
and the amount of waste eventually reached a level where it was no longer possible to treat
gasoline. To remove the waste from the tank a solution was chosen to dissolve the solid
deposits by adding hydrochloric acid. During this process the explosion occurred.
An investigation was performed to determine the probable cause of the accident. ln this
paper the results of the investigation are presented.
2. Description of the gasoline purification plant
The gasoline purification plant was located on a tank facility at Sl0vag where oily or polluted
water from the shipping and offshore industry was treated. Figure 1 shows the tank facility as
it was prior to the explosion on May 24, 2007.The tank facility contained three tank farms
with in total 17 storage tanks: Tank Farms I, li and Ill. Tank farm li contained the gasoline
purification plant. Tank Farm li had a bund wall and controlled run-off for drain water to the
sea.
Sea-going tankers can moor near the facility. The company running the facility started
purifying an oil product called coker gasoline in October 2006, and continued until March
2007. ln this period, some 6-7 tanker loads were treated, each containing about 32 000 m3
coker gasoline. The processing of one tanker load took about 5-7 days of round-the-clock
processing in two tanks of Tank Farm li, T3 and T4.
The purpose of the treatment was to reduce the content of sulphur containing organic
components, especially mercaptans (thiols). Coker gasoline from the tanker was pum ped to
the onshore tanks, and simultaneously mixed with sodium hydroxide (30 % NaOH dissolved
in water). The process utilized the fact that the solubility of the relatively polar mercaptan
molecules is significantly higher in an alkaline solution of water and NaOH, compared to less
polar liquids such as coker gasoline. Pumps would circulate the content of the tanks for some
time, before the force of gravity separated the liquid phases: the denser NaOH solution with
dissolved mercaptans and precipitated sludge settled in the bottom of the tank, while the top
layer of treated coker gasoline could be transferred back to the tanker. A part of the
precipitated sludge was transferred to 3 smaller tanks C1-C3 of the tank farm li.
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with water and hydrochloric acid. This process served two purposes: it dissolved the
precipitated waste, and it neutralised the alkaline solution
Na +(aq) + OH-(aq) + H +(aq) + Cr(aq) ~ Na Cl(aq) + Hp(l)

which would allow for discharge of the waste into the sea.
The process of adding hydrochloric acid started in the afternoon on Wednesday 23rd May
and involved tank T3. First the remaining 50 m3 of precipitated waste in tank T3 was diluted
with about 205 m3 wastewater, resulting in about 255 m3 solution. Next a hydrochloric acid
solution (30-36 % HCI in water).was gradually pumped into the tank from a truck. The
intention was to add about 18 m3 of acid solution.
Tank T3 exploded about 10 am the next morning (after adding 14-15 m3 of acid solution).
Shortly after, tank T4, containing residue of coker gasoline and solid waste, and tank C1 ,
containing residue of oil and solid waste, also exploded. Tanks C2 and C3 were empty, but
were both destroyed in the extensive pool fire that developed in Tank Farm li shortly after the
first explosion.
Figure 2 shows a photograph of the pool fire developing and a photograph of Tank Farm li
after the event.
Fortunately there were no casualties in the accident, but at least two people received medical
treatment for injuries sustained during the incident.

Figure 2 Pool fire developing after initial explosion in Tank Farm li and Tank Farm li after
explosion and fire event.
4. Accident investigation

The investigation concentrated on the cause of the explosion in tank T3. The ensuing
explosions in tanks T4 and C1 and fires in tanks C2 and C3 were considered direct
consequences of the explosion in tank T3. Both the possibility of a physical and chemical
explosion was investigated.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the lower explosion limits of the hexane/rape mixtures
3.2 Effect of hybrids mixtures on explosion severity
The increase of the explosion pressure due to the addition of few vapour amounts can be
observed in the figures 2 and 3. The powder concentration needed to attain the maximum
pressure decreases when the solvent content increases. These figures perfectly show that a
maximum explosion pressure is attained for limited ranges of concentrations; a decrease of
Pmax being observed for rich mixtures (powder with 3 or 4 % of hexane) by lack of oxygen.
However, the impacts of vapour content on the maximum rate of pressure rise of the powder
are significantly distinct: respectively, 27 and 230% increases in comparison to pure solvent
and pure sunflower dust. This difference between the strong effect on (dP/dt)max and the
slighter impact on Pmax show that the latter characteristic related to the thermodynamic,
whereas the maximal rate of pressure rise is a parameter fundamentally kinetic (Bartknecht,

1989).
Figure 3 clearly shows the decrease of the concentration Cmax corresponding to the
maximum explosion rate (dP/dt) max: for the pure sunflower oilseed , the Cmax decrease from
1250 g.m-3 to 60 g.m-3 when 3% of solvent is introduced.
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Figure 4 shows the maximum explosion pressure and maximum rate of pressure rise versus
richness. lt can be found that Pmax and (dP/dt)max increases with lower richness, reaches the
maximum and then decreases at higher richness. The Pmax is focused on 1 that is coherent,
however (dP/dt)max is not centered. This can be explained by the thermodynamics and
kinetics difference. The results obtained can give the idea about the forecast of the place
where the levels of the peaks obtained are important on the other hand none concerning the
maximums levels of the peaks can be make.
The influence of the mode of put in touch of the solvent with the powder is primary. Thus, the
explosion severity of the dusts impregnated with the same amount of solvent can be lower
than the one of the powders dispersed in an atmosphere containing vapour. These results
can be explained by the thermodynamic considerations and, in particular, by the
consideration of the vaporization heat of the absorbed product.
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Figure 6 : High speed photographs of sunflower/hexane hybrids mixtures flame (Mass particle
concentration: 250 g.m-3, hexane concentration 0.5%vol, framing rate 2000 frames.s" 1).
Explosion pressure Pm and rate of pressure rise (dP/dt)m were combined through the semiempirical relation of Silvestrini (Silvestrini et al., 2008) in order to calculate an experimental
laminar flame velocity SuL,exp according to:

( 1)

Where Po is the atmospheric pressure, y is the adiabatic coefficient, n values 0.14 and Vsphere
is the volume of the explosion sphere, i.e. 20 L. The laminar burning velocity dependence on
temperatura and pressure has also been taken into account. This experimental flame velocity
was compared to a theoretical one.
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ln annex 1, a selection of deviations is shown. These and many more have been
experienced at performing explosion risk audits. Some of them might even be beyond
belief to persons responsible for safety. The pictures shown have been made anonymous.
However, if you know identical equipment, this could be a chance for improvement.
ln the following, three major topics are covered:
•

Deficiencies on electric installations - electric ignition sources (Pictures 1-2)

•

Deficiencies on electrostatic good practice rules - electrostatic ignition sources
(Pictures 3-5)

•

Error in area declaration - problematic Ex-zoning (Pictures 6-7)

The last and vital learning lesson is, that the identification of these deviations during the
development of an Ex-Doc, leads to a significant improvement of the actual explosion
safety situation and therefore can be considered as one of the most important effects of
writing an Explosion Protection Document as required by ATEX 137.
Reference
Directive 1999/92/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 16th December 1999
on minimum requirements for improving the safety and health protection of workers
potentially at risk from explosive atmospheres (ATEX 137)
Acknowledgements
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Annex 1, Some Examples of Findings during Explosions Risk Audits

Picture 1: Electric defect
Picture 2: Electric maintenance
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Picture 3: Electrostatics, no
bonded support wire in hose
for dust venting, maintenance

Picture 4: Electrostatics,
insulating colour, only screw
but flanges not grounded

Picture 5: Electrostatics, lose
bonding, maintenance
Picture 6: Dust in venting
in Ex-zone 1

Picture 7:
Fire smoke
detector
covered
because
of dust in
Ex-zone 21
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2008, OECD 2003 and PACIA 2008 publications). This activity produced an initial set of over
70 possible Process Safety KPls.

li
li
li
li

Establish & review
current Process
Safety KPls

(Rev1ew current company performance mechanlsms & lndlcato
1
·Documentation review
• Stakeholder dlscusslons

L

Develop
comprehensive set
of potential KPls

Based on emerglng good practlce
Reviewed for measurability & relevance to company operational
environment

Prioritise initial set
of Process Salety
K Pis

lnitial prioritisation based on results of 12 previous technical
studles of company PSM performance and practloes
Stakeholder workshop to revlew and adjust

Develop KPI
proposal for
Technical Board

Establlsh KPI definllion, measurement mechanlsm, measurement
frequency, owner and reporting mechanism for each proposed
KPI

Figure 1: Development of Key Performance lndicators

ln addition to the process safety KPI description for each of the 70+ KPls on the initial list,
thought was given to who would be the owner of the KPI, who would collate the metrics and
where in the organisational hierarchy would the KPI be measured and then reported.
This initial list was mapped against the company's model for PSM and against the CCPS
PSM elements list (CCPS 2007) to ensure comprehensive coverage of all PSM areas and
PSM barriers and mitigation controls.
The initial list was far too extensive for implementation in this organisation at this time. The
culling and selection process removed some duplication of KPls related to the same PSM
control I system. lt also focused on those KPls that would provide the greatest contribution
to reducing the current corporate process safety risk for this client. The intent of the majority
of the selected KPls is to drive improvements in leadership and infield behaviours and
therefore in operational compliance and control. They centre on the need for establishing a
strong PSM culture in the company and strengthening known weakness, rather than
examining the health of every PSM control measure that exists.
Table 1: Final List of PSM KPls
No.

1
2

Proposed Process Safety KPls
Percentage of senior management asset visits addressing
orocess safetv comoleted
Number of visits per week to work site by production &
maintenance supervisors, co-ordinators & asset manaaers

Related PSM
Control
PSM Leadership
PSM Leadership

3

Percentaae staff turnover in HSE Critical roles

PSM Comoetence

4

ON HOLD [Project delivery of process safety requirements KPI
- to be determinedl

PSM in Design
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No.

5

Related PSM
Control

Proposed Process Safety KPls
Percentage of pre-start up audits containing significant process
safetv findinas

PSM in Design

6 Number of permit violations observed durina local PlW Audits
7 Number of PlW reviews oer week bv asset manaaers I asset
8 Percentaae compliance with Corrective Maintenance pian

Permit to Work

9

Maintenance

Percentaae comoliance with Preventative Maintenance olan

10 Number of approved waivers & safeauardina overrides I asset
11

Number of approved waivers & safeguarding overrides
reissued I re-approved per asset

12 Number of excursions outside asset ooeratina envelop I asset
13 Total alarm rate I asset
14

Percentage of assets having undertaken & actioned an alarm
rationalisation review

15 Percentage compliance with local asset audit schedule
Percentage compliance with Emergency Response Exercise

16 pian
17 Number of PSM incidents reoorted oer month

18 Percentage completion against PSM lmprovement Pian

Permit to Work
Maintenance
Qperational control
Operational control
Ooerational control
Operational control
Operational control
Audit of PSM
svstems
Emergency
response

PSM lmprovement
Pian

lncluded in the detailed description of the KPls was a thorough breakdown of each proposed
Process Safety KPI, providing details of the following:
•
•

KPI title
KPI definition - the measurement equation

•

Assurance mechanism - how the KPI measurement would be audited to ensure its
accuracy

•

Accountable party - the accountable party defines the position in the management
hierarchy that will be accountable for ensuring that the KPI is measured and reported.
The accountable party may delegate the responsibility of measurement and reporting,
however, they will remain answerable for the establishment of the KPI measurement
and reporting

•

Target - where applicable or already existing, targets for the KPI were set. However,
it was advised that for the purposes of gaining a clear and accurate understanding of
the PSM status of the business in the first year, targets should not be set on new
KPls
Value to the business - a description of how the KPI would add value to the business

•
•

lmplementation guidance - a description of how best to establish the KPI
measurement and reporting mechanisms

•

Performance contract inclusion - guidance on whether the KPI should be included in
senior management performance contracts
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25 years after Bhopal - have we learnt the lesson?
N. Jensen
Safepark Consultancy, Kannikestraede 14, DK-3550 Slangerup, niels.jensen@safepark.dk
O. Abstract

This paper discuss the long term consequences of disasters, such as Bhopal, Seveso and
Flixborough, in terms of regulation for the chemical industry, and discuss if the politicians
have achieved what they set out to do by the introduction of regulations such as OSHA's
PSM, EPA's RMP, and EU's Seveso li directive. lt also looks at recent events such as the
explosion at a former UCC facility in Institute and the continued use of methyl isocyanate
storage in the chemical industry.
lt further discuss the continued contamination of the surroundings of the former UCIL site at
Bhopal, and the actions taken by chemical industry at facilities being abandoned in ether
parts of the world, and attempts to create a link to Responsible Care. The hypothesis being
discussed is, that signing up to Responsible Care and its sustainability provisions, create a
moral responsibility - although not a legal one - to take actions such cleaning up abandoned
sites to create a sustainable environment for future activities by the chemical industry or
others.
1. lntroduction

On Monday, December 3rc1, 1984, the world woke up to the largest catastrophy caused by
chemical industry during peace time. At the Union Carbide India Limiteds (UCILs) plant for
production of the pesticide carbaryl in the town Bhopal in the state Madhya Pradesh in India
a significant amount of MIG - methylisocyanate - was released from a storage tank around
midnight.
The immediate consequence was thousands of deads in the town of Bhopal. Whether the
number of deads was around 3800, as the government of Madhya Pradesh claimed, or 8000,
which was the number of burial robes sold in the first week after the gas release, or 15.000,
which the local undertakers estimate, is completely irrelevant [1]. More important for the
image of the chemical industry, is that people continue to die on a daily basis as a
consequence of the release more than 25 years ago. Thus the long term consequences of
the release have yet to be dealt with by the involved companies and authorities. For the
chemical industry as a whole there are also serious long term consequences:
•

•

•

The US Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) published in the
summer of 1990 their "Process Safety Management of Highly Hazardous Chemicals"
(PSM) rule [2] , which went into force in 1992 with the purpose of protecting workers at
chemical facilities.
The US Evironmental Protection Agency (EPA) published their Risk Management
Program (RMP) rule, which went into force in 1999 with the purpose of protecting
neighbors of chemical facilities.
The European Union passed in December 1996 the Seveso li Directive [3] with a
deadline of 24 months to implement it in the national laws of member countries, e.g.
COMAH in the UK. The purpose of this directive, was similar to the US regulations.

Some companies reacted quickly to the disaster in Bhopal. DuPont stopped the startup planned for the middle of December 1984 - of a facility identical to UCIL's facility in Bhopal,
and ordered their engineers to change the process so intermedicate storage of MIC was
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eliminated. Other companies disappeared as a result of the disaster. On February 61h, 2001
Union Carbide Corporation became a subsidy of The Dow Chemical Company [4].
Unfortunately it appears the whole chemical industry have not learnt the lessons from
Bhopal. ln the following the events, as they properly unfolded in Bhopal, is first described.
Then the aims of the politicians with their OSHA PSM regulation and the EU Seveso li
Directive is discussed, ending with a near miss at the end of the summer of 2008, that almost
caused a "second Bhopal disasteť' in the town Institute in West Virginia in USA [5].
2. MIC discharge in Bhopal
During the summer of 1984 UCIL had stopped the production of carbaryl in Bhopal, but
continued with the production of the intermediate MIC. MIC was produced for later use - and
also with the aim of selling it to others. UCIL lnitially imported MIC to Bhopal from other
Union Carbide facilities. The night between the 2"d and 3n1 of December, 1984 water
somehow entered storage tank E610, which contained a significant amount of MIC, and the
MIC in the tank started to react with the water according to the following polymerisation
reactions, both of which release significant amounts of heat:

MIC + H20 --+ 1,3,5 Trimethylbiuret + C02 + Heat
MIC + H20 --+ 1,3 Dimethylurea + C02 + Heat
The first reaction takes place when smaller amounts of water are present, while the second
reaction takes place if excess water is present. ln the presence of catalyst, as iron, copper,
tin or zink a trimer may also be formed :
3 MIC --+ Trimer + Heat
MIC is extremely toxic with TWA at 0.02 ppm and a LCso for rats at 5 ppm. The material boils
at 39.1 °C, the vapour pressure at 20 °C is 348 mmHg, the molecular weight is 57, and the
density relative to air is 2, i.e. MIC is a heavy gas.
There are many sources of information about the gas release in Bhopal and the resulting
sufferings of the local population. There is Union Carbide Corporation's official homepage
about the Bhopal disaster (www.bhopal.com), a wikipedia page about the Bhopal disaster
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bhopal disaster) with extensive references to sources, and
homepages of NGO's, which continue to work to help the local population in Bhopal to quell
the continued sufferings (The Bhopal Medical Appeal (www.bhopal.org), The lnternational
Campaign for Justice in Bhopal (www.icjb.org) are just two of many). ln my view best
technical account for the events from the decision to build the facility at Bhopal, through the
gas release and the following investigations and court cases is found in Lees [6].
UCIL's facility in Bhopal had 3 storage tanks for MIC - the tanks E61 O, E611 og E619, which
were made of stainless steel. The tanks were half burried with a length of 12.2 m and a
diameter of 2.4 m. The tanks were partly covered with earth, and their capacity were 56,500
litre or about 45 tons MIC. One of the storage tanks was designed for use in an emergency
situation, so the maximum production storage capacity was omkring 90 tons MIC. The tanks
were designed with freon based cooling facilities, and additionally the plant was equipped
with a flare and a scrubber for destruction of MIC. The facility was hence constructed with
the necessary safety systems to handle at least small releases of MIC both from production
and from the product storage tanks.
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ln June 1984 management decided to close down the freon based cooling system, and use
the freon at another facility in India. ln October 1984 management further decided to close
the scrubber tower, since it was judged to be unnecessary, since production of MIC at that
time was discontinued. ln the same month the flare was closed down and a piece of
corroded pipe was removed. At the time of the gas release 3 important safety system at the
site was therefore not operational. lt was also reported, in the days before the release, that
the nitrogen blanketing pressure in tank E610 was below the desired level.
One can ask why it was necessary with such large storage tanks for MIC? A likely reason
could be that the facility originally imported MIC from Union Carbide Corporations plant at
Institute, West Virginia, and one was thus accustomed to storing large amounts of MIC at the
plant. At the time of the gas release there was 41 tons MIC in tank E610, 21 otns in tank
E611 - quite a bit more than in the storage tank at Bayer CropSciences in Institute (see
later).
Some time during the evening of December 2"d about hafl a cubicmeter of water entered tank
E610. Through extensive analysis at 3 US laboratories based on samples from tank E610
taken several days after the gas release Union Carbide Corporation has with great likelyhood
determined what happened in tank E610:
•
•
•
•
•

The temperature of the content of tank E61 Owas at the start of the events 15-20 C.
ln some unknown way between 500 and 1000 kg water entered tank E610.
The exothermic reactions between MIC and water caused the temperature in tank
E61 O to rise, and the accompanying C02 production caused the pressure to rise.
The increasing temperature and the presence of chloroform from the close down of
the MIC production aided corrosion.
Iron from the corrosion catalyzed the exothermic trimerization of MIC.

lt has also been established, that the safety valve on tank E610 was open for about 2 hours,
and that initially the release the release rate was around 5000 kg/hr increasing to above
20,000 kg/hr due to the rising temperature in the tank.
lt has not be clearly established if the entry of water into tank E61 O was an act of sabotage or
due to leaking valves and a washing procedure in another section of the plant. An Indian
investigation in February 1985 indicated, that sabotage is the most likely, but in the present
situation that is rather irrelevant. Facts are, that thousands died due to the gas release the
night between the 2"d and 3rd of December 1984. Facts are, that many survivors has
permanent scars from the gas release. Facts are, that subsequently only parts of the plant
has been removed. Facts are, that the water supply in Bhopal today is polluted by chemicals
from the former UCIL facility in Bhopal. Facts are, the people still die due to this pollution. ln
my opinion such a situation would have been allowed to exist for so many years in either
Europe or Northamerica.
One can read about the ongoing pollution around UCIL's former plant on the homepage
www.bhopal.neVcontamination.html, and in different publications, fx [7], which is
downloadable from the homepage www.bhopal.org.
3. The Political Reaction
lt is a common misunderstanding, that the Responsible Care initiative from the Canadian
Chemical Producers Association (CCPA) was a response to what happened in Bhopal the
night between the 2nd and 3rd of December, 1984 [8]. That is not the case! Already in 1977
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the CCPA started discussions about the dangers of chemicals, and in 1981 Bob Boldt from
Dow Chemical Canada discussed the report "Responsible Care" with local media in Sarnia,
Canada. The focus was on having the necessary discipline to operate the facilities the way
they were designed to be operated. ln the middle of 1983 CCPA asked members to sign the
principles of Responsible Care on a voluntary basis. From the sping of 1985 adherence to
the Res onsible Care rinci les was a condition for membershi of the CCPA.

Outside ruins of a-naphtol
facility was found in 1999
this pile of brown stones lt is
most likely cabaryl, which in
case of a fire would release
MIC. Grassfires are not
uncommon in the area.
Source: Greenpeace

Drops of mercury on ground
next to the former sevin
plant in Bhopal. The mercury
level in 1999 was thousand
times higher than the norma!
background level. Source:
Greenpeace.

Example of
born after the
boy on the
Source: The
Appeal.

disfigured child
gas release. The
picture is Amir.
Bhopal Medical

Figure 1. Pictures from Bhopal and the former UCIL plant in Bhopal.
Close connections between the CCPA in Canada and leaders of the Chemical Manufacturers
Association (CMA) in USA, and the many American companies with affiliates in Canada
resulted in the CMA in the years following the Bhopal disaster adopting the Responsible
Care idea. With CMA - later the American Chemistry Council (ACC) - the Responsible Care
ideas were adopted worldwide, e.g. through Agenda 21.
ln 1985 an accidental release of perchloroethylene occured from the Dow Chemical Canada
facility in Sarnia to the St. Clair river, which connects Lake Huron with Detroit. The
perchloroethylene, which is heavier than water came to rest on the river bottom and started
to soften old hydrocarbon containing sediments. The media quickly connected the release
with Responsible Care - was it just fine words? A blob was formed on the river bottom, and it
made for good pictures in the media. ln the beginning of this mellinium Dow Chemical
Canada decided to remove the blop, even though both their own investigations and those of
Environment Canada showed , that the blop and its content did not represent any danger for
the river water - which become drinking water for more than 100.000 people further down
the river. The blop was removed simply to protect the image of the company, and removing it
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properly influenced how the public view the actions or non-actions of The Dow Chemical
Company's around UCIL's old facility at Bhopal and of Bayer Crop Sciences with respect to
the MIC storage tank at Institute.
Figure 3. Picture of the so-called "Sarnia
blob" - an amount of perchloroethylene,
which had reacted with sediments at the
bottom of the St. Clair river south of the
town Sarnia in Ontario, Canada. Source:
CBC Archives, Novem ber 1Qth 1985.

At the same time Responsible Care expanded after the Bhopal gas release, politicians on
both sides of the Atlantic introduced regulations with the purpose of reducing the risk for
accidents in connection with production and/or handling of dangerous chemicals. ln USA it
was OSHA's PSM rule, which from 1992 ordered companies to perform a risk assessment of
their activities, establish an emergency response to handle unwanted situations, and inform
workers and neighbors about the dangers, due to the presence of their production facility.
Some years later EU followed with the introduction of the Seveso li Directive, which
established similar demands on European companies. Other countries, fx Canada, has
introduced national laws according to the same ideas, as in the regulations of USA and EU,
such that many countries today regulate the chemical industry with the same goal, but not
completely in the same way.
The goal of the politicians with regulations, such as OSHA's PSM and EU's Seveso li has
clearly been to reduce the number of serious accidents from production of dangerous
chemicals, which often end in products of great value to society. One can question whether
the goal has been achieved, when one see the amount of events, which are reported on the
homepage of the Chemical Safety Board (CSB) (www.csb.gov). However, the investigations
of CSB often indicate that accidents are caused by lag of adherence to the regulations such as insufficient knowledge, improper management-of-change, or insufficient training of
workers, and much less often due to lag of regulatlon.
4. Potential for MIC release in Institute, WVa
ln Kanawha Valley, where the town Institute in West Virginia lies, one find a large collection
of chemical companies, such as Dupont, Bayer, BASF etc. Hence the town was known in the
process safety community around 1990, because eighteen companies - prior to OSHA's
PSM rule entering into force - performed release calculations of their must dangerous
compounds at each company and informed the local population about the result of these
calculations. The population was also informed about the consequences of a release - both
the worst possible and the more plausible ones, and what the different companies and the
group of companies have done to reduce the consequences of a release as much as
possible. One of the release scenaries was release of MIC from Union Carbide Corporations
plant in Institute, which their plant manager spoke about at a public meeting in Charleston
and at a shopping center mall the following day.
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Union Carbide Corporations had a plant in Institute for production of the same compounds,
as was produced in Bhopal. Today this facility is part the the German company Bayer
CropSciences. The unit for production of cabaryl and other similar compounds still exist, and
this is also the case for a storage tank for the dangerous intermediate MIC methylisocyanate. Since the disaster at Bhopal the MIC storage tank have been equipped
with a net of protecting steel wires, which are supposed to catch flying objects before they hit
the tank. The tank has a capacity of just 7 tons MIC - significantly less than the storage
tanks at UCIL's plant in Bhopal. Just the presence of a storage tank for MIC, means that one
cannot rule out the possibility of sabotage, which Union Carbide Corporation claims was the
cause of the gas release 25 years ago at Bhopal, or other external forces damaging the tank.
On August 281h,2008 an explosion and fire occured at the Bayer CropScience plant in
Institute. Around 40,000 neighbors were asked to stay indoors. At the explosion two
operators died, and eight employees showed signs of chemical exposure, such as pain,
intestine and breathing disorders. The explosion occurred in a unit for destruction of a
solution of methomyl, which is used in the production of the pesticide larvin. Methomyl, which
is the trade name for the chemical compound N-[[(methylamino)carbonyl]oxy]ethan
imidothioic acid methyl ester (CAS No 16752-77-5) - an insecticide. The Chemical Safety
Board (CSB) - an agency which investigate accidents in chemical and related facilities with
the aim of learning how similar accidents can be avoided - in their preliminary report
conclude that the explosion was causes by significant problems with the process safety work
at the plant. Among other things CSB points out that:
1. Change from a Honeywell to a Siemens computer control system (DCS), with new
screen pictures and use of mouse in place of keyboard to interact with DCS. The
operators were not fully trained in the use of the new DCS for operation of the
process.
2. An underdesigned heating unit in the destruction reactor meant, that the unit could
not reach the temperature necessary for start of the controlled destruction of
methomyl.
3. Norma! procedure was to start feeding of methomyl solution to the unit before the
necessary temperature in the reactor was reached, resulting in too high methomyl
concentration in the reactor, and in additoin deactivate different safety interlocks
during this period. The unit was designed for the destruction of a solution with 1% or
less of methomyl.
CSB estimate, that the pressure in the destruction reactor started to rise, when there was
around 10,000 liter of 20% methomyl solution in the reactor. A safety analysis and standard
operational procedures warned , that the unit could crack if the methomyl concentration was
over 1%. The changed startup procedure was not reviewed at a socalled management-ofchange review, as required by OSHA's PSM rule. The result was the reactor cracked, the
content was released and started a large fire. Parts of the reactor flew almost 20 meters and
destroyed process equipment and supporting steel constructions.
Most worisome to CSB investigators was an MIC storage tank less than 30 meters from the
destruction unit. This storage tank was equipped with a safety net of steel wires. Just after
acquiring the unit at Institute, WVa Bayer CropSciences noted, that a reduction of the MIC
storage was possible, but costly. Ata hearing about the explosion in 2008 a member of the
House of Representatives stated, that time had come to prohibit storage of MIC. At this
hearing it was also reveilled, that Bayer CropSciences only had two MIC detectors along the
plant fence [9], and none near the tank.
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Figure 3. Fire at Bayer CropScience in Institute
after explosion of the methomyl destruction
reactor. Source: Coalition against BAYER
Dangers (Germany).

Figure 4. Aereal photo of Bayer
CropScience plant in Institute, which
shows the distance between the
destruction unit for methomyl and the MIC
storage tank. Source: US Chemical
Safety Board.

Already at a hearing in the US Congress two weeks after the gas release at Bhopal Warren
Anderson, at the time CEO for Union Carbide Corporation, stated that the company was
"committed to safety", and he promissed to ensure that a similar accident could not happen
again. Nonetheless Union Carbide Corporation kept the MIC storage tank at Institute, while
more safety conscious companies started eliminating intermediate storage of MIC at their
facilities. One can hence question if Union Carbide Corporation did, as Warren Anderson had
promissed the US Congress. There was, however other companies, which in the time after
the Bhopal disaster had difficulty elminating their MIC storage, e.g. Rhone-Poulenc in
Institute [1 O].
5. Reasonable public expectations of Dow and Bayer
The Dow Chemical Company's view, that it does not have any responsibility for the closed
UCIL plant in Bhopal, does not appear aligned with the image Dow has created about being
a leader w.r.t. setting goals for process safety and environmental impact and already in 1995
make these the goals for 2005 public, and also on an annual basis reporting on progress
towards the goals [11). Neither does it appear aligned with the removal of the socalled
"Sarnia blop", or the initiatives The Dow Chemical Company currently take to ensure, that
their soon to be sold Sarnia site, can be used for other purposes than chemical production
and that the company does not leave Sarnia with a tarnized image [12).

The public hence can reasonably expect, that the The Dow Chemical Company take it upon
itself to remove the remains of the UCIL plant in Bhopal, so this does not continue to be a
danger to innocent children and others. Similarly one could expect, that the company started
a cleanup of UCIL's former site at Bhopal, so the continued pollution of the areas water
ressources are stopped together with negative health issues. This even though The Dow
Chemical Company likely don't - a few court cases are still pendent at US courts - have any
legal obligation around the former UCIL site in Bhopal. One can nonetheless provide strong
support for a moral responsibility, which could strengthen the company's image in the areas
of process safety, environment and sustainability - all elements of Responsible Care.
The Dow Chemical Company does not any longer have legal access to the former UCIL site
in Bhopal. lf Dow chooses to clean up the former UCIL site, then the execution of this project
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requires the removal of some legal hurdles among them co-operation from the current
owners of the site and the Indian authorities. This would properly also involve some form of
security against additional legal action. Maybe Responsible Care can help here.
From Bayer CropSciences the public and expect, that the company adhere to the
fundamental principles behind both Responsible Care, OSHA's PSM and EU's Seveso li, i.e.
the ALARP principie. This means that technical solutoins of safety problems should be as
good as it would be reasonably practical to do them. ln my view this means, that when a
competing company already many years ago could eliminate storage of the intermediate
product MIC, then Bayer CropSciences could be expected to do the same today. Besides
this the public could expect, that the company live up to OSHA's PSM rule particularly in the
areas of management-of-change, training and updating of SOPs.
Why should the companies do as suggested here? They should, because they then improve
their image and also adhere to the spirit of Responsbile Care and the ideas about
sustainable production contained in Responsible Care.
6. Conclusion
The actions and in-actions of companies such as The Dow Chemical Company and Bayer
CropScience are examples of the continued failure of companies in the chemical industry to
live up to their - if not legal, then moral - obligations under Responsible Care. The chemical
industry can continue to live with its current negative image in the public, or it can take joint
action under Responsible Care to clean up past failures to protect the public and the
environment, and simultaneously improve the industry image.
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such as emergency response training and fire protection, the employees'
performances conceming these subjects had to be improved.
To close these gaps and to optimise the trainings level concerning emergency
response we decided to apply a modular safety strategy with basic, innovative and
preventive measures:

1. Basic measures regarding documentation, information and training
Near Miss Reporting:
Every employee has to write near miss reports. Possible accident sources revealed
by analysis of these reports are eliminated.

Strict recording and investiqation of incidents:
Every breakdown (e.g. technical malfunction), almost incident, injury etc. is reported
as incident. lt is classified concerning severity and probability. After investigation of
the root cause and discussion by the management team , the staff is informed about
the results.
lt is not a new idea to measure incident figures. But oftentimes the figures are
part of the company's management reporting system, for example as KPI. That
leads to the wish to get low figures and to report only the big incidents.
For that reason : a clear management commitment is needed that every incident
record is highly appreciated. That enables the company to learn from incidents,
also from small ones.
Compilation of Safety Key Performance lndicators on plant level:
The following safety related indicators are compiled regularly for every production
pi ant:
attendance of training sessions;
participation in fire fighting and first aid exercises;
elimination of safety deficiencies;
joining in safety initiatives.
Strengthening of individua! responsibilities:
Every shift worker takes responsibility for one special area in his plant. He or she is in
charge of safety, housekeeping and management of activities in his sponsorship
area. Production workers are committed to meet their training obligations. Every
training session has to be documented in a special dedicated training record.
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2. lnnovative measures
Regular shift worker interviews by the site management
A team of site management and EHS department members visits every production
plant without announcement to survey the planťs safety. As part of the regular
review, shift workers are not only interviewed about safety issues and their
knowledge of the plant but they also have the opportunity to make suggestions and
to ask questions. Beyond the check of the employees' technical standard and
knowledge level these visits clearly demonstrate the managemenťs commitment to
safety.
The integration of all hierarchical levels (from apprentice to site manager)
emphasises that workplace safety is everyone's responsibilityl

Mission Zero
No Lost time accident
Work place and plant safety
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Awareness of safe working

EHS-Safety competition
A yearly competition between the plants has been established to strengthen the
employees · awareness of safety issues. Key elements of the competition are
concerning housekeeping, safety, environment, plant documentation, state of
equipment and the individua! knowledge level. The winning team is rewarded a social
event of its choice.
By means of this competition various positive effects can be achieved. The
comparison between the safety standards of the different plants often reveals new
ideas and approaches. Plant safety has become an often discussed subject between
colleagues. The ranking of the plants has led to a positive rivalry and last but not
least a good result in the EHS contest is experienced as a profiling opportunity.
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3. Preventive services and workplace measures minimising ergonomie impact
Services provides to the staff are
Contact with health insurance companies to identity clusters of medical
prevention;
Start of a "quit smoking" program which aims to get a smoke free site;
Special health prevention weeks with presentations and free medical
examinations;
A broad program of sport- and prevention courses;
Support of sports events.
Minimisation of the ergonomie impact
Use of pneumatic wrenches instead of monotonous and repetitive procedures;
lnstallation of chain hoists to facilitate manual opening of apparatus;
Replacement of manual transport of powder intermediates by solvent transfer
through pipes. Thus, manual packaging and handling of intermediates can be
avoided.
The reduction of ergonomie stress at the workplace is of considerable importance
especially taking into account the increasing average age of our employees.

Measurable success
Five years after the start of the initiative, the number of incidents has declined in a
sustainable way. ln detail fewer injuries, less property damage and less unforeseen
production interruptions happen.
The success of "Mission Zero" is demonstrated impressively in the achieved safety
level. Between 2005 and 2008 only one lost time accident happened. With respect to
safety key performance indicators the numbers of injuries (without LTA}, medical
treatments and incidents decreased significantly.
Beyond the bare numbers an improvement of the knowledge level concerning safety
and work issues was observed in the interviews with the staff. Questions were
answered in a better and more comprehensive way, indicating, that the individua!
responsibilities of each employee concerning safety behaviour have been
strengthened by the safety program.
Many of the safety related things need more time than money.
"Mission Zero" has shown impressively, that the soft skills of the personnel rather
than expensive technical equipment provide key elements for the transformation of a
good safety performance into an excellent one. The program does not require capital
expenditures, however, both, plant staff and managers have to invest a certain
amount of valuable time. Nevertheless, one of the greatest advantages for the
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management is a direct feedback regarding the safety performance of the plants
involved.
The comparison of the results between the plants reveals plant-specific standards in
both ways, positive and negative. The positive examples can be promoted as "best
practice" on site level. The negative examples often help to develop a plant-specific
training program. Tailor-made education and training sessions effectively close gaps
in safety systems.

Conclusion
The safety program "Mission Zero" combines all factors of a comprehensive site
safety methodology
ldentification of and learning from root causes of every incident regardless its'
size or impact;
Key performance indicators on plant level;
Commitment to safety of all employees regardless their organisational level.

The direct exchange between employees and management has several positive
effects, amongst them an increased awareness of safety issues on the whole site,
the possibility of learning from each other, but also a fair and realistic feedback for
the management regarding the safety performance of the plants.
Beyond all safety measures the employees' attention to safety and health at work
is also affected by external circumstances like job security and mental state,
which is virtually possible to influence.
Remarks concerning occupational and plant safety
The described measures focus on occupational safety. Especially in the chemical
industry the demands of plant and process safety are very important and the other
side of the same safety coin.

The plant safety in the chemical industry is a well structured process. A lot of
literature shows how to handle the chemical process by adequate methods of risk
analysis.
The steps are :
ldentification and evaluation of hazards
Determination of precautions/ measures
lmplementation of precautions/ measures
At the end the risks are reduced to a minimum: residua! risks.
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These are the risks which are tolerated. These have to be known and accepted by
the management, which means at least the level above the plant manager
respectively project manager.
One possibility to get this management risk commitment is the senior risk
management procedure:
At the end of the risk analyses process all residua! risks with larger impact are
discussed by the upper management (which means persons, who are not involved
directly or indirectly in the former risk analysis). These people have an open minded
view and are able to judge the risks in a proper way.
Most times the residua! risks are accepted, but in some cases there are proposals for
additional measures. At the end of this procedure every member of this senior
management team has to commit himself to the safety level of the process.

Residua! risks need the commitment of management.
An adequate way is the senior risk management team procedure!

Only the combination of plant safety and occupational safety leads to a safe working
environment. lt is essential to see the entire course of safety work in the context of a
process of continuous improvement.
For this reason the described processes should be merged into the quality
management system, which can protect against sanctions and liability risks.
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overcome the threshold limit value (e.g. the force of an impact exceeds the capability of the
body to withstand it). The incident arises because of some immediate causes, such as failure
to operate equipment correctly. The immediate causes are preceded by basic causes, e.g.
the equipment not being operated correctly because the user was not trained. The most
important step links the basic causes to underlying lacks of control, or failures of the
management system.

Values, Principles, Vision and Common Goals

Cultural
Foundation

The Loss Causatlon Model

The SCAT model is a representation of this loss causation model, but designed to aid
incident investigation. Based on a survey of many incidents a number of recurring basic
causes and immediate causes were defined. The connections to the underlying management
system have changed slightly over time, representing a maturing and developing
understanding of management systems during the intervening decades.
Therefore the SCAT model prompts the investigator to consider all the circumstances leading
to the incident. The experience of ONV with this model is that the immediate causes, basic
causes and lack of control elements apply to any and all incidents, irrespective of the
industry sector where they occur.

3. Process Safety versus Occupational Safety
When applying the SCAT chart to occupational safety incidents it is found that it works well it is easy for the end user to apply and it helps lead to a proper analysis of the underlying
management system f ailings. The SCAT tool supports the analyst and leads to robust
recommendations.
However, in the recent past ONV has been involved in an increasing number of process
safety investigations. SCAT was used due to its strengths in analysing the management
system , but the experience of the users of SCAT in a process safety setting was that the
existing model did not fit well. Although the model still led to strong recommendations
analysts found it unwieldy. This was puzzling since the underlying loss causation model is
considered robust and the SCAT process had previously been considered to work well.

4. Problem Analysis
ONV undertook an interna! project to examine why SCAT appeared to be failing to work
effectively in the process safety area. This led to a critical examination of how process safety
incidents are investigated, defined, and subsequently analysed.
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lt is common when considering process safety, and process safety incidents, to use a barrier
approach. This is sometimes referred to as the "Swiss Cheese" model with which many
people are familiar. This model proposes that a hazard causes harm to a target when a path
is created through the various layers that are designed to prevent the contact from being
made. ln effect, occupational safety incidents are now no different - they are just considered
as incidents with only one or two barriers.
The second realisation was that a barrier failure can be investigated by considering it as an
instance of the loss causation model. Therefore underlying management system failings can
be attributed to each discrete barrier failure.
~
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Lack of Control
herative analysis

lt was concluded that SCAT worked well for simple incidents because simple incidents can
be represented by a single barrier. The analyst does not need to distinguish between
analysis of the barriers and analysis of the incident - the two can be considered as one and
the same.
However, a process safety incident comprises multiple barrier failures. lf a barrier failure can
be represented as a simple incident then it can be analysed by an instance of the loss
causation model. ln contrast, a process safety incident contains multiple losses, and
therefore multiple instances of the loss causation model.
The original SCAT approach, when trying to analyse process safety incidents, required the
analyst to hold several barriers in mind while applying SCAT. This can be difficult to do as
the analysis may be comparing the reasons that a trip system failed to operate with the
reason that a plant was not evacuated correctly. The underlying reasons may be very
different, but each should be investigated thoroughly.
Recognising that each failed barrier is a discrete loss then the better approach is to consider
each barrier failure independently, and to analyse each in turn via SCAT. When DNV has
subsequently applied this approach to process safety incident investigations the SCAT tool is
found to regain its ease of use as an aid to robust investigation. DNV refers to this technique
as SCAT PSM.
Further clarity can be obtained by breaking a single incident in to a series of smaller
component sections. Again, this helps to break the problem down in to smaller and more
manageable pieces.
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Work permít

The problem with the functioning of this barrier can be compared with the one discussed
above. The risk studies required are not present or are of a too generic nature.

Analysis of the underlying, organisational factors
Figure 1 shows the underlying factors for the barrier failures (left hand boxes)

Learning lessons and improvements on these level will lead to important progress towards
higher safety levels. Below we mention some representative preconditions and latent failures
which have been found in our accident analysis studies. See figure 1.
Organísatíonal factors
• Safety perception and behavior different at different levels in the company (Safety
culture problem).
• Practice and procedures: 2 worlds.
• Not enough personnel with required knowledge/ experience.
• Almost continuous company reorganisations, creating blind spots in SHE.
• Project management in the company is not focused enough (or too late) at work
safety.
• System for responsibility and supervision is not clear.

2. Case Study Two: Process Safety incident, Explosion in gas fired furnace 2003.
The explosion occurred in a chemical company in the Netherlands. lt occurred during the
startup of a furnace (see figure 2).Regretfully, three people on top of the furnace did not
survive the explosion. The incident could occur because the start-up procedure was not
completely followed. The fuel gas ESO valves remained open (in override) and gas was send
to the furnace under unsafe cond itions.
Figure 2: The gas fired furnace with air preheater
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Figure 1 Tripod analysis of work permit related incidents
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Figure 3 Tripod analysis of an explosion in a furnace
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Table 1: Datasources and their characteristics
Datasources

Numberof
consulted
sources

Period
after
event

Typeof
descrlptlon

Reliability of
descriptlon
event

Reliability
of technlcal
causes

Newspaper:

1

Hours

Headlines
(factual or
sensational)

Medium

Low

1-5

Days

Brief
indication of

High

Medium

Low

new s
Newspaper:
background

Reliability of
organlsational
causes
No attention,
verylow

technical/
organisational
backgrounds
Technlcal
papers
Soclotechnlcal
papers
Jurisprudence,
insurance

1-10

Months

Technical

High

High

Low

1-10

Months

details
Organisational

High

Medium

Medium

5+

Years

High

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Low

issues
Technical and
organisational

files, official

description

investigation
files/ report s
Person al

Focus on
accountability
Technical

1

reports/
lntervlews

DaysYears

details/
sometimes
organisational
issues

2.2. Chosen datasource
The purpose of the database determines the needed data. The purpose of the database is to
improve the building sector with respect to structural failures. For this, it is of importance to
get insight in the amount and causes of structural failures in The Netherlands during the
period 1993-2008. To derive trends a noticeble amount of data is needed. There are just a
few official detailed investigation reports, so these reports are not sufficient.
Therefore it is chosen to start with collecting the easy accessible newspaper information. For
the Dutch database the digitally available information of Cobouw[4] is used, a newspaper
focusing on the Dutch building industry. This data can give an answer to the question
whether a reliable trend is visible on the amount of failures per year (compared to the total
building volume in a year). The reported amount of failures should be a representative of the
real amount of failures
The newspaper data give just a rough and usually unreliable indication of causes. To
improve completeness and reliability, additional information was retrieved from internet and
for some cases a phonecall will be made to the government for clarification. Research from
TN0[5] proved that additional phonecalls improved the reliability of the information.

3 Analysis of data
3.1 possible classifications of causes
ln the past several structural failure data was collected and categorised in various countries.
The next table summarizes the characteristics of some of these researches.
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Table 2: Failure researches and their characteristics

Schneider/

Switzer-

1960-1975

Matousek[6]

land

(1976)

Eldukalr/

USA

Ayyub(7]
Hadlprlono et

USA

1977-2000

l nsurance

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

files
604

(1991)

al.[8]
CROSS[9)

1975-1986

723

Engineering
magazines

386

Multi

•

Persona!

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

(2003)
England

(2005)

?

•

reports
Friihwald et

Sweden

al.[1 O]

Ca. 1960-

127

Multi

•

8

Multi

•

Persona!

•

2000
(2007)

Learning

The

Ca. 2000-

from

Nether-

2005 (2007)

disasters[11]

lands

ABC-

The

2004-2009

meldpunt[5)

Nether-

(2009)

82

•

•
•

•

•

reports

lands

*type of error: most of the researches give an overview of the phases where the primary error
occurred: design-error, construction-error, maintenance-error or abuse of structure.
**levels: more refinement in categorisation or management causes indicated
ln the TNO-report 2007-D-R 1387/B the initiatives of some other industries on registration of
accidents were summarized with the used categorisation[3].

3.2 Chosen classification
lt can be concluded that with only newspaper information a simple classification is needed.
Not sufficient data is available for a more sophisticated categorisation with various levels.
Because buildings are made as projects, a classification with the phases (design,
construction, operation , demolition) where the failure has its origin is useful. ln this way it
becomes clear which phases do need extra attention to avoid failures_
Besides the phase with the primary error leading to failure the name of the project, type of
building, place, year of completion, year of event, element that was involved, material, name
contractor and name engineer have been reported if available.
3.3 Preliminary results
For the years 2000-2008 TNO has published the preliminary results[12]. lt appeared that
most of the cases were related to buildings (66%), with usually failures on roofs, floors,
facades and foundations. The roofs of swimming pools were strikingly often mentioned.
The cause of failures was more often found in design phase than in the construction phase.
After 2002 significantly more cases were found than before. lt is possible that more buildings
have failures since 2002. On the other hand it is possible that there is a greater awareness of
structural safety in the newspapers after a few major accidents.
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Figure 1: year of occurrence of 196 cases Figure 2: Phases with origin of cause

<2000

2007

unknown: 57

build ing; 25

2004

use;42

The research will continue on the period before 2000 to search for a trend. Additional
research is needed on other sources to refine the classification on causes.

4. Conclusions
For identifying trends and indicating rough causes of structural failures newspaper articles
are a useful source of information. Because of the unreliable art of this data additional
information is needed by other documents or interviews.
A simple but useful classification can be made for the phase with the triggering event of the
failure. This could be the design, construction, operation or demolition phase.
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3. Results and Discussion
The explosion regions of ethane, representative for alkanes, and of ethylene oxide as a
chemically instable gas were calculated in two different ways: assuming constant flame
temperatures and assuming constant flame temperature profiles. The results are compared
to experimentally determined explosion regions from [1] [11 ].
3.1 Calculation of the explosion limits of ethane in dependence of the type of inert gas
The adiabatic flame temperatures in dependence of the inert gas fraction were calculated at
the experimentally determined explosion limits of ethane in air with nitrogen as inert gas at
ambient conditions.
Using this temperature profile the explosion limits for the same system, but with carbon
dioxide as inert gas instead of nitrogen were calculated according to the previously described
assumption of constant temperature profiles (xT-model). ln figure 1 the results of the
calculation are compared to the experimental results and to the results of the conservative
calculation according to Linnemann [4] and Thiel-Bohm [5] assuming one constant flame
temperature at the LEL and at the UEL respectively (2T-model)

C2H6

Explosion limits
Ethane/Carbon dioxide/air
at ambient conditions

air

0

1

0,9

0,8

0,7

-+- Measured
- - Calculated xT·Model
-+- Calculated 2T·Model

0,6

0,5

0,4

0,3

0,2

0,1

o

1 C02

Fig. 1: Calculated and measured explosion limits for the ternary system ethane, carbon
dioxide and air. (Step size: 0.1 mol% fuel at the LEL, 0.2 mol% fuel at the UEL)
ln table 1 the average absolute deviations of the calculated from experimentally determined
explosion limits at the LEL, the UEL and at maximum inert gas fraction (apex) are shown for
different inert gases.
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Tab. 1: Average absolute deviations of the calculations from experimental results in mol% at
the LEL, the UEL and the apex for different types of inert gas.

XT
C02
Ar

CF4

2T

LEL

UEL

Ap ex

LEL

UEL

Ap ex

0.2
0.1
0.2

0.1
0.3
0.2

5.7
2.4
1.2

0.2
0.1
0.2

1.3
0.9
1.2

7.3
4.2

o.a

As expected the results of the calculation according to the 2T- and according to the xT-model
differ mostly for rich mixtures especially near the apex. For lean mixtures both calculations
provide nearly the same results with average absolute deviations from the experimental
results lower than 0.3 mol%. This is because the calculated flame temperatures are actually
nearly constant for the LEL.
At the apex the difference between the calculation methods is clearer. Contrary to the
calculations in other works [4][5][7], the apex is not calculated at fixed fuel gas
concentrations with varying inert gas concentrations, but it is calculated as the highest inert
gas concentration with the corresponding flame temperature for all fuel gas concentrations.
This allows calculations for completely new inert gases. But having a higher number of
degrees of freedom the calculation tends to higher deviations compared with the calculation
at fixed fuel gas concentrations.
Both calculations have their biggest deviation at the apex. This can also be observed in other
works and complies with the fact that for large inert gas fractions the flames are in particular
instable and the differentiation between ignition and non ignition is often not as sharp as for
other mixtures. The calculation provides deviations lower than 8 mol% for the 2T-modell and
lower than 6 mol% for the xT-model at the apex for all inert gases. The apex is treated as a
LEL for the 2T-model because of better accuracy. Nevertheless the results of the calculation
with the xT-model are of similar or better accuracy than with the 2T-model.
For rich mixtures the difference of the calculations is clearest. The average deviation from
the experimental results is around 0,2 mol% for the xT-model, and about 1 mol% for the 2Tmodel. This supports the assumption of varying flame temperatures for the UELs. Actually
comparing the calculated adiabatic flame temperatures at experimentally determined
explosion limits for systems with different inert gases, a similar progression in dependence of
the inert gas fraction can be observed for the UELs as displayed in figure 2.
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Fig. 2: Temperature profiles at experimentally determined explosion regions in dependence
of inert gas fraction for different types of inert gas
ln consideration of figure 2, the reason for the higher deviations of the calculation with the
2T-model compared to the calculation with the xT-model is obvious: The calculated adiabatic
flame temperature is not constant for the UELs, but increases with increasing inert gas
fraction. The minimum is generally at O mol% inert gas (being 1143 K in this case). Therefore
using this temperature as threshold temperature for the calculation of explosion limits always
overestimates the UEL and leads to a conservative calculation.
Ali in all the assumption of constant flame temperature profiles instead of constant flame
temperatures provides a slight but considerable improvement in accuracy for the calculation
of explosion limits at the apex and for rich mixtures. The difference between the calculation
methods should be even clearer for chemically instable fuel gases.
3.2 Calculation of the explosion limits of ethylene oxide
Chemically instable gases like ethylene oxide can be flammable without the presence of an
oxidizer. Therefore the shape of the explosion region displayed in a triangular diagram is
individua!. The main difference is the presence of a break for the explosion region boundary
curve of the UELs called hysteresis and the intersection of the explosion region boundary
curve with the inert gas line and not with the oxidizer line.
The reason for this specialty is the occurrence of decomposition reactions beside the usual
combustion reactions also affecting the calculation of explosion limits. As we can see in
figure 3 the calculation with the xT-model provides not only a slight improvement compared
to the calculation with the 2T-model.
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Fig. 3: Calculated and measured explosion limits for the ternary system ethylene oxide,
carbon dioxide and air. (Step size: 0.2 mol% at the LEL, 0.5 mol% at the UEL)
Compared to the calculation with the xT-model, the deviations from the experimentally
determined values are enormous, if the explosion limits are calculated with the 2T-model.
Whereas for ethane the deviations were always in the same direction, for ethylene oxide they
appear in both directions, since the temperature along the experimentally determined
explosion region boundary curve does not increase or decrease monotonously for ethylene
oxide.
The explosion limits of systems with varying initial conditions were also calculated. Altogether
the explosion regions of 11 systems with EO at initial conditions between 20 °C - 100 °C and
1 bara and 5 bara were calculated and compared to experimental results. The average
absolute deviation of the calculated from the experimentally determined explosion limits for
all examined systems is below 2 mol% for the UEL and below 0.3 mol% for the LEL. The
deviations can even be reduced if an average temperature profile of all experimentally
determined explosion regions is used as reference profile, instead of only one experimentally
determined temperature profile.

4. Conclusions and Perspectives
By means of an assumption of constant temperature profiles along the explosion region
boundary curve the explosion limits of ternary systems in dependence of the initial conditions
and the type of inert gas can be calculated, if the complete explosion region for one particular
system with the same fuel gas is known. The model of constant flame temperatures
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Figure 1 Size-normalized maximum rate of pressure rise as a function of particle diameter
and flammable gas admixture.

3. Empirical/Phenomenological Modeling
As described by Amyotte et al. (201 O), the extent of the K51enhancement caused by
flammable gas admixture is dependent on several factors, including the burning velocity of
the gas and the proximity of the gas concentration to its lower flammable limit (LFL)
concentration. With respect to the latter consideration , all hydrocarbon concentrations used
in the present work were ~ 75 % of LFL and < LFL. The importance of the admixed gas
burning velocity, Su. can be seen in Figure 1 by the similar K 51 results for hexane and
propane (Su 46 cm/s for each) and the higher Kst values for ethylene (Su 80 cm/s).

=

=

Following the relationship given in NFPA 68 (Standard on Explosion Protection by
Deflagration Venting) between burning velocity and KG, the size-normalized maximum rate of
pressure rise for gaseous delfagrations, K 51 for a hybrid mixture can be predicted by:

(1)
where (Ks1)0 = Ks1 for the dust alone; (Ks1)1 = Ks1for the hybrid mixture having a known K51;
(Ks1}2 K51 for the hybrid mixture having an unknown K51; (Su)1 burning velocity of the
admixed gas for hybrid mixture 1; (Suh burning velocity of the admixed gas for hybrid
mixture 2.

=

=

=

The validity of Equation 1 is demonstrated by Figure 2 (Amyotte et al. , 201 O), which plots
experimental Ks1values against those predicted by Equaton 1 for hybrid mixures of different
size polyethylene and 1 volume % hexane or 2 volume % propane. (The 2 volume %
ethylene data were taken as 'known' for these calculations.) The straight lines in Figure 2
represent the case of perfect agreement between experimental and predicted values.
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1.

Introduction

Most flames in process equipment begin as deflagrations, where combustion is propagated
by the molecular transportation of heat and mass. However given the right conditions flame
acceleration and the transition from a deflagration to a detonation can take place. In
detonative burning combustion is sustained by adiabatic shock heating and in comparison to
deflagrative burning; flame speeds, overpressures and rates of pressure rise are
significantly higher and therefore more destructive.
Immediately after ignition the flame will start to spherically propagate from the ignition
source. As the surface-area of the flame front increases during this period, the flame speed
accelerates and the rate of pressure rise increases. As flame propagation continues the
flame front moves faster axially than radially, resulting in an elongated (finger) flame [3], as
the surface area of this elongated flame increases the rate of combustion and the rate of
pressure rise also increases. However, at some point the flame front will reach the walls of
the vessel, subsequently cooling the flame front due to conductive heat loses. This causes a
deceleration of the flame front and the rate of pressure rise relative to the earlier stage,
before the flame continues to propagate axially. At some point after this, due to a
combination of various processes the flame takes on an inverted configuration and can then
continue accelerating along the length of the pipe until further quenching takes place or
resistance to downstream flow is encountered. If the flame continues to accelerate the
transition from deflagration to detonation can occur (DDT).
The point at which ignition takes places is an important factor during the initial stages of
combustion [6]. When the ignition source is further from a sealing flange or a vessel wall the
flame will have a longer period in which to spherically propagate leading to initially higher
overall flame speeds and rates of pressure rise. Changes in these initial conditions will also
effect how combustion continues further along the pipe and ultimately the transition into in
detonative mode of burning. It is this link between the changes in the ignition position and
the run-up distance to DDT which is considered in the current research. Of paramount
importance to the observation of this effect is the accurate determination of the run-up
distance to DDT, this was achieved by the close examination of pressure waves at various
points in the closed tube.
1.1

Background

Some effects of where the ignition source is positioned are reasonably well understood [7,
8], however these studies tend to concentrate on the initial effects such as the local flame
form and the initial rate of pressure rise [9]. Other studies have also shown the ability of
changes in the position of the ignition source to affect the flame speed of a methane-air
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explosion in a long closed vessel [6]. However, little data is available on how this parameter
affects other later combustion processes such as the deflagration to detonation transition.
Determination of the run-up length to DDT requires that the position at which the event
occurs is accurately known. Early methods for the determination of this value included
characterisation of the flame speed and Schlieren streak photography [10-12], later
stroboscopic flash Schlieren photography further increased the knowledge relating to this
phenomena [12-14], however it was not until Urtiew and Oppenheim employed Schlieren
photography with a short pulse width laser and a high frame rate that precise location of the
DDT could be achieved [13]. This work also gave an extremely powerful insight into the DDT
process as the photographs showed a local explosion within the flame-shock front, the
“explosion in the explosion” (or overdriven detonation), which was shown to be able to occur
at both the flame and the shock front. Other recent methods for determining the position of
DDT include; the measurement of the propagation speed of pressure or combustion waves
relative to the C-J detonation speed, analysis of visible light in line with the axial propagation
of the flame and extrapolation of the velocities of the detonation and retonation waves
produced by the DDT [14]. The later of these methods was used by Li et al. [14] to locate
the position of the DDT in propane-air explosions, however pressure-time traces used to
determine the velocity of the retonation wave showed some ambiguity. An attempt was
made in the presented research to use this method with a greater degree of accuracy,
employing a greater number of more sensitive pressure-transducers.
2.

Experimental

2.1

Apparatus

A horizontal DN150 steel pipe was used for the following tests (d = 159 mm). This pipe was
made up of a number of segments ranging from 2 to 5 m in length, bolted together with a
gasket seal in-between the connections and blind flanges on both ends. Evacuation prior to
introduction of the test gas confirmed no significant leaks were present in the pipe. Earlier
work employing constant temperature anemometry techniques [15] had also shown that
these connections introduced no significant turbulence inducing element to flow along the
pipe. The total length of the pipe was approximately 18 m (L), giving an L/d ratio of 112.
2.2

Sensors and data collection

The pipe segments contained several sensor penetrations in the axial direction.
Penetrations not used were filled with plugs which sat flush with the inside of the tube. The
position, and hence the speed, of the flame front was determined using BPY 62 Silicon NPN
phototransistors (OSRAM) placed at regular intervals along the entire length of the pipe.The
pressure at various points along the length of the pipe was recorded using piezoelectric
pressure transducers (PCB M113A22, 1,5±0,005 mV/kPa) with the signal being processed
by a PCB 481 Sensor Signal Conditioner. All sensors were flush with the inside surface of
the tube in order to avoid any additional enhancement of turbulence. Data from all sensors
was collected at a frequency of 0.18 MHz.
2.3 Gas mixtures
Gas mixtures were produced using the partial pressure method and mixed by a paddle in a
rocking pressurised tube. The gas mixture was then introduced into the evacuated pipe, to
the desired pressure. All gas mixtures used during these experiments were at stoichiometric
concentration and 1 bara, unless otherwise stated. Gas mixtures were ignited at various
points axially along the pipe using a melting wire (ignition energy 1-10 J). Ignition was
detected using a phototransistor placed close to the ignition source, this phototransistor also
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triggered the data logging system. For most experimental configurations a number of tests
(minimum three) were carried out depending on the reproducibility of the flame speeds and
overpressures measured during the reactions.
3.

Results and Discussion

3.1

Determination of run-up distance to DDT

An important parameter in any safety or engineering application relating to gas explosions in
long vessels is the run-up distance required to produce a transition from deflagration to
detonation. This is defined here as the distance between the ignition source and the point at
which DDT was observed. Pressure measurements taken along the length of the pipe
described in Section 2 were used to obtain detailed information about the point of transition
from deflagration to detonation. An example of the overpressures measured is shown in
Figure 1, where the responses from nine pressure transducers are shown on the same time
scale. The box in the top-left of each plot details the point along the pipe (ignition at 0.0 m)
at which the pressure was measured. Pressure measurements, for these experiments, were
taken over a total of 2.5 seconds, however for clarity, only a small time range is shown in
Figure 1. During this time the transition from deflagration to detonation is believed to have
taken place.

Figure 1 Pressure at various points along a closed tube during a hydrogen-air explosion
with the ignition source flush with the tube end.
Analysis of the shapes and peak overpressures of the pressure waves at different points in
the pipe showed that the approximate position at which the DDT occurred was between
10.492 m and 12.557 m. The pressure wave recorded at 8.491 m showed no sign of a
detonation-like shock wave. The pressure wave recorded at 10.492 m displayed a rapid rate
of pressure rise, however, the mode of burning was more likely a fast deflagration at this
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point. Following this point, true detonation shock waves were seen between 12.557 and
16.560 m. Although it is difficult to see from the presented data (due to the pressure scale of
the graph), the overpressure of the detonation wave recorded at 12.557 m was significantly
higher than those recorded at 14.565 and 16.560 m, this is further evidence that the
overdriven detonation associated with the DDT took place close to this point. In the pressure
traces from 10.492 m to 16.560 m a lot of noise was seen after the initial explosion pressure
wave had past. This noise reached apparent pressures of 350 bar, the maximum range of
the pressure transducers used. However, it is believed that these were false results caused
by vibrations from the detonation wave interfering with the cables connecting the pressure
transducers to the data logging system.
During the transition from deflagration to detonation a volume of pre-compressed, turbulent
gas ahead of, or coupled with, the flame front detonates [4], developing high velocities and
pressures which later subside to those typical of a stable detonation. During the detonation
of this pre-compressed volume a pressure wave is generated which then travels
downstream continuing the detonation process by adiabatic shock heating of the unburnt
fuel-air mixture. This pressure wave is shown in the green circles in Figure 1 for a hydrogenair explosion where the ignition source was flush with the tube end. When this pressure
wave reached the end of the pipe it was reflected back into the reaction products, producing
a pressure wave which travelled back down the pipe, this pressure wave is shown in the
blue circles of Figure 1, unfortunately due to the large amount of noise associated with the
pressure transducers recording the detonation it is not possible to observe this reflected
wave at several points. This initial denotation of the pre-compressed volume also sent a
pressure wave upstream into the reaction products of the initial deflagration, a so called
retonation wave [13]. This pressure wave, which is shown in the red circles in Figure 1, was
much weaker in comparison to the propagating detonation wave.
The time at which these various pressure waves arrived at the pressure transducers was
used to calculate their velocity in the pipe, as shown in Figure 2 where the reciprocal speed
of the pressure waves are given by the gradients of the linear trend lines.

Figure 2 Velocity of pressure waves from a
hydrogen-air explosion with the ignition
source flush with the tube end.

Figure 3 Flame speed and DDT position for
a hydrogen-air explosion.

The speed of the detonation wave travelling downstream after the DDT was approximately
2050 ms-1. This was slightly faster than the predicted CJ-donation velocity of 1968 ms-1,
which was probably due to a small amount of pre-compression of the unburnt gas. The
speed of the shock wave reflected from the blind flange travelled back into the reaction
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products was calculated to be 1330 ms-1, whilst the other upstream shock wave from the
initial DDT event had a velocity of 1680 ms-1. Extrapolation of the two lines associated with
the initial DDT to the point at which they cross enabled much more accurate positioning of
the “explosion in the explosion” (or overdriven detonation) where the transition from
deflagration to detonation took place. From the pressure waves shown in Figure 2 the
transition point was calculated to be 11.84 m from the ignition source. This is in good
agreement with the data shown in Figure 1 as the pressure vs. time curve upstream of this
point appears to be the shape commonly associated with deflagration, whereas the shape of
the curve immediately downstream of this point shows classical characteristics associated
with a detonation pressure wave.
The point at which the DDT took place is shown alongside the flame speed data for the
same experiment in Figure 3. The point at which DDT took place was very close to where
the maximum flame speeds were measured. This should be expected as the maximum
flame speeds would have occurred during the overdriven detonation process during which a
pre-compressed volume of gas underwent detonation. While the flame speed provides a
indication of where the overdriven detonation took place it should not be used in isolation as
it is essentially an average taken over a small length of the pipe and so the DDT could have
taken place at any point between the two photodiodes recording the time of flame arrival.
Using pressure records to calculate the velocity of the two waves originating from the DDT
gave a much more accurate positioning of the transition point, however this could be further
improved by using more points to measure the pressure waves thereby increasing the
accuracy of the calculated velocities.
Some simplifications and assumptions were used in the implementation of this method, for
example, when the overdriven detonation occurs, both flames speeds and the rate at which
the associated shock waves travel will be faster than that of the following stable detonation
and retonation waves. Therefore, it was assumed that this deceleration from overdriven to
stable shock wave occurred to the same extend for both the upstream and downstream
propagating waves.
The method presented in this research shows a significant improvement on that displayed
by Li et al. [14] where the point at which pressure waves arrived at the various sensors
showed some ambiguity, also too few measurement points were used to enable meaningful
velocities to be calculated. The method presented here also has the advantage of crosschecking the DDT point with the flame speed data.
3.2

Effect of ignition position on the run-up distance to DDT

An important parameter in any explosion scenario is the point of ignition as it has been
shown to influence initial flame propagation, flame speeds and overpressures. However, no
correlation has been made between these early effects and later phenomena such as the
run-up distance to DDT. Here the run-up distance to DDT is defined as the distance
between the ignition point at the point at which the DDT occurred.
The ignition point is also important to current flame arrestor standards [16] which require
only a “Blind flange with ignition source”, no indication is given as to whether the ignition
source should be flush with the blind flange or whether it can protrude into the flammable
mixture.
The pulse detonation engine (PDEs) community are also interested in, apart from the
materials science challenges of containing and controlling a sustained cycle of detonations,
controlling the process of the deflagration to detonation transition, including controlling and
optimising the run-up distance to detonation.
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The run-up distance to DDT for a number of ignition positions is shown in Figure 4. Initially
as the ignition point moved further away from the blind flange there was a dramatic
decrease in the run-up distance to DDT. With the ignition position flush to the blind flange
the flame would have initially propagated hemispherically. In contrast, as the ignition
position moved further away from the blind flange the flame would have been able to
propagate longer in a spherical mode, eliminating heat losses to the walls and therefore
increasing the burnt gas expansion rate and flame speed. The extra flame surface area in
the spherical mode would have also enhanced the burning rate and further increased the
flame speed.

Figure 4. Run-up distance to DDT as a function of the ignition position in a closed tube.
A minimum in the run-up distance to DDT was then observed at 0.9 m from the ignition
source. After this point the run-up distance to DDT increased as the distance between the
ignition point and the end of the tube increased before starting to level out at an ignition
position of 5 m.
The expansion of the burnt gas against the closed end of the pipe behind the downstream
propagating flame front would have a piston-like effect which would have increased the
flame speed and increased the turbulent interactions between the flame front and the gas
mixture immediately before the flame front.
The further the ignition point moved away from the closed end of the tube the less
pronounced this effect became. Theoretically, in an infinitely long tube, the pipe ends would
have contributed no piston effect to the downstream propagation of the flame front.
These two competing effects gave an optimum position for ignition, which for this tube
diameter and gas mixture was determined to be 5.6 tube diameters (or 0.9 m) from the
closed end of the tube.
Initial flame speeds for three test configurations with the ignition source flush with the tube
end and at 0.74 and 5.10 m from the tube end are shown in Figure 5. The competing factors
in the initial acceleration of the flame can be seen by interpretation of the speed profiles.
The flame front for the flush configuration initially propagated relatively slowly as the
hemispherical flame extended out from the ignition point, as the flame reached the outside
walls of the pipe there was a small decrease in the rate of flame acceleration. After this point
the flame continued to propagate along the length of the pipe, accelerating until DDT was
achieved. With the ignition source at 5.1 m from the pipe end the flame initially accelerated
quickly, following this short phase the flame began losing heat to the pipe walls and as little
or no piston effect existed to aid the flame acceleration the flame speed decreased
noticeably. The flame then began to accelerate as it continued to propagate along the pipe
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it. The flame speed shown for the 0.74 m configuration illustrates what happened close to
the optimum ignition position, the flame is able to initially accelerate quickly due to spherical
propagation of the flame and hence the lack of heat losses to the walls. Following this initial
acceleration the flame was able to continue accelerating due to the piston effect of the burnt
gas expanding against the closed tube end.

Figure 5. Initial flame speeds for the
ignition position flush and at 0.74 and 5.10
m from the blind flange.

Figure 6. Initial pressure rise for the ignition
position flush and at 0.74 and 5.10 m from
the blind flange.

These effects can also be seen in the initial rates of pressure rise shown in Figure 6. The
5.1 m configuration initially showed the fastest rate of pressure rise before subsiding as the
flame began to lose heat to the walls of the pipe. The configuration with the ignition source
flush with the wall showed a much slower rate of pressure rise, however the period over
which the rate of pressure rise increased was considerably longer. Close to optimum
conditions were also seen with the 0.74 m configuration, where a high and sustained
increase in the rate of pressure rise was observed.
As shown in Figure 7, in order to affect DDT over the shortest distance relative to the pipe
end the ignition position should be placed at 0.7 m or 4.4 pipe diameters from the pipe end.

Figure 7. Distance between the closed pipe end and the DDT position.
4.

Conclusions

The method described in this paper enables reliable and accurate positioning of an
overdriven detonation by calculation of shock wave velocities. This has enabled an empirical
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correlation between the ignition position and the run-up distance to DDT to be determined. It
was found that the initial ability of the flame to expand unobstructed and the piston-like
effect of burnt gas expanding against the closed end of the tube contributed to initial flame
acceleration and hence was able to affect the later position of the overdriven detonation.
Flame speeds and rates of initial pressure rise were also used to explain how these two
competing effects were able to produce a minimum in the run-up distance to DDT.
The shortest run-up distance to DDT for this pipe and gas configuration was found when the
ignition position was placed 5.6 pipe diameters (or 0.9 m) from the closed pipe end. The
shortest run-up distance to DDT relative to the end of the pipe was recorded when the
ignition source was placed 4.4 pipe diameters or 0.7 m from the pipe end.
The conclusions given in this paper are valid only for the chosen pipe diameter; effects of
scale also need to be investigated as well as further ignition positions (axial and radial) and
further gas mixtures in order to fully understand the effects taking place.
5.
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Venting of turbulent gas explosions
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1. lntroduction

ln industrial practice numerous vessels, containers, silos and columns are frequently
interconnected by systems of pipelines. With increasing technical complexity - e.g. biogas or
hydrogen plants - requirements for safety increase the effort of gas explosion protection
substantially. However, standards or technical recommendations, like NFPA 68 or EN 14994,
are still limited to ordinary apparatus and boundary conditions. ln particular if turbulence is
generated, e.g. by flow over obstacles, there is little data on explosion development in
complex geometries. Therefore, designing or positioning pressure relief devices is a scientific
challenge. An alternative method for predicting complex processes is using computational
methods. Experimental investigations and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations
are focused on practice-relevant phenomena. Hence, the goal of this research project is to
characterize turbulent pressure relief behaviour qualitatively and quantitatively.
2. Background

As part of a safety concept, reactors and ether high pressure containers have to be protected
against excessive pressure (Fig. 1) by pressure relief devices such as bursting discs [1 ). An
important step during the design of safety devices for gas explosions in enclosures is the
calculation of the vent area. Widely accepted rules are described, amongst others, in
NFPA 68, VDI 3673, EN 14994 (2.1 ). Most sizing methodologies are based on the maximum
pressure rise (dp/dt)rnax and/or the Kg-value (2.2), which are proportional to the vent area and
depend significantly on whether turbulent combustion exists [2-4).
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(2.2)

points are known to influence explosion venting:
Maximum pressure developed in the vented vessel (Pred)
lnitial boundary conditions (P0 , T0 , gas composition)
Position, energy and type of ignition source
Characteristic parameters (Kg-Value, max. explosion pressure Pex)
Geometry of the vessel (e.g. length/diameter ratio, enclosure volume V)
Number, dimension and position of turbulence inducing obstacles
The static load vent deployment pressure (Pstat)
Efficiency of pressure relief devices.

lt is widely accepted that turbulence can accelerate the burning velocity though increasing
the molecular transportation of heat and mass in reactive flows. This can also lead to higher
rates of pressure rise and higher maximum overpressures. Turbulence exists in all
(un)reactive flows and can be enhanced, for example, by forcing the flow through or around
an obstacle [5]. More complex flow patterns such as these found in industrial applications
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can therefore lead to a greater enhancement of the turbulence. Under certain boundary
conditions free convection can likewise be important. However, the venting behaviour of
latent systems is of special interest.
When considering explosions in vessels, three cases of relevant turbulence sources should
be distinguished: The generation of turbulence in the vessel (i) , at the pressure relief device
(ii) and outside of the vessel (iii) , e.g. in a venting duet and/or in the environment [6-8].
However, current standards are applicable only to ambient or limited boundary conditions
and laminar flame propagation. So they are inapplicable to turbulent gas explosions.
Therefore, the lack of knowledge on the generation of turbulence, e.g. by obstacles, can lead
to conservative assumptions. However, the over sizing of relief apparatus has also in some
cases been shown to enhance turbulence and lead to higher overpressures.
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Fig. 1: Schematic pressure profiles of gas explosion with and without pressure relief.

3. Experimental
3.1 Apparatus and boundary conditions
The purpose of the present investigation was to gain a deeper knowledge of the influence of
certain obstacles or initial pressures on explosion venting. Here, a systematic study was
performed to investigate the influence of turbulence on the overpressure development during
gas explosions using a 6 and/or 86-litre-autoclave (Fig. 2) and different methane-air mixtures
at 1, 2 and 5 bar. The set up mainly consisted of pneumatically driven valves, a modified
spark igniter (8 - 16 J), a 50 micron acetate bursting disc (Pset=1.1 barg) with an orifice
diameter of 1O cm and three piezoelectric pressure transducers (sampling rate = 180 kHz).
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Fig. 2: Set up of the 6-litre and the 86-litre-autoclave.

3.2 Results and discussion
The investigated mixtures shown in table 1 consisted of methane, nitrogen and air. They
were selected in such a way that a relevant range of initial pressures and Kg-values, which is
an important parameter used in designing plant explosion relief, were covered. Thus results
facilitate prediction of the behaviour of ether gas mixtures in similar explosions (e.g. TFE) •
. „
I oressures p
T able 1 K.a-va ues or ďff
1 erent methane concentrat1ons and ďff
1 erent 1rnt1a
o
different methane concentrations G1 at P0 1 bar without obstacle (6L-autoclave)

=
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A comparison of Kg-values for explosions with initial pressures of between 1, 2 and 5 bar
with and without obstacles, show that in all cases the turbulence caused by the obstacle
increases the Kg-value by a minimum of 1O times compared to the laminar case. These
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preliminary results showed that current venting guidance and standards are unsuitable for
predicting overpressures in these systems, due to them exceeding the condition of
Kg < 500 bar mls.
The enhancement of the rate of pressure rise is also illustrated in Fig. 3. Experiments
indicate an increase in the turbulent burning velocity with increasing pressure, as the area of
the flame increases with increasing pressure. Besides, under the investigated conditions the
laminar burning velocity decreases with increasing pressure, dueto a decrease in thermal
diffusivity.

laminar combustion:
P1 , P2, P3 with G1
tubulent combustion:
-o- P1 G1 with 1 orifice
-o- P2G1with1 orifice
-o- P5G1 with 1 orifice
----*- P1G1 with 2 orifices
----*- P2G1 with 2 orifices
----*- P2G 1 with 2 orifices
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t[s]
Fig. 3: Comparison of laminar and turbulent combustion in the closed 86-liter-autoclave.
The comparison of vented and non vented systems for laminar and enhanced turbulent
combustion is shown in Fig. 4, where, for the laminar burning condition a decrease in P max to
P red from 6.2 to 1.2 bar was observed. However, with the enhanced turbulence condition a
decrease of only 20% of the Pmax was seen.
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Fig. 4: Comparison of pressure profiles of a vented and closed 86-liter-autoclave.
4 Simulations
4.1 Set of models
Using experimental data the suitability of thermo/fluid-dynamics as well as combustion
models were investigated using ANSYS CFX (v.11 ). Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
ideally takes account of the influence of all relevant flow obstacles, their form, orientation,
number etc. This methodology can also consider the following influences: gas explosion
characteristics of the combustible gas, position and characteristics of the pressure relief
device and of the ignition source or energy (e.g. spark igniter). A combination of models was
used to resolve the venting of turbulent gas explosions. ln this project Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes equations (RANS) were solved using the shear stress transport (SST) model
of Menter to compute the averaged turbulent stresses. The flame propagation of premixed
combustion was calculated by the burning velocity model (BVM) , which is almost
independent of a numerical grid. To control the flame stretch and flame extinction under high
turbulence the Zimont correlation was used. ln addition the composition of the reacting
mixture or the reaction progress was determined by flamelet libraries I CFX-RIFF. The non
adiabatic wall of the autoclave was simulated with a constant wall temperatura, whereas
thermal radiation was calculated by the Discrete Transfer Model. The ignition processes of
the gas explosion were described by the spark ignition model.
4.2 Results and discussion
A preliminary study using the 6-liter-autoclave lead to the following knowledge:
• The correlation of Zimont has shown no significant influence on the pressure profile
• Predictions of the laminar burning velocity using the correlation of Metghalchi and
Keck were too high.
• Loss of heat was well predicted using a simple and constant wall temperatura
• lnitial (dp/dt)max were well described
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•
•

Pmax was conservatively predicted within a small margin
The ignition energy in the Spark lgnition Model showed a higher sensitivity than in
reality.

The choice of models and their adapted parameters developed from the preliminary study on
the smaller vessel were used for the validation of the 86-liter-autoclave.
As can be seen from fig. 5 the pressure curves of measurements and simulations are in good
agreement. Here the effects due to losses of heat at the wall, the pressure rise before 0.5 s
and the chronological profile were predicted satisfactorily. Simulations were able to predict
Pmax to within 15 % of the measured value.

-o- P1G1

experiment
P2G1 experiment
-o- P5G1 experiment
--+--- P1G1 simulation
----Á- P2G1 simulation
P5G1 simulation
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Fig. 5: Comparison between experiments and simulations (86-liter-autoclave).

5. Conclusions
Turbulence inducing obstacle and over sized vent areas leading to an enhanced of the
pressure development. Common design methods are inapplicable for cases where turbulent
combustions can occur. Both measurements and simulations justify the necessity for further
investigation of the venting of turbulent gas explosions.
Further work in this research project will involve explosions and simulations in more
complicated geometries and in interconnected vessel.
This research will enable the derivation of design criteria for emergency relief systems for
gas explosions under various boundary conditions in complex geometries.
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Taking these factors into account, it is clear that, in one hand, VOCs should be kept under
control in closed systems and destroyed ar catch before reaching the atmosphere, but on
the other hand, the potential generation and ignition of a flammable atmosphere in such a
closed environment may lead to catastrophic consequences if an explosion occurs.
Finally, it has to be taken into account that VOC treatment systems provide service to
several production units ar buildings in a site, therefore in case of suffering an accident in
such a unit, beside the negative consequences on people, environment, installations,
company image, etc., and from the point of view of business continuity analysis, a
consequence may be having to stop the production even in the units which where not
involved ar affected directly by the accident, but that cannot continue producing due to the
lack of an appropriate treatment systems far the VOCs that would be generated.
ln this sense, a VOC treatment system may be seen as the Achilles' heel of a site, since an
accident on the system will simultaneously cause the stop of all production processes that
require this treatment, independently of all the safety measures present in such production
units. This fact gives even another reason to deeply analyse the risks of such systems and
install the necessary safety measures to prevent ar minimize the consequences of an
accident.

Figure 1.· Schematic drawing of plant units which have a common VOC treatment system.
3. Treatment systems
There are a great number of possibilities to define the design concept of VOC treatment
systems. Therefore, a lot of time would have to be spent in order to describe the operating
details of such systems. ln this point, the aim is to outline only the main characteristics of the
treatment systems, being the specific risk related considerations discussed in more detail
further in this paper.
3.1. Main components
A VOC treatment system is usually divided in two clear parts: the piping system and the
treatment.
The piping will collect the VOCs and drive them to the treatment unit. As the treatment unit is
usually a single unit and the VOCs are collected on as much VOC generation points as
possible, the piping is normally designed as a complex network where VOC are driven from
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lt is normal that as the final stream to be treated is generated by addition of several streams,
the concentration changes as these streams merge. The concentration at the VOC collect
point is defined by process conditions.
There are three possible concentrations ranges that must be considered.
ln first place a concentration higher than the Upper Explosive Limit (UEL). Having such a
concentration in a stream means that an explosion cannot occur due to a too high VOC
content. A stream with such a VOC concentration may be usually expected at the input point
of VOCs to the collecting system and usually in the case of closed equipment. Since, in this
case, the concentration of VOC corresponds to the saturated vapour pressure at process
temperature. Moreover, in such cases even if the concentration is very high, the flow rate is
expected to be low. ln a vessel if suction is available but no other inlets streams are present,
the VOC generation flow rate may correspond to the change in volume in case of liquid inlet
or to the evaporation rate of the solvent.
Thus the second concentration range of interest is that between the UEL and the LEL. ln this
case the stream is able to ignite in case of facing an effective ignition source; therefore, it is
fundamental to prevent the presence of any ignition source in case of handling such
concentrations. Design specifications do usually try to avoid handling streams with these
characteristics.
The third concentration range of interest is that below the LEL (Lower Explosive Lim it). ln
this case, the VOC concentration is too low to generate an explosive atmosphere. lnherent
safety is related to such low concentrations. lf an oxidative treatment system is going to be
used to treat such concentration, it will surely require another type of fuel. Low concentrated
streams are the ones where the freedom to chaose the treatment type is greater.
Finally regardless the VOC concentration another factor to take into account is the Oxygen
concentration. lf the Oxygen concentration is lower than 8%, even if the VOCs are present in
concentrations between the LEL and the UEL, an explosion cannot occur due to lack of
Oxygen.
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Explosion areas for CHJ N2/air (left picture [7]) and C2 H4/N 2/air (right picture [8]) at
atmospheric and elevated conditions

A more detailed analysis of the experimental procedure for CH4-N2-air mixtures revealed
that the experiments at atmospheric pressure were done in a vessel of 14 litre, while the
experiments at elevated pressures were done in a 2. 7 litre vessel. Additionally for
experiments at elevated pressure different ignition criterion (10% of pressure rise instead of
5%) and stronger ignition source (60-70 J instead of 10-20 J) were used.

lt is likely that these changes in the experimental methodology modified the experimental
factors that, in turn, affected the measurement resulting in the unexpected mirrored 'c' shape
pressure dependency. For instance, it is expected that in larger vessel the cooling effect due
to heat transfer to the vessel walls is less pronounced leading to lower values of the LOC.
Less rigorous ignition criterion would lead to higher LOC values.
lndeed, a considerably lower LOC value is measured in the larger vessel at atmospheric
pressure as compared to the results of Jones. When the measurements are done in a vessel
with the same, volume as of Jones the same pressure dependency is observed, yielding a
similar slope.
The measurements of CH 4-N 2-air mixtures, presented by the CHEMSAFE database [5] were
done by BAM. Therefore, it is likely that the same procedure was applied for the
measurements of the CH4-C02-air mixtures. lf so, the mirrored 'c' shaped dependence for
this system can be understood. Heat capacity of C02 is higher than of N2 , therefore the LOC
assumes higher values when C02 is used as the inert gas.
To understand the difference in pressure dependence new experiments at elevated
pressures were done at BAM and BASF AG under the funding of SAFEKINEX project [22,9].
The experiments were carried out in 6-dm 3 respectively 20-dm3 volume according to the new
European Standard EN 14756, test method "short procedure". Furthermore values reported
in a not published master thesis carried out at BAM were taken into account for a possible
explanation of the different pressure dependencies of LOC values. The LOC values are
summarized and plotted in Figure 3.
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ln a pressure range of 1 bara to 1O bara the results show a dependence of LOC value
opposite to the one reported by Zabetakis. lt could be attributed either to the limited pressure
range, or to a volume effect at atmospheric pressures. However, the explanation of volume
dependence does not fit the experimental results at elevated pressure where on the contrary
lower values of LOC are found in a smaller experimental vessel.
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1. lntroduction
Nanomaterials are sometimes considered as the key to the next industrial revolution. Over
the past ten years, many industrial applications have already been developed. Research in
the field is growing very rapidly and all industrialized countries see potential for expansion
and applications in numerous fields as well as colossal potential economic spin-offs. The
fields with current commercial uses and producing the greatest revenue are mechanicochemical polishing, magnetic recording tapes, sunscreens, automotive catalyst supports, biolabelling, electro-conductive coatings and optical fibers. The biomedical and pharmaceutical
fields, electronics, metallurgy, agriculture, textiles, coatings, cosmetics, energy and catalysts
are other sectors with growing applications (Hčk 2007). As nanomaterials production and
use are going to increase, there can be more and more associated hazards. A potential
hazard of nanopowders that appears to have received little attention to date is their ignition
sensitivity and their explosion severity. ln fact, as well as combustible micropowders are
considered in risks assessments, combustible nanopowders have also to be considered. So
far, literature studies concerning the evaluation of explosion hazards of powders were
essentially carried out on microsized powders (Bartknecht 1989 ; Eckhoff 2003). At the
beginning of this work, there was only one study on nanomaterials explosivity published in
the literature (Pritchard 2004), which was more specifically devoted to an aluminum
nanopowder. Thus, in a first part, additional tests performed on two kinds of aluminum
nanopowders are presented and their reliability is discussed. Finally, a specific risk
assessment methodology is proposed that could address explosion hazards within a
representative plant manufacturing aluminum nanopowders by taking into account the
various work areas, steps and phases of the process.

2. Experimental setups and results
2.1 Sample characteristics and preparation
ln this study, aluminum nanopowders were provided by industrial partners. The main
characteristics of the aluminum nanopowders are presented in this section. lt was observed
by TEM that samples tend to form agglomerates (weak cohesion forces). The specific
surface area was determined by BET measurements and the true density by helium
pycnometry. Results are summarized in the table 1. ln order to have a good reproducibility
between the different tests, aluminum nanopowders were tested directly as they were initially
stored under dry argon atmosphere.
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Table 1: Main characteristics of the aluminum nanopowders samples
Nanopowders
BET specific
True density [g.cm-3]
surface area [m 2 .g1]
23
Aluminum 100 nm
2.7 - 2.8
10.5
Aluminum 200 nm
2.7 - 2.8
2.2 lgnition sensitivity
The ignition sensitivity of a substance can be evaluated through the following parameters:
the minimum ignition temperature (MIT), the minimum ignition energy (MIE) determined with
a modified Hartmann tube according to the EN 13821 standard, the minimum explosive
concentration (MEC) obtained by tests performed in the 20 L explosion sphere according to
the EN 14034-3 standard and the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC) in nitrogen.
ln the frame of this study, the MIT as well as the LOC were not experimentally determined.
However, it was found in the literature that the MIT of aluminum nanopowders may be as low
as 550C (Hull 2002) and that the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC) in nitrogen of
aluminum nanopowders may be lower than 5% (Kwok et al. 2002). The experimental MIE of
aluminum 200 nm values 7 mJ and is below 1 mJ in the case of aluminum 100 nm, which is
lower than the MIE of typical Al micropowders. The experimental MEC is about 30 g.m·3 for
both types of aluminum.
2.3 Explosion severity
The measurements of dust explosion severity, i.e. Pmax (maximum overpressure), and
(dP/dt)max. (maximum rate of pressure rise), were performed in a 20 L spherical vessel in
accordance with the ISO 6184-1 standard. Experimental results related to the explosion
severity of tested nanopowders are summarized in the table 2.
Table 2: Explosion severity parameters of nanopowders
Nanopowders

Pmax [barg]

(dP/dT)max [bar.s·11

Aluminum 100 nm
Aluminum 200 nm

8.2

9.5

1340
2420

The influence of the specific surface area on the explosion severity of aluminum was also
studied as illustrated on figures 1 and 2.
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The explosion severity tends to increase as the particle size decreases/the specific surface
area increases, before reaching a peak for 1 P1 particle size in the case of aluminum
powders (approximately 2 m 2 .91). After this peak has been reached , the explosion severity
finally tends to decrease as the particle size further decreases. Explanations and critics of
these results will be discussed in the following paragraph.

3. Risk analysis
3.1 General methodology
Assessing ignition and explosion risk related to the use and production of nanopowders
implies to proceed in a first step to the hazard identification of the products at the different
workplaces and manufacturing processes. Secondly, it is required to evaluate, rank and
prioritize risks before choosing the actions needed to manage ignition and explosion risks.
The proposed methodology is based on the ATEX 1999/92/CE directive and the INRS-CNPP
methodology (Vincent et al. 2005) and is designed to be quite simple, synthetic and reliable.
The explosion risk was assessed by taking into account of three main parameters, i.e. the
explosion frequency, consequences and the level of confidence of the technical and
organisational safety barriers. These three parameters were combined to obtain a risk score
RS which will help the user to prioritise the requested actions to manage these specific risks:
RS

=(Explosion consequences x Explosion frequency) I (Level of confidence of the barriers)

This methodology has been applied to an industrial plant of aluminium nanopowders
production by plasma processing (Vignes 2008). The various workshops, steps and phases
of the process have been considered , such as normal operation, process cleaning, storage .. .
3.2 Explosion frequency
The explosion frequency is evaluated by taking into account of the formation probability of an
explosive atmosphere (see 3.2.1.) and the frequency of the presence of an ignition source
(see 3.2.2.). The combination of the following scores gives an explosion frequency score
which ranges from 1 to 15 (Vignes 2008).
3.2.1 Formation probability of an explosive atmosphere
This parameter is related to the ATEX zonings for a given working unit. The minimum
explosive concentration (MEC), the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC), the nature of the
process as well as the behaviour of nanopowders in air enable to determine the occurrence
frequency of an A TEX atmosphere.
lt is therefore necessary to briefly evaluate the reliability of the safety data as classical
apparatus used for micropowders may not provide reliable results for nanopowders. The
MEC was determined to value 30 g.m'3 which seems to be in accordance with literature data
and with the fact that it is generally considered that MEC becomes nearly independent of
particle size below a diameter of 30-50 µm (Jacobson et al. 1964 ; Loel 1992 ; Mannan
2005; Traore et al. 2005). However, it must be reminded that experimental results may be
influenced by both agglomeration, which tends to be important below 30-50 µm (Geldart
1973), and by the ignition temperature of the particles (Jaeckel 1924), which tends to
decrease as the particle size lowers (Huang et al. 2005). Thus it may be considered that the
MEC value for aluminum nanopowders is quite reliable if nanopowders are released from
storage or deposits, i.e. under the form of agglomerates. However, it may exist some
uncertainties on the reliability of MEC within the manufacturing process as the dispersion
level of aluminum nanoparticles remains quite high before being collected.
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The value of LOC was determined to be 5% by (Kwok et al. 2002) which still remains
coherent with the current tested aluminum nanopowders. ln fact, by taking into account the
empirical relationship determined by (Siwek et al. 1995), the limiting oxygen concentration
was estimated at 3 % in the case of 200 nm aluminium. However, it should be kept in mind
that LOC value could be overestimated because the standard test is generally performed
under nitrogen whereas nanosized aluminum may be manufactured under argon - as
nitrogen can react at high temperatura, especially in a plasma processing unit. Finally,
agglomeration level may also influence the reliability of the LOC value.
By taking into account the previous parameters, remarks, the current industrial feedback and
by considering the classical A TEX classification proposed by ATEX 1999/92/CE directive, a
qualitative frequency of an ATEX formation might be attributed to a work unit (Vignes 2008).
3.2.2 Frequency of the presence of an ignition source
ln order to assess the probability of ignition of an explosive atmosphere, the MIT as well as
MIE should be considered. The reliability of these parameters should also be discussed.
The minimum ignition temperatura for aluminum nanopowder values around 550 C for 90
nm aluminum nanopowders (Hull 2002). However, considering MIT to evaluate the frequency
of presence of an ignition source does not appear to be relevant in the case of non passivate
aluminum nanopowders which may be considered as pyrophoric (Jacobson et al. 1964). The
MIT value may be only relevant in the case of partially passivate aluminum nanopowders.
For 100 nm particle size, aluminum nanopowder dust cloud can be ignited by minimum
ignition energy lower than 1 mJ, which means that even minor unearthed plant items of very
low capacitances (of the order of 1 pF) may be hazardous (Randeberg 2005). The risk of
tribo-electric charging of unearthed metal objects may therefore implies that even quite small
objects (screws, bolts etc.) must be earthed to reduce the risk of ignition of very easily
ignitable aluminum nanodust clouds. However, it should be also reminded that the MIE of
aluminum nanopowders may be under-estimated as the modified Hartmann tube tends to
create electrostatic charges on the nanoparticles during the dispersion process, lowering the
ignition energy if the dust cloud (Glor 1988). Even if the MIE measurements may be slightly
distorted by the process measurements it-self, we advised to consider that the measures are
quite representative of the ignition risks induced by metallic nanopowders. ln fact, such
results were also found in the case of iron and titanium nanopowders (Wu et al. 2009). By
considering these elements and the ranking proposed by (Vignes 2008), it becomes possible
to score the frequency of the presence of an ignition source.
3.3 Explosion consequences
ln order to determine the consequences of an explosion, it is necessary to consider the
quantity of aluminum nanopowders, their reactivity, their explosion characteristics as well as
the specificities of the process. Within the various methods used to determine the
consequences of overpressures, there are for instance the multi-energy and TNT methods.
Despite its drawbacks (Laurent 2003), the latest methods were considered within this paper
in order to evaluate globally but correctly the explosion severity as it combines several
reactivity and explosivity characteristics of the considered product. By assuming that the
explosion yield CX-explosion of aluminum nanopowders is around 10% i.e. similar to the explosion
yield for gases in an unconfined area and that the combustion enthalpy of aluminum is of 31
MJ per kilogram of oxidized aluminum, the equivalent TNT mass was evaluated as shown in
(TMS-1300 1990). By estimating an equivalent TNT mass, it becomes then possible to score
specific range of equivalent TNT mass (table 3).
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conducted by radiation. Thus, it can be reasonably assumed that the 20 L sphere does not
enable to get reliable data as it probably disturbs the flame propagation and thermal
mechanisms by absorbing radiation (Vignes et al. 2009).
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Fig. 3: Determination of the semi-empirical relationship between the experimental and
theoretical flame velocity of aluminum powders (Vignes, 2008)
Finally, the current standard apparatus did not permit to detect potential detonation risks
related to aluminum nanopowders nor to extrapolate the obtained data by the way of the
classical and widely used "cubic law" (Laurent, 2003) as this semi-empirical relationship
assumes that the flame thickness is relatively thin, which is not the case for nanoparticles.
3.4 Level of confidence of the safety barriers
At this point, the relevance and effectiveness of some equipment which lower the severity or
the probability of nanopowder explosion is taken into account. However, it should be kept in
mind that the current relevance and effectiveness of the technical prevention and protection
barriers is not evaluated yet. Technical barriers that are efficient to prevent and protect
micropowder explosion may be irrelevant in the case of nanopowders. The worst case would,
for instance, be that dispersed nanopowder induces detonation. Fortunately, explosion risk
can also be lowered by organisational barriers. Despite the previously quoted lack of
information, it is necessary to evaluate qualitatively the probability of failure on
demand/confidence of identified safety barriers/independent protection layers. Thus, for
simplicity, a safety barrier risk reduction score based on the barrier confidence level was
considered. Such a ranking is proposed in the table 5.
Table 5: Risk reduction scores for safety prevention and protection barriers:
Score

1

2

3

4

Confidence level of
safety barriers

Lack of barriers

Low

Medium

High

3.5 Risk ranking
The methodology developed in the section 3 enables to obtain a final risk score from 1 to
225, which leads to a risk ranking. The determination of a risk score related to the explosion
of nanopowders at a given working unit is then used to characterise the priorities of the
needed actions in order to reduce the risk to an acceptable level. An example of risk ranking
is given on table 6 for a laminar flow booth where nanopowders are handled. Every
workshops of the studied plant have been examined and, due to adequate prevention
measures, the explosion risks have been found to be acceptable.
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ln case of splash filling the length of free fall was 100 mm and in case of a dip pipe the
distance between the end of the dip pipe and the bottom of the receiving Faraday cup was
1O mm. Figure 1 shows a photograph of the measuring set up. For each different set of
parameters the measurements have been repeated at least five times. The data represented
in section 3 are the mean values of these five or more measurements. For a few substances
a second series of measurements have been performed at a later time. The corresponding
data are indicated e.g. as toluene1 and toluene2 etc.
3 Results and discussion
Since the following 5 different parameters have been varied
• Type of liquid
• Material of pipe
• Length of pipe
• Way of filling (splash filling or dip pipe)
it made no sense to show all interdependences explicitly. Thus only the most relevant
comparisons demonstrating the different dependences are shown in the following
subsections and graphs.
3.1 Influence of pipe length
Figure 2 shows the difference in the charge to volume ratio for the 0.5 m and 1.0 m pipe.
Only data from splash filling experiments but with different pipe materials have been included
in this data set. The inclusion of data from experiments with a dip pipe may have distorted
the results, because of the backflow of charges particularly in the case of steel pipes and of
the liquids with higher conductivities.

Dependence on pipe length
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Figure 2 gives also an overview over the variation of the results from the different types of
liquids.
For liquids of low conductivity the pipe length has a minor influence on the charge to volume
ratio, whereas for liquids of higher conductivity the 1.0 m pipe shows generally higher values.
This means that the saturation pipe length for charge build up is longer for liquids of high
conductivity than for those of low conductivity.
3.2 Influence of way of filling
Figures 3 to 5 show the influence of the way of filling (splash or dip pipe) on the charge to
volume ratio for the different pipe materials. Data for 0.5 m and 1.0 m pipe length have been
included in this representation.
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Fig. 3: Influence of the way of filling (splash or dip pipe) on the charge to volume ratio for
PTFE pipes of 0.5 m and 1.0 m pipe length

The results concerning the differences between dip pipe and splash filling are not always
consistent as can be seen from Figures 3 to 5. ln case of the PTFE pipes and the very
conductive liquids splash filling results into a higher charge build up (Figure 3). ln case of
glass pi pes there are a few exceptions where the contrary is true (Figure 4 ). ln case of steel
pipes the results are distorted because of the backflow of charges at least for the more
conductive liquids (Figure 5).
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3.3 Influence of pipe material
Figures 6 and 7 show the influence on the pipe material for 0.5 m and 1.0 m pipe lengths
respectively. ln this case only data from splash filling have been included into the figures.
The inclusion of data from experiments with a dip pipe may have distorted the results,
because of the backflow of charges particular1y in the case of steel pipes and liquids with
higher conductivities.
Dependence on pipe material - splash fllllng - pipe length 0.5 m
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Fig. 6: Influence of the pipe material on the charge to volume ratio for 0.5 m length
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Fig. 7: Influence of the pipe material on the charge to volume ratio for 1.0 m length
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3.4 Influence of solid content
Figure 8 shows the influence of a second non miscible solid phase on the charge to volume
ratio of toluene. Though the suspension had a very moderate solid concentration of about
0.2 % w/w, the increase of the charge to volume ratio amounts to a factor of approximately
250 in case of the steel pipe. For practical reasons (sedimentation of the solid particles) the
solid concentration could not be increased further in the present experimental set up. Nevertheless this result is in very good agreement with results obtained under 1:1 scale situations
in practice where e.g. toluene crystal suspensions of 10% w/w solid content show an increase of charge build up over more than 3 orders of magnitude compared to the pure liquid.

Suspension Toluene/Si02 - influence of solid content
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Fig. 8: Influence of the pipe material on the charge to volume ratio for 1.0 m length

4 Conclusions
The highest charge build up for different situations is listed in the following table. ln addition
the energy stored in a 5 litre bin of 20 pF capacitance is calculated in case the corresponding
liquid is filled into this bin w ithout earthing the bin.

Situation
Hlghest charge bulld up measured ln all experlments:
Toluene suspension, 1.0 m steel pipe, splash fillinQ
Highest charge build up measured for pure liquids:
Diethvl Ether
Hlghest charge bulld up measured for pure Toluene:
1.0 m PTFE pipe, splash fillinQ
Hlghest charge build up measured for Ethyl acetate:
0.5 m PTFE oioe, solash fillino
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Charge to volume
ratio in µCli

Stored energy
inmJ

5.000

15625.0

0.600

225.0

0.200

25.0

0.060

2.3
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1.

lntroduction

ln case of a marine accident, gas or liquid substances could be released from the damaged
ship and generate important risks for the crew, for the approaching emergency services and
even for the population if the damage occurs close to the sea coast. ln particular, some
delayed hazardous phenomena may occur, like ignition of the spilled gas leading to a fire Get
fire, pool fire) or an explosion (overpressure added to flash fire effects), instantaneous
vaporisation of liquefied gas still confined (BLEVE) or toxic effects due to evaporation of
spreading pools over water. Even though improvements have been made in ship structures
and safety equipments, the increasing volume and number of marine tankers in the recent
years make this threat more acute.
The behaviour of spilled cryogenic hazardous gases like Liquefied Natural Gas - LNG - onto
or under water has been studied in the late ?Os (e.g. Atallah & Schneider, 1983; Opschoor,
1980) and some new studies have been recently published (e.g. Cormier et al., 2009; Fay,
2007; Luketa-Hanlin, 2006) dueto the revival of interest in natural gas in the last few years.
However the interaction mechanisms between the water surface and a refrigerated or
pressurised gas spilled at sea are quite complex and still need to be studied to improve their
understanding.
This paper presents the main observations from experimental tests carried out at INERIS
(Verneuil-en-Halatte, France) to study the behaviour of refrigerated liquefied gas and liquids
spilled over or below a water surface. The main topics addressed with this experimental
approach at medium scale are:
•

the vaporisation of the liquefied gas,

•

the spreading of the pool, with potential freezing effects at the surface for cryogen
substances,

•

the evaporation of the liquid pool. The tests with pentane are not discussed in this
pa per.

ln Section 2, we present the test device. Section 3 is dedicated to the observations and their
analysis.
2.
2.1

Test device and protocol
Test device and instrumentation

The test device consists of a 10 mx 10 m-pool of water with 1 m depth, in which some liquid
or liquefied gases have been spilled (see Figure 1). The release point is located at the centre
of the basin. The spilled materials are refrigerated liquefied nitrogen (boiling temperature
Teb=-196°C) as a safe substitute to LNG, pressurized liquefied propane (Teb=-42°C) and
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butane {Teb=-1 °C) and finally liquid pentane (Teb=36°C) as a more persistent substance. The
nozzle is connected to the storage tank by a 8-m flexible heat insulated hose of interna!
diameter 20 mm for liquefied gases and by a 8-m simple hose of interna! diameter 4 mm for
pentane. The nozzle diameter could be adjusted. ln all the trials except in trial 8, the gases
were spilled vertically downward 20 cm onto water. ln test 8, the gas was spilled 1O cm
below the waterline in order to observe how the water and the liquefied gas mix together and
how the gas then vaporizes to the atmosphere.
lnstrumented masts are immersed into the basin, equipped with temperature sensors
(thermocouples) at different depths. A line of thermocouples floats at the water surface in
order to detect a surface pool of spilled gas and its evolution (Figure 2). Three instrumented
aboveground masts are placed downwind of the basin between 5 m and 11 m from the
release point on a quite fiat and open area, for measuring some properties of the dispersing
cloud : gas concentration, temperature, velocity and turbulence level from 20 cm up to 3 m
above the ground (Figure 3). The concentration measurements are made by means of a 0 2analyser with regular sampling of the atmospheric cloud. Severa! cameras are immersed into
the basin to visualize the interaction between spilled gas and water. Ali trials have also been
filmed with a norma! camera and an infrared camera.
As wind direction is quite variable on the test site, two large fans have been placed upwind of
the basin in order to channel the atmospheric flow towards the fiat measurement area.

Atmospheric
masts

Release point

Release pipe

-

Storage tank

Figure 1: Experimental device
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Figure 2: Thermocouples floating at the water surface
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Figure 3: Atmospheric measurement equipment - Nitrogen is measured by means of a
sampling device connected to an 0 2-analyser

2.2

Test protocol

The characteristics of all trials are given in Table 1. The indicated release pressure values
give an estimation of initial pressures in the storage tank. lt appeared in the trials that the
pressure dropped significantly during the release, especially for the highest spill rate, since
the gas vaporization into the tank could not be fast enough to compensate the decreasing
volume of gas in the tank. Thus the estimated release rate given in the table is a mean value.
The four trials (No. 17 to 20) with pentane are not discussed in this paper.
Table 1: List of trials and release conditions, where Twater: ambient water temperature, T air:
ambient air temperature, RH: ambient relative humidity, T dew: dew point temperature, Pinii:
estimated initial release pressure, Mspilled: mass of material spilled, dnozzie: nozzle diameter,
~t: spill duration, Omean: mean release rate.
*release below the waterline.
Trial

6
7
8*
9
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Gas

N2
N2
N2
N2
C3Ha
C3Ha
C4H10
C4H10
C4H10
Csh12
Csh12
Csh12
Csh12
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Twater
(oC)

Ta1r
(oC)

RH
(%)

Tdew
(oC)

P1n11
(bara)

10.5
10.5
11.0
10.0
6.5
5.0
5.5
4.5
4.5
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

11.3
12.1
12.0
12.1
11.1
7.4
1.2
4.6
4.6
1.6
1.5
1
1

98
84
94
93.1
54
81
88
83
83
92.1
95.5
99.9
99.9

10.9
10.3
11.1
11.0
2.3
4.2
-0.5
1.8
2.4
0.6
0.7
1.1
1.1

4
4
4
4
10
7
4
2
2

-

-

M spt11ec1

dnozzle

(kg)

(mm)

ót
(s)

Omean
(kg/s)

172
103
90
100
57
59
39
46
22
0.8
1.5
1.7
1.2

20
20
20
16
10
9
9
9
9
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5

215
115
184
213
140
121
58
74
32
360
194
205
140

0.8
0.9
0.49
0.47
0.41
0.49
0.68
0.63
0.69
8.5 a/s
8.5 a/s
8.5 a/s
8.5 a/s
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3.

Observations and analysis

An first analysis of the test results is discussed in the next paragraphs, mostly on the basis of
trial No. 7 (LN 2 spilled at a rate of 0,9 kg/s).
3.1

lnteraction liquefied gas-water

Water surface temperature data from trial No. 7 show a significant temperature decrease at
water surface close to the release point (approximately -8°C at TC 6, Figure not shown). The
other thermocouples do not measure temperature variations higher than 1°C. These
variations are negligible compared to the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen close to 200°C. Thus it is probable that evaporation does not take place at water surface but into the
water. By direct observation with traditional video camera (Figure 4b ), one sees a plume
produced at the water surface inside a circle from approximately 1 m to 1,5 m of diameter.
The image extracted from the thermal imaging camera (Figure 4a) confirms that the water
surface temperature shows negligible variations out of this "circle of emission". One can also
notice that the order of magnitude of the temperature of the emitted vapors roughly deduced
from this thermal video is -50°C and the order of magnitude of the temperature of the cloud
when reaching the first mast is between O and 10°C. These values are rather close to those
extracted from the analysis of the measurements (not shown).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: lmages extracted from (a) thermal and (b) traditional videos of trial No.7
Underwater cameras did not allow perceiving the presence of a pool of nitrogen at the water
surface further than 1 m from the release point.
Figure 5 shows snapshots - in a vertical cut - of penetrating jets of liquefied gases into the
water. ln trial No.7, the penetrating jet of nitrogen produces a mixing cone with a depth of
about 75 cm and a diameter of about 40 to 50 cm at water surface. The penetration depth
appears to be correlated to the release rate.
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Nitrogen-20mm
H : 75cm

Q : 0,9 kg/s

Nitrogen-16mm
H : 30cm

Q: 0,5 kg/s

C3Hs - 9mm
H : 25cm
Q : 0,5 kg/s

C4H10
- 9mm
H : 50cm

Q: 0,7 kg/s

Figure 5: Underwater mixing cones for different test cases. H: cone depth- lmages extracted
from trials No.7, 9, 13 and 16 respectively.
These pictures suggest that this intense underwater mixing leads to the important
vaporization of liquefied gas with bubbles rising to the surface. We can believe that a part of
the neighboring water cooled by the strong vaporization is also entrained by the bubbles
rising to the surface. This current of cooler water at the surface could explain the slight
decrease of temperature (less than 1°C) detected by surface thermocouples out of the "circle
of emission" previously discussed. As the base of the atmospheric cloud observed above the
basin has a size comparable to the base of the vaporization cone under the waterline, we
can deduce that most of the heat transfer and the vaporization process take place in the
mixing cone under water. This strong underwater mixing let suppose that some water
droplets would be entrained into the vapor cloud in the atmosphere.
3.2

Short-range atmospheric dispersion

We first focus on the temperature in the atmospheric plume. On the one hand we tried to
evaluate the local density of the cloud to assess the incidence of the gravity forces in the
dispersion process. On the ether hand we examined the nature of the mixture (adiabatic or
not) between the vapors from the basin and the atmosphere. ln a previous study, the degree
of adiabaticity of a plume which is formed above an evaporating pool was studied. lt appears
that the evolution of temperature in the plume is very mainly induced by the mass transfer
between vapor and atmosphere rather than by heat transfer with the ground. Consequently it
seems reasonable to consider that the mixture vapor/ambient air occurs in an adiabatic way,
i.e. the enthalpy is preserved. With this assumption, one can obtain an approximate
mathematical expression for the mass concentration C of spilled gas in the plume, depending
on the measured temperature and the water content in the atmosphere. lt reads:
C

=[Cp.air {Tamb·Tm) + LH2oxfH20]/[Cp-g {Tm·Tge)]

(1)

where
C: mass concentration of spilled gas (N2)
Cp-air. Cp-g: respectively, heat capacity of air and spilled gas
Tm. T 90 , Tamb: respectively measured temperature in the cloud, temperature of gas when
emitted from the pool, ambient temperature
LH 2o : latent heat for (atmospheric) water
f H2o: mass fraction of condensable water in the atmosphere.
The temperature of the vapor emitted from the pool, T98, can be estimated from the
measurement of gas concentrations in the cloud at the first mast. The estimated value of T ge
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is then applied to all data at aerial masts. Figure 6 presents the comparison between the
concentrations deduced from formulation (1) and measured by means of 0 2-analyser for trial
No.7. They appear to be fairly consistent once the temperature T 9e well estimated.
0.12

"'~

o

I O Mean from thennocouples I
• Mean from 0 2-analyser

0.1

I o.os
c

Cil

E

0.06

:l

~ 0.04

-

-

0.02

o
M1

M2

M3

Figure 6: Comparison of the averages of nitrogen concentrations measured and deduced
from formulation (1) for tria! No. 7
The estimated values of T 9e are given in Table 2. lt appears that T98 can be very different
from the boiling temperature. This confirms that the boiling transition occurs essentially in the
underwater mixing zone and not at the water surface, as explained before. ln tria! No.8,
where the release happens below the waterline, the value of temperature T ge of the emitted
gas at the water surface is significantly higher than temperatures obtained for trials No.6 and
7. This is consistent with what was expected since the underwater mixing with water is
strongly increased in this case. The comparison of emission temperatures for trial No.6/7 and
No.9 indicates that the deeper the jet penetrates into the water, the lower the emission
temperature is. We can also notice that the temperature of-45°C obtained for Trial No.7 are
in good agreement with the thermal infrared image presented in Figure 4a.
Table 2: Properties of gas cloud and atmosphere for trials No.6, 7, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16.
T98: temperature of the gas emitted from the pool, deduced from comparison between
thermocouple measurements and concentration measurements, T00;1;n9 : boiling temperature
of considered material. *release below the waterline.
Trial

Gas

6
7
8*

N2
N2
N2
N2

9
12
13
14
15
16

C3Ha
C3Ha
C4H10
C4H10
C4H10

Tboilina (°C)
-196
-196
-196
-196
-42
-42
-0.9
-0.9
-0.9

Twater (°C)
10.5

Ta;rC°C)
11.3

10.5
11.0
10.0

12.1
12.0
12.1
11.1
7.4
1.2
4.6
4.6

6.5
5.0
5.5
4.5
4.5

RH(%)

98
84
94
93.1
54
81
88
83
83

Tdew (°C)
10.9

10.3
11.1
11.0
2.3
4.2
..Q.5
1.8
2.4

Tae (°C )
-45
-45
-15
-70
-16
-23

o
o
o

Thermocouples measure at a very higher frequency than the 0 2-analyser. Consequently the
analysis of the behavior of the cloud is based on the data from thermocouples converted to
nitrogen concentrations-based on the estimation of T98 and formulation (1). From trial No.7,
we can observe from these mean concentrations (Figure 7) that at mast M1 the cloud of
nitrogen is highly concentrated in the first meter above the ground and then concentration
decreases rapidly with height, whereas further at masts 2 and 3 the concentration decreases
more regularly with height. This highlights the decrease of the density in the cloud with the
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distance to the source: the cloud is dense close to the source due to its low temperature and also water condensation - and then is gradually heated by the ambient air entrained.
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Figure 7: Calculated mean N2 concentrations at the three atmospheric masts for tria! No.7.
From wind speed and turbulence data measured in the cloud (not shown), it arises that no
reduction of ambient vertical turbulent mixing or wind speed modification due to the presence
of the dense cloud can be seen at this scale. These effects should be visible with larger
clouds as it had been clearly observed in Burro and Falcon experiments (Koopman & Ermak,
2007). We also suspect that these effects could have been masked by the quite high level of
ambient turbulence induced by fans used to guide the wind flow.
Finally, Figure 8 shows the visible plumes from nitrogen, propane and butane spills. These
images and the measured concentrations (not shown) confirm that it cannot be assumed that
the flammable region of a cloud should necessarily be included in the visible part of the
cloud. Naturally, the visible part of a cloud depends on the cloud temperature and the dew
point of atmospheric water, which is related to ambient temperature and relative humidity.
For example, the butane spill in tria! No.14 (Figure 8c) leads to no visible plume whereas
measured concentrations at mast M1 are higher than the lower flammable limit of butane
(1,3 %v/v). ln this case, it appears that emitted vapours are close to 0°C whereas the dew
temperature is around -O.S°C (cf. Table 2): atmospheric humidity cannot condense when
mixed in the cloud, so the flammable cloud is not visible.

(a) Nitrogen - 20mm -0,9 kg/s

(b)

C3Hs -9mm-0,5kg/s

(c)

C4H10 -9mm-0,7 kg/s

Figure 8: Comparison of the atmospheric plume sizes for three test cases. lmages extracted
from trials No.7 nitrogen (a), 13 propane (b) and 14 butane (c).
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4.

Conclusions

This medium-scale experiment allowed validating a measuring setup that permits to assess
the behaviour of spilled hazardous liquid/liquefied gases over water. Only the spills of
liquefied gas have been discussed. lt appears that most of the gas vaporization occurs below
the water line in the mixing cone produced when the jet penetrates vertically into the water.
The temperature of the emitted vapors at the water surface could be estimated and is shown
to be significantly different from the boiling point in some cases. Thus the dispersing cloud
may be less cold and less dense than it would be expected for a cloud vaporizing from a still
pool spreading at water surface. The physical process observed in our experiment is not
taken into account by common consequence models, which usually consider that liquefied
gas forma boiling pool at water surface. We thus expect that these consequence models
used for safety studies would give conservative results when mixing under water is
important, since it can be expected that a lighter cloud would lead to shorter safety distances.
Anyway, it is clear from the atmospheric measurements that the cloud is very dense close to
the source, even though the ambient flow (turbulence and mean wind velocity) has not
shown to be disturbed by the presence of the cold cloud of nitrogen - used as a substitute to
LNG in the experiments - at this scale. Otherwise it was verified that the visible part of a
cloud and its flammable part do not usually match, as the size of the visible cloud strongly
depends on cloud and air temperatures and relative humidity.
Globally, these experiments suggest that release conditions - over water, under water,
impinging water surface,...- strongly determine the actual hazardous areas.
These trials can be seen as a first experimental step towards large-scale experiments of
liquefied gas releases at sea needed to assess the behaviour of large hazardous dense
clouds over water and to validate accidental dispersion models.
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a) d= Smm,

b) d= 8mm,

c) d= 12,Smm

o
d=0,05m 1F

4F

2F
3F
d) d = 50mm

SF

Fig. 2. Shapes of selected discharge orifices used in the experiments

A schematic diagram of the experimental system to investigate liquid discharges from
slots located in the pipeline wall is shown in Fig. 3.

·''

',

77?

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the system to investigate liquid discharges from pipelines
1-pressure pipeline, 2-liquid reseiver, 3-flange with discharge orifices, 4- control panel,
5- pump, 6- flowmeter, 7-storage tank, 8-electronic system of collecting experimental data,
9- manometers, 10-valve, 11- balance, 12- funnel.
Basic part of the system was a pressure pipeline (1) constructed from steel pipes of
nominal diameter 3". A rotary measuring segment of the pipeline was placed on special
supports and could be inclined at a selected angle which caused that liquid could discharge
from slot-shaped orifices inclined at different angles to vertical axis. ln central part of the
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rotary segment there was a flange to fix exchangeable discharge pads (3) with orifices of
different shapes and cross sections. These elements were situated on a short exchangeable
segment of the pipeline with a flange mounting. This connection enabled investigation of
skew discharges directed at an angle in relation to horizontal plane. Liquid was supplied to
the pipeline by a screw pump (5) driven by an electric engine of controlled rotations.
A storage tank capacity was about 1 m 3•
The tested discharge orifices were in the shape of straight slots 1 mm wide and with
different lengths and V-shape slots bent at the angle

= 145~

ln each group differing by

shape there were orifices with an identical cross-section area - cf. Table 1 and Fig.4.

T able 1. Sizes of discharge orifices
No.

Discharae oads

L ímml

B ímml

L 1 ímml

81 rmml

1.

V-shape slots V1

24

5

38

15

2.

V-shape slots V2

62,5

11

76

21

3.

Straight sltos - S1

24

1

36

11

4.

Straiaht slots - S2

90

1

101

11

A-A

-$-

-$- -$- -$- -$- -$ - -$ - -$-A

-ó-....._________.'---_______.-w. -$- -$- Q- -<$- -$ -$- -$- '
~

L
L1

Fig. 4. Flange to fix discharge pads with orifices of different shapes.

3. Experimental media

Newtonian liquids used in the experiments was tap water and triethylene glycol, while
non-Newtonian media were water solutions of carboxymethylcellulose CMC at the
concentrations 0.5, 1, 3, 3.5, 4 and 5% wt. and water solutions of polyacrylamide PAA at the
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concentration 0.1 % wt. Physicochemical properties and rheological parameters of all liquids
were determined using a Rheotec rotary rheometer and described by Ostwald-de Waele
power-law model - cf. Table 2. ln the case of Newtonian liquids parameter n=1, while
consistency coefficient k corresponded to liquid viscosity •

Table 2. Rheological parameters of experimental media used in the experiments.
Liquid

n [-]

k[Pas'1

Water

1

0,001

Triethylene glycol

1

0,036

CMC 0.5% wt.

0.824

0.04

CMC 1%wt.

0.732

0.222

CMC3%wt.

0.746-0.781

0.27-0.41

CMC 3.5% wt.

0.579-0.64

2.172-4.186

CMC4%wt.

0.633 - 0.668

1.7-2.16

CMC5%wt.

0.497 - 0.559

7.93-13.15

PAA 0.1% wt.

0.582-0.661

0.05-0.078

4. Experimental results

Values of the liquid discharge coefficient

from the orifices located in the bottom and

side wall of a vessel were calculated using the classical relation:

Qvz

= ~---;:::=================-

s ~2

[(H,+:,) g +Po]

(4.1)

where:

Ovz - volumetrie flow rate of discharged liquid [m3/s], S- orifice cross-section area, [m2],
g- acceleration of gravity [m/s2], p0 - positive gauge pressure over liquid mirror in the vessel
[Pa], Hp, Hk - initial and final level of liquid over the orifice axis [m], p- liquid density [kg/m 3].

ln the case of slots situated in pressure pipeline walls it was calculated from:
_ Qvz

s

r=
v2Pz

(4.2)

where:

pz- positive gauge pressure in the pipeline in the discharge orifice cross section [Pa],
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ln the case of non-Newtonian liquid discharge through the orifices of irregular shapes,
the experimental data were described by two different equations. For the Reynolds number
ReMR <100 the correlation equation had the form:

= ru m~~

~~
= 0.72- cf. Fig. 6 (dash dot

while for ReMR > 100 the discharge coefficient was constant
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1. lntroduction
"Small (continuous) reactors are inherently safe". This is more or less the uniform tenor of
those dealing with reactor intensification that leads to a significantly lower reactor hold-up.
This safety benefit has especially established as "characteristic" of micro-reactors, which
have shown a booming tendency since one decade with nowadays more than 250 new
patents each year [1]. On micro scale, the term inherently safe may indeed be justified for
some applications. Tubular reactors for gas phase reactions, as an example, can be
designed explosion-resistant on a micro scale and potential explosions would have a
significantly reduced blast [2].
However, on a production scale, the (parallelized) micro scale must normally be abandoned
because of economical and practical reasons [3,4,5]. This results in reactor sizes on a millior centi scale in best case (some intermediates, consumer products and polymers). Reactors
of several litres are more realistic for large scale productions (>100 Ua) or reactions that are
limited by mass transfer and require longer residence times. Thus, inherent safety in terms of
volume gets somewhat questionable for production scale. But there are first of all still ether
aspects to consider:
• Besides specific surface, ether conditions are usually also intensified {high pressure,
temperature, concentration) which can fortify ether hazards or create new risks.
• lntensification also permits reaction routes which were infeasible in batch mode. This
means that extremely hazardous reactions such as direct fluorinations [6] can be carried
out, which implies major safety concerns already on a very small scale.
• Smaller reactors lead to certain control obstacles. Small holdups mostly leave less time
for the operator and the control system to respond to disturbances [7].
• Additional risk potential from up- or downstream operations and units may arise in
continuous operation. Risk-scenarios such as "no reaction" or "backflow" can dislocate
the risk for example to separation units or storage facilities. The corresponding vessel
designs are normally less safe and their volume may not differ from batch processes
(e.g. reagent storage).
Consequently a more differentiated discussion about safety of small intensified reactors is
needed. We would like to contribute to this discussion by comparing an ortho-cresol
hydrogenation process carried out in batch and intensified continuous mode. Process safety
is assessed by means of a HAZOP study which has been carried out in a team of industrial
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and academic contributors. Selected scenarios were investigated in detail by means of a
dynamic process model.

2. Process Characteristics
A catalyzed gas-liquid reaction is chosen as test case for the present study. Main reason for
this choice is that these reactions are mostly limited by mass transfer. Consequently the
safety study does not depend that much on the kinetics of the chosen system. Results
obtained in the present study may be easily transferred to other gas-liquid reactions.
1.1 Continuous intensified minireactor
Small size, intensified gas-liquid contactors which made it to production scale are rather rare.
However, one such minireactor that permits considerable throughputs (ca. 100-1000 Ua) is
the RAPTOR developed by the AETGroup [5]. This reactor has amongst others been used
for the hydrogenation of o-cresol which is also taken as test case for this study. Figure 1
illustrates the continuous o-cresol hydrogenation process using this minireactor. Molten ocresol and suspended catalyst (Pd/C) are continuously fed to the minireactor after having
been preheated to reaction temperature. lntensified mass transfer performance permits
small residence times (a couple of minutes) which in turns permits a small reactor volume
( <1 litre). Due to the intensified heat transfer characteristics the minireactor can be operated
without solvent at elevated pressure and temperature conditions. The reactor characteristics
are summarized in Table 1. The reaction product (o-methyl-cyclohexanol) is cooled and the
surplus of hydrogen is degassed. The catalyst is removed by filtration before the reaction
product is finally filled into drums.
catalyst

nitrogen

o-methylcyclohexanol
Figure 1: Simplified flow sheet of the intensified continuous process for a hydrogenation reaction.

1.2 Virtual batch process
The virtual o-cresol hydrogenation batch process has been defined according to industrial
design standards. The initially inertised batch vessel is charged with granular o-cresol and
solvent. After the reagent has been dissolved, catalyst is added and the mixture is heated to
reaction temperature. Hydrogen is fed and dispersed into the slurry. The reaction is usually
stopped after several hours at conversions of typically 95%. The mixture is cooled in the
reactor and sent to a filtration unit before entering the second large vessel which serves for
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solvent evaporation. The purified product is finally filled into drums. The flow sheet of the
virtual batch process is illustrated in Figure 2.
The reactor size has been determined based on the same productivity as for the continuous
process described above. The batch process requires many preparative and changeover
operations (see above). Moreover the exothermic reaction requires strong dilution (ethanol
solvent) in order to be operated safely. Finally a reactor volume of 6m3 (2/3 filled) has shown
to be necessary. The relevant process parameters are compared to these of the intensified
continuous process in Table 1.
catalyst
solvent

hydrogen

nitrogen

granular
o-cresol

I batch still I

catalyst filtration

Figure 2: Simplified flow sheet of the batch process for a hydrogenation reaction.
Table 1: Safety re evant process properties
lntensified minireactor
Reactor volume
0.0007 m3
200 bar
Hvdrooen oressure
Operation temperature
170 °C
Catalvst concentration
0.4%
Solvent (ethanol)
none
<3min
Residence/ooeration time
Adiabatic temperature rise
925°C

Virtual batch Drocess
6 m3
10 bar
100°c
4%
75 vol.-%
4-5 h
100°c

3. HAZOP study
3.1 Method
The Hazard and Operability Study (HAZOP) is a procedure for the systematic, critical
examination of the operability of a process. When applied to a process design or an
operating plant, it indicates potential hazards that may arise from deviations from the
intended design conditions [8]. These deviations are evaluated for each process unit and
each process parameter by means of typical guide words such as "more" (quantitative
increase), "less" (quantitative decrease), "reverse" (logical opposite of the design intent),
"before", "afteť' (relating to order or sequence) etc.. The hazards which are identified can be
somewhat evaluated and quantified by using the following risk definition:
Risk

=Severity x Probability
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The hazards' severity and its probability of occurrence were classified as shown in Table 2.
After having identified a scenario with a potential risk, measures of loss prevention are
discussed and the residua! risk (safety measure considered) is re-evaluated. Herein different
measures are by convention treated differently: Correctly designed rupture discs or safety
valves reduce the probability of occurrence by three and two classes respectively. Safety
measures which are implied by a centra! control system lead to a reduction by just one class.
The HAZOP study requires a heterogeneous team of safety experts. For the present case a
team of 13 chemical engineers and chemists was formed, there under specialists for process
safety, process control and chemical reaction engineering. Members from academia as well
as (process users) from industries participated. The study has been leaded and recorded by
a safety expert (Chilworth Technology) using a computer assisted HAZOP software.

T able 2 D efim1t1on
..
o f seventv and orobabT
11tv c asses f orth e HAZOP studIV
Severitv of the scenario
Probabliltv of occurrence
Definition (freauencv)
Classification Definition
Classification
1
• Minor injuries
1e-7 „. 1e-6 1/y
(quasi excluded)
1
• Minor environmental impact
(moderate)
• Process unit marginally affected 2
1e-6 „. 1e-5 1/y
(improbable)
• Production not interrupted
2
(serious)

3
(fatal)

4
(major)

5

(disastrous)

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Violation of emission standards
Process unit seriously damaged
Production interrupted
Multiple severe injuries
One possible dead
Pollution remains on site
Process unit not operable
Considerable financial damage
Multiple deaths on site
Lethal effects off site
Off site pollution
lmpact on brand image possible
Process unit destroyed
Multiple deaths on and off site
Serious environmental damage
Whole orocess closed

3
(very rare)

1e-5 „. 1e-4 1/y

4
(rare)

1e-4

„.

1e-3 1/y

1e-3

„.

1e-2 1/y

6
(occasional)

1e-2

„.

1e-1 1/y

7
(frequent)

1e-1

„.

1e0

5

(probable)

1/y

3.2 Results and Discussion
For the batch process, 43 Scenarios have been identified and 17 were classified to be of
relevant potential risk as illustrated in Figure 3. The continuous process, on the ether hand,
revealed 22 Scenarios of which 14 form a potential hazard. Considering also the residua!
risks we conclude from these "quantitative" results (Figure 3) of the HAZOP study that:
• The batch reactor constitutes a higher potential hazard (17 hazardous scenarios, 5
unacceptable risks) when compared to the continuous minireactor (14, 2)
• One scenario of the batch process remains of unacceptable residua! risk.
• Apart from this the allocation of the residua! risks shows no fundamental difference
for the batch and intensified continuous process. lt is worth mentioning, that most of
the batch scenarios with a residua! risk in the ALARP region (gray shaded) are
associated to human failure (5 out of 6). Residua! ALARP risks for the intensified
continuous process have their origin predominantly in the principie of continuous
operation (leakages, control failures etc.) rather than intensification (6 out of 7).
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Hence these risks are unspecific with respect to the reactor and would as well be
present in any other continuously operated process.
• Batch scenarios of unacceptable risk (black region) are rather characterized by a
high severity whereas they are of high probability in the continuous minireactor.
The last aspect is of special importance since it must not be forgotten, that each severity
and probability class represents some kind of order of magnitude (Table 2). A closer
look at the "black" scenarios is provided in Table 3. The impact of the solvent turns out to
be the key difference between both processes. For the batch process the presence of a
solvent leads to scenarios in which vessel rupture is expected because of the solvents
vapour pressure or in which solvent vapours form an explosive mixture in the
evaporation unit. ln three out of five "black" scenarios the solvent is the activator of an
incident. ln the continuous minireactor, on the other side, the absence of solvent means
a much higher adiabatic temperature rise, hence one scenario in which a thermal
explosion would lead to an unacceptable potential risk. Another important difference is
the role of scenarios based on operator failures which are obviously more frequent for
the batch process and lead to an elevated number of corresponding scenarios of which
two lead to severe hazards, e.g. forgotten inertisation.
atch reactor
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Figure 3: Risk allocation of the HAZOP analysis for the hydrogenation of o-cresol
Vessel size and respective quantities which are processed do not only have an impact on the
severity of an incident: ln contrast to the batch vessel, the minireactor could be installed in a
blockhouse as ultimate safety measure. Another advantage of the minireactor is the
possibility of instant drainage (low volume, high pressure). Loss prevention for the batch
process is somewhat limited to process control and standard relief devices.
The impact of working pressure is more difficult to evaluate. Within the HAZOP analysis this
aspect has been considered indirectly by applying higher probabilities for corresponding
scenarios. Main reason is the fact that the risk of leakage is elevated and radius of exposure
may be larger. The latter is especially important to consider for the emitted hydrogen which
can create flammable mixtures already at low volumetrie fractions. However, a
decomposition of the entire content of the minireactor would approximately correspond to an
equivalent of Sg TNT, a pressure rise of 140mbar and broken windows in worst case.
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Table 3: Descri tion of those scenarios with hi h otential risk s:severi
Batch reactor
Scenario

Consequences

81

Reactor:
Temperatura (T)
control failure

82

Reactor : T-probe
defect (Tmax not
detected)

High vapour pressure (solvent) causes
partial vessel ruptura I Hydrogen jet
emission and explosion (self ignition).
Continuous hydrogen feed (normally
stops at Tmax) I slow pressure increase I Hydrogen jet emission and
ex losion see 81
Reactor design pressure is exceeded.
Hydrogen jet emission and explosion
(see 81)
Hydrogen is not removed I contact
with air in separator which is not
designed for high pressures (e.g.
condenser I Ex losion if i nition.

83

84

85

Reactor:
Hydrogen pressure
reducer fails
Reactor:
No lnertisation after
reaction (operator
failure
Separator:
solvent evaporation:
No inertisation
(operator failure)

pot.
risk
(s,p)

Safety
measures

res.
risk
(s,p)

Safety valve +
ruptura disc

(4,2)

Safety valve +
ruptura disc +
Pressure alarm

(4,1)

Safety valve +
ruptura disc

(4,2)

Safety valve +
ruptura disc

(3,4)

Safety valve I
ruptura disc are
normally NOT
designed for this
scenario

C1

Reactor jacket:
No circulation of
service liquid (pump
failure)

Adiabatic temperatura rise,
decomposition reaction, thermal
explosion

Temperatura
control (stop
agitation, stop
hydrogen feed),
ru ture disc

(3,3)

C2

o-cresol reservoir
(melt): Empty

Aspiration of air, hydrogen moves
upstream, mixture with air, explosion

Flow rate control

(3,6)

Process scenarios which are particularly difficult to evaluate are those which involve failure in
the cooling system. Two factors complicate the evaluation of these scenarios which are
particularly crucial for the undiluted minireactor with its adiabatic temperature rise of almost
1000K: Firstly the reaction (like most gas-liquid reactions) is believed to be limited by mass
transfer. Hence standard procedures for thermal runaway calculations, assuming a kinetic
regime, are not applicable [9]. Secondly the massive pressure-proof construction of the
minireactor exerts certainly a pronounced effect on the dynamics of the reactor. A process
model has therefore been developed which should give insight into the special dynamic
behaviour of the intensified minireactor.

4. Dynamic simulation
The intensified continuous minireactor has been modelled as reactor cascade. A kinetic and
mass transfer model has been applied which includes adsorption of the reagents on the
catalyst [1 O]. Possible decomposition reactions have not been implemented. Model details
have been published elsewhere [11]
Scenario B 1, about which the HAZOP team felt most unsure, shall be taken as exemplary
simulation. The simulation results as shown in Figure 4. After start up and maintenance of
steady-state, the circulation of service liquid is stopped (hydrogen is fed further). After a
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assisted HAZOP analysis has been performed which highlighted critical operation scenarios.
Against mainstream we cannot entirely confirm the statement that safety is inherent in
smaller reactor designs. The qualitative difference of corresponding risks should rather be
pointed out. ln our example, the classical batch process is associated with potential risk
scenarios of high severity. The intensified continuous minireactor reveals scenarios of similar
risk which are of much lower severity, but significantly higher probability. However, for the
specific application described here, the intensified process turned out to be safer but
because of other reasons which are mostly just indirectly related to reactor volume:
• lntensification leads to a solvent-free operation, which avoids risk scenarios
associated with a flammable solvent of high vapour pressure. These scenarios have
shown to be most problematic for the batch reactor or following (separation) units.
• lntensification in terms of high pressure leads to a massive reactor construction which
delays thermal runaway and provides more time for intervention.
• Smaller reactor size allows for additional measures of loss prevention such as instant
drainage and blockhouse installation, which are infeasible or too expensive for large
scale processing.
Dueto very different designs the safety of intensified processes has to be evaluated
technology specific. ln best case results obtained for one technology can be generalized for
a reaction class. The results of this study, for example, should be transferrable to other gasliquid reactions. ln many other cases, however, the question whether or not intensification
leads to safer processes will be not only technology but also highly application specific.
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During each test the explosion pressure is measured and recorded with two piezoelectric
sensors. The pyrotechnical igniters are located in the centre of the sphere.
The exact procedure to determine respective characteristics is described in EN 14034-1 to
14034-4 (1-4].
For the tests in the 20-1-sphere 3 test series are carried out. ln the 1-m3-vessel only one test
series is carried out, but the maximum values for explosion pressure and pressure rise are
repeated including the values of the next higher and lower concentrations.
2.2 Dust Samples
For the round robin tests 6 dusts in total from various product groups (organic, metals etc.)
with different severities and ignitability's were chosen. These dusts shall represent the range
of dusts tested in practice. Table 1 lists the chosen dusts and their approximated explosion
characteristics [7].
Table1: Round robin test dusts and reference characteristics
dust
Anthraquinone
Carbon black
Maize starch
Coating powder
Niacin amid
Blasting dust

Pmax

Ks1

LEL

[bar]

[bar*m/s]

[g/m3)

MIE
[mJ]

9
8.0
8.5
9.0
8.5
4.5

350
250
190
200
250
100

30
30
60
30
30
60

10130
>10
10130
3110
1 11 o
101100

P max

maximum explosion overpressure

Ks1

dust explosion constant

LEL

lower explosion level

MIE

minimum ignition energy

Ali dust samples are tested in as-received condition. Maize starch, Niacin amid and Coating
powder are tested in both test equipment. Anthraquinone, Carbon black and the Blasting
dust are tested only in the 20-1-sphere.
2.3 lgniters
To get comparable ignition conditions, the new igniters have been modified until they
achieved the same data for ignition energy, ignition kinetics and ballistics as the Sobbe
igniters, see table 2. To avoid toxic or harmful products, Barium and Lead have been
eliminated in the Simex igniters. ln addition to that, tests at the Swiss Institute for Promotion
of Safety and Security show that the safety current of the Simex igniter is higher than in the
Sobbe igniter. Furthermore the Simex igniters are less friction sensitive.
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Table 2: Comparison of Sobbe and Simex igniters
Parameter

Standard 5 kJ lgniters
(Sobbe)

NPI® 5 kJ lgniters
(Simex)

Calculated Combustion Temperature

3800 ± 200 "C

3800 ± 200 "C

Caloricity

5 kJ

5 kJ

Ballistic output (201t)

0.9 to 1.3 bar

0.9 to 1.3 bar

ESD Sensitivity of ignition composition

10-20 microjoules

10-20 millijoules

Friction Sensitivity

200 g

4000 g

Safety Current

0.18 Amps

0.40 Amps

Since the first validation of igniters with energy of 1 kJ has not been finished yet, for the
round robin tests only igniters with energy of 5 kJ are used, also for the LEL-tests in the 20-1sphere.

3. Test results and discussion
At first tests without dust were carried aut in the 20-1-sphere to get information about the
pressure generated from the igniters.
results without dust
Pex [barg]

1,3

1,2

1, 1

0 ,9
SOBBE• I SIMEX+

Figure 2: Explosion overpressures of both igniters without dust
As can be seen in figure 2 the variance in pressure is rather small. The mean value of ten
Simex-tests gave an overpressure of 1.03 barg, whereas ten Sobbe ignitions resulted in a
mean value of 1.09 barg. The reason for that could be the influence of scattering do to the
relatively small amount of tests. However, the scattering of pressure of the Simex igniters
seems to be lower than the scattering of the Sobbe igniters.
Figure 3 illustrates the deviation of the determined maximum explosion overpressures for
Anthraquinone for both igniters in comparison of the reference value in 20-1-sphere
determined with Sobbe igniter.
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deviation from Pmax (8.4 barg)
·Anthraqulnone·
20%

1 BAM
0%

-

---·~~-- + 1

2BGIA
3SWISSI

- 10%

I= ----------------:

-20%

SOBBE•t SIMEX+

Figure 3: Determined Pmax·values with Anthraquinone in the 20-1-sphere
The average explosion overpressure for Anthraquinone was 8.4 barg. As can be seen the
conformity of both igniters was rather good, whereas values determined with SIMEX igniters
(average of 8.5 barg) seem to be a little higher.
Tests with Carbon black delivered comparable results (Fig. 4). The deviation in Pmax between
both igniters amounted to 0.2 bar only (2.5%). However all Simex igniter tests with Carbon
black resulted in smaller values.
Appropriate results were also found for Maize starch, Coating powder and Niacin amid.
deviatlon trom Pmo (8,1 barg)
-Carbon black·
20%

1 BAM

-

0%

2BGIA
3SWISSI

·10%

!------------------------!

-20%

SOBBE

•t

SIMEX+

Figure 4: Determined Pmax·values with Carbon black in the 20-1-sphere
Figure 5 illustrates determined Kscvalues for Anthraquinone, Maize starch , Carbon black,
Niacin amid and Coating powder for both igniters. For all dusts the determined differences
are negligible in practice. But as a trend more reactive dusts like Anthraquinone seem to
have a lower percental divergence than lesser reactive dusts for example Coating powder.
For Anthraquinone the difference between the Sobbe (Ks1= 381 bar*m/s) and the Simex
igniters (Ks1 = 274 bar*m/s) amounts to 7 bar*m/s (1.8%). The tests with Coating powder
resulted in 206 bar*m/s with Sobbe and 193 bar*m/s with Simex, which reveals a difference
of 13 bar*m/s (6.3%).
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Ksrvalues [bar*m/s] with both ignlters

400
350

1 Anthraquinone

4- - - - - - - - 1

300

2 Maize starch
3 Carbon black

250

4 Niacin amid

______.......,.,,,s_ • s-

• 2 + 2

200

5 Coating powder

150
SOBBE• t SIME.X+

Figure 5: Determined K519values with Sobbe and Simex igniters in the 20-1-sphere
Moreover figure 5 shows that for all dusts, except for Coating powder, the Simex igniters
cause slightly higher Ksťvalues than the Sobbe igniters.
The results of lower explosion limit tests in the 20-1-sphere are displayed in figure 6. Unlike
described in the standards, the tests are carried out with 5 kJ igniters instead of 1 kJ igniters.
Ali tests led to identical or comparable values. For Anthraquinone and Carbon black the
values with the Sobbe igniters were slightly lower.
LEL (g/m3 ) with both igniters

40

30

2

-~3

1 Anthraquinone
2 Maize starch
3 Carbon black
4 Niacin amid

-----c11~3

5 Coating powder

10
SOBBE •

t SIMEX+

Figure 6: Results of lower explosion limit tests
Table 3 shows first test results with Maize starch in the 1-m 3-vessel. Also in this test
equipment both igniters achieved almost equal test results.
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Table 3: Measured data from 1-m3-vessel with Maize starch
lg niter
Sobbe
Simex

Pmax

Ks1

[bar]

[bar*m/s]

LEL
[%]

9.2
9

230
246

125
125

4. Conclusions/outlook
The test results with dusts having a wide range of Pmax and K81 in the 20-1-vessel confirm a
good correlation between igniters by Sobbe and Simex for the determined values Pmax. K81
and LEL. Especially the values for the peak pressure are very well compatible.
For this reason the new igniter seems to be an alternative to the standard one, at least in the
20-1-sphere.However this has to be confirmed by the remaining tests. So far most tests in the
1-m3-vessel have not been evaluated, but the first results are promising.
ln the following the remaining test results have to be evaluated, especially the tests in the 1m3-vessel. lf needed, further test with other dusts have to be done. ln a next step validation
tests with the 1kJ igniters should be started.
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ln Eq. (1 ), the two left-hand side terms correspond to unsteady effects and convective fluxes,
while the two right-hand side terms correspond to molecular diffusion and reaction rate.
The LES model equations employed within this work were obtained by Favre-filtering the
governing equations with a low-pass box filter in the physical space (Pope, 2000; Poinsot
and Veynante, 2005). The filtering process filters out the eddies whose scales are smaller
than the filter width (i.e., the grid cell size) so that the resulting equations govern the
dynamics of the large eddies.
Owing to the non-linear nature of the governing equations, the filtering operation in LES, as
well as the Reynolds-average in RANS, gives rise to unknown terms which have to be
modelled at the sub-grid scale (sgs) level.
The unknown terms arising from the momentum and energy balance equations are related to
the sgs stress tensor and the sgs heat flux, respectively.
The LES Favre-filtered c-equation reads:

-

a~c + V ·(p;;~) + V {p(Qc-;;~)] = V ·(pDV'c) +<i>,
(2)
where the overbar ( - ) denotes a filtered quantity and the tilde (U ) a Favre-filtered quantity.
ln Eq. (2), there are three unknown terms: the sgs reaction progress variable flux (third term
on the left-hand side), the sgs molecular diffusion (first term on the right-hand side) and the
sgs reaction rate (second term on the right-hand side). As in RANS , the flame front is not
resolved on the LES grid, the premixed flame thickness being smaller than the mesh size
used. Consequently, the flame remains a sub-grid phenomenon whose coupling with the
unresolved turbulence has to be exclusively modelled.
2.1 Sub-grid scale (sgs) closures for stress tensor and scalar fluxes
To model the sgs stress tensor in LES, we used the dynamic kinetic energy model (Kim and
Menon, 1997). To calculate the shear stress at the wall, a blended linear/logarithmic law-ofthe-wall was used (Kader, 1981 ).
ln URANS, the RNG k-& model was chosen for its feasibility to follow transitional flows
(Yakhot et al., 1992). This sgs model was coupled to standard wall functions for the near-wall
treatment (Launder and Spalding , 1974).
ln both LES and URANS, the sgs scalar fluxes of heat and reaction progress variable were
modelled with a gradient transport assumption together with the turbulent Schmidt and
Prandtl numbers (Poinsot and Veynante, 2005).
2.2. Sub-grid scale (sgs) combustion model
Among the different approaches proposed to handle the flame-turbulence interaction, the
flame surface density formalism based on the "flameleť' concept was chosen for LES
(Poinsot and Veynante, 2005).
The main assumption of the flamelet modelling is that of a "thin flame sheet" which means
that the flame or at least the reaction zone is thinner than the small turbulent scales, thus
remaining laminar. Furthermore, the high gradients within the thin flame allow a balance to
be established between molecular transport and chemistry. This implies that diffusive
transport and chemical reactions cannot be modeled independently of each other.
Accordingly, the filtered molecular diffusion and reaction rate (right-hand side terms in Eq. 2)
were both included in an sgs flame front displacement term,
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(3)
where

I

is the sgs flame surface density (i.e., the sgs flame surface per unit volume) and

(p w)s is the sgs surface-averaged mass-weighted displacement speed.
ln Eq. (3), (pw)s was approximated by p 0 S1 (Trouvé and Poinsot, 1994), where p 0

is the
fresh gas density and is the laminar burning velocity. .Lwas expressed as a function of the
sgs flame wrinkling factor, E.<1, (i.e. , the sgs flame surface divided by the projection of the
flame surface in the propagating direction):

s,

(4)
To take into account the coupling of flame propagation and unresolved turbulence, in Eq. (4 ),
ELI was modelled according to the flame wrinkling model by Charlette et al. (2002). We
successfully employed this sgs combustion model in previous LES computations of small
scale explosions (Di Sarli et al. , 2009a; 2009b).
ln URANS, the mean reaction rate was expressed according to the combustion model by
Zimont (2000):

(5)
where A is a model constant, u' the root-mean-square velocity, a the molecular heat transfer
coefficient of the unburned mixture (thermal diffusivity) and /1 the turbulence length scale
calculated from:

(6)
with e turbulence dissipation rate and Co constant equal to 0.37.

2.3. Numerical solution
LES and URANS computations were run of the experiments by Ferrara et al. (2008) carried
out in the configuration shown in Figure 1. lt was a cylindrical 0.2 m3 vessel (L 1.0 m,
D 0.5 m) connected to a large dump volume (50 m3 ) through a vent duet (L 1 1.0 m,
D1 0.162 m).

=
=
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Figure 1 - Picture (left) and scheme (right) of the experimental rig (side view; "Pn" are the
positions of the pressure transducers).
The LES and URANS model equations were discretised by using a finite volume formulation
on a non-uniform structured grid with smaller cell size (5 mm) used in both the vessel and the
duet.
Adiabatic and no-slip wall boundary conditions were applied at the solid interfaces (walls of
vessel, duet and dump).
lnitial conditions had velocity components, energy and reaction progress variable set to zero
everywhere. lgnition was obtained by means of a hemispherical patch , with a radius equal to
5 mm, of hot combustion products at the centre of the vessel.
Computations were performed by means of the Fluent code (version 6.3.26,
www.fluent.com). The time needed by URANS calculations was around 1O times lower than
LES.
3. Results

ln Figures 2 and 3, the pressure time histories at positions P1 (vessel) and P3 (duet) are
given as computed by means of URANS simulations run with two different values of the
constant A of the sgs combustion model (Eq. 5).
When decreasing the constant A from 0.4 to 0.28, a good agreement with the experiment
(back lines in Figures 2 and 3) is found in terms of maximum pressure.
ln Figures 2 and 3, the pressure time trends as obtained by LES computations are also
shown. lt can be observed that, without adjusting any model parameters, the agreement with
the experimental data is good in terms of both maximum pressure and corresponding time.

4

-

experimental

-

LES

-

URANS A=0.28
URANS A=0.4

o -1-~~~--""""-------

0.00

0.05

0. 10

0. 15

0.20

time (s)

Figure 2 - Pressure in the vessel as a function of time.
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Flexibility

More structured or intensified equipment usually has less flexibility - will equipment
be dedicated or does it need to be capable of other tasks.

Scale-up

Extra work required - higher risk of abnormal occurrence if significant scale-up
reauired.

3. Case Study
This case study is based on a process from Merck (was Solvent lnnovation) [3, 4] to
manufacture an ionic liquid product, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulphate (Diagram 5):

F\

+
substrate
1-methylimidazole

/NVN'-../
DES

diethyl sulphate

product
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium
ethylsulphate

Diagram 4: Chemistry of Case Study
The nature of the product makes it difficult to purify once formed, so the reaction is carried
out using approximately stoichiometric quantities of purified reactants and the reaction is
taken to >99.9% conversion. ln practice, 0.1% excess of 1-methylimidazole is used to
ensure complete reaction of the carcinogenic diethyl sulphate. No solvent, or dilution with
finished product, is used. The reactor product is to be sufficiently pure to be packaged
without further purification.
lt is known that at higher temperatures, an undesired reaction occurs that causes coloration
of the product. Only clear colourless (water-white) product is commercially saleable, so this
must be avoided. Three possible processing options were identified:
1. Batch process with slow feed of reagent to control exotherm
2. Batch process with intensified loop for addition of reagent with improved heat and
mass transfer
3. Continuous microreactor with optimal heat and mass transfer
ln putting together the processing options and carrying out scoping chemistries for the three
options, the optima! process was identified as the microreactor because it gave the best
control and the clearest (most commercially viable) product.
By carrying out a review of all the HS&E considerations, however, it was found that at the
proposed production site the volumes of the carcinogenic diethyl sulphate for a continuous
process would exceed the amounts permitted by local regulations. Therefore an alternative
location had to be found to take advantage of the most technically desirable option.
Only by carrying aut a HS&E assessment early during the decision making process was this
issue identified early enough to allow introduction of the new optimised technology in time.
This case study will be further exemplified in the presentation.
4. Conclusion
This deliverable provides a framework for comparing different process options from a HS&E
perspective. Moving from traditional processes to multi-scale (both time and length scales)
processes generates some new challenges when considering the health, safety and
environmental aspects. The authors intention for this deliverable therefore, was to provide
guidance (with reference to current best practice) for those making decisions at a strategie
level. The present report also seeks a dialogue to be made possible among HS&E
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Heat balance for liquid film and material of the packing:

LIS
at

(1 -e G) · p- LIS · c- LIS · aT
p

(1 -e G) · TLIS
/1.

•

(82TLIS +-·l 8TLIS + 82T LIS ) 8r 2

h o . av (T LIS - TG )+
Mass balance for the liquid film:

r

8z 2

Or

q; -q;

(82

(1)

82

:::i L
L l ;:) L
L)
(1-e0 -es ) .:5_ =(1-e 0 -es )· D~ · ---Í+-·:5..._ + ___í
8t
8r2 r Or
8z2

-ri .- ř,L.

i

Momentum balance:

G 8 ( G G ) G G a(p G. W~eff )
G G 8 W~eff
e ·8t
- p · wz ,ejf +e · wr,ejf ·
- e · 17 · a r2
ar

R,1

v,1

(2)

2

=

G . - e G ·(ap
ap)
- (e G)2· RwG ·wz,eff
a z+ar

(3)

or simplified version (Forchheimer equation for non-Darcy flow):

_ ap=_.!._
az kl ...,.,, a.WGz,ejf

+-l- · p G· [wG ]2
k2
z,ejf
(4)

The boundary conditions to use are dependent on the scenario in question.

4. Experimental basis
The objective of experimental studies is to determine the characteristic data of the balance
equations and to validate the developed models.

ln the development concept the use of three different apparatus are included. The standard
laboratory set up is based on an oven (heat chamber) with specific control and measurement
equipment (figures 1 and 2). This apparatus is used for the determination of basic reaction
and heat transfer data.

Figure 1: Standard laboratory set up

Figure 2 : Arrangement of packing and thermocouples

For the determination of, for example, the convective mass and heat transfer data, a specific
laboratory set up has been designed (figures 3 and 4 ). The oven can be operated as an open
or a closed system. ln addition to the temperature profile the volume flow rate and the local
concentration of, for example, oxygen , can be detected.
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Figure 3: Specific laboratory set up I

Figure 4: Specific laboratory set up li

The third piece of apparatus is a pilot distillation plant (figure 5). The column is equipped with
an inside foam glass insulation (figure 6). The pilot plant will be used for validation tests only.

Figure 5: Pilot plant

Figure 6: Interna! foam glass insulation

5. Determination of selected fundamental simulation parameters
For the determination of reaction and conductive heat transfer data the standard laboratory
set up (see figures 1 and 2) is used. For the model system, a selection of different structured
packing materials derived from Sulzer (LEX and LDX) wetted with a mixture of fatty acids
(Edenor Ti05) were chosen. The LEX and LDX wire gauze packing is made of Cr-Ni-Steel
and has a diameter of 80 mm and a height of 54 mm. The specific surface area of the LEX
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packing is 1700 m 2 /m 3 and for LDX 900 m 2 /m 3 • Edenor Ti05 is a mixture of saturated and
unsaturated fatty acids, with chain lengths ranging from C14 to C18. The main components
of Ti05 are oleic acid (about 67%) and linoleic acid (13%).
Before each experiment the packing has to be wetted with Ti05. The packing is dipped into
Ti05, which is heated close to the start temperature of the self-ignition experiment (i.e.
70°C). The static hold-up of the packing is 5-10% of the entire packing mass. lt depends on
the used packing material and the temperature.
5.1 Determination of reaction data
For the determination of reaction data, the wetted packing is stored in the centre of the oven
under adiabatic or small over adiabatic condition. ln an over adiabatic experiment the oven
temperature is controlled with a small offset (1-4 K) to the sample's core temperature. The
temperature rise of the sample represents the released heat of reaction , if heat and mass
transfer is negligible. Figure 7 shows a typical temperature profile.

50

- Ambient temperature
-.core temperature
- suňace temperatura

o

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

Time [s)
Figure 7: Temperature development of an overadiabtic experiment {Tambien1- Tcore
(Sulzer LEX packing wetted with 7g Ti05)

=4 K)

=

For the determination of the activation energy two temperature gradients (BT/ot) f(1/T) are
calculated using equation (5) in the range from 500s to 2500s after transferring the data in
the logarithmical scale plot {(8T/at) vs. the inverse temperature (1/T)).

(5)

The frequency factor can be calculated with equation (6).

- ·-ďT = q ·
p ·c
P at

k ·exp(-R·T
-E)
o

(6)

Note: Equations (5) and (6) are only applicable if secondary effects (heat and mass transfer)
are negligible.
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Example results for LEX packing wetted with Ti05:
Experiment 1:
Experiment 2:

ko= 153000 1/s
ko= 38800 1/s

E/R= 7800 K
E/R= 7420 K

5.2 Determination of heat transfer data
The heat transfer data (heat transfer coefficient h and thermal conductivity Aeff) data will be
obtained through the analysis of temperature development while heating up the sample with
an adequate simulation model. At an ambient temperature level and a small temperature
difference the effect of convection should be negligible Therefore, analysis using only the
heat balance should lead to qualified results for the packing without Ti05. The comparison in
figure 8 shows a very close comparison agreement between the calculated and experimental
profiles. Therefore, the assumptions made should be applicable. The set of data obtained is
e=0.25 and A e11 =0.15 W/(m·K).
Note: The simulated surface and core temperatures are fitted to measured temperatures via
the variation of heat transfer coefficient hG (e-value) and thermal conductivity A.811•

hG

NuG . A,air + 4. e. a. T
h packing

(7)

3

a

The Nusselt number is calculated based on correlations given in the German standard
VDI Warmeatlas, chapter FA 1-3 [8].
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Figure 8: Determination of heat transfer coefficient h and thermal conductivity A.e11
via comparison of the simulation model with experimental data without Ti05
6. Simulation
Within the model development phase the simulation programs are based on an in-house
solver which considers the Crank-Nicolson method for one dimensional simulation and the
alternating direction implicit method for two or three dimensional simulation. Because of this,
there is, in principie, no limitation in programming more complex incident scenarios. Up to
now, all developed simulation programs are based on the simplified heat balance as
described via equations (8)- (10).

j)·C, · :
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lnitial conditions
Tsuďace =

T (r =r0 )

=

T ambient

Boundary conditions

dT

Surface:

± }.,eff . d X

Core:

dT = O
dx

=

hG

. (Tsurface - Tambienl )

for

X

= ±r

(9)

for x = r0

(10)

6.1 Simulation of the self-ignition temperature as a function of induction time
The standard definition of the self-ignition temperature is independent of time and therefore
the minimum value. Below the self-ignition temperature (ambient temperature) a run away
reaction will not be possible at any storage time. The simulation results below are based on
the simplified heat balance (equations (8)-(10)) and constant ambient temperature.
Example results for LEX packing wetted with Ti05, unconfined system:
1. Standard laboratory set up as demonstrated in figure 2 (d=80 mm, height=54 mm):
Self-ignition temperature
Experiment:
105 +/- 3 °C
Simulation:
108 +/- 2 °C
~ The simulation of the self-ignition temperature matches well with the experiment.
2. lndustrial scale
Size of packing
Simulation 1: d=1 m, height=1 m)
Simulation 2: d=1 m, height=9 m)
~

Self-ignition temperature
42 °C
37 °C

induction time
47 h
91 h

The induction time depends on the system size and temperature.
(The induction time represents the time to react to avoid the self-ignition hazard.)

6.2 Simulation of the self-ignition process including the heating process
A simplified heating process of a column open to atmosphere is analysed in this chapter.
The real process is demonstrated via the application of the standard laboratory set up as
shown in figure 2 (d=80 mm, height=54 mm). To compare simulation results with
experimental data the variable ambient (surrounding) temperature of the experiment was
used as a simulation condition. ln figure 9 a set of representative experimental and
simulation results are shown.
The simplified heat balance model (equations (8)- (10)) already describes the dynamic
process until the run away reaction condition quite well. Nevertheless, the model has to be
improved.
Causes for the deviation at the start of the run away reaction seem to be quite clear. The
main reason is that mass loss of Ti05 via chemical reaction and evaporation as well as
convective heat transfer are, until now, not considered in the model.
Causes for the deviation observed in the heating period are not known. lt may be the case
that evaporation of Ti05 from the sample's surface, until now, has not been considered in the
simulation model and has thus caused the deviation.
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Figure 9: Self-ignition of a Sulzer LEX packing wetted with Ti05, compares of experimental
results with simulation
7. Future Work

For simulation of incident scenarios the actual model has to be improved. lntegration of
momentum and mass balances are important. Additional experimental stud ies have to be
performed for the development I validation of calculation criteria of new simulation
parameters. ln further studies the pre existing pilot plant will be operated for validation of
incident scenario simulations.
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specific surface area
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1. lntroduction
The principles of inherent safety have been around for long - they were proposed by Trevor
Kletz in 1978 [1 ]. Despite their potential to increase safety and reduce the magnitude and/or
likelihood of severe incidents, they are not structurally being applied on a large scale as
would be justified by this potential. Moreover, there seems to be a focus on inherent safety in
design, whereas possibilities for innovation may also exist in other phases of an installation's
life cycle. ln 2006, the Dutch province of Zeeland decided to start promoting the subject.
Since the application of inherent safety goes beyond the minimum requirements of the Dutch
legal system for safety, it has to be adopted by industry on a voluntary basis. Exploratory
workshops were organized with representatives from companies as well as regulatory
bodies. Willingness to go on with the idea was established, and a quick scan to assess the
potential for inherent safety in concrete industrial situations seemed to be a helpful tool. This
quick scan was developed and successfully tested in 2007. Parallel to these activities, the
Dutch province of Noord-Brabant developed a questionnaire with a similar purpose. The
questionnaire was also positively received in a number of industrial pilot applications. ln
2008, these two provinces and DCMR Environmental Protection Agency in the RotterdamRljnmond region decided to contlnue jolntly. The qulck scan and the questlonnalre were
integrated, combining the most successful elements of these two. lt stimulates creativity and
minci setting towards inherent safety, and is applicable to complicated chemical sites as well
as simpler storage and production facilities. The first version of the integrated tool has been
tested in pilot applications in the course of 2009. The experiences with the tests will be used
to improve the quick scan tool which will then be made available on a national scale.
This paper discusses these government initiatives and activities to stimulate the application
of inherent safety principles in the Netherlands. lt starts with introducing Dutch safety
legislation (section 2). Next, the exploratory phase and subsequent initial tool development
are discussed (section 3). The first version of the integrated quick scan tool is briefly
described in section 4, preceded by a summary of its scope and design criteria. An
impression of preliminary experiences with pilot applications of this first version is given in
section 5, followed by some concluding remarks on further promotion of inherent safety in the
Netherlands (section 6).
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above ambient temperature. This is an inherent safety feature as cooling can be delivered by
the outside temperature. Creating enough cooling is always an issue for batch reactors.
As result of the runaway reaction a lot of gas is produced. ln the end these gases might
ignite and end in an explosion. The violence of the explosion depends on the rate at which
energy is released. Both deflagrations and detonations occur. Deflagrations result in peakpressures of around 8 bar, detonations may give peak pressures of 20 bar or higher.
Especially in long pipes deflagration may turn into a detonation. However the smaller the
pipe diameter the more difficult it will become for a deflagrating mixture to become a
detonation. For instance for acetylene this effect has been measured [1, 9]. Own
experiments using a mixture of H2 and 0 2 confirm these findings. From these experiments
and literature findings it is clear that micro-reactors are much safer compared to large
reactors (V > 0.1 m3 ). Still deflagrations might occur which means that micro-reactors should
at least be able to withstand 20 bar. lt should also be noted that it is not only the microreactor that has to withstand a deflagration, but also the equipment directly connected to the
micro-reactor.
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Figure 5: Effect of critical temperature on the
achievable mass flow. For this case a second
order reaction was used, typical value: treaction

=

4000 s to achieve a conversion of 90 %.
Toxicity is the last issue to be discussed. The extreme low volume of micro reactors (1 mm3)
is favorable compared to batch reactors (10 m3 ). However the remaining equipment might
still have large volumes which result in the same safety issues as found in fine-chemical
plants.
3.2 Process Safety
When a process route is developed a qualitative hazard analysis, like a HAZOP, is
performed. This article would be too lengthy to add the HAZOP report from both the batch
reactor as the micro-reactor. However the following major differences between these two
plant types are present:
volume of both reaction sections
amount of equipment needed to operate the plant
degree of accuracy needed to operate the equipment
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ln case of product-safety the calorimetric equipment should be able to determine heat-loads
of for instance run-away reactions at higher reactant concentrations and temperatures. Not
all equipment is able to perform at that level.
ln case of process safety the HAZOP should incorporate key-words like amount of
equipment, plugging, mixing, accuracy of dosing and accuracy of process control. A major
problem is to determine the risk of an accident.
ln the case the safety methods like fault and event tree failure data is missing. This will
make these tools unusable.
Micro-reactors are not the only units present in a production process. lt is therefore advisable
to make the whole production process inherently safe if products or reactants are hazardous.
Such micro-plants could be build near to the place where the product is to be used. This
solution has a lot of positive side-effects as it is not needed any more to have large storage
areas and the transportation of hazardous material is greatly reduced. Only in the case that
the unstable chemical is present as an intermediate during the reaction an inherently safe
reactor design is needed without changing the size of the other process steps.
Both the bad human-machine interface and the use of hazardous materials result in the
conclusion that from a human point of view micro-reactors are not to be considered as safe.
Safety techniques like human task analysis (HTA} and the computer HAZOP (CHAZOP)
exist that are able to assess these specific safety issues. However these techniques are not
part of the competences of the regular plant-engineer. Extra training is needed for both the
operators and engineers.
ln case of the environment the safety assessment tools are exactly the same for both the
batch as the micro-reactor setup. Differences might arise if due to the micro-reactor
technology new products are produced. ln that case extra tests will probably have to be
performed to show the authorities that the product is safe for transport and handling.
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3.1 Influence of the numerical grid
The second step, generating the numerical grid, is however often the first step resulting in
some failure and poor results at the end of the calculation - especially if the main aim is the
calculation of quantitative deformations of explosion resistant equipment. Depending on the
finite element type and its integration method, modeling deformation caused by more or less
fast explosion loads requires careful choice of element size and local refinement.
Consider a typical explosion caused by a methane/air atmosphere at nearly stoichiometric
mixture in a simple configuration like a pipe and acting on a screwed on round plate which is
shown in the following figure:

Propagating
pressure front

lgnition of methane/airmixture

Plates with different
thicknesses

Figure 1: Gas explosion in a pipe I both ends closed

The main aim was to calculate the resulting deformation of the thin plate due to the unsteady
explosion pressure load. The pressure/time-history was recorded during the explosion
experiments and was transferred into a time dependent load curve for integration into the
FEM-model. Grid generation was done by using different element sizes in order to capture
this typical numerical influence. The following figure describes one result with a relatively fine
mesh. On the left side one can see a photograph of the plate perpendicular to the plate
surface and on the right side the corresponding calculation result:
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Calculated "deformation edges" symmetrical dueto non-pre-stress (or e.g.
equally pre-stressed) bolt-joints
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"by hand" dueto 1 mm round plate in
the experiment
Figure 2: Comparison of experiment and calculation - deformation of a 1 mm-plate

The results were quite promising and showed a lot of characteristic effects but the calculation
effort was comparatively large for this simple configuration. The following figures show two
results with different types of numerical grids demonstrating the necessity of a fine grid: The
fine grid which gave relatively exact quantitative results of deformation and gap distances
and the coarse grid unable to represent the most important deformation and thus details
which are necessary to estimate the structure properties regarding explosion resistance.
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Time=
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Contours of Z-displacement
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Figure 3: Results of the fine grid
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Figure 4: Results of the coarse grid

The most alarming effect is that the coarse mesh represents not a conservative result in
terms of resulting deformations. The calculated gap width, area and distance was too small
in all of the cases containing a coarse mesh. The local deformations were strongly influenced
by the element distribution and element size resulting in an inhomogenous, unsymmetrical
deformation (see Figure 4) despite of the equally defined pressure-load of the simulationmodel.
To sum it up one can say that care has to be taken during the process of grid generation in
order to get a sufficient fine grid for simulation of quantitative deformation results caused by
typical explosion loads.

3.2 Influence of the material model
The next important factor influencing the plausibility of the calculated results is the
application of the appropriate material model. Due to the nature of the above mentioned
standards of explosion-pressure-shock resistant equipment the simulation-model should be
able to capture effects like plastic deformations of solid structures due to dynamic loads.
Material models for FEM-models can be found for a lot of different material types ranging
from conventional structural steel to 'exotic' foam or rubber material. Considering steel as the
most used material for explosion resistant equipment care should be taken in order to
choose the right model parameter depending on the load case. Steels show more or less a
strain-rate dependency on the yield stress which can be an error source for FEMcalculations. Typical elastic/plastic-material model uses input data like yield stress and a
curve containing effective stress versus effective plastic strain. Generally these data can be
determined by quasi-static uniaxial tensile tests. Strain rate dependent effects can be
detected with the help of dynamic tensile or compression tests. A lot of research and
development activities for determination of material parameters for dynamic load cases can
be found in the field of automotive engineering and crash simulation (see [3]).
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The question is if it is relevant in principal and when to consider these parameters for
simulation of explosion resistant equipment. The answer is strongly dependent on the
expected development of an explosion within the equipment. The problem of the above
mentioned fact that explosion loads are always dynamic and that this may lead to wrong
estimations if these loads are transferred into static loads during a simulation is permanently
growing the faster the explosion course is. High rates of pressure rise during a fast
deflagration with transition to detonation effects is possible e.g. in long pipes or in
geometrical structures containing a lot of obstacles which generate turbulence and hence
acceleration of reaction rates. These high pressure rise rates in the order of 10,000 bar/s
cause high strain rates of the solid structure. Depending on the higher strain rates the steel is
not able to shift stress-peaks into plasticity. The main effects are characterized not by
'deforming effects' but by 'punching effects' with sharp rupture edges of the structure. These
effects are typically observed during explosion tests of explosion gates or ether sliding valves
facing a strong accelerated explosion within long pipes. So the calculated 'plasticity margin'
which is one important basis for design of explosion-pressure-shock resistant equipment is
no longer available. A material model should take these effects into account e.g. with the
help of a multi-curve model describing stress versus strain in dependence on local strain
rates.

3.3 Influence of the load-definition

The above mentioned question if an explosion load is well represented by definition of static
pressures and/or forces acting with uniform distribution on a solid surface can easily be
discussed by investigating an explosion in elongated geometries (e.g. pipes and the hereby
connected vessels). The explosion development is characterized by effects like explosion
acceleration during the flame front propagation through the apparatus. For this reason the
pressure wave front is not static, even not uniform distributed over the inner surfaces of the
apparatus and often difficult to forecast (see [8], [9], [1 O]).
The resulting error due to the transfer of these complex phenomena into one static load
within a strength calculation depends furthermore on the specific relation between explosion
load duration 'tL' and natural frequency 'T'. This point is described in the following figure:

- - tJT=1.6
-

tJT • 0.16

----·---· Stali<:
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Figure 5: Structural displacement and its dependency on the tdT·relatlon (1)
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mixtures were prepared by the method of partial pressures in a separated mixing vessel. ln
the primary macro volume an igniter (exploding wire type) was initiated by a capacitive
ignition energy unit providing an electric energy of 1OJ to initiate detonation in the primary
chamber. Pressure-time histories of all pressure sensors available were recorded. Figure 1
depicts the simplified flow sheet diagram of our experimental setup. An experiment in a
similar setup using hydrogen-air-mixtures was reported in the literature [4].
Exhaust

Mixing vessel

lgnltion devic

Ethene

Exhaust

Vacuum pump
N20

~·

Figure 1

Simplified flow sheet diagram

Results
lnitial pressure was varied stepwise to identity the highest initial pressure with no explosion
propagation inside the capillary. Thus, the corresponding inner diameter of the capillary
taking into account a safety factor [5] is called the maximum safe capillary diameter for the
condition adjusted. This procedure is repeated for each of the four capillaries of different
inner diameters. Figure 2 shows the reciprocal maximum safe capillary diameter as a
function of the initial pressure for stoichiometric ethene-oxygen and ethene-nitrous oxide
mixtures. The measured maximum safe capillary diameters obey an indirect proportionality to
the initial pressure.
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Figure 2
Reciprocal maximum safe capillary diameter 0"1 as a tunction ot the initial pressure Po for
stoichiometric ethene-oxygen and ethene-nitrous oxide mixtures when ignition initiated at room
temperature

ln Figure 2 the safe side of operation conditions is the side above each of the lines
concerning its corresponding gas mixture. As can be seen, the maximum safe capillary
diameters at constant initial pressure are higher in case of ethene-nitrous oxide than in case
of ethene-oxygen mixture. Switching to a less reactive oxidizer (nitrous oxide) enlarges the
safe area of possible operation conditions.
An important question was, whether the maximum safe capillary diameter can be estimated
on the basis of the detonation cell size /.. using the A/3-rule [6]. According to that rule the
detonation can propagate if the inner diameter of a tube is larger than
'JJ1t (A/3 respectively). The propagation of detonative explosions is known to proceed in
different propagation modes and thus, in principie it is erroneous to give a sharp limit in terms
of lower propagation diameter on the basis of cell size measurement. Nevertheless, this is
what is usually used as a rule of thumb for the purpose of approximation of the lower inner
diameter where the stabile detonation mode will no longer occur. lt should be kept in mind
that this lower inner diameter for the stable detonation propagation is near by the lower inner
diameter suppressing detonation propagation at all propagation modes. With respect to the
limits of error of the present investigation this will be used for simplification. For the etheneoxygen mixture cell size data from literature [7, 8, 9] were used. Extrapolation to the relevant
initial pressure was done using the relation A.-1/P0 • For the ethene-nitrous oxide mixture cell
size measurement was performed in a macro tube of 40 mm inner diameter. Triple point
record was done using the soot track method. The macroscopic data from the cell size
measurement and extrapolation were compared with the maximum safe capillary diameters
obtained. Within the limits of experimental error it could be shown that it is possible to predict
maximum safe capillary diameters on the basis of the A/3-rule. Thus we know that this
relation is valid even in case of microscopic dimensions being involved and secondly the
results of our investigation is in agreement with literature and already existing macroscopic
cell size data are usef ul.
With the signals taken at the pressure measurement tips at the capillary the explosion
propagation velocity was determined. For the decision whether the detonation propagated
through the capillary, pressure measurements at the capillary and the secondary macro
chamber were used. The propagation velocities determined reached Chapman-Jouguet
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3.2 Reaction
The reaction system used here is the esterification of Butan-1-ol (Butanol) with Propanoyl
propanoate (Propionic anhydride). This reaction takes place without solvent, Butanol being
classically added to the Propionic anhydride at temperatures between 80'C and 90'C within
60 minutes for a total reaction time (thermal conversion > 99%) of 3 hours. This addition time
leads to a certain accumulation of unreacted Butanol after completion of the addition. This
accumulation can be tuned by varying the reaction temperature as well as the addition time.
The thermal stability of the reaction mass after completion of the reaction is not critical and
therefore well adapted for this study.
Experimental results from previous calorimetric studies were used to identity the kinetic
parameters. The thermal conversion of several experiments was fitted with the equations
presented above in order to identity the optimum parameters enabling a satisfactory
description of key parameters like thermal conversion and accumulation.
The orders of the reaction were chosen to be O. 7 for the Propionic anhydride and O. 7 for the
Butanol. This is an arbitrary choice based on fitting of several parameters. The kinetic
constant k was then determined for the temperatures in the range of interest: k at 80'C =
1.8 mor<>·4 .(m-3)0.4.s-1 and k (90'C) = 2.8 moi-0·4 .(m-3)D.4.s·1 • Those parameters were then used
for all the simulations performed in this paper.
The following figure shows the evolution of the accumulation and the temperature in case of
a cooling failure for two different addition times (linear profile).
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Figure 1: Accumulation and Tet for two different addition times (simulated)
As waited, it can be seen in Figure 1, that the lower feed rate leads to the lower
accumulation and therefore the temperature in case of a cooling failure are lower. Thus, the
risk of serious consequences can be reduced by using a lower feed rate. The price to pay is
a higher duration of the reaction. The aim of the optimisation is to have a constant
accumulation at highest level enabling a non-critical semi-batch operation of the reaction.
3.3 Online calculation
ln order to control the feed rate corresponding to the optima! addition profile, one has to be
able to determine the instantaneous thermal conversion, on line. To do so it is necessary to
integrate the heat signal. lt was done here thanks to a modified version of the Calisto
Software (AKTS, CH). This software is able to read the data produced by the RC1 and
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processed them online. The signal that can be processed is the temperature difference
between the reaction mass and the jacket. Although not necessary, this temperature
difference can be transformed in a heat release rate if one knows the heat exchange
coefficient and the surface in contact with the cooling medium. The most challenging part is
the determination of the baseline. An experiment with a classical linear addition has to be
realised in order to determine the baseline. ln our case we found to be sufficient to work with
a linear baseline, function of two offsets (before addition and after).
3.4 Optimisation procedure
Thanks to the online integration of the heat signal, the thermal conversion X iherma1 is
calculated, provided that the reaction energy is known. Then the accumulation rate Xacc is
determined by the difference between the amount of B(utanol) already introduced m8 {t)
8
divided by the total mass to introduce m 1inai. minus the thermal conversion.
lf the accumulation is not above the target value, the amount of B to introduce is then
calculated and added. The loop is repeated until the total amount of B to introduce has been
added. This loop can be applied continuously (every two seconds) or a discrete way (around
every 3 minutes) depending on the availability of a computerized routine.
The following figure (Figure 2) represents graphically the loop.

Heat flow
integration
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X
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- Q(t)
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X thermal

X acc (t)
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Xacc> x acc
•

X 1herma1

Addition of B

Figure 2: Loop for the optimisation of the accumulation profile

4. Results and discussion
4.1 Discrete optimisation
The optimisation procedure described above was realised by performing loops every 3
minutes, the calculations of the thermal conversions, accumulations and additions being
performed "by hand". The following figure presents the experimental feed profile and the
calculated accumulation. As it can be seen the target accumulation of 20% was reached and
maintained during the whole experiment with higher deviations at the beginning of the
reaction (+/- 5 %) than at the end dueto the higher reaction rate.
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The theoretical feed needed to achieve a continuous accumulation of 20% is also
represented on the figure. lt is a non-linear feed rate and leads to a constant accumulation of
20% throughout the reaction. The initial phase was limited to a certain rate in order to avoid
future problems during the experimental phase (limitation of the pump capacity).
The experimental feed fits the theoretical (simulated) profile quite good, although there is an
acceleration of the experimental feed after around 75% of the feed.
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Figure 3: Discrete optimisation of the accumulation at 90°C
The experimental discrete optimisation is workable and lead to good results; however, it is
quite tedious to apply. This problem could be solved by using a fully automatic approach
based on the Calisto software controlling the pump and therefore the addition rate.
Even if the method runs smoothly, it is obviously difficult to implement it industrially, due to
the numerous different feed profiles. At best, it would be workable to implement four or five
different feed rates.
4.2 Segmented approach
Thanks to the simulation, it had been possible to predict five linear feed rates permitting to
have an accumulation around 20% (at 90°C).
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Figure 4: Segmented optimised feed profiles
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Theses simulated feed segments have been implemented in the RC1 calorimeter; results are
quite convincing (Figure 4) and enable the use of this methodology on an industrial scale.
4.3 lnitial heat flow optimisation
The first question to answer in order to have a safe semi-batch process is the removal of the
heat produced by the chemical reaction. The heat production must be lower than the cooling
capacity of the heat exchange system of the industrial reactor. Forcing the accumulation to a
target value at the start of the reaction increases the heat flow compared to a classical
addition profile. This problem has therefore to be addressed: we considered a maxima!
available heat removal capacity q0 x,max and stopped the addition if this value was reached.
The feed rate is new controlled by two constraints: a maxima! heat flow and a target
accumulation. The first constraint comes in the early part of the reaction because the
concentrations of reactants are at the highest. The target accumulation can only be reached
in the second part of the reaction.
The following figure shows the effect of these two constraints on the simulated accumulation
profile. 80 W/kg was chosen as a maximum value for the heat removal capacity. ln this case,
a fiat accumulation profile can be reached only during a short period of the reaction.
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Figure 5: Optimisation of the accumulation taking into account the initial heat production
4.4 Dual optimisation
A tool permitting to predict the thermal behaviour of an industrial semi-batch reactor based
on RC1 experiments and limited characterisation of industrial reactors has been developed
by Zufferey in his thesis. Thanks to it, the temperature of full scale equipment during a
chemical process can be forecast at laboratory scale.
Seme of the equations and modellisations of large scale reactors have been implemented in
eur simulation enabling the prediction of the temperature of industrial reactors under any
conditions. The simulation was done prior to the experimental work in order to determine
safety data like the maximum temperature in the reaction calorimeter.
The reactor R5 which has a nominal volume of 630 L has been simulated with eur model
reaction being performed at 90°C with an addition time of 50 minutes.
The following figure shows the influence of the poorer temperature control on the
accumulation and the temperature in case of a cooling failure. The temperature of the
reaction mass could not be kept at 90 °C and rose to 95 °C.
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Figure 6: Effeet of the „real" temperature profile on the aeeumulation
The heat produeed by the reaetion eannot be removed immediately by the eooling system so
the temperature inereases. This leads to a lower aeeumulation (higher reaetion rate) but
eomparable Tet dueto the higher temperature of reaetion.
The results of this simulation show also that this reaetion ean be safely realised in the
reaetion ealorimeter, the temperature rise being limited to 5 K. Large seale reaetors may
show more inertia that eould lead to higher temperature rises in the reaetion ealorimeter!
The interdependenee of the aeeumulation and the proeess temperature forees us to optimize
the feed profile by taking into aeeount the temperature that an industrial reaetor would have if
this reaetion would be performed. This new parameter was taken into aeeount in our
simulations and we tried to optimize the feed profile under real but simulated eonditions.
ln faet more than optimising the aeeumulation one should try to optimise the Tet.
Unfortunately as the temperature of reaetion is a parameter of the ealeulation of the Tet and
a parameter of the simulation of an industrial reaetor, there is a eonfliet and it is not possible
to optimize the Tet.
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1. Introduction
The overall objective of the European research project IMPULSE (Integrated Multiscale
Process Units with Locally Structured Elements) was the effective and targeted integration of
innovative process equipment such as microreactors (µ-reactors), compact heat exchangers,
and other micro- and/or meso-structured components to attain radical performance
enhancement for whole process systems in chemical production. Associated with the implementation, these technologies will have an impact on industrial Safety, Health, and
Environment (SHE). In terms of process intensification, we can expect an improvement over
the present situation in that “less” is safer.
Process intensification by multiscale equipment is most likely profitable for such reactions,
which are reasonable fast and kinetically controlled so that an increase in operation temperature leads to higher product yield per volume. This is possible with the new technology due to
the improved heat flux control combined with confined equipment to suppress boiling or evaporation. A positive effect of the shift in reaction conditions may be an increase in selectivity
depending on the kinetics. But the shift to higher temperatures and confined equipment comprises new risks such as runaway reactions, potential decomposition of reactants or products
and incomplete conversion of reactants. Accepted standards in process safety have to be
extended to the new technology with the defiance of limited experience.
Besides the danger of uncontrolled reactions, the formation and ignition of an explosive
atmosphere is considered. The improved temperature control of µ-reactors with extremely
high cooling capacities may extend gas phase partial oxidation processes on fixed bed
catalyst into the explosive range in order to gain productivity. Currently available literature
has been reviewed and it has been concluded that microdevices can be considered as
inherently safe regarding initiation of a propagating explosion inside of the equipment; the
energy density per volume is too low in general to initiate sustainable combustion.
2. Challenge of process intensification by MS-equipment in respect of health and
safety
2.1 From batch to continuous reaction
Batch or semi-batch reactors function on a discontinuous basis. It is generally assumed that
the temperature and the concentration of the reactants are homogeneous throughout the
reactor. In continuous reactors, the reactants are fed continuously to the reactor and the flow
rates and the volume of the reactor govern the time of the reaction. The temperature and
reactant concentrations vary throughout the reactor.
With the improved heat transfer efficiency of intensified reactors, it is possible to run the
process under more critical conditions in terms of temperature, pressure and dilution. These
conditions will invariably be closer to the point of thermal runaway compared to normal batch
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operations. In addition, the heat transfer is not further controlled by convection/stirring but by
molecular heat transfer yielding new limitations in cooling capacity.
On the other side, the low inventory of microdesigned equipment allows in a simple way the
realisation of secondary protection measures against malfunction with release of harmful
substances. Dependent on the entire involved mass and the complementary measures for
the isolation of interconnected volumes, enclosure of the endangered unit enables to retain
dangerous substances in case of an event.
2.2 Increased complexity
One of the important differences between process intensified technology and traditional
processes is the characteristic reaction time to get adequate conversion over the short
residence time in the micro-structured equipment. The time scale of the continuous process
in a microreactor is in the order of seconds. Such fast conversion rates are only achievable if
the reaction temperature is significantly increased.
In a continuous reactor, the residence time cannot be modified in a simple manner with the
effect that unreacted mixtures may be transferred into downstream equipment. That narrows
the temperature range for safe operation of microreactors with an upper limit given by the
risk of a runaway reaction and a lower limit by the risk of uncontrolled reaction in downstream
apparatus.
The interface between the equipment embracing the new technology and adjoining traditional
equipment needs particular attention in assessing the safety of the process as a whole. For
example what happens if an oxidizing gas is insufficiently used up and transported to downstream equipment? What are the consequences of an explosion in adjoining apparatus?
These can be areas of great concern even for low inventory equipment.
3. Process safety analysis implicating MS-equipment
3.1 Process related questions
Common to micro scale equipment is the fast mixing of the mass streams:
 Gas/gas reaction: mixing across tube axis is controlled by molecular diffusion. The
concentration per cross section can be assumed to be homogeneous.
 Liquid/liquid reaction: molecular diffusion is too slow for effective mass transfer. Mixing
across the tube axis is dominated by shear forces of the mass flow in a time scale of 10
to 100 ms for microdesigned equipment. The mixing time is at least one order of
magnitude faster than the residence time in the reaction section.
In general, the residence time inside microdesigned reactors constrains the use of the new
technology to such reactions which are reasonable fast and kinetically controlled.
For adequate conversion rates the characteristic reaction time τreaction has to be shorter than
the residence time in the reactor τresidence. At a flow rate of 1 cm/s and a reactor length of
20 cm the characteristic reaction time must be lower than 10 s.
The rate constant of a first order reaction is described by the Arrhenius expression:

k (T )  k0  exp( E A / R / T )

[ s 1 ]

k0 has an upper limit given by the collision frequency of the reacting molecules:
Gas / gas reaction

k0 ( gas ) 109 s 1

Liquid / liquid reaction

k0 (liquid ) 1012 s 1 (high temperature 1013 s 1 )
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The micro-technology can only be used for chemical reactions if the ratio of activation energy
(EA) and reaction temperature (T) meets the criteria given in Fig.1 for homogeneous liquid
reactions in order to keep the characteristic reaction time low enough to yield high
conversion rates.
Figure 1:
Correlation of activation energy and
reaction temperature to aim
reasonable high conversion rates in
a microreactor at mean
characteristic reaction times of 0.1
to 10 s. The analysis is based on
the maximum value of the frequency
factor k0 given by the collision
frequency of the reacting molecules.
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3.2 Theory of thermal explosion as guidance on reaction control
The simplest approach assumes that a constant temperature profile exists across each
channel of a microdesigned reactor (Semenov model). The heat flux is then defined by the
heat conductivity of the wall and the heat transfer coefficient K across the wall, mostly
expressed in W/(m²K). However, the assumption of a constant temperature profile in
microreactors fails, as the heat flux is mainly controlled by the molecular thermal conductivity
of the reaction medium inside the channels and only partly by turbulent mixing of the reaction
mixture. Frank-Kamenetskii used the thermal conductivity to define steady state conditions
without auto-acceleration of the reaction mixture. The temperature profile across a channel is
not constant but has the shape of a parabola given by the thermal diffusivity. Inherent safe
processing is obtained when the actual flow diameter of the microreactor is smaller than a
critical tube diameter dcritical, defined by the equation:

d 2critical   / Tadiabatic 1/(k0  exp(EA / R / Twall )) 1/ exp(EA / RTwall  )  f  4   /(c p   )
2

[  =Temperature difference between medium (centre line) and wall, for practical application close to 10 K;
dependent on channel geometry;

f

= factor

 = thermal conductivity]

For homogeneous liquid phase reactions, the dependence of the critical diameter dcritical on
the operating temperature for a band of activation energies EA is presented in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Critical tube
diameter for inherently
safe processing regarding
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homogeneous liquid/liquid
reaction. A temperature
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A closer look evidently illustrates that inherently safe operation is restricted to a narrow
temperature band around the optimum for production. On the other hand the diagrams do not
depict the risk of incomplete reaction, if the temperature is decreased to avoid runaway
reaction.
For practical applications it may be even necessary to push the reaction conditions to the
point that auto-acceleration of the reaction is used at the entrance of the reactor to gain
higher product yields counting at the same time on reduced heat release from reactant
consumption. Therefore a more detailed view on the safety of microdesigned reactors is
needed taking into account the consumption of reactants with time.
3.3 Model calculations to identify inherently safe process conditions
Model calculations can disclose the interdependency between the expectations in higher
product yield and inherent safety. The simplest model to calculate the balance between heat
productions, chemical conversion and cooling capacity is based on the theory of thermal
explosion as described by Frank-Kamenetskii.
The used commercial program SuperChemsTM considers a one-dimensional flow with heat
exchange and variable area. The conservation equations of continuity, momentum, and
energy are written in the Eulerian form. The total heat flux across the wall is expressed as
thermal flow per area, K (W/(m²K)). The consumption of reactants is implicitly calculated
The analysis of the temperature profiles calculated by both models proves that the internal
wall temperature exceeds the cooling/medium temperature by less than 2 K. The heat
transfer to the surrounding is predominantly determined by the thermal conductivity of the
reaction mixture. A temperature gap exceeding 20 K causes most likely a runaway for
exothermic reactions.
The concept of inherent safe operation by restriction of temperature does not meet the
request for high conversion inside the microreactor in general. In practice it may be
necessary to start the reaction outside these boundary conditions in order to yield a sufficient
conversion rate over the short residence time inside the microreactor. The safety concept is
then two fold: first to restrict the auto-acceleration of the reaction by the cooling capacity of
the reactor and second to assure sufficient consumption of reactants before the acceleration
of the reaction exceeds the cooling capacity so dramatically that the reaction proceeds at
nearly adiabatic conditions.
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For demonstration, Fig. 3 presents the results of a sensitivity analysis for a generic reaction.
Besides the frequency factor k0, all parameters were kept constant. An increase from
1.5·107 s-1 to 2.5·107 s-1 caused the switch from temperature controlled to nearly adiabatic
reaction conditions.
Figure 3: Modelled temperature
profiles along x-axis
(SuperChemsTM) for a generic
reaction with the given
parameter set.
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3.4 Case study alkylation reaction
The synthesis: alkylation of methylimidazole with diethylsulfate to 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulfate is highly exothermic (100 kJ/mol) and the kinetics has been shown to be
fast. Both reactants are liquids and miscible at room temperature so that the reaction can be
performed without dilution by solvents. Mixing is done below room temperature in stoichiometric conditions; reaction temperature is around 50 °C. The reaction is claimed to be of
second order regarding the concentration of methylimidazole.

The reaction is performed in a sequence of three reaction steps. After mixing of the reactants
in a caterpillar micromixer (0.6 · 0.6 mm²), the reaction mixture is fed to a microreactor with a
multichannel array (0.65 · 1 mm²). At 50 °C a conversion of 57 % is achieved. For completion
of the reaction two tubular reactors with internal diameters of 1.75 mm and 4.37 mm follow.
Model calculations were concentrated on the first tubular reactor, Fig. 4. The start conditions
assume a conversion of 57 % at the inlet of the tubular reactor. The temperature rises with
the start of the reaction to the point of highest conversion per length. At this point the
consumption of reactants becomes dominant so that the cooling capacity exceeds the heat
production by the chemical reaction; the medium temperature slows down with progressing
chemical reaction along the reactor axis at a reduced rate constant corresponding to the
temperature decrease. The peak temperature depends on the starting temperature, the flow
rate, and the chemical conversion at the inlet. Interestingly, the rapid temperature increase at
the beginning is necessary to get the expected conversion rate over the full length of the tube
reactor. The larger fraction of the heat of reaction is released in this peak; the conversion
rate afterwards is significantly reduced. Comparable results were achieved by a simple
spreadsheet calculation.
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3.5 Venting of microdesigned reactors
The risk of a spontaneous reaction with hot spots is presumable if highly exothermic
reactions were performed in microdesigned reactors. Following the sensitivity analyses
above, even minor deviations can cause loss of control of the reaction. lf no gas is formed
during the runaway reaction, pressure is potentially built up by the thermal expansion or the
evaporation of the medium.
The situation is different if the runaway I decomposition reaction produces gases in larger
quantities. Simplified model calculations demonstrate that a microdesigned reactor is not at
risk in terms of overpressure as long as at least one end is not blocked by solid products or
deposits, Fig 5. Venting is possible at all times at flow rates too slow to be hindered or
choked by ultrasonic flow conditions. However, appropriate materials must be chosen for
reactor design to prevent damage due to the elevated temperatures created by the hot spots.
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Figure 5: Modelled temperature
profiles along x-axis for the case
of an uncontrolled reaction with
hot spot by means of
spreadsheet (model of FrankKamenetskii, equation {3} ). Tube
diameter 1 mm; start
temperature 190 °C; activation
energy 120 kJ/mol; frequency
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temperature increase 500 K;
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4. Hazard of explosive atmosphere
4. 1 Microdesigned reactor - explosion suppression
lt is frequently asked if the narrow channels of microdesigned equipment can suppress an
explosion initiated in adjoining apparatus. Tabulated data on experimental maximum safe
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gaps (quenching) correspond to atmospheric conditions and must be extrapolated to actual
process conditions including the aggravating effects created by flow dynamics.
Fig. 6 displays the dependence of the experimental safe gap on the inverse absolute
pressure. The data presented (Chemsafe® data bank) cover the pressure range from subatmospheric to atmospheric and were determined at room temperature and 100 °C. The
expected linear dependence of the experimental safe gap on the inverse pressure is well
confirmed. The extrapolation to higher pressures indicates the decrease in the safe gap
when going to realistic process conditions.
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Figure 6: Measured
experimental safe gaps for
selected hydrocarbon/airmixtures at atmospheric and sub
atmospheric pressure
(Chemsafe® data bank). The
dotted line is the extrapolation of
the measurements to higher
pressure.
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Explosion suppression by microdesigned equipment is hard to achieve for promising
applications. Experimental studies have shown that quenching of a propagating explosion by
a microreactor was unsuccessful and support the conclusion.
4.2 Microdesigned reactor - inside ignition quenching
The ignition of an explosive atmosphere is characterised by the increase of the flame front
around the ignition point and the minimum flame diameter for a self sustaining combustion.
Heat losses to walls and recombination of radicals on the surface have an impact on the
propagation of an explosion.
Thermal ignition by a runaway reaction is a slow process compared to the energy input by
the spark discharge of a capacitance in a gas mixture. Experiments on the critical quenching
distances of electric sparks are used to estimate the probability of ignition of an explosive
mixture inside a microchannel in the presence of an active catalyst as the potential ignition
source. Fig. 7 presents measured minimum ignition energies (electrical spark) versus
quenching distances. The variance in minimum ignition energies is obtained by altering the
concentration of reactants, the content of diluting nitrogen and the pressure. The fuels were
methane, ethane, propane and hydrogen. Ali measurements apply to ambient temperature.
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ln summary, microchannels can be considered as inherently safe regarding initiation of a
propagating explosion inside. The energy density per volume is too low in general to initiate
sustainable combustion. The situation is to the contrary to that w hen a propagating explosion
front hits the same microdesigned reactor from outside. The external explosion may enter the
microdesigned equipment and destroy it for the same initial conditions.

5. Final Remark
The shift to higher temperatures and confined reaction volume comprises new risks as
runaway reactions, decomposition , and incomplete conversion of reactants.
Process intensification by micro-structured equipment is most likely profitable for such
reactions which are reasonable fast and kinetically controlled , so that an increase in
operation temperature gains higher product yield per volume. Based on the theory of thermal
explosion, the critical parameters for safe performance of the reaction are worked out.
Simplified spreadsheet calculations enable an estimation of the expected temperature
profiles, conversion rates and consequences of potential malfunction. The analyses
illustrates that the range of optima! reaction conditions is almost congruent with the danger of
an uncontrolled reaction.
With flammable gas mixtures, the explosion hazard becomes manifest. Most processes will
utilize a wall coated catalyst which is a potential permanent ignition source even at
temperatures below the auto-ignition temperature . lt would be negligence to believe that MSequipment is inherently safe w ith respect to suppression of an explosion .
But, from data published in the open literature, it is concluded that microreactors are in
general inherently safe regarding quenching of the ignition process inside a microchannel
even in the presence of a catalyst orby a "hot spot".
The situation is the opposite when a propagating explosion enters the same microdesigned
reactor from outside.
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The alteration of product properties against alkoxylation rate is accounted using group
contribution methods. For phase equilibrium calculation Predictive Soave-Redlich-Kwong
(PSRK), UNIFAC and modified UNIFAC (Dortmund) models are implemented.
The simulation of normal operation integrated gives in addition to the safety limit function the
concentration of the accumulated EO, and the operating pressure profile. These parameters
depend strongly on temperatura profile and dosing rate.
For the simulation of the safety limit the following conditions are assumed:
complete mixing of reactor content,
adiabatic system ,
thermodynamic equilibrium within the reactor content.
Figure 6 shows the basic flow chart of the safety limit calculation and is based on runaway
reaction simulation. Within the calculation the accumulated EO is varied until the maximum
allowed pressure is reached.
The maximum allowed accumulation of EO as a function of time can be expressed via the
concentration-based safety limit function and the pressure based safety limit function.
semibatc:li process,
accumltilted EO
concentratlon
f(proc:ess time)

ó

accumltilted EO mass
no

t =t+.1, t

no

safety imtt functlon = f(t~
Aa::umulated EO mass for
normal operatlon

Figure 6.

4.

Flow chart of safety limit calculation procedura

Example of safety related operation limit for an industrial process

Application of the simulation of safety related operation limit to an existing 11 m3 industrial
alkoxylation process is demonstrated as an example of use.

4.1

Simulation of normal operating

As during reaction operating conditions change (e.g. liquid level), the process has to be
simulated as a function of process time under normal operating conditions. These data are
the basis for the simulation of safety related operating limit.
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The relevant process data (charged component masses, temperatura profile, EO dosing
profile) were loaded into the simulation tool. Dynamic simulation (solving time based mass-,
component- and energy balance) gives the unknown process data, e.g. concentration
profiles of all components or liquid level of reactor. Pressure profile was used for validation
of the simulation (figure 7). At the end of the process the EO dosing line was purged with
nitrogen and causes a pressure rising. This event was not implemented in the simulation
because it is not relevant for the safety evaluation.
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4.2

Normal process operation : process data (dots);
simulation (lines)

Simulation of safety operation limit

Based on the data of normal operation (from the first step), the simulation of the safety
related operation limit was performed. ln case of total loss of cooling water, a runaway
reaction in the reactor may occur. The operation limit (maximum allowed EO concentration
during normal operation) was found iteratively by simulating runaway reactions on the basis
of normal operating data for user defined process times. The objective is to find the EO
concentration, that causes a pressure during runaway reaction equal to maximum allowed
design pressure of the reactor (alternatively the relief pressure). The simulation tool output is
shown in figure 8.
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screenshot of safety limit tool output : a) temperature and dosing profile
(normal operation); b) liquid level (normal operation), liquid level (runaway);
c) pressure (normal operation, straight line), max. allowed pressure (safety
limit normal operation, dashed line), max. design pressure (at 9 bars); d) EOconcentration (normal operation, straight line); max. allowed EOconcentration (normal operation, dashed line)

Validation of safety operation limit and runaway reaction

Validation of simulated safety related operation limit is performed by runaway experiments in
the adiabatic calorimeter Phitec li (figure 1). The fatty alcohol and the simulated maximum
allowed EO-mass were charged into the test cell. Then the cell was preheated to the
process temperature. Dosing the catalyst into the reactor started runaway reaction. For
validation the maximum pressure has to match the design pressure of the reactor. Figure 9
shows the experimental and simulated temperature and pressure of as a function of time.
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6.

time, s

100

150

Validation of runaway simulation (reactor temperature
and pressure) with experimental data (Phitec li)

Future work

Next steps are extension of the simulation tool to other incidents e.g. incomplete mixing of
reactor content, dosing failure of catalyst or evaluation of liquid and vapour mass losses
caused by reactor leaks.
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Figure 1: The runaway profile of a sucrose-based rigid polyol at a random time during PO
addition (assumption: adiabatic runaway)
2.1.1.

DOT/DOTP and Time to Maximum Rate (TMR; sucrose grades)

The decomposition onset temperature (007) is defined as the temperature at which the
reactant exhibits a self-heating rate of 0.02°C/min or more, because of the exothermic
thermal decomposition of the reactor contents. The definition of DOTP is the temperature at
which the reactor starts to show a noticeable pressure build-up of >0.01 bar/min caused by
formation of gaseous products from the thermal decomposition of the reactor content. With
various grades, the first indication for a runaway can be different. ln some cases, the
pressure-excursion starts first, but in other cases, the first indication can be a temperature
excursion.
At high temperatures, sucrose and sucrose-based polyols can decompose exothermically.
Depending on the temperature, a certain time is required before the decomposition reaction
initiates (induction). ln case of decomposition, the pressure and temperature will rise at such
a fast rate that the "full containment" condition cannot be met. This time is called the "time to
maximum (decomposition) rate" or TMR. This is why the T(EOR) of a sucrose-based grade
needs to be determined by the time (after the first runaway) till the maximum decomposition
speed (TMR). The TMR is chosen such that appropriate action can be taken.
2.2.

Experimental results of sucrose polyols and intermediates

The following figure shows a practical example of decomposition of a sucrose polyol
intermediate. The start mixture consists of sucrose, KOH and an ethanolamine. Even at a
temperature of 135 °C, after about 1O hours (8.7 hours phi-corrected for the Dewar
equipment) the decomposition rates are 85 °C/min temperature increase and 80 bar/min
pressure increase.
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Figure 2: TMR experiment on start mixture at set point 135 °C, Dewar equipment
For full-scale plants, the consequence is that relief valves of sufficient capacity for this
second runaway or decomposition runaway in general cannot be designed. Therefore, we
developed and implemented the full containment philosophy in our plants.
The TMR for sucrose polyols and their intermediates is very sensitive to the temperature:
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Figure 3: Sensitivity of TMR to temperature for a sucrose polyol and its intermediates
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Figure 3 shows that in case the temperature at the end of the first runaway is only a few
degrees higher, the time to maximum rate is much shorter. This behaviour is general for
sucrose polyols and requires special safeguarding precautions.

3. Full containment philosophy for a safeguarding system for rigid polyol grades
ln this section, the procedure is outlined with which the proper safeguarding settings for the
temperature and pressure can be established. The general procedure can be summarised as
follows:
=> Determine T(EOR) as a function of the added PO; with qPO fraction PO dosed of recipe:

qPO = Actual addedPO(kg)/Total recipeamount PO

[-]

(1)

::::> Determine the specific heat capacity as a function of the percentage converted PO
(%POconv) and the temperature
=> Determine the reaction heat as a function of the %POconv
::::> Calculate the maximum allowable adiabatic temperature rise
=> Calculate the maximum allowable PO concentration [PO]max
::::> Determine the density as a function of the %POconv and the temperature
::::> Determine the VLE data of PO in a polyol mixture as a function of the %POconv
=> Curve fit the acquired VLE data with the Flory-Huggins equation::::> Calculate the Pmax for
[PO]max based on the reaction temperature for qPO is 0.1-1.0
::::> Calculate the maximum pressure that occurs during a runaway
As previously indicated, the T(EOR) is determined by several factors, namely the design
temperature of the reactor, DOT, DOTP and/or the TMR. The T(EOR) should at any time be
smaller or equivalent to the design temperature of the reactor for the given pressure.
ln the case of sucrose-based grades, the "time to maximum rate" is measured as a function
of T(EOR). Local management has to define the "Time to maximum rate" with the main
criteria being the time necessary to take the actions that have to prevent the severe and
uncontrollable runaway (such as start-up emergency cooling and ensure sufficient mixing).
The T(EOR) needs to be determined at various points of the reaction curve for each grade.
T[EOR] = /[[POJ

T end
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Figure 4: Example of T(EOR) as the function of qPO.
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Figure 5: Typical correlation between the temperature and the molecular weight during a PO
run-away reaction.
As described before, all the relevant parameters are constantly changing during the course
of the runaway reaction, so that the [PO]max cannot be calculated directly from equation (4).
For this reason it has been decided to calculate the runaway curve in 100 steps. The
[PO]max will be approached iteratively, until it reaches the calculated T(EOR). This
calculation cycle is performed in steps of 0.01 for the qPO O- 1 range. Since [PO]max in
the reactor is known as a function of qPO, it is possible to calculate the corresponding
maximum PO pressure.
For reactor pressure calculations, a good estimation is necessary for the reaction mixture
density as a function of the temperature and the degree of conversion. The correlation again
can be different for different polyols. The density of the mixture is subsequently the weighted
average of the densities of the different components (PO and polyol intermediate).

=

The VLE data for non-reactive systems are determined for at least three points during PO
dosing (at the start, halfway and at the end). This procedure is repeated for each grade.
For the intermediates, estimation is required of the liquid/gas equilibrium, which can be
extrapolated from the experiments with some assumptions. The Flory Huggins relation is
applied in order to fit the measured curves on to the interaction parameter X· The Flory
Huggins correlation for rigid polyols is as follows:
{91.037-

p

_
PO -

Ppo

~·

59 6 3

2

- I0.686*lnT +O.OOOOl 1993*T )

e

[

100000

l

* W * e(l - wPO)+z( l-Wpo)

2

PO

PO partial pressure
Temperature
Wpo
Weight fraction of PO
x
Flory-Huggins interaction parameter "Ghi"
The factor 105 in the denominator is the conversion for the pressure from
T
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For rigid grades, the solubility varies with conversion of PO. By applying the Flory Huggins
equation with a variable x- value the partial pressure of PO for any PO concentration in the
liquid-phase can be calculated.
Based on the amounts listed in the recipe and the maximum allowable PO concentration at
different stages during the PO addition, the amount of liquid in the reactor can be calculated.
Since the volume of the reactor and that of the liquid phase are known , the free gas cap is
known as well. By applying the Flory Huggins gas/liquid relation, the PO pressure of the
[PO]max can be calculated. However, the PO will distribute itself between the gas- and
liquid-phase. By means of iteration, the concentration of PO in the liquid-phase can be
corrected by the amount of PO in the gas-phase. This calculation is taken into account in the
overal! calculation.
3.2.

Maximum pressure during reaction runaway

During the first PO runaway, the temperature will rise while the concentration of PO in the
mixture will decrease as the PO reacts away. This temperature causes an increase in
pressure (especially during the first phase of the runaway); this is counteracted by the
decreasing PO concentration, which causes the pressure to drop (second phase during the
runaway). As a result, a peak pressure is seen (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Example of a pressure profile of a runaway reaction at the end of the PO addition
(gas cap compression dueto a significant contribution of the pressure of inert components)
The pressure is taken into account in the calculation, which enables us to determine the
expected maximum pressure during a runaway, assuming that the Flory-Huggins correlation
is applicable during the entire runaway. The increase of pressure in the gas cap is mainly
caused by PO, however the inert substances that are dissolved in the PO can also contribute
to the pressure increase. So, the calculation should take into account the quantity of inert
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Additives in crude oil- a new approach preventing boilovers?
13th lnternational Symposium on Loss Prevention
Martin Gosewinkel and Jeanne van Buren.
lnburex Consulting GmbH, Hamm/ Westf.,Germany,Martin.Gosewinkel@inburex.com
Port District Fire services Rotterdam-Rijnmond, The Netherlands, a. buren@veiligheidsregio-rr.ni

1. lntroduction
The worst case scenario of a full surface storage tank fire occurs when burning material is
violently ejected from the tank due to vaporisation of the second phase liquid.
This effect is better known as boilover. The second phase has a lower boiling point and a
higher density than the bulk of the liquid stored in this tank. Usually this second phase is a
water layer at the bottom of the tank. There are various studies and theories for the
mechanisms behind this hazard.
ln general this effect could be summarised by the following statement:
During the fire heat build-up in the oil induces various processes resulting in changes of
composition and properties of the original liquid (W/0-emulsions, hydrocarbon fractions with
a wide boiling range and hetero-azeotropic boiling points) in the storage tank.
The light ends of for instance crude oil vaporise and support the fire. The loss of low boiling
point components changes the composition of the fuel in the liquiďs surface layer.
The remaining fuel will not vaporise because is has high boiling points resulting in an
increase in temperatura of the surface layer. Heat convection causes an increase in
temperatura of the fuel layer below this surface layer.
As a result of this hot oil fraction with heavy components (hot zone) will move downwards.
When this hot-zone reaches the free water at the bottom of the tank, the water gets
superheated and instantaneously vaporises.
Due to the rapid expansion of the water turning into steam at the bottom of the tank the
steam ejects from the tank over a wide distance, dragging burning liquid along in its path.
The objective of this research is to establish the best practices in the control and mitigation of
boilovers from crude oil by means of stabilising the composition of the crude oil during the
fire by using additives, especially emulsifiers.
These substances should stabilise the emulsions in the storage tank while the temperatura
increases by forming a thermically stable liquid with a higher boiling point than before the
additives were present. ln addition these additives should not loose their properties under the
rigid conditions throughout the duration of the full surface tank fire.

2.

Principles of formation and destruction of emulsions

The principie of the generation of emulsions, i.e. the dispersion of one liquid into another
liquid (~ "unprotected" emulsion), is based on the creation of new interfaces by mechanical
impacts, e.g. mixing, shaking, effects of shear forces or by ultrasonic treatment. The smaller
the interface tension of the liquid to be emulsified is, the easier the emulsion can be formed.
The production of emulsions always involves the input of kinetic energy as new interfaces
have to be created by emulsifying the second liquid.
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Figure 3: snapshot of a sedimentation process of a polydispersed suspension [1]
This process can be described by the Stokes' Law shown in equation 1. The gravitational
force can be replaced by the centrifuga! acceleration. The latter is a multiple of the
gravitational force and acts perpendicular from the axis of rotation outwards. The centrifuga!
acceleration can be calculated according using equation 2.

(2)
So the sedimentation of the phase with a higher density is accelerated linearly [2]. [3]. This
results - depending on the difference in density - in creaming or sedimentation of the
dispersed phase. Concurrent exposure of the interphase to higher pressure will result in an
acceleration of the destruction of coalesced particles [4].

Figure 4: schematic diagram of a cuvette in a centrifuge [1]
By measuring the distribution of the concentration of the dispersed phase in dependence of
time the separation velocity can be determined. A typical course of the particle concentration
during a sedimentation process is depicted in the following figure.
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Figure 5: concentration distribution during a sedimentation process [1]
3.3

Specification of the target data and assessment criteria

The tests performed with a centrifuge (LUMSizer®, LUM GmbH) are aimed at quantifying the
velocity of the interphase movement of the demulsification process du ring the duration (time)
of the test. This value was used as reference for the stability of the emulsions.
By using the separation velocity as a target value it is possible to draw a comparison
between this chosen value and the propagation speed of the hot zone in a crude storage
tank suffering a full surface fire. ln addition to the calculated separation respectively
interphase velocity three different emulsion types could be defined.
3.4

Screening -Choice of parameters and their values-

The screening tests were carried out to determine the effect of selected parameters on the
stability of W/0-emulsions. A fractional factorial experimental design pian was used to set up
the research. ln the following the specific parameters were selected based on their ability to
affect the emulsion (stabilising/ destabilising).
HLB-value
Emulsifier concentration
Water content
Salt concentration
Temperature
Time of dispersion (mixing)
Concentration of additional aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons
Concentration of solids
3.5

Discussion of the screening tests

Each parameter showed multiple effects on the emulsifiers and their capability to form stable
W/O emulsions. Nearly all these effects were assessed by comparing the different blends.
The parameters: temperature, emulsifier concentration and HLB-value, turned out to be the
parameters with the most noticeable effects when being compared with the other
parameters.
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The impact of the HLB-value on the investigated blends varies greatly. The obvious different
influences of the HLB-value can be attributed to the influence of the used crude oil as
continuous phase and its composition.
An increase in emulsifier concentration is expected to result in increased stability of the
emulsion. This aspect can be used to determine how effective an emulsifier is.
A temperature increase results in a decrease in emulsion stability in all tested blends.
According to Hemmingsen [9] higher temperatures lead to faster destabilisation mainly
caused by the decrease of the viscosity. Originally this statement was made for heavy oils. ln
practice - during a fire - the influence the temperature will have on the stability of the
emulsion will be significant.

4

Boilover tests on the laboratory scale

Small boilover tests (test pan : diameter: -4 mm, height: - 2mm) were done in order to make
a first statement about the general effectiveness and mode of action of emulsifiers during a
full surface tank fire. These tests were carried out with the emulsifier blend which had shown
to have the best overal! performance in the tests.
The goal was to determine whether different mixtures of water, oil and emulsifier show
significant differences in burning behaviour using these emulsifiers potentially suitable to
prevent or mitigate the effects of boilovers. The amount of crude oil (8 g) was kept constant
for all tests. The following diagram represents the normalised weight loss over time plots of
the mentioned samples.
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Figure 6: normalised weight loss over time for various water, oil and emulsifier mixtures
The black line represents the burning behaviour of pure Arabian Light crude oil. This test
should provide a basis for comparison of the subsequent tests. The red line represents the
burning behaviour of a mixture of crude oil and water. This test shows a very intensive
boilover (sharp decline of the curve) with an almost complete ejection of the liquid. The blue
line represents the burning behaviour of crude oil mixed with water and emulsifier. The
burning behaviour of this mixture equals the initial behaviour of the oil I water mixture (red
line).
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2.2 Experimental method
The work presented in this paper deals with the evolution of the stability of diethyl ether
exposed to air and light during 2 months. Sam ples were investigated by means of a Setaram
DSC 131 at 5 K/min heating rate in order to determine the reactivity of the system. Each
sample were weighted to a mass of few milligrams and placed into a stainless-steel crucible.
Thermal analysis was performed between 20 and 500 °C. lt should be noted that iron may
slightly influence the decomposition process within the crucible. However, it is not taken into
account at the moment.
DEE (99.7%) was obtained from Sigma-Aldrich.

3. Results and discussion
3.1 Theoretical results: the case of one of the possible intramolecular isomerization reaction
Ali the chain reactions of DEE (1) decomposition that we have characterized start with the
abstraction of a hydrogen atom from the neutral molecule by an initiator (the HO· radical for
instance) to forma radical at the carbon atom next to the oxygen (2a) orat the terminal
carbon (2b ):
~o~ + OH

<

2b

2a

lt has been verified by DFT calculations that the 2a radical is more stable than the 2b one for
8.2 kcal/mol. The 2a radical (or 2b) can then react with molecular oxygen to form the 3a
peroxy radical:

/"--o~

oo·
+ 02 -

/ " - -0

2a

A

3a

3a radical can follow more than one decomposition pathway: it can react with other radicals
(for instance with H· to give a hydroperoxide ROOH) or, as proposed also for DME, it can
isomerize by intramolecular hydrogen transfer in a more complex mechanism 5•
ln figure 3 is presented the potential energy surface of the isomerization mechanism.
This mechanism starts with the transfer of a hydrogen atom from a carbon atom to the
oxygen radical: this first step is endothermie with an energetic barrier of 18.6 kcal/mol.

__ :o......._
oo·

........-oH
o

';I

o

/'-..oA - ~oA - ~OA
3a

TS5a

9a

The product of this reaction can follow, as showed in figures 3 and 5, two possible paths: it
can directly decompose in two acetaldehyde molecules (12) and a HO· radical or react with
another 0 2 molecule to give 1Oa. This radical can then isomerize to form the neutral
molecule hydroperoxyethyl acetate (11a) and, also in this case, a HO· radical.
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Fig 5. Studied decomposition paths of 9a radical

These processes are both exotherm ic, but the energetic barriers are very different: 6.1
kcal/mol for the decomposition and 36.5 for the isomerization path. lt is verified, as also
shown in table 1, that 11 a is the more stabilized product for about 25 kcal/mol.
Table 1. Gibbs energies of stationary points and transition states of the two
competing paths
lsomerization
species

1 +HO2a + H2 0
3a
TS5a
9a +02
10a
TS6a
11a +HO·

0
l!.G ""'•

(kcal/mol)

Decomposition
0

Specles

l!.G . - (kcal/mol)

TS7a
2x 12 +HO-

-27.6
-80.8

o
-23.7
-48.0
-29.4
-33.7
-59.7
-23.2
- 103.0

Hydroperoxyethyl acetate (1 1 a) is not the final product of the reaction of DEE oxidation. We
have found a lot of possible competing decomposition paths of the 11a neutral molecule, that
are collected in figure 6, in order of increasing activation energies (table 2).
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the motorway 300 m away, and was captured on video by a few of them. Fortunately, nobody
was injured despite the very high number of fragments thrown away by the explosion.
Then, the fire spread quickly to three surrounding buildings. Two distant fires were also
ignited, the first on a tyre storage 100 m away, the other in a conifer hedge 250 m away.
Both were quickly extinguished. At 10.30 pm the traffic was stopped on the motorway and on
the railway. Ali the fires were extinguished around 2.00 am in the morning.
3. Effects

Two of the three tanks exploded with fragmentation, whereas the third one (the smallest) was
rocketed in its entirely on a nearby building. Though, only one explosion was heard and
observed, with one fireball (these facts were confirmed by film footage) - suggesting that the
three tanks had exploded simultaneously or closely enough to give the impression of one
explosion. The explosion produced classical thermal and mechanical effects.
3.1 Thermal effects
The analysis of available videos shows that the fireball was about 80 m in diameter, and
lasted 9 s (Fig. 1). First the fireball grew horizontally on the ground, then rose up to a
maximum height of 80 m, and finally went out. There is no visible radiation effect on nearby
structures (glass, paint, etc... ) that were not exposed to the consecutive fires. However some
vegetation went brown within 80 m from the explosion centre (Fig. 2a). Corresponding levels
of radiation are not precisely known, but one could assume that they are of the same
magnitude as radiation effects on people because they are living material, i.e. about 3 to
5 kW/m 2 , or 600 to 1000 (kW/m2 ) 413 .s given in thermal dose. Actually it appears slightly higher
than the highest solar radiation (1 ,5 kW/m 2), but much lower than the threshold of damage to
a paint layer on steel (about 25 kW/m 2 -TNO, 1989).

80m

o

Fig. 1: the fireball - (a) 1 minute before the explosion - (b) at maximum extension ;
on (b), notice one fragment thrown away from the fireball

Fig. 2: (a) brownish hedge and grass dueto fireball radiation at 80 m from the explosion
(b) :example of building destroyed by fire
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However, the main thermal effects were produced by projection of glowing fragments which
ignited secondary fires up to 250 m. At least two buildings were completely destroyed by
these fires, whereas two others were severely damaged {Fig.2b).
3.2 Overpressure effects
Overpressure effects are visible up to 400 m from the explosion centre. Generally speaking
they appear as more or less severe damage to industrial buildings: broken glasses, ruptured
window frames and claddings (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3: Examples of overpressure damage
(a) window frames rupture at 30 m
(b) cracks on a cement blocks wall at 130 m
A first overpressure estimation was deduced from the analysis of 17 damage occurrences on
structures. For that purpose, observed damage was compared to databases of typical
damage related to overpressure levels {TNO, 1989 ; Baker, 1983: Lannoy, 1988). For each
occurrence an interval of overpressure was then determined and plotted on a pressuredistance curve. Because no consideration is given to the details of elements fixings and
ruptures, this method may not be very accurate, but gives a good order of magnitude at first
approximation.
To complete the analysis, some structure resistance calculations were performed on some
damaged windows and claddings for which all the relevant data (dimensions, thickness,
fixing method) were available. A dynamic load factor (DLF) method has been used, taking
into account the reflection coefficient of pressure waves on structures.
Ali these estimations are plotted on a pressure distance curve (Fig. 4). The curve suggests
that the highest overpressure level may have reached about 100 to 140 mbar, at a distance
of 30 m. Gloser buildings may have suffered higher overpressure effects, but were
completely destroyed by fire after the explosion. Then the overpressure decreased rapidly,
from 50 mbar at 50-100 m, to less than 20 mbar between 150 to 250 m. Overpressure decay
follows the classical attenuation Hopkinson's law (Baker, 1983).
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Fig. 4: Overpressure vs distance, deduced from damage analysis
3.2 Fragment projection
Both 20 m3 vessels burst in multiple fragments, whereas the smallest vessel (15 m3 ) was
projected without fragmentation (Fig.5a). Some glowing fragments are visible on the videos
(Fig. 1), showing that they might have reached an altitude of 50 to 100 m. Most of them fell
onto buildings, sometimes causing very severe damage to roofs, steel and concrete
structures. Among the 13 vessel fragments found, 75% of them fell within 250 m from the
explosion centre, but three large pieces travelled more than 400 m. A flattened piece of
1000 kg crashed on a van 400 m away (Fig. 5b); a 100 kg piece of vessel pierced the roof of
a private house about 700 m away (Fig. 5c), and last, a 200 kg front end cap flew 900 m
before falling through the roof of an industrial building, breaking a massive concrete beam
(Fig. 5d). ln addition, dozens of smaller fragments (pieces of trailers and cabins, covering
thin plates for sun protection) were dispersed all over the area, within 200 m from the
explosion centre. Fragment dimensions, locations and estimated masses are reported in
Figure 6.
...
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Figure 5: Examples of damage caused by fragment projection
(a) 15 m3 vessel projected on the roof of a nearby building (F3)
(b) Flattened piece (F12), 400 m away
(c) Roof of a private house pierced by a piece of vessel (F13), 700 m away
(d) Front end cap (F14), 900 m away
N°

Nature

F1

Plece ol vessel

50

F2

Plece ol vessel

100

F3

Whole 15 m vessel

F4

Plece ol vessel

50

FS

Flattened vessel

750

F6

Plece o! front end cap

200

F7

Plece ol vessel

150

3

13

Mass (kg)

railway

3000

FS

Plece o! front end cap

250

F9

Plece ol vessel

400

F10

Rear end cap

300

F11

Rear end cap

200

F12

Flattened vessel with end cap

1000

F13

Plece ol vessel

100

F14

Front end cap

200

d

D

D
motorway

500m

Figure 6: Vessel fragments location - Fragment numbers {F1 to F14} refer to Table 2

4. Analysis
From the videos and the chronology of the events, the Dagneux explosion clearly appears as
a Boiling Liquid Expanding Vapour Explosion (BLEVE). A well accepted definition is given by
CCPS (CCPS, 1994), as "an explosion resulting from the failure of a vessel containing a
liquid at a temperature significantly above its boiling point at normal atmospheric pressure".
However, only one of both bursting vessels contained liquid. The other one was only full of
vapour and therefore burst pneumatically. Thus, observed damage is more typical of a
pneumatic bursting vessel than the classical BLEVE of a full tank. The latter is usually
characterised by extended thermal effects, whereas the former mainly generates
overpressure effects.
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The BLEVEs occurred about 40 minutes after the beginning of the fire, which is consistent
with typical occurrence time for similar accidents (Bonnet, 2003; Park & al., 2006, Lim, 2004).
lt takes usually less than an hour, and it depends on many parameters, whose most
important are the amount of liquid in the vessel, the fire intensity, the vessel area exposed to
the flame, and the part of the vessel exposed to the flame (liquid or gas phase) ..
Using Shielďs model (Shield, 1993) and considering the amount of liquid in the fullest vessel
(20 m3 vessel containing 2500 kg of propane), the following values are obtained for the
fireball diameter O and duration t
D = 80 m
t= 7s
which are in good a~reement with our observations (respectively 80 m and 9 s). A thermal
dose of 600 (kW/m )413.s would have been reached at 60 m from the tanks. This looks
consistent with the observation of thermal effects on vegetation.

LJLJ

D
O

5-lOmbar
O 10-30mbar
O 20-40mbar
O 30-70mbar
O 70 -140 mbar
_
Prediction

[

10 mbar

500m
Figure 7: Observed (coloured points) and predicted (blue circles) overpressure effects
The analysis of overpressure effects seems more difficult, due to the fact that two vessels
exploded simultaneously. Shall we consider that surrounding buildings received two
successive pressure peaks due to two vessel bursts, or shall we add pressure signals?
Calculations show that the best agreement with observation is obtained when the first
hypothesis is considered. Actually, pressure peaks induced by vessel bursting have a typical
duration of a few milliseconds, rather shorter than the time for a first BLEVE to generate a
second one by fragment projection. For calculations it is supposed that in practice, the liquid
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energy does not play a significant role in pressure waves generation (Birk, 2007). The
bursting energy is estimated from the classical Brode equation for a 20 m3 vessel full of
gaseous propane, whereas the overpressure is estimated from the shock tube theory and the
Hopkinson's overpressure-distance decay. Results are plotted on Figure 7 and compared to
estimations deduced from the structural analysis. Overpressure effects seem highly
directional to the West, but it could be simply dueto the absence of buildings to the East.
The most original feature of the Dagneux BLEVEs is fragments projection. Observations
have been confronted to the synthesis of Holden (Holden, 1988). Holden analysed
statistically dozens of BLEVEs and drew very interesting conclusions on vessel ruptures and
fragment projection. Among 31 BLEVEs having produced 76 vessel fragments, Holden
mentions 25 of them generating 3 fragments or less, only 5 generating 4 fragments, and only
1 generating 5 fragments. ln Dagneux, the BLEVEs of two vessels generated 13 vessel
fragments (6 to 7 fragments par vessel), which is an unusually high number. Sizes of
fragments are often unpredictable, but some typical patterns of rupture generally lead to the
circumferential propagation of the initial crack, leading to the first end cap rupture, and then
the axial propagation to the other end cap, with flattening of the vessel and projection of both
caps. But sometimes the axial propagation stops and one of the cap is projected together
with the vessel. ln Dagneux, large flattened pieces were projected but also smaller ones, and
at least f ive pieces of end caps.
Secondly, the fragments map (Figure 6) reveals a main direction of projection perpendicular
to the tank axis, except for two of them. This is also an usual feature, as Holden's analysis
mentions that 60% of fragments are launched in a solid angle of 30° along the axis. This
observation stresses that the distribution rule of Figure 8 should not be used alone as a safe
measure to avoid fragments projection from a bursting vessel onto a vulnerable installation.

250

- End cap

- Flattened iece

200

~„ 150

„

"

Ě 100

<

50

o

o

200

400

600

800

1000

Distance (m)

Figure 8: Typical fragments repartition around Figure 9: projection distance calculated with a
ballisitc model (emission angle 30~
the vessel - from (Holden, 1988)
End cap : 160 kg/m , drag coefficient = 0,5 2
Flattened píece : 100 kg/m , drag coefficient = 1
2

Finally, Holden suggests that 70 to 80% of the fragments are projected within 200 m around
the tank, but much higher distances, about 1 km, can be reached. The fragments projected
over very long distances might be expelled with a large volume of vaporising liquid pushing
itself during the early stage of propagation, like a rocket. This is consistent with observations
in Dagneux, where 75% of fragments fell down less than 250 m away, but three fragments
reached distances from 400 to 900 m.
The trajectory of two types of fragments was simulated (Figure 9) with a ballistic model
(Heudier, 2004). The fragment is assumed to offer its larger surface area to the pressure
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Schematic diagram of calorimeter with additional peripheral equipment.

Kinetic description of autoignition

The critical conditions for ignition are reached when the rate of oxidation increases sufficiently to
cause a flame to propagate through the mixture. The rate of oxidation increases due to self-heating
and autocatalysis. Autocatalysis arises because the reaction with oxygen produces hydroperoxides,
and other reactive species that decompose to produce free radicals that can initiate the chain
reactions.
The rate of conversion, at temperatura T, for an autocatalytic reaction accompanied by self-heating is
given by:

dx

dt

=A.exp(__§_)(l-x Xx +x)
RT

(1)

0

where x is the conversion at time t , A is the pre-exponential factor, Eis the activation energy, Ris the
gas constant and x 0 is the initial conversion.
Numerical integration of Equation 1 gives conversion as a function of time. At constant temperatura,
an s-shaped curve is obtained, with the maximum gradient ((dx/dt)maJ at x 0.5.

=

4. n· Heptane
The temperatura and pressure records from a series of experiments on n-heptane-air mixtures are
shown in Figure 2 for a range of initial temperatures. The experiments were performed using vapour
injection with the sample of n-heptane on the hot plate maintained at a temperatura of 80°C. The test
cell was partially evacuated to a pressure of 0.25 bara and the injection valve was opened when the
calorimeter had stabilised at the selected initial temperature. The conditions were selected after a
series of preliminary experiments to determine the settings which gave the minimum ignition
temperature.
Figure 2 shows that, with the lowest initial temperatura (190°C), self-heating produces a gradual
increase in sample temperature of approximately ?°C over 45 min. As the initial temperatura was
increased , the temperatura increase dueto self heating remained around 7°C but there is a
progressive reduction in the time to maximum temperatura. With an initial temperatura of 220°C, the
sample temperature increases over a period of approximately 5 min. A further increase in initial
temperature to 230°C causes ignition to occur after a delay of 0.9 min. lgnition is characterised by
accelerating rates of temperatura rise during the induction period, followed by a sudden increase in
temperature and
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Figure 2

Experimental results for n-heptane-air mixtures.

pressure consistent with flame propagation in the test cell. The total recorded temperatura rise in this
experiment (9°C) is slightly higher than that observed under subcritical conditions. However, the
limited response time of the sheathed thermocouple used to monitor the sample temperature implies
that the actual temperature increase could have been greater than the recorded value.
The gradual temperature increases recorded under subcritical conditions (initial temperatures from
190 to 220°C) are not limited by the response time of the sample thermocouple. However, the thermal
mass of the sample container will have caused a substantial reduction in the temperature rise
compared with that which would occur in an isolated system with no thermal dilution.
The results in Figure 2 demonstrate how progressive increases in the initial temperature and the
corresponding increasing rates of slow oxidation eventually lead to supercritical conditions and
ignition. The temperature profile during ignition is distinct from the s-shaped temperature-time curves
observed under subcritical conditions. Figure 2 shows that there was no substantial pressure increase
during slow oxidation. The rapid pressure increase (to 1.4 bar) was only observed during ignition.
ln order to monitor rates of slow oxidation, the response of the guard heaters on the calorimeter was
adjusted to give long-term stability and an accurate response to small changes in sample temperature.
This meant that heat losses could be eliminated during slow oxidation but the rapid temperature
changes under supercritical conditions could not be followed adiabatically. With rapid temperature
changes, rates of heat transfer would have become similar to those in the standard apparatus for
measuring A.l.T. This accounts for the similarity of the standard A.l.T. of n-heptane (223°C) and the
minimum ignition temperature observed in the adiabatic calorimeter (between 220 and 230°C).
The quantity of n-heptane drawn into the test cell would have been affected by the degree of partial
vacuum, the temperature of the hot plate and the initial temperature of the test cell. The results shown
in Figure 2 were obtained with an estimated molar ratio of 1:2 n-heptane:air. This concentration is
much higher than the published upper flammability limit. Minimum autoignition temperatures are often
obtained under fuel rich conditions. This may be due to enhanced production of hydroperoxides and
free radicals, in fuel rich conditions, increasing the reactivity of the mixture.

5.

Kinetic interpretation and scale-up

Partial oxidation under fuel rich conditions produces only a small change in the heat capacity of the
mixture. This implies that, if the oxidation proceeds adiabatically, the temperature increases are
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approximately proportional to the degree of conversion. The temperature increases in the experiments
on n-heptane were relatively small. because of the high degree of thermal dilution. With modest
increases in temperature and only small changes in heat capacity, temperature variations during slow
oxidation should have the same form as the changes in conversion predicted by Equation 1. The sshaped curves shown in Figure 2 (for subcritical conditions) are consistent with this conclusion.
The subcritical temperature changes can be related to conversion (x) using the equation:
X

= (T -T;) = (T -T, )</J

11T

(2)

l1T0 d

where T and T; are the sample and initial temperature respectively. 11T is the total temperature rise
and l1T0 d is the adiabatic temperature rise for an isolated fuel-air mixture. The degree of thermal
dilution is given by <P =((mCp) 8 +(mCp),;)I (mCp)s, where (mCp)s and (mCp)c are the thermal masses of
the sample and test cell. respectively.
The proportionality between temperature and conversion (Equation 2) implies that the activation
energy in Equation 1 can be determined from the gradient of a plot of ln(dT!dt) against 1/T, from a
series of measurements at a fixed value of conversion. The temperature records for the experiments
with initial temperatures of 190, 200 and 210°C give maximum values of dT/dt at around 50%
conversion ( (T -T,) I 11T =0.5). This indicates that these data were not strongly affected by self·
heating which would have ca used distortion of the s-shaped curves. The plot of ln(dT!dtmfxJ against
1/T gave good linear correlation corresponding to an activation energy (E) of 154 kJmor .
The average value of the temperatura increase ( 11T) for subcritical temperature-time curves is 6. 7 °C.
Published data for the heat capacity of the sample-can and reaction mixture give an estimated value
of 22.4 for <Pand a corresponding value of 150.1 °C for l1T0 d

•

The subcritical and supercritical temperature variations in vessels of different sizes can be predicted if
the rate of heat generation and heat loss can be calculated as function of time. Equations 1 and 2 can
be combined to give an equation for the rate of change of temperature under conditions where the
calorimeter is able to track the reaction adiabatically. This equation can be integrated numerically to
predict the changes in sample temperature when there is no significant temperature difference
between the contents and the walls of the test cell. The values of A and x0 can be adjusted to give
calculated curves in reasonable agreement with the experimental variations. These fitted curves (with
A = 8.5·1O13 and x0 = 0.1) are shown in Figure 2 for the subcritical experiments.
Various models [3] can be used to predict the rate of heat loss to the walls of a process vessel during
slow oxidation in the vapour phase. These models can include the effects of convection and also
conditions where the rate of heat transfer is limited by the thermal conductivity of the reacting mixture,
giving rise to spatial variations in temperature within the vessel. The simplest calculations are based
on the assumption of Newtonian cooling with the rate of heat loss proportional to the difference
between the temperature of the mixture (assumed to be uniform) and the temperature of the vesselwall (Tv ) (assumed to be constant).
With Newtonian cooling, the following expression is obtained for the rate of temperature rise:

dT = Ml.A.exp(EI R T ).(l- x )(l+x0 ) _U.S(T -T.)
dt
Cp</J
v

(3)

Where Ml is the heat of reaction, U is the heat transfer coefficient and S is surface area in contact
with the reacting mixture.
Equation 3 can be integrated numerically to give the variations in temperature and conversion for a
range of initial temperatura. Results of these calculations, using the thermo-kinetic parameters
determined for n-heptane/air mixtures, are shown in Figure 3 for a 1 m3 cyclindrical process vessel.
The figure shows a transition from slow oxidation to ignition over a range of initial temperatures
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Benzaldehyde, formed by the partial oxidation of toluene, would have been present in the vapour
space of the reactor. The standard A.l.T. of benzaldehyde (190°C) is well above the estimate of
125°C for the maximum temperature resulting from the liquid phase runaway reaction and the
response of the steam heating system. However, elevated concentrations of oxygen and the reduction
of heat loss w ith increasing scale suggested that autoignition of benzaldehyde could have initiated
deflagration in the reactor. This hypothesis has been investigated using methodology similar to that
applied to the oxidation of n-heptane.
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Experimental results for benzaldehyde-oxygen mixtures

Results for the benzaldehyde-oxygen mixtures with molar ratio of 2 :1 are shown in Figure 4. As in the
case of n-heptane, increases in initial temperature produce a progressive increase in the rates of
oxidation, eventually leading to ignition. The experimental data indicate that the calorimeter was able
to maintain adiabatic conditions for the experiments with initial temperatures of 90 and 120°C and an
average temperature increase of 87.1 °C was observed.
Benzaldehyde is readily oxidised to benzoic acid and then, at elevated temperature, the reaction
proceeds to completion with the production of carbon dioxide and water:

(4)

Calculation of the temperature rise associated with the formation of benzoic acid in the adiabatic
calorimeter, using published data, yields a value of 93.0°C. This is in reasonable agreement with the
average value of 87.5°C obtained from experiments initiated at 90 and 120°C. The corresponding
value for l:!,.Tad is approximately 1,500°C, after correction for the effect of thermal dilution. Figure 4
shows no significant pressure increase associated w ith these experiments and this is consistent with
the production of benzoic acid which occurs without generation of C0 2 (Equation 4). Reasonable
consistency between the calculated and experimental temperature increases provides evidence that
the adiabatic conditions were maintained in the calorimeter. The s-shaped temperature-time curves,
predicted by Equation 1, were not observed in the experiments on benzaldehyde. This implies that
oxidation to benzoic acid is not strongly autocatalytic. Figure 4 shows that second order kinetics give
a reasonable fit to the data. However, liquid injection was used in these experiments and this would
have affected the initial variations in temperature.
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EN 12874

ISO 16852
testing of all in-line flame arrester tested at
atmospheric pressure instead of 1,1 bar
(absolute)

tests for detonation flame arresters only
without restriction

two new types of detonation flame
arresters - unstable and stable with
restriction on the protected side of the pipe

no tests with UD = 5 for detonation f lame
arresters

detonation flame arresters must be
additionally tested for deflagration with a
ratio of UD = 5, see table 3
test procedure for dynamic flame arresters
(high velocity vent valves) was improved

The highlighted types 1 and 3 of detonation flame arresters are new.

Detonation flame arrester

Type 1
unstable
with restriction

Type 2
unstable
without restriction

Type 3
stable
with restriction

Type4
stable
without restriction

r n

T able 3 Num berof defl aorat1on anddetonat1on tests f or ·m- 1ne ame arresters

LJD
stable
deflagration

5
50 (30*)

detonation

unstable
deflagration

5
50 (30*)

detonation
*for explosion group

EN 12874

-

3x
3x

-

3x
5x

ISO 16852
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x
5x

llB and llC

And last but not least the new informative annex of ISO 16852 shows how to select and
integrate flame arresters in an overall safety concept.

3. Tank Venting
The necessity to vent a tank results from the operating conditions and influences of the
environment if the tank is neither explosion-pressure-resistant nor explosion-pressure-shock
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Fig.1: Challenge at Designing of Pressure Relief Systems
3. Worst Case Scenario
For the specification of an efficient safety concept for pressure vessels at first the question
about the reason for pressure increase must be answered. The practical work shows that the
reasons of pressure increase can be in principie reduced to four independent scenarios [2],
Fig. 2.
Pressure lncrease by Pump or Compressor

ln this case the pressure increase is based on a mass flux into a closed system. The
pressure increase depends on the type of the pump or compressor.
Overflow from higher Energy Level

This means the overflow of mass from a system of higher pressure into a system of lower
pressure.
External Heat lnput

ln these cases the pressure increase is based on heat input by mass or heat transfer into a
vapour pressure system. The final pressure in the apparatus is given by the vapour pressure
curve and the maximum temperature.
Pressure lncrease due to Exothermic Reaction

The pressure increase in this case is driven by an exothermic reaction without sufficient
cooling. The final pressure is based on the heat of reaction and the vapour pressure curve of
the reaction mixture. Additionally a superposition of a gas production can take place. ln this
case the final pressure is added by the vapour pressure and the gas pressure.
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• •

Pressure
lncrease by
Pump or
Compressor

Scenarlo

Overflow from
a higher
Pressure
LeveI

•

External
Heating

•

Exothermic
and/ or
Gaseous
Reaction

Fig.2: Scenarios for Pressure lncrease
4. The Risk Assessment Tool of Currenta
4.1 Risk Assessment with a Risk Matrix
With the definition of risk as the combination of the two parameters - possible consequences
of an incident and the frequency of the corresponding scenario - it makes sense to use a
matrix of categories for consequences and frequencies (risk matrix) to categorize the risk.
This is shown in Fig. 3. ln this matrix the rows represent the different categories of severity of
the consequences (qualitatively classified). The columns represent categories of frequency
for the corresponding scenario. The risk matrix is divided into more zones, which differ as
follows:
-

Cases of high potential severity and frequency of occurrence correspond to a nonacceptable risk level (red zone in matrix). ln such cases safety measures of very high
reliability are necessary to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.

-

Medium risk cases (orange zone) are cases with high potential severity but very low
frequency of occurrence or with low or moderate severity and higher frequency. ln such
cases safety measures of high reliability are necessary to reduce the risk to an
acceptable level.

-

Low risk cases (yellow zone) are cases with high potential severity but very low
frequency of occurrence or with low or moderate severity and higher frequency. They
correspond to a risk level, which should be further reduced. Safety measures of low
reliability are necessary to reduce the risk to an acceptable level.

-

However, if this risk reduction is not practical, the low risk might be tolerated.

-

Very low risk case (light green zone) this case is described by low severity but a likely
frequency of occurrence. Measures of very low reliability are sufficient to reduce the risk
to an acceptable level.

-

Ali other cases (green zone) with low potential severity and frequency of occurrence are
acceptable and no additional safety measures are necessary. Such risks are small
compared with the everyday risk we broadly accept. Such risks are also very often the
same we experience everyday, so that there is no increased risk at the work place.
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Fig. 3: The Risk Matrix
4.2 Work flow of Risk Assessment
We start the work flow by the systematic search for possible deviations from norma!
conditions. A hypothetical malfunction is proposed. The next step is to assess the severity of
the consequence and its frequency of occurrence. For this we use tables for severity and
probability based on company experience.
ln the next step the risk must be evaluated. As a suitable tool for risk assessment we have
developed our risk matrix, see Chapter 4.1.
The reliability requirements on safety measures following from the risk assessment must be
suitable for the risk to be reduced to an acceptable level.
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Fig. 4: Work Flow of Risk Assessment
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•

Safety metrics that is used to evaluate various design options to control the wastes
to comply with the environmental regulations. The safety metrics designate each
EMU options with respect to safety by safety index. The value of the safety index
provides the design another dimension to consider simultaneously with the
scheduling of process operation, choice of EMU and process safety. F&EI is used to
quantify the safety metrics of the process where the expected schedules have
designated values of F&EI based on operation mode and design of the process.
A given decision-making time horizon (th). Within this horizon, the variations in the
market conditions are anticipated and expressed in terms of time-dependent
changes in quantities and prices of supply (e.g., feedstocks, utilities, etc.) and
demand (e.g., products and byproducts).

lt is desired to develop a systematic procedure that can determine production schedules,
process modifications, and EMUs selection and design so as to maximize the process profit.
On the other hand, this procedure goes along simultaneously with consideration of changes
in process safety. The final decisions related to process scheduling, design, process
modifications, EMUs selection and design is linked with inherently safer design
simultaneously to have the proper tradeoff between all multiobjectives mentioned above.
3. Approach

To simplify the problem, the following assumptions are introduced:
• The decision-making time horizon is discretized into N1 periods leading to a set of
operating periods: PERIODS = {tlt= 1,2, .. . ,N1}. Within each time period , the process
operates in steady-state mode. Also, it is only allowed to have intra-period integration
(i.e., no streams are stored, integrated, and exchanged over more than one period).
ln selecting the number and duration of the periods, one has to strike proper balance
between capturing the market variations, significance to the process, and
computational efforts.
• Process modifications will be limited to two alternatives:
a) Manipulation of certain design and operating variables for each unit within
permissible ranges, i.e.,
dmax
and OUmin <o
< max \../v u.
d umi.u -< d u <
u
u - OU
This assumption implies that the design of the current process is flexible enough to
produce any of the anticipated production schedules and that there is no economic
incentive to add a process unit or reroute process streams.

b) Addition of new EMUs (whose number, design, and placement will be determined
as part of the solution procedure).

The objective function is given by:
Maximize gross profit= "
L..J "
L..J Cproduct
p,t
I

p

* P p,t -

"POC - TA C EMU

L..J

I

where

Cproduct
p,t

is the unit

I

selling price of product p during period t, POC1 represents the plant operating cost (e.g.,
feedstocks, utilities, etc.) during period t, and the term TACEMu is the total annualized cost of
the environmental management system which is defined as the sum of the annualized fixed
costs (AFC) and the environmental annual operating cost (EOC) and is expressed as:
TAC EMU
v * AFC v +
EOC v,t where Iv is a binary integer variable designating

=LI
v

LL
I

v

the presence or absence of the v1h EMU and is determined through the following constraint:
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slightly below the ambient temperature as in the case of toluene or methanol, the whole gas
phase in the reactor from the liquid surface to the manhole may be filled with an explosive
atmosphere. Depending on the dispersibility of the powder and the way of its transfer, hybrid
mixtures can be formed throughout the reactor and the region of the manhole.

3. Formation and probability of effective ignition source
Mechanical sparks and hot surfaces:
During most transfer operations of powders into a liquid phase in the reactor the agitator is
running to prevent the formation of lumps. ln case of any mechanical defect of the agitator
mechanical sparks or hot surfaces may be generated which could ignite an explosive
atmosphere within the reactor. Another possible ignition source is the rotating mechanical
seal of the agitator axis. Hot surfaces cannot be totally excluded at this location.
Static electricity:
Discharges due to the build-up of static electricity may be generated at different locations
and during different transfer steps. Their occurrence also depends on the way of transfer and
on the way of addition of the powder to the reactor. Though, those electrostatic ignition
sources associated with the equipment, the packaging and the operators, can in principie be
removed by adequate measures (use of conductive materials and reliable earthing), the
discharges associated with the products will remain. They cannot be removed without
significant changes of the product properties.
4. Measures to exclude explosive atmospheres
When powders are transferred into a reactor preloaded with a flammable solvent in an open
way, it is very difficult to prevent explosive atmosphere. This applies not only to situations
with flammable solvents but also to situations where very ignition sensitive powders with a
MIE below 10 mJ are transferred into a solvent free container. ln consideration of the fact,
that in case of an explosion not only equipment and construction may heavily be damaged,
but also life of personnel is in danger, this operation should nowadays no longer be
performed in an open way. The transfer of powder into a flammable solvent should always be
performed under inert conditions, i.e. the oxygen within the reactor must be reduced below
its critical level (LOC), below which an explosion is no longer possible. Experience shows
that when opening any access port of the reactor the inert atmosphere will no longer be
maintained within the reactor (see fig. 1).

"-

Cl

N2 Rt4wctiott t o

200

HO

1H O

2000

Time 1:suJ

Fig. 1 Oxygen concentration in a preinerted
reactor after opening the manhole and
addition of powder
(Hoppe & Jaeger, 2005).
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Due to diffusion, turbulence and
entrainment
of
air,
the
oxygen
concentration will immediately increase
within the reactor and exceed the LOC
after a short period of time. Thus, the
transfer of the powder via any kind of a
lock into the preinerted reactor is the only
safe method of transfer and represents
nowadays the state of the art of such an
operation. (see fig. 2)
Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of
the different transfer systems. lnherent to
all transfer systems, except the PTSSystem, is the oxygen enrichment within
the reactor with increasing amount of
powder transferred.
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This is particularly a handicap in case of products with
low-bulk density and/or transfer of large amounts
(volumes) of powders, which will nearly fill the total free
gas space within the reactor.
5. Practical aspects • containment and explosion
Protection
T

,

f

#'

When considering the Pharmaceutical lndustry, in
addition to the safety aspects related to the charging of
powders into flammable atmospheres, the toxicity of
the powders must also be taken into account. The
constantly increasing toxicity and reactivity of products
in recent years as well as the ever more demanding
production standards with regard to quality have made
containment an unavoidable factor and manual
handling obsolete. Few approaches have been
implemented that eliminate the charging of powders
through open manholes.
Fig. 2
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Different methods of powder
transfer into a reactor

Most methods use gravity to charge powder however, with an improved charging
mechanism. Most of these methods are based primarily on the need to improve the
containment of powders and do not take into consideration the safety issues concerning the
risks of explosion. Most frequently, the powder is positioned on a higher floor and falls
through a chute into the production equipment (dryer, reactor, etc.) located on a lower floor.
The loading zone can be confined, e.g. by a laminar flow booth, containers or a glove box.
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Dueto the space required by these installations, it is usually necessary to provide a separate
room on the upper floor just for the powder handling. The connecting tube between the
loading zone and the equipment to be charged is often a source of problems such as
clogging, cleaning etc. Systems charged by gravity can generate several problems
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concerning safety. lt is generally difficult to render these installations inert and there is a risk
of introducing oxygen into the vessels while they are being charged with powder. Most
powder handling systems are not designed neither to be pressure proof nor explosion proof.
Yet, they can be directly connected to ether equipment, which may be under pressure,
contain an explosive atmosphere and run at high temperatures. ln this case, as there is no
physical barrier between the two systems during the powder loading and, due to the direct
communication between systems, there is a potential risk of an explosive atmosphere
developing in the powder handling zone. ln order to decrease batch time and energy
consumption powder is preferably charged in a controlled manner into a reactor already filled
with solvents. This occurs-if possible-already at the temperature where the reaction will
take place. Most of the systems using gravity are not intrinsically safe and do not allow such
operations. To comply with safety as well as process requirements, the charging system
must be able to isolate the process equipment during the loading phase and to transfer
powder in a contained manner. One technology does comply with these requirements. This
solution is based on the concept of transferring powder in an active way without the use of
gravity. The heart of this concept is the PTS (Powder Transfer System, patented, see Fig. 3),
which uses a source of vacuum and a source of pressure to transfer powder. Powder can be
transferred from various receptacles and over long distances, thus allowing more flexibility
when designing production units. The PTS, designed for pressure, is directly installed on the
receiving vessel, which is isolated during the loading phase. One of the major advantages of
this technology is that it makes it possible to remove the air from the powder and to keep the
receiving vessel inert while loading the powder by using nitrogen to discharge the PTS
chamber. lt is, therefore, possible to safely fill powder into a reactor, which contains solvents
or is pressurized, without risking explosions or dangerous gas leaks.

6. Conclusions

Fig. 3 Powder Transfer System

During transfer operations of powders into vessels preloaded
with flammable solvents many fires and explosions have
occurred in the past in different ranches of industry. Even in the
absence of flammable gases or vapours, transfer operations
may lead to fires and explosions, particularly if explosion
sensitive powders (low MIE) are involved. Such operations are
frequently still performed manually. As a consequence,
personnel are always affected in case a fire or explosion occurs.
According to the present state of the art such transfer operations
should nowadays always be performed in a so-called closed way
into preinerted vessels. Care must be taken that the required low
degree of oxygen concentration is maintained during and after
the transfer. As outlined above, the safety of most of the
systems using gravity for transfer is far from absolute and
depends on powder characteristics (bulk density, etc.) and
process conditions.

The PTS, however, as is does not use gravity and can eliminate the air comprised in the
powder, is particularly safe and functions independently of the process parameters and
powder characteristics. ln view of the flexibility and frequent changes required of a
production facility and due to the pressure on manufacturers for continuing process
optimisation, it is important to select charging equipment that can guarantee full safety at all
times, independently of the process parameters and powder characteristics.
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Analysis of peroxides decomposition by screening calorimetry
G. Maschio", D.G. Lister~ V. Casson"
"Dipartimento di Principie lmpianti di lngegneria Chimica Universita di Padova, Via F.
Marzolo, 9-35131 Padova - ITALY, giuseppe.maschio@unipd.it, valeria.casson@unipd.it
Vipartimento di Chimica lndustriale e lngegneria d ei materiali Universita di Messina, Salita
Sperone, 31 - 98166 Messina - ITALY, listerd@unime.it
1. lntroduction
ln this study the analysis of different kind of organic peroxidas decomposition by screening
calorimetry is proposed. Organic peroxidas are liable to decompose exothermically at normal
or high temperatures [1 ,2].
Screening calorimetry data allow us to define the conditions and ranges of temperatura and
pressure involved. ln the experimental apparatus used, the experiments are carried out
safely even when there is a rapid and large increase in temperatura and pressure.
An Early Warning Detection System (EWDS) for thermal runaway based on the divergence
criterion has also been applied off-line to the experimental data [3,4,5].

2. Runaway reactions
ln a chemical reaction, the relation between temperatura and reaction rate makes sure that
an increase in the first involves the exponential growth of the second, in agreement to
Arrhenius equation. According to Semenov [6] theory if, during a chemical process, the heat
evolved by the reaction exceeds that removed by the cooling system, the reagent mass
accumulates heat until a point is reached in which the temperatura increases uncontrollably
and so does the reaction rate (self heating); this phenomenon is known as a runaway
reaction or thermal explosion, wich means the loss of thermal control of the reacting system.
Most causes of this dysfunctional behavior are due to errors in the kinetics or heat balance
of the system (in the design and scale up stages), or due to cooling or agitation system
failure, the presence of impurities in the reaction mass in the case of organic peroxidas
(during the process) [7]. Runaway reactions may cause toxic or flamable releases or more
simply a pressure increase in the reactor (dueto vapour pressure of products or to the
formation of gaseous decomposition products) leading to the ruptura of the the reactor [8].

2. Thermal Screening
Thermal screening of components and reaction mixtures is useful to identity conditions under
which a thermal explosion can occur and the temperatura and pressure ranges developed.
With this approach a preliminary risk analysis of the process can be made: onset
temperatura, Seif Accelerating Decomposition Temperatura (SADT), maximum rate of self
heating, heat of reaction, kinetics parameters and other parameters can be evaluated.
The advantages are: short time for analysis and small quantities required (suitable for
analyzing unstable substances, reaction intermediates, new compounds or contaminants).
The experimental runs are carried out in a Thermal Screening Unit (TSu), a pseudo-adiabatic
and Non Differential Thermal Analysis instrument: during the tests the temperatura and
pressure profile of the sample is observed.

4. Scanning tests
ln this study di(4-tert-butylciclohexil) peroxidicarbonate (PCARB), di-benzoyl peroxide (BPO)
and di-tert-butyl peroxide (DTBP) were analyzed: 5 g of solution of peroxide in toluene
(20%wt) have been subjected to ramped heating tests (2'C/min). Hastelloy sample holders
have been used. ln figure 1, sample temperatura, pressure and the rate of temperatura
increase are shown for the three peroxidas.
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considering the large scatters for experimental values found in the literature, due to the
strong variability of results with the formulation, density, granulometry, additives, igniters, and
moisture. Figure 1 (left) shows further results for black powder by varying sulphur content.
Table 1: Calculated and experimental explosion energy for explosives and pyrotechnics.
Name

Composition (%w/w)

.1.Hexplosion, kJ/g
Exper.

T1=1350K

TNT

C1HsN30 5

4.6 [1 O]

4.9

Ti=298K;
Pj=1 bar
5.4

RDX

C3H5N50 5

5.4[11]

5.4

6.2

PETN

CsHaN4012

6.2 [12]

6.3

6.9

Black Powder

KN03 (75); C (15); S (1O)

2.8 [13]

2.5

3.0

Red fountain

SrC03 (25);KCl03 (57);Shellac (C15H240s) (18)

2.6 [13]

2.9

3.6

Flash powder

KCIQ4 (30);AI (40);Ba(N03)2 (30)

7.3 [2]

8.2

8.3

lgniter Sobbe

Zr (40);Ba(OH)2 (30);Ba(N03)2 (30)

4.2 [14]

4.6

4.7

Flare

Mg (47);NaN03 (53);

8.4 [15]

8.4

8.4

White flare

Mg (48);NaN03 {40);Laminac (CsHsO)n (12)

7.6 [2]

7.7

6.9
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Figure 1. Heat of explosion for black powder (KN03 :C:S = 7:8:x) vs sulphur content.
Left: Experimental [16] and calculated heat of explosion. Right: Calculated heat of
explosion (triangle), combustion (circle) and afterburning (AB, diamond).
3. Combustion energy of explosives and pyrotechnics
The afterburning reaction have evaluated by CEA adding air to the reactants and assuming
the combustion equilibrium at constant interna! energy u and volume V. Table 2 shows a
comparison of afterburning energy {.1.Hcomb·.1.Hexplosion) for same substances or mixtures
reported in Table 1 and experimental data, by using a large excess of air (ratio of reactant
volume to total air volume VN ° = 105). Quite clearly, high-energy explosives burns fully to
carbon dioxide and water in excess air, whereas black powder or other pyrotechnics do not
follow this simplification. Figure 1 (right) shows the calculated combustion, explosion and
afterburning heat (i.e. difference between combustion and explosion heat). ln closed system
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the afterburning reaction may produce larger hazards for less reactive mixtures due to the
reaction with air of excess un-reacted or partially oxidized substances.
Table 2: Experimental and calculated results for the heat of combustion [kJ/kg] in air excess
(V/V 0 = 105) for substances and composition reported in Table 1. n.a. = not available.
Reactant

LiHcomb (experim)

LiHcomb - Combustion, const u, V 0

TNT (C1HsN30s)

Black Powder

15.0 [1 O]
9.5 [1 O]
8.0 [1 O]
8.7[15]

Red fountain

n.a.

Flash powder

11.6 [2]

lgniter Sobbe

n.a.

Flare

11.6[15]
12.2 [2]

14.9
8.6
8.0
8.6
7.4
12.4
8.0
12.1
13.4

RDX (C3HsNsOs)
PETN (CsHaN401 2)

White flare

4. Maximum pressure developed by explosives and pyrotechnics in closed container
The CEA code can be now adopted to calculate the maximum pressure in closed storage
container by varying the ratio of system volume V over pyrotechnic or explosive charge
volume V 0 , in nitrogen (hence only primary reaction is considered) or in air atmosphere, by
considering constant interna! energy and ideal gas assumption. Transformation to mass to
volume ratio is possible thorough density. Figure 3 reports the calculated pressure curves
and comparison with experimental values for TNT and black powder explosion. The molar
fraction of CO in the gaseous products is showed in TNT plot. Quite clearly, the afterburning
contribution is seen up to volume ratio of 104 where CO is completely oxidized to C02. For
very low values of volume ratio, on the other hand, the effect of afterburning is negligible.
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Figure 2: Maximum pressure for TNT (left) and black powder (right) vs V 0 /V, in nitrogen and
air atmosphere. Molar fraction of products in the gaseous products (no air) and K2S/K2S04
(liquid products) are also showed for excess air evaluation.
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2.1. lnput
The input module collects molecular geometrie and electronic structures of the investigated
substances and calculates molecular descriptors. ln our combined DFT-QSPR approach,
models are based on molecular descriptors extracted from density functional theory (DFT)
calculated structures, optimized at PBE0/6-31 +G(d,p) level in Gaussian03 package [1] and
more than 300 molecular descriptors are computed using CodessaPro software [2].
2.2. QSPR models
The QSPR approach consists in correlating quantitatively the experimental property with the
previously calculated descriptors.
Property =f (Descriptors)

(1)

An experimental data set gives the property measured values. These values have to be
obtained within a single protocol and with a high accuracy to ensure the best reliability.
Different kinds of descriptors characterize the molecular geometrie and electronic structure:
- Constitutional: number of specific atoms, functional groups, bonds;
- Topological: atomic connectivity giving information about size, branching degree;
- Geometrie: distances, angles, molecular volume;
- Quantum chemical: atomic charges, molecular orbital energies, reactivity indices.
Then, the model can be set up using artificial neural networks or genetic algorithms. Here,
statistical multilinear regressions were computed in CodessaPro. The fitting of the models
was characterized by the correlation coefficient (R2 ) and their robustness was estimated
using the cross-validation method (R 2 cv).
2.3. Decision making tool
Once QSPR models are validated, they can be used within a classification procedure. A
decision making tool gathers QSPR calculated properties following the general regulatory
guidance. Adequate models are selected upon the studied molecule and the properties to be
determined. A key point concerns uncertainties to estimate, not only accuracy but also the
need of further experimental characterization.
2.4. Output
To the end, this global tool gives a first evaluation of the possible classification of substances
based on calculated properties and indicates whether further experimental characterization is
needed or not. lt could also help in substitution goals or R&D processes to estimate the
explosive properties of new substances before synthesis.
3. Example of QSPR models

3.1. Heat of decomposition
Thermal stability is an important behavior of explosive substances since it gives information
about the energy released during decomposition. lf experimental characterization is well
defined, using calorimetric analyses [3], only few predictive models have been up to now
developed. Grewer [4] revealed the influence of some chemical groups on decomposition
temperatures. More recently, Saraf et al. [5] simply assumed that the heat of decomposition
was proportional to the number of nitro groups in the molecule (nNoz).
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nitro group as the rate limiting step of decomposition in nitro compounds. So, this new model
is chemically consistent. llmprovement is expected by enlarging the data set, making
external validation possible, but its current performances look yet better than Keshavarz one
(R2 =0.90 vs. 0.77), as shown in figure 3.
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Figure 3: Plot of calculated electric spark sensitivity (in J) versus experimental values
according to equation 4 (in plain circles) and Keshavarz's model [10] (in wide circles).
4. Conclusion
Two physico-chemical properties related to the explosibility of nitroaromatic compounds have
been investigated using a combined DFT-QSPR approach: the heat of decomposition and
the electric spark sensitivity. The developed models need consolidations to validate their
predictivity using extended data sets, but they already upgrade the existing models with
correlations up to R2 =0.98 and 0.90. Moreover, they integrate chemically consistent
descriptors related to the C-N02 bond, the critical reactive site for the decomposition of
nitroaromatic compounds [12, 13].
Once strongly validated models are obtained, they will be associated within a global tool to
assess explosive hazards in the line of the search of new methods (required by REACH), not
replacing but complementary to experimental tests, to provide first evaluation of hazards and
to guide to further experimental investigation when necessary.
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packaged for transport (lower left box in Fig. 1). As a result, the explosive is assigned to
division 1.1, 1.2, 1.3 or 1.4 (or exempted from the class of explosives, see below).

Packaged substance, risk based: imoortant for transport
~

Test series 6
Single package test

Stack test

~'
External fire test

,.
not valid
' '·
rf un- or repackaged!! '~

''"'
,,, ,, ::-,"','~~
'

~

.

Not an explosive

~

although substance has ,

~ explosive properties!! · '

Part of the GHS although packaged explosives are tested

Fig. 1

'~ ,;, 0. 0. \.. .;--;- :<:.-. "

~,

Schematic overview of the classification of explosives according to the GHS
(division 1.5 and 1.6 are special cases not considered here)

Therefore, the classification result is based on the type of packaging and may no longer be
correct if the explosive is removed from the package or differently packaged. There is a note
to the effect in the UN-GHS that in these cases the label elements corresponding to division
1.1 (most severe division except unstable explosives) have to be assigned (unless the explosive is re-classified). However, this note may not be sufficient to actually ensure that classification and labelling of explosives is reviewed and changed accordingly when un- or repacking them. As a consequence a simple operation (namely un- or repacking) can result in
incorrect classification of explosives for supply and use (see red text in the right in Fig. 1).
This problem becomes most evident when no significant results are found in test series 6.
Then the substance is exempted from the class of explosives and no division is assigned. ln
this case, the intrinsic explosive properties that are existent based on test series 1, 2 and/or
3 are not reflected by the classification and consequently are not communicated via the
labelling (lower right box in Fig. 1). Since the above-mentioned note refers to unpackaged or
repackaged explosives only it does not apply in this case (namely complete exemption from
the class of explosives). However, the substance clearly has explosive properties based on
the results of test series 1, 2 and/or 3 if unpackaged or repackaged.

4

Influence of the amount of the substance or mixture on the classification

Substances or mixtures are regarded as self-heating when their gradual reaction with oxygen
(in air) eventually leads to self-ignition and combustion. Self-ignition is caused by a rate of
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CHEMICAL THERMAL STABILITY ASSESSMENT USING THE CHETAH
THERMODYNAMIC PREDICTION SOFTWARE

M. Dellavedova (1), Lucia Gigante (1), A. Lunghi (1), C. Pasturenzi (1), P. Cardillo (1), D.J.
Frurip (2)
(1) Stazione sperimentale per i Combustibili - V.le A. De Gasperi 3, San Donato Milanese,
20097, dellavedova@ssc.it.
(2) The Dow Chemical Company, Environmental Tech. Center/Analytical, Support/Thermal
Lab, Bldg. 1897F, Midland, Ml USA, 48667
1. lntroduction
The knowledge of the thermochemical parameters of a studied reaction system should be
the first stage of a hazard assessment for a new process. CHETAH (CHEmical
7hermodynamic And Hazard evaluation) [1] is a prediction software tool able to calculate
hazards of a chemical, a mixture or a reaction using only the structure of the molecules
involved. Benson's group contribution method [2] is used by the software to perform
calculations of heat of formation , entropy, Gibbs free energy of the chemicals.
The software can asses an overal! risk factor called Energy Release Potential (ERP), based
on thermodynamic, that can be high or low. Because of its ability to predict the potential
hazards, CHETAH is ideal for preliminary hazard evaluation at the pre-synthesis stage [3].
ln this paper, CHETAH was used to estimate heats of decomposition and ERP for a number
of pure chemicals. We studied about 400 substances we came across for various reasons
during the last twenty years. These compounds have been gathered into classes depending
on their reactive functional groups and similarities in their thermal behaviour. The calculated
decomposition enthalpies for each of the compounds have been compared with the
experimental data obtained through calorimetric tests (i.e. Differential Scanning CalorimetryDSC and Accelerating Rate Calorimetry-ARC) run in our laboratory.

2. Experimental section
Since 1990 the thermochemistry lab of Stazione sperimentale per i Combustibili has used the
CHETAH sofware as first screening tool before every calorimetric test to determine the
chemical thermal stability [4].
ln this work, recently updated [5], we evaluated about 400 pure compounds using CHETAH ,
studying their decomposition behaviour and in particular the thermal stability.
About the 34% of the studied compounds are known to have a high risk, i.e. they are
unstable with a tendency towards exothermic decomposition with a release of gaseous
products.
The CHETAH evaluation of about 400 compounds (divided in reactive homologous classes)
are compared with the thermoanalytic and calorimetric techniques as the Differential
Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) and Accelerating Rate Calorimetry (ARC).
The DSC tests have been run according to ASTM method E 537-07 using a heating ramp
rate of 5/1 O °C/min from 30 up to 280 °C, a closed steel crucibles and a sample size of few
milligrams (typically 3-4 mg). DSCs have been run first in nitrogen, loading the sample in
inert atmosphere.
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ARe tests have been run according to ASTM method E 1981-98, using hastelloy bombs and
a standard Heat-Wait-Search test program between 30°e to 360 °e with few grams of
sample (typically 2 or 3 g).
Part of the data are reported in Tables I-IV as comparisons between the predicted data and
the experimental data . For each compound the heat of forma tion in the gas state (LIHf), the
maximum heat of decomposition (1 51 eHETAH criterion), ERP (eHETAH's overal! criterion),
the instrument used (OSe/ARe), the detected onset temperature (T0 , if any), and the heat of
decomposition (LIH, if any) obtained through the experimental tests, are reported.
Table 1- Nitro comoounds (an excer :>t of 1O nitro comoounds out of 51)
1st

Compound

4-ehloro-3-nitrobenzoic
acid
2-Nitrobenzoic acid
2-Nitrophenvlacetic Acid
2-nitrotoluene
3-n itro-o-tou id ine
4-chloro-3,5dinitrobenzotrifluoride
p-nitotoluene sulfonic
acid
Ethyl p-nitrobenzoate
Nimodipine
Nifedipine

CAS

4Hf
kJ/mol

96-99-1

To,

oc

4H,
kJ/g

crit.
kJ/g

ERP

Technique

-341,0

-3,01

HIGH

ARe

327 -1,76

552-16-9
3740-52-1
88-72-2
603-83-8

-304,2
-336,0
+45,6
+41 ,4

-3,55
-3,35
-4,27
-3,93

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

ARe
ose
ARe
ose

230
218
317
280

-1,71
-0,96
-1,71
-1 ,00

393-75-9

-648,3

-3,57

HIGH

ose

--

--

121-03-9

-526,5

-2,82

HIGH

ARe

99-77-4
66085-59-4
21829-25-4

-340,2
-941 ,5
-704,6

-3,30
-2,33
-2,47

HIGH
LOW
LOW

ose
ose
ose

145 -0,84

----

----

51 nitro compounds were examined : for four of them there is disagreement between
eHETAH and experimental ose analysis. For these compounds eHETAH provides high
ERP while the ose test does not point out any instability. ln these cases, eHETAH gives a
conservative evaluation. As described in the experimental section, the ose tests are run up
to 280°e; this is the temperature limit of the o-ring housed in the crucible. lt is probable that
some nitro compounds (reported with high ERP by eHETAH) can decompose at higher
temperatures (not reached during the ose test). For the rest of the nitro compounds
eHETAH is seen to correctly predict a high or low ERP.
Table li - Peroxides
Compound
Benzovi peroxide
Tert-butyl
hvdroperoxide
eumvl hydroperoxide
tert butyl pentanoate
peroxide
tert-Butvl peroxide
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94-36-0

4Hf
kJ/mol
-271 ,1

1 51 crit.
kJ/g
-3,01

ERP
HIGH

Technique
ARe

75-91-2

-246,0

-3,89

HIGH

80-15-9

-78,7

-3,64

-

-573,2

110-05-4

-348,9

CAS

To,

90

4H,
kJ/a
-1,84

ose

85

-1,05

HIGH

ose

124 -1,88

-1,42

HIGH

ARe

50

-2,72

HIGH

ARe

102 -1 ,35

oc

-1,25

400

Table 111- Epoxides (an excerpt of 5 epoxides out of 10)
CAS

&Hf
kJ/mol

106-89-8
106-88-7
286-20-4
75-21-8
141-79-7

-107,9
-1 10,0
-125,5
-52,7
-195,4

Compound

Eoichlorohvdrin
1,2-Epoxvbutane
evclohexene oxide
Ethvlene Oxide
Mesitvl Oxide

crit.
kJ/g

ERP

Technique

-2,84
-3,39
-2,72
-5,15
-2,00

HIGH
HIGH
LOW
HIGH
LOW

ARe
ARe
ose
ARe
ose

To,

1st

oc

4H,
kJ/g

325 -0,50
145 -0,12

-

-

To,

oc

4H,
kJ/g

-

----

-

--

320 -1,51

Table IV - Nitriles (an excerpt of 7 nitriles out of 20)
1st

Compound

cinnamonitrile
2-chloro-6-methyl
benzonitrile
crotononitrile
3 ,4-dinitrobenzonitrile
qlutaronitrile
4Trifluoromethvlbenzonitrile
Malononitrile

CAS

4Hf
kJ/mol

4360-47-8

ERP

Technique

+277,8

crit.
kJ/a
-3,18

HIGH

ose

6575-09-3

+151,5

-2,21

LOW

ose

4786-20-3
4248-33-3
544-13-8

+150,6
+184, 1
+171,1

-3,64
-5,39
-3,01

HIGH
HIGH
HIGH

ose
ARe
ose

455-18-5

-462,7

-2,15

LOW

ose

109-77-3

+259,5

-4,35

HIGH

ose

360 -3,39
200 -0,92

245 -0,85

Ali the peroxides experimentally tested decompose and eHETAH is shown to correctly
predict a high energy released potential.
Among the 1O epoxides examined, 8 of them decompose and 2 are thermally stable.
eHETAH correctly predicts the associated risk.
20 nitriles were examined : 7 of them decompose and 13 are thermally stable. For 8 of them
there is disagreement between eHETAH and experimental ose analysis. eHETAH gives a
conservative evaluation (i.e. high ERP but absence of thermal activity).

3. Conclusion
Other than 51 nitro compounds, 5 peroxides, 10 epoxides, 20 nitriles partially reported in the
previous tables, also 16 aldehydes, 35 acids, 21 alcohols, 21 ketones, 68 halogen
compounds, 13 hydrocarbon, 38 ammine, 33 esters, 15 amide and 5 cyclic compounds and
41 heterocyclic compounds have been evaluated. The results of all these evaluations have
been summarised in Table V where there is a summary comparison between experimental
tests and the eHETAH prediction method.
Heterocyclic compounds is the class with the most differences between experimental and
prediction data: there is disagreement in 20 out of 41 cases. Anyway for heterocyclic
compounds (as for the others classes) the eHETAH evaluation is always conservative.
Totally, out of 392 compounds there is 90,3% of agreement between predicted and
experimental data.
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3. Results and discussion
The quality of the heat signal measured with the new cen (introducing a new resistance to the
heat transfer with an additional layer of metal) as wen as the response of the membrane and
the transmission of the pressure signal to the sensor was evaluated by comparing
measurements with know chemicals like dimethylsulfoxyde (DMSO) and di-tert-butyl
peroxide (DTBP) in toluene. As reference the standard C80 pressure cell was taken. This cen
is composed of an outer cen closed hermeticany with silver joints and on the top with the
pressure sensor. There is an additional glass cen inside to protect the metal cen from
aggressive media.

„

„

P•all1t•p:•U.40 "(:
fllltMl.,, JJ„ :..UfM

P'e*tt :t&Ut"C
fftll'IGIW JO! U•:>a

„

...

-

1SllO

Fig. 6: DTBP- CG80

'""

1'00•

Fig. 7: DTBP - reference cen

As it can be seen on figures 6 and 7 the thermal signals have identical shapes. The energy
delivered by the decomposition of di-tert-butyl-peroxide is comparable with -230 kJ/kg vs. 228 kJ/kg. The pressure information is also comparable although the free volume of both
cens are different. Once cooled at room temperature the residua! pressure in the cen is due
to non-condensable decomposition gas products. Thanks to the ideal gas law this pressure
can be "translated" in a gas production in Litres per kilogram of sample. ln both case this gas
production was around 5.5 Ukg (5.3 vs. 5. 7). The uncertainty on this calculation is about 0.5
Ukg and is a function of the free volume of the cen. Therefore the result obtained with the
new cen is better because the ratio free volume to volume of the cen is smaner than with the
classical cen.
An additional measurement with the gold-plated cen was also performed showing identical
results. This indicated that at this ratio 'surface of contact with the wans· to 'mass of sample'
the construction material of the cen does not play an important role at the contrary of what is
known in DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry) when using gold-plated high pressure
crucibles.
Comparable measurements were done with DMSO (figures 8 and 9). Here also the results
obtained in both cells are comparable. The fonowing table highlights the results obtained with
the two reference substances.
Table 1: Results of the validation of the CG80 cen
Substance I cen
Fig.
Energy
íkJ/kQl
6
-230
DTBP I CG80
-224
DTBP I CG80v
DTBP I reference cen
7
-228
8
-674
DMSO /CG80
9
-673
DMSO I reference cell

--
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r c1
0

164
165
165
257
252

Gas production
íUkal
5.3
5.3
5.7
76.4
72.9
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Using a rod having a radius of 0.1 mm the number of sinusoida! cycles necessary for the
ignition of various hydrogen/air mixtures is determined at an amplitude of 11.2 kV
(RMS 7.9 kV) and a gap distance of 40 mm. Fig. 3 shows the minima! number of cycles
required to ignite the mixture at a volume fraction of 20 % of hydrogen in air. lf the fraction of
hydrogen in air is increased or reduced, the number of cycles required for ignition increases.
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Fig. 3 Number of voltage cycles as a function of volume fraction of hydrogen in air
(U=11.2 kV (RMS 7.9 kV) , clearance 40 mm) [3]
lmages 1/2 of Fig. 4 show the predischarge phenomena photographed with an ICCD camera
in a 22 % hydrogen/air mixture at 9 kV (RMS 6.4 kV). Between images 2 and 3 ignition has
occurred. A breakdown was not observed. Image 3 shows that the ignition occurred near the
tip of the rod. ln images 4/5 the developing flame front with increasing time is visible.
Therefore, predischarges can ignite hydrogen/air mixtures if the deposited energy density is
higher than the minimum ignition energy density [4].

2

t=0-30 µs

60-90 µs

120-150 µs

180·210 µs

240-270 µs

Fig. 4 Image sequence of streamer discharges and subsequent ignition of 22 % hydrogen in
air at 9 kV (RMS=6.4 kV, 680 kHz, exposure time 30 µs) ; images 1/2 show the
streamer discharge, images 3/4/5 show the developing flame front
The required clearance to avoid ignition caused by predischarges as a function of the volume
fraction of hydrogen in air is examined using 50 voltage cycles at 11.2 kV (RMS 7.9 kV). ln
Fig. 5 it is clearly to be seen that the gap distance necessary for non-ignition has a maximum
in the range between 20 %„.30 % volume fraction of hydrogen in air. At a gap distance of
less than 1O mm, a flashover occurs which always leads to an ignition of the hydrogen/air
mixture. The maximum adjustable clearance was, due to the test set-up, 50 mm. Therefore, it
was not possible to determine the value for 20 % volume fraction of hydrogen in air because also at this gap distance, an ignition was observed.
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outflow through the explosion venting device. ln this example, the higher flame velocity of
hydrogen results in a higher maximum overpressure compared to acetylene.

14
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Figure 1

Temporal evolution of overpressure inside the 20 cm 3 chamber of the test
apparatus examining either the closed chamber or using four different porous
structures (28 % H2 in air, Pi= 2.5 bar).
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Overpressure as a function of time using an insert of sintered fibre structure as a
venting device (14 % C2 H2 in air or 31 % H2 in air respectively, Pi = 1.0 bar).
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General View
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Figure 1: Experimental setup: general view, details and scheme.
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A 3 dm3 buffer vessel (Figure 1, Nr. 2) was used to store TFE before the experiment
realization and to fill the pipe with the test pressures with short filling times. The required
pressure in the buffer vessel was achieved by means of a compressor (model: Maximator
DLE 30-1-GG). A heating body, 20 cm long, was used to heat the lower part of the pipe
(Figure 1, Nr. 3). Measurements of the pressure in the pipe and of the temperature at
different positions were taken, as to detect ignition. Pressure was measured by a transducer
type Keller-AA-1 O, which was located on the pipe top, as can be seen in Figure 1, Detail 1.
For what concerns the temperature measurements, four K-Type thermocouples (0:::1.5 mm)
were airtight inserted in the pipe. The table inserted in Figure 1 summarizes the locations of
the sensor tips along the pipe. The Pt-100 resistance thermometer used for the regulation of
the heating body temperatura is highlighted in Figure 1, Detail 2. During the MITD
determination tests, TFE was filled in the test pipe at the desired initial pressure, after the
heating body had reached a predefined constant temperature. As to determine the MITD for
a certain initial pressure, experiments with changing initial heating body temperatures must
be performed, until the smallest temperature at which TFE decomposes is found.
Furthermore, the three repetition tests at 1O K below the MITD must be realized, as to
confirm the non-ignition. As criterion for an ignition, the appearance of fast pressure and
temperature peaks in the time curves within 30 minutes was chosen. ln this work tests were
performed for initial pressures of 5, 1O and 15 bara.

3. Results
The appearance of an ignition in the partially heated pipe was always accompanied by an
abrupt increase in the pressure-time and in the temperature-time curves. As expected,
ignition was initiated in the heated part of the pipe and eventually propagated along the pipe.
ln Table 1 the maximum temperatures are shown for tests with ignition. Noticeably, these
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temperatures increased with increasing initial pressure: in particular, for an initial pressure of
5 bara, the decomposition was almost completely passive quenched by the cold gas present
in the non-heated part of the pipe. This quenching effect was the more reduced the higher
the initial pressure, since the highest temperature far from the ignition source approached the
maximum temperature registered during decomposition. ln Table 1 table it can also be
noticed, how the maximum overpressure during decomposition rose for increasing initial
pressure, approaching the value of 8·p0 , which indicates the maximum overpressure if the full
volume of TFE is involved by the explosion [4].

Table 1 ReIevant exoenmenta resu ts of t he oerf ormed MITD tests.
Po[baral

Tmax 100 (TC1) ["C]

Tmax (TC4) ["C]

Pmax[bara]

PmaxfPo[-]

MITD (Pt- 100) f"Cl

5

256

630

- 15

3.0

380±10

10

522

914

-45

4.5

350±10

15

961

>1000

-82

5.5

330±10

Results of the current analysis of MITD decomposition are also presented in Table 1. MITD
of TFE was found to decrease by increasing pressure, in agreement with previous tests with
0.2 dm3 and 3 dm3 reactors with fully heated walls [4]. According to the simplified theory on
spontaneous thermal ignition from Semenov, which is detailed described in [6], the pressure
influence on the ignition temperature can be represented by the following approximation:
ln(p0)

= a/MITD+b

(3.1 )

where a and b are constants obtained by fitting equation (3.1 ) to the experimental data. From
the results of the current work with partially heating up and of the previous BAM-experiments
with fully heated walls [4] the following equations were obtained:
ln(p0)
ln(p0)
ln(p0)

= 8698/MITD-11.696
= 4949/MITD-6.334
= 5976/MITD-8.668

O. 7 dm 3 partially heated pipe, current work
0.2
3

dm 3

dm3

fully heated vessel, data from [4]

fully heated vessel, data from [4]

(3.2)
{3.3)
{3.4)

Equations (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) can help in extrapolating the MITD to higher initial pressure,
but are always referred to a specific volume. As to compare directly different recipients the
MITD values for initial pressures of 5 and 1O bara have been analyzed as a function of the
heated volume through heated surface (V/A)hot ratio, which is an indicator of how good/bad
the heat produced can be dispersed to the surroundings (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: MITD-dependence on the ratio between heated volume and heated surface.
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Assessment of High Integrity lnstrumented Protective Arrangementst
13th lnternational Symposium on Loss Prevention
Alan G King
ABB Engineering Services, Pavilion 9, Belasis Hall Technology Park,
Billingham, Cleveland TS23 4YS, UK
Tel: +44 (O) 1642 372252, Fax: +44 (O) 1642 372111
Email: alan.g.king@gb.abb.com

1

lntroduction

The focus for this paper is the specific requirement in standards, such as IEC 61508 [1] and
IEC 61511 [2] 1 , for site management to undertake a calculation of failure probability: "The
probabílity of failure on demand of each safety instrumented function shall be equal to, or
less than, the target failure measure as specified in the safety requirement specifications.
This shall be verified by ca/culation" 2 • Calculation is therefore a mandatory requirement for
compliance with the standard. ln many instances, such calculations of failure probability are
simple and straightforward. However,
NEW PART OF TRIP SYSTEM
UNCHANGED PART OF TRIP SYSTEM
for safety functions designed for
higher reliability, for example these
8-··8V5l ··- VSf"Md
aiming to achieve SIL 2 3 or SIL 3, the
consequent complexity can demand a
different approach.

1-A

1oo2

2

Background

PT 2

This paper describes as a case study
an approach to the calculation of
probability of failure of a typical high
integrity high pressure trip system for
a "top tier" Seveso li site in the UK.
Figure 1
New Trip Arrangement
The site had decided to replace their
original pressure switches with new pressure transmitters and also replace some of the trip
legie with a new safety PLC. They required a calculation to demonstrate that the probability
of failure was still acceptable - that is, below the target value for the function.
The safety instrumented function is initiated by high pressure and acts to stop the flow of both
reactants (A & B). The arrangement is shown in Figure 1. For high pressure protection, the
critical requirement is to stop the flow of Reactant B. Thus, the safety function can be seen
as limited to that part which senses high pressure and stops the flow of Reactant B. There
are two pressure sensors and for the action to stop the flow of Reactant B, the pressure
sensors act on a 1 out of 2 basis - either pressure transmitter detecting high pressure is
sufficient to trigger successful operation of the function.

3

Description of the Method

The diagram in Figure 1 is too detailed as a basis for calculation. The first stage is therefore
to simplify the function into a block diagram, showing only the parts of the safety function that
are essential for high pressure protection.
1

2
3

IEC 6151 1 is the Process Sector standard derived from the generic standard IEC 61508 on instrumented Functional Safety.
IEC 61511-1 Clause 11.9.1
See References [1) and (2) for definitions of SIL 1 through to SIL 4.
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3.1

Block Diagram

Figure 2 shows the sensors and logic block (representing the safety PLC). The two new
relays R1 and R2 have been combined with their corresponding relays from the original
system R5 and R6 respectively. This
is to simplify calculations.
Furthermore, the output side of the
safety function only shows the routes
through to the trip valves V1 and V2,
which are the two valves that can
block the flow of Reactant B. Closure
of either of these valves represents
success for the safety function.
For the probability calculations, we
Block Diagram of Trip Function
Figure 2
are interested in the failure groups
known as "minimum cut sets". The easiest way to identity the minimum cut set groups for
functions of limited complexity, such as Figure 2, is by inspection4 •
3.2

Minimum Cut Sets

A cut set is a group of items in the safety function whose failure will cause the function to fail.
A minimum cut set is a group of items whose failure is just sufficient to cause failure of the
overal! function. Restoration of any one of the items from failed to working will cause the
overal! function to work successfully. For the function shown in Figure 2 there are 17
identifiable minimum cut sets. These are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1

Minimum Cut Sets
No Minimum Cut Set
1
2
3
4

s
6

PTl, PT2
Sl, S2, S3, S4
PT2, Rl&RS
Rl&RS, R2&R6
Vl, V2
PT2, Sl, S3

No Minimum Cut Set

No Minimum Cut Set

7
8
9
10

13
14
15
16
17

11

12

PT2, Sl, V2
PT2,S3, Vl
Rl&RS, S2, S4
Rl&RS, S2, V2
Rl&RS,54, Vl
R2&R6, Sl, S3

R2&R6, Sl, V2
R2&R6, S3, Vl
S1,S2,V2
S3, S4, Vl
PLC Logic

lt can be seen from Table 1 that some minimum cut sets have one member, some have 2
members, some 3 members and some 4 members. For calculation of independent failure
probability, the minimum cut sets may be thought of as voting groups on a basis of 1 out of 1,
1 out of 2, 1 out of 3 and 1 out of 4 respectively. lf we assume that the duration of any proof
testing is short compared with the interval between tests then we can use the simplified
formulae for the average probability of failure on demand (PFDavg), where e is the
dangerous failure rate and T is the test interval:
PFDavg (lool) = 0.5 X

eXT

PFDavg (1oo3) = 2(0.5x0xT)3

PFDavg (1oo2) =

i(o.5x0xT)2

PFDavg (1oo4) =

~(0.5x0xT) 4

3

5

These formulae for the independent failure probability are shown for minimum cut sets with
identical types of members. For example, Minimum Cut Set No 2 with four solenoid valves
(S1, S2, S3, S4), or Minimum Cut Set No 5 with two trip valves (V1, V2). Where a minimum
4

Boolean Algebra can be used to identity the minimum cut sets. lt can also be done from the success paths or string sets.
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As an example, table 1 below provides the changes involved for the classification and the
labelling concerning the "Flammable liquids" class. Although the evaluation method - which
consists in flash point measurement - does not change, thresholds selected for classification
are modified. This increases the severity of classification.
Table 1: Comparison between "Flammable liquids" classification in old and new systems,
based on ebullition temperature and flash point value
Flash point

< O'C

< 21'C

[ j ] f T" < 35'C:
67/548/ EC Extremely flammable
Directive
- R12
if Teb > 35'C:
Flammable - R11

CLP
Regulation

[j]Easily
flammable - R11

~if

< 23'C

No pictogram
Flammable - R10

T" < 35'C:

Flammable liquid Cat. 1 - Danger - H224
if Teb > 35'C:
Flammable liquid Cat. 2 - Danger - H225

•

T eb: ebullition temperature

•

Hazard statements:
R12: Extremely flammable
R11 : Easily flammable
R10: Flammable

s 55'C

s 60'C
Not included
in
« Flammable
liquids »
class

~Flammable

liquid Cat. 3-Warning H226

H224: Very highly flammable liquid and vapour
H225: Highly flammable liquid and vapour
H226: Flammable liquid and vapour

So far, every industry that uses a family of chemicals, such as biodiesel, is - more or less impacted by the implementation of the CLP Regulation. lt requires significant changes in
current benchmarks related to classification and labelling of hazardous chemicals. This
implies that each industry make an overview analysis concerning expected evolution.

3. How is the biodiesel industry impacted?
Biodiesel has been produced on an industrial scale in the European Union since 1992,
largely in response to positive signals from the EU institutions. ln the transport sector, it can
be used both when blended with fossil diesel fuel and in pure form. Today, there are
approximately 120 plants in the EU producing annually up to 6,100,000 tonnes of biodiesel.
These plants are mainly located in Germany, Italy, Austria, France and Sweden [5].
Biodiesel is typically produced through the reaction of a vegetable oil or animal fat with
methanol (which is preferred for cost reasons) or ethanol, in presence of a catalyst, to yield
methyl or ethyl esters, i.e. mainly called FAME for fatty acid methyl ester and FAEE for fatty
acid ethyl ester, and glycerine.
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Table 1 Review of polyethylene MSDSs accordinQ to CSB (2006) criteria.
MSDS
Hazard
ln Hazard
Hazard
Du st
Reference
Warning
No.
Stated
lnformation
Warning
Explosibility to NFPA
Against
Explicitlv?
Section?
Repeated?
Data?
Standard? Accumulation?
1
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
2
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
3
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
4
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
5
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
6
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
YES
7
YES
NO
NO
NO
YES
YES
8
YES
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
9
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
10
YES
YES
YES
NO
YES
NO
11
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
12
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO
NO

according to accepted standard methods (American Society for Testing and Materials,
lnternational Organization for Standardization, European Committee for Standardization,
etc.). lt is essential that literatura values for materials similar to the one in question not be
quoted in MSDSs (Amyotte and Eckhoff, 2009). As a minimum, explosibility data should
include:
•

Pmax [bar(g)]; maximum explosion pressure in constant-volume explosion,

•

K5 1 [bar·m/s]; size-normalized maximum rate of pressure rise in constant-volume
explosion,

•

MEC [g/m 3]; minimum explosible dust concentration ,

•

MIE [mJ]; minimum ignition energy of dust cloud by electric spark, and

•

MIT [°C]; minimum ignition temperatura of dust cloud.

The current authors have recently completed calibration round-robin testing of our dust
explosion test apparatus. The MSDS accompanying the reference dust, as would be
expected, gave a full suite of explosibility data for the material in Section 9: Physical and
Chemical Properties. lnterestingly though, the only hazard mentioned in Section 2: Hazards
ldentification is that the material can cause eye irritation.
Additional items to consider for MSDS inclusion are the particle size distribution and moisture
content of the material as tested for the above explosibility data. Reference to the standards
followed for explosibility testing, and to standards for explosion risk reduction (e.g. National
Fire Protection Association , NFPA) would also be beneficial. We would agree that too much
information can be as confusing and detrimental as too little, and that the expertise of
personnel skilled in MSDS development is requ ired in this regard (e.g. OSHA, 2009).

4. What Should Not Be lncluded ln Material Safety Data Sheets
Dust explosibility data should be presented as individua! parameters, and not combined
together in the form of indices such as those originally developed by the former U.S. Bureau
of Mines. These are the so-called explosion severity (a combination of explosion pressure
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0 o-1-----------------~--.~-
Silane exlt velocity (mls)

Figure 2 Observed ignition distance for 4.32 mm port connectors.
3.3 Analysis of Most Reactive lgnition Kernel
As the silane release is in the form of a jet, it is possible to check the amount of air
entrained into the silane jet. ln a laminar, axisymmetric jet flow into a static medium, the flow
rate created by the jet is given by the following analytical expression (Schlichting, 1979):
(1)

Q=Bn µx/p ,

where Q is the volumetrie flow rate of air entrained, x is the downstream distance in the jet, µ
is the viscosity of air, and p is the density of air. Namely, the entrainment of ambient air
depends only on the downstream distance of the jet. ln combining with the measured ignition
distance, it is found that volumetrie flow ratio of air entrainment to the silane flow at the
ignition location is scattered around a constant of 0.322±0.076 up to silane flow Reynolds
number of 2000 as shown in Figure 3. At Re>2000, the jet is no longer laminar and the air
entrainment expression of Eq. (1) is no longer hold.
0.7
<>4.3mm
0 3.86mm
6 3.Smm

0.1

500

1000

1500

2500

Figure 3 Flow ratio of air entrainment to the silane flow at the ignition location.
Mastorakos et al. (1997) performed numerical simulation of autoignition of
methane/air in laminar and turbulent mixing flow and found that ignition always occurs at a
well-defined mixture fraction called the most reactive mixture fraction. The fraction depends
only on the fuel and oxidant temperatures and the activation energy in laminar flow. Our
results in Figure 3 are thus in consistent with autoignition of the fuel system described by
Mastorakos et al. (1997). lt has also been found that a high strain rate or scalar dissipation
rate can preclude the autoignition of a fuel flowing against hot air. (Mastorakos, 2009). The
strain rate is defined as the normal gradient of the normal component of the flow velocity
while the scalar dissipation rate is related to gradient of mixture fraction. The scalar
dissipation rate is a measure of the rate of mixing on the molecular scale (Mastorakos, 2009).
lt is reasonable to postulate that the mechanism of silane delayed ignition upon release into
air bears the same mechanism as other fuel systems, namely the delayed ignition at high jet
velocity is a result of excessive scalar dissipation or flow strain that quench the ignition kernel
and prevent the ignition from occurring.
Figure 4 shows the results of critical exit velocity as a function of vent diameter. The
critical exit velocity shown is based on the observed lowest velocity that gives indefinitely
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delayed ignition. The critical exit velocity is found to vary with the vent diameter to the power
of 3. 75. For a uniform jet flow, the global strain rate varies as jet velocity divided by diameter,
UI D indicating that critical flow velocity would vary linearly with the vent diameter. However,
the non-linear relationship between critical velocity and vent diameter in Figure 4 suggests
that the actual quenching condition is more complicated than the prediction from simple
global strain rate expression.

2.s

3.S

4.5

Vent diameter (mm)

Figure 4 Results of critical exit velocity as a function of vent diameter.

4. Discussions and Conclusions
The present results of critical exit velocity of indefinitely delayed ignition lies between
0.3 mls to 4.3 mls for vent diameter of 2.03 -4.32 mm as shown in Figure 4. These velocities
are at least two orders of magnitude smaller than the velocity from a pressurized source
which in most cases reaches sonic velocity. These results have important implications in the
safety of silane operations. Almost all current silane uses in the semiconductor, TFT-LCD,
and photovoltaic industries are supplied in the form of pressurized cylinder with pressure up
125 bara (Huang and Ngai, 2006). The high pressure silane was then regulated to 8 bara for
tube transporting into cleanroom and then further regulated down to 3-4.5 bara before
feeding to process chambers. Thus, almost all potential leak points in silane utilization have
pressure and possible release velocity higher than the reported critical velocity for prompt
ignition. Thus, indefinitely delayed ignition should be considered as the usual case rather
than a rare case in most silane operations. From safety perspectives, the most effective
measure to alert an unignited release is installing a gas sensor. Cares must also be taken in
preventing the accumulation of unignited silane to avoid a potential vapor explosion through
the use force ventilation or open air storage.
Financial supports of this work from National Science Council, Taiwan , through grant
no. NSC-96-2628-E-327-001-MY3 is gratefully acknowledged.
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Risk evaluation method for intense mixture reaction using calorimeter
Yusaku lwata, Lim Woo-sub and Híroshí Kosekí
Natíonal Research Institute of Fíre and Dísaster, 4-35-3, Jíndaijíhígashí-machí, Chofu, Tokyo
182-8508, Japan, e-maíl: íwata@fri.go.jp

1. lntroduction

lnformation obtained by the risk evaluation method of chemical reaction is important to use
chemical substances safely. However, it is difficult to examine the hazards of the intense
chemical and mixture reaction on the basis of the quantitative data measured by calorimeters
because the large amount of the decomposition products and soot generating in the
chemical reaction [1]. An auto pressure tracking adiabatic calorimeter (APTAC) and an
advanced reactive system screening tool (ARSST) were studied as candidates of the risk
evaluation methods to investigate the intense mixture hazards. The mixture system of some
calcium compounds (metal calcium, calcium carbide, calcium oxide) and water was chosen
as samples.
2. Experimental

2.1 Sample
Granular calcium (Ca) and powdery calcium oxide (CaO) and powdery calcium carbide
(CaC2 ) were used as samples. Purified water was used as the added water. The purity of
calcium carbide was about 83wt.%. CaC2 contained CaO of about 10wt.% as impurity.
Regarding to the APTAC tests, the weight range of Ca was from 0.2g to 3.1 g and that of the
added water was from 4.2g to 23.3g. The sample weight of CaO was 10.2g and 10.3g and
the weight of the added water was 29.5g. The weight range of CaC2 was from 0.5g to 2.1 g
and that of the added water was from 3.7g to 30.2g. The weight of most sample vessel made
of titanium was 35.0g. Regarding to the ARSST tests, the volume of sample vessel was 10
cm 3• The weight of sample vessel made of glass was 1.5g. The weight range of Ca and CaC2
was from 0.05g to 0.21 g. The added water was 5g in all tests.
2.1 Experimental method
The schematic outline of the APTAC is shown in Fig.1. The APTAC can track the sample
temperature adiabatically. ln addition, the pressure outside the sample vessel equals to the
inside the sample vessel by the pressure control system [2]. The water addition was
conducted at room temperature (about 25°C) in the APTAC test. Exotherm limit was
0.051</min. The maximum value of self-heat rate of APTAC is 400°C/min. Water was added
to the sample from the shot injection container on several-time. The volume of the shot
injection container for the water addition was 30cm3 • lt was pressurized with nitrogen in the
gas cylinder before water was added. The weight of the added water was obtained by
weighting reminding water.
Regarding to the ARSST test, the sample temperature of Ca or CaC2 before the water
addition was 30°C. The sample weight was from 0.050g to 0.21g. The isothermal mode of
30°C was applied by the ARSST control system. Water was introduced using a syringe when
the sample temperature stabilized. The stirring was not conducted. The thermocouple
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Table 1 Heat of reaction by APTAC
Heat of reaction
measured
~kJ/mol)

Ca

Heat of reaction
measured by C80

(kJ/2l
7.34

294

6000

L iterature va l.Je
~kJ/mol)

(kJ/moll
290

CaC2

105

1.63

107

CaO

43.7
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The lower flammability limit of methane in air at elevated pressures and
temperatures: a theoretical and numerical study
F. Van den Schoor, E. Van den Bulek
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Celestijnenlaan 300A,
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium, filip. vandenschoor@mech.kuleuven.be
Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Celestijnenlaan 300A,
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium, eric.vandenbulck@mech.kuleuven.be

1. lntroduction
ln previous studies [1-3], four different methods for the calculation of flammability limits were
evaluated. ln this study, two of these methods will be used to calculate the lower flammability
limit (LFL) of methane/air mixtures at initial pressures up to 30 bar and initial temperatures up
to 200°C.
2. Theoretical study
A literatura study shows that three different mechanisms, namely chemical kinetics (Section
2.1 ), heat loss (Section 2.2) and flow strain (Section 2.3) , can be discerned that can cause
flame extinction and, thus, can explain the occurrence of flammability limits. For each of
these extinction mechanisms, it will be derived when an increase in pressure leads to a
decrease of the LFL (and when not).
2.1 Chemical kinetics
A purely kinetic flame extinction mechanism can be thought to exist resulting from the
competition between chain branching and chain terminating reactions [4]. Upon decreasing
the equivalence ratio for lean near-limit mixtures, the flame temperature continuously
decreases. This affects the reaction rate of the branching reactions more than that of the
terminating reactions since the latter are generally less temperatura sensitive than the
former. Consequently, the concentration of chain carriers is continuously reduced, which
given their importance in maintaining the combustion reaction might lead to flame extinction.
The determining factor in this extinction mechanism is the reaction rate.
The dependence of the reaction rate on pressure is dictated by the overal! reaction order n
[5]. Although n is mostly positive, it can assume negative values as well [6]. As a result, the
LFL is likely to decrease with pressure, but for certain mixtures (with n < O) the opposite will
occur.
2.2 Heat loss
Analogously to the kinetic mechanism, the competition between heat production in the
reaction zone and heat loss to the surroundings may cause flame extinction since a
decrease in flame temperature affects the reaction rate more than the heat loss rate.
Spalding [7] analytically solved the flame equations for a 1D planar premixed flame for a onestep reaction. His theory with inclusion of a heat loss term predicts the existence of
flammability limits with a non-zero value of the burning velocity. Without including heat loss,
however, it is predicted that the burning velocity goes to zero asymptotically and no
flammability limits are found. The only important underlying assumption made by Spalding is
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The Fire Bell: a new test to measure fire ignition and propagation in a reduced
oxygen environment.
13th lnternational Symposium on Loss Prevention
l.Bo/zonella*, H. Pittel*, M. Verdelet*, S. Girgis*, O. Steiner**, A Bise/**
* Givaudan Suisse SA, 5 chemin de la Parfamerie, CH-1214 Vernier (ivan.bolzonella@givaudan.com)
** Swissi (Institute ofSafety and Security), Schwarzwaldallee 215, CH-4002 Basel (adrien.bisel@swissi.ch)
herve.pittet@givaudan.com
manuel. verdelet@givaudan .com
sandra.girgis@givaudan . com
daniel.steiner@swissi.ch

1. Abstract
A fruitful cooperation between Givaudan and SWISSI gave birth to a new laboratory test
called the Fire Bell intended to verify the fire ignition and the fire propagation during
permanent inertisation.
The Fire Bell test was applied to 3380 products and has proved to be reliable, easy to handle
and giving results comparable to the cup-burner test.
Finally, the results of the Fire Bell test show that about 4/5 of the products having a flash
point below 55 °C are suitable for storage under permanent inertisation.

2. lntroduction
ln the chemical industry, inertisation has already been used for a long time for explosion
prevention. Only recently permanent inertisation is being used for high-bay warehouse fire
prevention 1 • Permanent inertisation implies that in the warehouse, the oxygen concentration
is reduced to a level at which it is no longer possible for a fire to be initiated or at least
propagated (normally between 12.9 and 13.4 % by volume).
This new fire prevention technique enhances the storage safety and reduces the investment
expenses. Costs are reduced because the necessity of conventional fire extinguishing
devices (such as sprinklers) is no longer needed. Additionally, eventual damages caused by
extinguishing water are avoided.
Although inertisation is a well known method, the efficiency of permanent inertisation (at
about 13 % ) against fire propagation is formally proven only with respect to very few
chemical substances 2 • This gap is due to the absence of a specific, reliable and quick
laboratory test requiring small amounts of testing substances.

3. Experimental
3.1 Development of the Fire Bell
A fruitful cooperation between Givaudan and SWISSI gave birth to a new laboratory test
called the Fire Bell. The Fire Bell is an evolution of the Witťscher pot3, designed for
detlagration and is intended to verify the fire ignition and the fire propagation during
permanent inertisation. The layout of the new laboratory setup is shown in figure 1.
The bell is made of standard glass and has an approximative volume of 1 litre. The bell and
the sample holder lay on a glass plate. The amount of sample needed for one test is less
than 2 ml. The inner diameter of the test tube containing the sample measures 8 mm.
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The gas entering in the bell is measured with a flow meter and controlled with a regulation
valve. The gas enters at the bottom of the bell through a diffuser ring pipe that insures a
gentle and regular hydrodynamic flow inside the bell.
The fire is ignited with a Pt-wire heated up to about 1000 °C and the oxygen concentration at
the air outlet is continuously measured with an oxygen meter.

Oxygan meter

Glass recipient

I

(11)

Gas
lnlet

Platinum Wire
M--- - - - + f - + - (Approx.1000' C)

21

!«>,

14

lO,

•liiiiiiii!iiil~IMeta1
Support
Alr Diffuser:
Holed Pipaline

Figure 1: Laboratory setup of the Fire Bell
3.2 Operating procedure
The operating procedure is divided in two parts. The first part is the validation of the test and
is made with synthetic air (21 % of oxygen).
•

The test tube is filled with the sample to a limit of 2 mm below the edge and is placed
in the sample holder.

•

The sample holder is placed in the middle of the bell on the glass plate. The Pt-wire is
5 mm above the sample surface.

•

The air is entered through the Fire Bell at 5 I/min.

•

After 1 min the Pt wire is switched on until the fire is initiated. lf the fire does not start
after 2 minutes, the Pt wire is switched off.

• Once the fire starts, the Pt wire is switched off and the fire propagation is tested.
The second part of the test is the measurement of the fire ignition and fire propagation in a
14 % oxygen environment (the rest is Nitrogen).
•

The sample is prepared and placed in the Fire Bell as before.

•

The 14 % oxygen mixture is entered through the bell at 10 I/min until the oxygen
concentration at the outlet of the bell reaches 14% of oxygen (less than 1 min).

•

The Pt wire is switched on until the fire is initiated. lf the fire is not ignited the Pt wire
is switched off after 2 min.
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•

Once the fire is ignited the Pt wire is shut down and the eventual fire propagation is
observed.

• That part of the test is repeated twice.
From a practical point of view, the Fire Bell is easy to handle (it is possible to test more than
40 products per day) and only requires small amounts of samples (for one test, less than 2
ml of the chemical substance are sufficient).

4. Results
Over the last months, more than 3380 samples were tested with the Fire Bell. Based on that
large amount of measurements several observations were made.
4.1 Oxygen concentration
For each substance, the eventual fire generation and propagation are measured in a 14 %
oxygen environment. lt is important to note that the test is conducted with a 1 % above
average oxygen concentration in the warehouse (13 %).
Ali the samples that have proven fire propagation in a 14 % oxygen environment have shown
a minimum outlet oxygen concentration of 13.5 %.
4.2 Fire ignition
The fire is ignited with a Pt-wire heated up at about 1000 °C. lndirectly, the Pt-wire heats up
the sample allowing the ignition of substances with a Flash Point above 100 °C.
For example, the PEG 200, that has a flash point of 180 °C, was ignited below 21 % as well
as below 14 % of oxygen. Furthermore, under 21 % of oxygen the fire propagation was
observed for the PEG 200.
The temperature gradient inside the tube was measured filling the tube with water. After
heating up the sample with the Pt wire for 120 seconds, a surface temperature above 80 °C
is reached (figure 2).
A
Product

(mm)

c

Temperature probe [B]

(sec)

120
120
120
120
120
120
120
55.4
Sample tube
height [AJ
[
86.8
120
..::__.)
120
o 86.8
Figure 2: Temperature profile inside the tube filled with water. The Pt wire was lit up for 120
seconds. The starting temperature was 22.1 °C (ambient temperature).
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Of the 3380 samples, only 6 samples (0.18 %), having a flash point below 55 °C, were not
ignited even at 21 % of oxygen. Those samples were evaporated before the fire ignition.
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T able 1: T vo1ca
. I cIass1T1cat1on o f hazardous areas far raw coa transport and storaae
Surroundings of belts etc. inside buildings

Zane 22

Conveyor chutes etc.

Zane 21

Raw coal bunkers, inside

Zane 21

Filter, raw gas side

Zane 20

Filter, clean gas side

Zane 21

Beside the explosion risk caused by coal dusts, there is also an explosion risk in case of a
self ignition of the coal caused by the resulting reaction products. The reaction products of
the smouldering coal can content - beside carbon dioxide - carbon monoxide, methane and
many other combustible gases and vapours. lf these gases I vapours are mixed with air, they
can generate explosive mixtures. This bears the hazard of smoulder gas explosions inside
more ar less enclosed volumes, especially bunkers.
An example is an explosion incident occurred in a lignite bunker of an electrical power plant.
The lignite stored in one of the bunkers self~
ignited. The self heating I smouldering fire
was not detected by the installed carbon
monoxide- and methane-monitoring equipment, because this was not working correctly
due to a leakage in the sample gas suction.
When the fire was noticed by the staff because of thick fumes inside the building, it was
too late to take adequate counter measures.
Shortly afterwards it came to the explosion.

2.2 Grinding and drying

Effects of a smoulder gas explosion

Direct fired systems are normally operated
with hot air as process gas (oxygen concentration in range of 21 Vol.-%). Therefore, during norma! operation there is always an explosive atmosphere present inside the mill and
the pipe to the burner. An ignition of the explosive mixture can be caused by a flame
drawback ar ignition of coal dust on hot surfaces. A drawback of the flame from the
burner to the mill can occur in case of a decrease of flow velocity (flow velocity < burning
velocity of the coal dusVair-mixture).

Explosions can occur especially during a restart of the mill after a regular ar an emergency
stop. The coal remaining in the mill will be ignited by hot surfaces and I orby elevated ambient temperature. The resulting smouldering nests are effective ignition sources for coal
dusVair-mixtures. Steam inerting systems are often used during start and stop procedures of
the mill. ln many cases, these are not dimensioned adequately to assure an oxygen concentration below the limiting oxygen concentration (LOC). Also the oxygen concentration rises
quickly after deactivation of the inerting system. Therefore potentially dangerous process
steps, like restart, can bear relatively high residua! risk of explosion.
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Table 1: CIA Buildin Vulnerabilit Characteristics:

Type 2 - Typical office block

roof construction - no windows
Four sterey, concrete frame and roof, brick block wall
a neIs

T
T
For each type there is a
correlation between
overpressure and
- Hardened Structure
vulnerability, as illustrated in
OfficeBlock
Figure 1. The provision for
Oomestic Building
different building types each
Portacabin
~
with its own vulnerability
:C
Purple Book (CPR18E • 1999)
;
0 .1 ...........---+--+---<--<--+-.._,_+--·>---+--+--+-+-+-++<
(conditional probability of
c
:;
death) as a function of
>
overpressure provides a far
more rigorous analysis. ln
fact, since this has been
implemented in a generic way
0.01
and any pressure-vulnerability
10
100
relationship
can be
Overpressure kPa
associated with any building
type, the methodology
supports other guidelines on the design and location of occupied buildings subject to
explosion hazards (e.g. APi RP 752 and APi RP 753).
Vulnerabilíty -Overpressure Relation sh ip (CIA 1998)

3. Case study - Chemical Plant
This case study,
based on an
example from
GAMES, represents
a typical Chemical
Plant. ln GAMES, a
CFD model of the
Office
plant was created
against which the
Control
ME method was
Roorn1
validated. This
model was divided
into a number of
obstructed regions
Figure 2 - Typical chemical Plant from GAMES
and has been
recreated in our
software model to exemplify the importance of combining accurate prediction of overpressure with building vulnerability modelling. As shown in Figure 2, control rooms and an
office building, with associated population , have been included to show the influence of
vulnerability on societal risk. By using different building types with appropriate vulnerability
properties for buildings we can assess the overal! societal risk against some suitable
acceptance criteria. Figure 3 shows F-N curves for 4 different building configurations along
with some typical "ALARP" acceptance criteria.
OSR4-Concrete Structure
OSR>Stacks

OSR6-1 Storey Concrete
with vessels

D
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The first F-N curve is for a
discrete overpressure
vulnerability model and we
can
see that the criteria
- Maximum Tolerab le Risk
shown
are not satisfied.
- Ac:ceplable Risk
Moving to an interpolated
overpressure vulnerability
1E-0)4
model and using data
appropriate to typical brick
buildings, we can see from
the second curve that,
although the overall societal
risk has reduced, it still
exceeds the criteria in the 4 to
Oíscrete Overpressure
1O fatality range. By replacing
Brick Bufldings
the control rooms with
Brick and CClf>Crele
stronger concrete structures,
1E-OOS
Concrete and Blasl Res1s1ant
we can see that the overall
societal risk reduces further
and is now within the ALARP
region. The final curve
illustrates how, by replacing
1E-Ol7
,
the control rooms with blast
70
10
Number of Falallties
resistant structures and the
Figure 3: F-N Curves for 4 Bu ild ing Configurations
office block with concrete
structures, further risk
reduction can be achieved. Of course this is a very simplified example intended to illustrate
the relevant concepts, particularly the effect of refining vulnerability models to take account of
use of different building types to improve protection to personnel.
1E-Ol3
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3. Process description
3.1. The intensified heat-exchanger reactor
The intensified SiC reactor is designed as a plate heat-exchanger with a succession of plates
in which alternatively circulate the process fluid and the utility fluid (Figure 1).
Process SiC plates

Utility SiC plates

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) SiC heat-exchanger reactor and (b) scheme of its arrangement with two process
plates.
The SiC heat-exchanger is surrounded by two stainless steel plates. A SiC plate dimension
is 320 x 180 x 6 mm3 • ln this study three process plates and four utility plates are used. Total
mass of the empty reactor is 16 kg, for a process volume of 34 ml. A square section
meandering channel of 2 mm depth and around 3 m long is etched on each process plate to
allow the circulation of the fluid. Therefore, the surface to volume ratio of the reactor is 2000
m2/m 3 • Five secondary circular channels of 2 mm depth have been drilled regularly on the
side of each process plate to allow the insertion of thermocouples (i.e. temperature
measurements all along the process channel) or the injection of fluids. The heat-exchanger
rector can handle pressure up to 3.5 bar, total process flow rate of 5 L.h"1 and utility flow rate
of more than 100 L.h"1•
3.2. Experimental pilot
Process scheme is illustrated in Figure 2.
Acids
tank

Temperature
regulated bath

Heatexchanger
reactor

TI: temperature indicator

TC : tempfťature conu·oll<ť

(34 mL)

-§
('

TI
I---'---)

.

fI : flow rate indicator

PI : flow rnte controllel'

TI

Figure 2: Scheme of the lab pilot used to carry out toluene mononitration
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5. Experiments in normal and failure modes
Nitration experiments were carried out with normal operating conditions (utility flow rate Ou =
80 L.h-1} and in faulty mode illustrating deviations on the utility flow rate (Ou =20-0 Lh-1)- The
impact of such deviations on reactor temperature is registered (13 thermocouples all along
the reactor).
-

Trl (L:0,2lm)
Tr2 (L:0,62m)
Tr3 (L=I,2m)
Tr4 (L=2,1 m)

-

Tr5 (L=3,0m)

-

Tr6 (L=3,2m)

-

Tr7 (L=3,7m)

-

40

Trs (L=4,3m)
Ti9 (L=5,lm)
TrlO (L=6,lm)

Utility fuw

,,_.,

u

t_,

Normal
o eration

ratei;

Faulty mode

100
1

Failure 1: Less utility flow rate

80 ,,_.,

~

35

M
<.s

60 ~....

....

~ 30

~

40

3
....

....o

Failure 2: No
utility flow rate

g 25
v

~

o

i;::

>.

.<;::::

·a

20 ::i

Tr11 (L=6,3m)
Trl2(L=6,7m)
Tr13 (L=7,3m)

o

20

4000

5000

6000

Tirne (s)

Figure 3: lmpact of utility flow rate deviations on reactor temperature during toluene nitration
lt is observed that dividing utility flow rate by a factor four leads to a rise of reactor
temperature of around 1 <c which stabilizes in 5 mi n. The rise is very low because of the
very good thermal performances of the heat-exchanger reactor due to the small ratio
between the process volume and the global mass reactor, and the high conductivity of SiC.
The deviation "NO utility flow rate" leads to a progressive reactor temperature rise of 0.4
<c/min. Nevertheless, when coming back to normal op eration, the temperature immediately
decreases and much faster, with an initial rate of -1 O <c.min ·1•
6. Conclusions
This article presents an illustration of the inherently safe design characteristics of an
intensified heat-exchanger reactor designed in silicon carbide and characterized by a small
ratio between the process volume (34 ml) and the reactor mass (16 kg). Reactor safety is
evaluated considering toluene nitration as an exothermic test reaction. Risk assessment by
HAZOP method showed that potential risk of thermal runaway exists in such intensified
process. However, experiments showed that in case of major failure, the temperature rise is
much slower than the temperature decrease due to a return to normal operating conditions.
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1. Abstract
The effect of vessel size on the auto ignition temperatura (AIT) of combustible gas mixtures
at elevated pressures is investigated using models for methane-air mixtures incorporating
detailed reaction kinetics. A two dimensional model taking into account heat transfer and
natural convection inside the vessel leads to AIT's which are in good agreement with
experimental data for a fixed volume is used to determine the AIT for spherical vessels from
10-3 to 1 m3 • Cylindrical vessels are compared to spherical ones.
2. lntroduction
The experimental determination of the AIT is characterised by the small volume of the test
vessel. lt is typical to use test vessels with a volume less than 1 litre (e.g. [1]). Auto ignition is
a thermo-chemical process in which heat is generated by the combustion reaction. The heat
is absorbed by the gas and also transferred to the vessel walls. lt is obvious from this that the
size and shape of the test vessel must have an impact on the onset of ignition. The question
should be put therefore whether these data are relevant for large vessel volumes as is often
the case under process conditions.
3. Auto lgnition Modelling

ln principie recourse can be taken to theoretical models describing the phenomena occurring
during auto ignition. A first model is the point model developed by Semenov [2]. For spherical
vessels this model results in the following relationship between the pressure Pc and the gas
temperatura at auto ignition [3]:
p

ln(~) =

T

cie

E
-

A

2RT

+ ln(-)

.Jd

(1)

with EA the activation energy, R the universa! gas constant, d the diameter of the vessel and
C18 a constant which is independent of the volume but depends on the convective heat
transfer coefficient between the vessel wall and the gas mixture.
Frank-Kamenetskii [4] studied the heat transfer in the gas mixture considering heat
conduction through the mixture to the (spherical) vessel wall assuming rotational symmetry
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and again simple Arrhenius type reaction kinetics. They found that at auto ignition conditions
the Frank-Kamenetskii parameter

8 is equal to: 8 =

r2QE C C
A

A

e - E. I RTw

8

)..RTw

=

ó crit

= 3.32

(2)

,in which r is the radius of the vessel, Q is the volumetrie heat release, CA, C8 are the species
concentrations and A. is thermal conductivity. Beerbower (4) developed the following empirical
correlation for the AIT T 2 at volume V2 as a function of the AIT T1 at V1:

r; = I; - 75

logVi-12

·logV2 + [75

75

I; ·12]
logVi -1 2

(3)

,where the temperatures are expressed in degrees Celsius and the volumes in dm3 •
The Semenov model requires the activation energy to be known. An alternative method
consists in analysing the detailed combustion reaction kinetics, to determine the rate
equations for all of the radicals formed during the reaction and to combine the radical
reactions into reaction paths. This was done based upon the reaction mechanism of Reid (5).
Details about this approach can be found in (6). This approach is termed the 0-D approach.
lt is clear that due to the combustion reaction and the heat transfer with the vessel wall
temperature differences will occur giving rise to buoyancy driven flows of the mixture. Such
flows will have an impact upon the heat transfer with the vessel walls (convective effect) and
thus on the film coefficient h occurring in the Semenov expression. A 2-D CFD flow model
was developed in order to take this phenomenon into account. This model, called the 2-D
model in this text, also incorporates the detailed chemical kinetics of the 0-D model.

4. Model Evaluations
Ali models were evaluated for a mixture of methane in air. ln this work only the results for a
mixture of 60% vol. of methane in air are shown.
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Figure 1 Comparison of calculated auto ignition conditions of zero dimensional model with
the results of the Semenov and the Frank-Kamenetskii model.
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Figure 2 Comparison of the auto ignition limits calculated with the 2-D model with model
based on Semenov, Frank-Kamenetskii and the Beerbower correlation.
Figures 1 and 2 show the auto ignition conditions predicted by the different models.
Comparing figures 1 and 2, it is striking that the differences between the results of the 0-D
and the 2-D model are mainly situated at low pressures and small volumes. lt is clear that
this must be due to the fluid flow which is taken into account in the 2-D model and not in the
0-D model. The flow strongly influences the convective film coefficient
ln figure 2 the 2-D model results are shown together with the results of the Semenov, the
Frank-Kamenetskii en de Beerbouwer models. ln general the 2-D model shows the auto
ignition temperatures to decrease less rapidly with increasing vessel volume than the other
models.
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Figure 3 Comparison of 2-D auto ignition limits for spheres and cylinders.
The 20 calculations were also performed for a cylindrical geometry with a volume of 8 litres
and a diameter/height ratio equal to 1. Similar calculations are performed with increasing
cylinder volume. The surface area of the bottom and the top of the cylinder was not altered;
the volume of the cylinder therefore is directly proportional to the height of the cylinder. The
results are shown in figure 3. The auto-ignition limits are in excellent agreement with the
ones obtained for the spherical vessel. The auto-ignition temperature for cylindrical vessels
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The course of explosions of CHJ02/N2-mixtures in a 20 I sphere
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1. lntroduction

Literature provides ample information on the course of explosions of combustible/air/N 2
mixtures in pipes and also in vessels. Very little is known about the course of explosions and
the explosion characteristics when oxygen-enriched air or even pure oxygen is used as
oxidant. This is in particular the case for vessel-like geometries and for elevated initial
pressures.
A better understanding of the explosion behaviour of such mixtures would help to further
optimize partial oxidation reactions, which play an important role in chemical process
engineering. At present these reactions are almost entirely carried through with air as oxidant
although the use of pure oxygen would allow for a substantial reduction of plant dimensions.
However, owing to many yet unresolved aspects of process safety that come into play when
using pure oxygen this tempting option is so far only applicable in very special cases.
Recently the explosion behaviour of Propene/02/Ni-mixtures had been amply investigated in
vessel-like geometry [1]. The present work on Methane/02/N 2-mixtures at initial pressures of
1 and 5 bar abs and at initial temperature of 25 and 200 °C represents the natural extension
of the previous work.
2 Experimental setup and results

The experimental setup (20 I sphere with stirrer, piezoelectric pressure sensors of PCB, 20 J
ignition source according to EN1839), the way of preparing the gas mixtures and the nomenclature used here are the same as described in [1].
ln Tab. 1 all explosion limits and LOC-values are summarized. We abstained from conducting
all measurements on the air line at Pinitia1 =5 bar abs, since for these mixtures reliable new
data were available in [2,3]. The corresponding explosion diagrams are presented in fig. 1.
The diagrams do not only disclose the range of explosive mixtures, but have this range subdivided into sections where the explosion, which always starts as a deflagration,
I: proceeds as a norma! deflagration (red coloured range),
li: undergoes a transition from deflagration to detonation (magenta coloured range)
Ill: adopts a transitional state between deflagration and detonation (yellow coloured range).
The discussion of the course of the explosion is postponed to chapter 3.
Fig. 2 displays the deflagration pressure ratios, fig. 3 shows the KGex-values and fig. 4 presents the combustion times. Ali three parameters exhibit values in the usual range, so in this
respect the mixture behaves as expected and therefore these topics are not going to be
discussed further here.
Note that the largest values of P e/P;nmai for CHJ02 mixtures are only 16 at 25°C, whereas 24
is found for Propene and larger combustible molecules. This is in parts simply due to the fact
that with decreasing numbers of C and H atoms in a combustible molecule ever more combustible molecules are needed per volume of stoichiometric mixture with 0 2 at constant
pressure. This comes at the expense of the concentration of the 0 2 molecules and thus the
overal! energy release per mole of mixture by the combustion will become ever less.
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Tab. 1: Summary of the explosion limits of Methane/02/N 2 at 25 °C and 200 °C for different
initial pressures. The step size for variation of the Propene content was 0.25 vol.-% at the
LEL and 1 vol.-% at the UEL. To determine the LOC, the step size for variation of the 0 2-content was 1 vol.-%. Values cited for Pinrriat =1O and 20 bar abs stem from other investigations.
*: measurements in a 20 I sphere carried through by A. Pekalski [2,3].
**: BASF measurements in a 51 sphere, see ZET-report no. 196.0023.3N
*** BASF measurement .in 51 sp here, see ZET-report no. 196 0863 3N
Explosion limits and LOC-values [vol.-%] at different initial
temperatures and initial pressures [bar abs]
1initial = 25 °C
T initial = 100 °C
T initial = 200 °C
1
5
10
20
5
10
4.5
4.5
4.0**
3.5
67.0
73.0
78.5***
83.0**
76.0
5.0*
4.75
5.0*
4.0
4.5*
16.0
19.0*
22.0*
23.0*
28.0*
11.2
11.0
10.0

LEL in 02 [vol.-%]
UEL in 0 2 [vol.-%]
LEL in air [vol.-%]
UEL in air [vol.-%]
LOG [vol.-%]
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Fig. 1: Explosion triangles of CH4/02/N2 at
different initial pressures and temperatures.
The yellow lines starting at the left lower apex
denote mixtures which are stoichiometric with
respect to formation of C02 and H20, CO and
H20 and finally with respect to CO and H2• ln
all diagrams crosses denote investigated
compositions which could be ignited, i.e. a
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Fig. 2: Deflagration pressure ratios of CH.JOrmixtures (left diagram) and CH.J02/N 2 mixtures, which are stoichiometric with respect to C02- and H20-formation (right diagram). ln
case of detonative explosions Pex shall denote the highest value of the pressure signal after
having eliminated the influence of shock waves and oscillations in the reaction gases (see
also further explanations in [1 ]).
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achieved for CH.JOz-mixtures with CH4-concentrations between 33 and 40 vol.-%.
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3 The course of the explosion
For 0 2-concentrations below 25 vol.-% the combustion always proceeds in the usual deflagrative manner. At higher 0 2-concentrations there is a regime where a transition from deflagration to detonation occurs and a regime where the combustion adopts some kind of transitional state, whose nature is not yet really clear. Typical pressure-time recordings are
shown in fig. 5. The noise generated by the combustion is like "click" in the transitional state
and like a short whistle for the detonation (for the pure deflagration nothing is heard). The
pressures acting on the wall of the containment will be largest for mixtures located on the
border of the detonative regime, because here the precompression of the mixture yet unreacted at the moment the DDT occurs is largest, i. e. the precompression factor will actually
attain the value of the deflagration pressure ratio, because al most 100 % of the mixture in the
sphere bum off in deflagrative mode before the DDT occurs. The precompression is smallest
for those mixtures with smallest combustion times, i. e. here the deflagrative stage is shortest
which means that only a small fraction of the gas mixture burns off in deflagrative mode and
thus the precompression factor of the unreacted gas is still close to 1. The dependence of the
precompression on the percentage of the gas mixture that reacts in deflagrative mode before
the DDT occurs is shown in fig. 6.
Summary: ln contrast to combustible/air mixtures, which do not exhibit a DDT in vessel-like
geometry (although they do in pipe-geometry), the use of oxygen enriched air as oxidant also
leads to a DDT in vessels when igniting the mixture with a thermal ignition source.
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1. lntroduction
The high reactivity of chemically unstable gases is utilised in many chemical processes and
the importance of these gases in industry is constantly growing. At the same time, their
handling is associated with a risk: they can explosively decompose without the presence of
any reacting agent. This is in contrast to combustible gases where the presence of an
oxidising agent like atmospheric oxygen is a prerequisite for an explosive reaction. Because
of that, the handling of chemically unstable gases requires special preventive measures.
Explosive decompositions result in a rise in temperature and pressure which can cause
damage to chemical plants or persona! life. Unfortunately, the knowledge about instability,
about influencing parameters and the outcome of decomposition reactions under different
conditions is rather poor. ln general, only a small number of chemically unstable gases has
been investigated so far [1]. ln most cases the decomposition reactions were investigated in
small vessels. However, it is known that the size of the reaction vessel strongly influences
the decomposition behavior.

2. Experimental
ln this work, the influence of the volume of the reaction vessel and its orientation was
investigated for following compounds: nitrous oxide, nitric oxide, 1.2-butadiene and
methylacetylene. Two cylindrical vessels have been used, one with a volume of 6.5 L, the
ether with 100 L (see figure 1).

Figure 1: Left: Cross-section of the 6.5 L vessel with a height-to-diameter ratio of 1. Middle:
100 L vessel placed in rack in order to change orientation (horizontal or vertical), height-todiameter ratio of about 3. Right: cross-section of the 100 L vessel.
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altering the position of the ignition source (only for nitrous oxide in the 6.5 L vessel, results
not shown in this presentation) and by using different orientations of the reaction vessel
(horizontal and vertical alignment of the 100 L vessel for all gases). ln figure 4a to 4c the
pressure curves of the decomposition of nitrous oxide in the 6.5 L vessel and in the 100 L
vessel (vertical and horizontal orientation) are shown. The experiments were carried out for
different initial pressures at an initial temperature of 200 °C. The ignition source was placed
at a lower position within the vessel (results in figure 4a and figure 4b) and in the middle
(figure 4c).
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Figure 4: Pressure curves of the decomposition of nitrous oxide N20, in different vessels and
orientations: a) 6.5 L vessel, b) 100 L vessel (vertical), c) 100 L vessel (horizontal)
ln comparison to the 6.5 L vessel, the decomposition in the 100 L vessel with vertical
orientation generates bigger explosion pressures for all initial pressures. However, the
pressure rise (dp/dt)ex is smaller than in the 6.5 L vessel. But if the values of the pressure rise
are normalised according to the cubic law the resulting KG-values are bigger. The values of
the ratio p 0 Jp0 , the pressure rise (dp/dt)ex and the ~-value are given in the tables in figure 4.
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When applying the same initial conditions but with a different orientation of the explosion
vessel the flame propagation changes. This effect can be seen for experiments in the 100 L
vessel (vertical position figure 4b, horizontal position figure 4c). Because of the fact that the
flame propagation is driven by free convection and the fact that the distance between the
ignition source and the upper wall is reduced in the horizontal orientation the heat loss
happens at an early stage of the decomposition. Thaťs why all values, PexfPo. (dp/dt)ex and
KGare smaller compared to the experiments where a vertical orientation of the vessel was
used. Moreover, the explosion pressures obtained for the 100 L vessel with horizontal
orientation are comparable to the explosion pressures in the 6.5 L vessel. Similar
experiments were carried out for nitric oxide, 1.2-butadiene and methylacetylene.
ln addition to the investigation of the flame propagation, the explosion limits were
determined. ln figure 5, the minimum ignition pressure for the decomposition of 1.2butadiene in two different vessels (6.5 L vessel and 100 L vessel with vertical orientation) is
given as a function of the initial temperatura. The minimum ignition pressure decreases with
increasing temperatura. ln the 100 L vessel (vertical orientation), the minimum ignition
pressure was determined for two initial temperatures only, 90 °C and 120 °C. According to
the experiments, the minimum ignition pressure of 1.2-butadiene is smaller by 0.5 bar when
the gas is placed in the 100 L vessel (vertical orientation). This can be understood as a
logical consequence of the influence of the distance between ignition source and upper
vessel wall and the associated heat loss. Similar experiments were carried out for
methylacetylene.
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Fig. 5: Minimum ignition pressure for the decomposition of 1.2-butadiene as a function of the
initial temperatura.

4. Summary
The decomposition behavior of chemically unstable gases is strongly influenced by the size,
geometry and orientation of the reaction vessel and the position of ignition. These influences
are not fully understood yet. Thaťs why predictions for large vessels used in industry are not
easily made on the basis of results obtained in laboratories for small vessels. Hence, further
investigations are necessary in order to clarify the relationships between influencing
parameters and safety characteristics like minimum explosion pressure for decomposition,
explosion pressure, explosion rise and KG.
[1] K. Holtappels, „Chemisch instabile Gase", VDM Verlag, 2008
[2] M. Gula, K. Holtappels, „Zerfallsreaktionen chemisch instabiler Gase in Abhangigkeit vom
Behaltervolumen", VDI, Hallescher Bezirksverein, 2008
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I) and top (sample li) parts of the sidewall and tread (sample Ill) of a used tire (no steel belt).
The rubber particle mass varied approximately from 0.1 O to 0.22 mg.
RESULTS AND DISCUSION
Our thermogravimetric experiments can be divided into two main parts of scrap tires processing
pyrolysis and combustion. ln Tab. 1 the amounts of moisture, volatiles, carbon black and ash
obtained from thermogravimetric experiments of pyrolysis and combustion for each sample are
presented. Liquid and gaseous products are included in the volatile amount. The proportion of
liquid and gas is dependent on the residence time and temperature.
Tab. 1 Approximate analysis of samples in wt. %, obtained from experiments
Content in wt. %
Sample I Sample li Sample Ill
Moisture
0.80
1.40
1.89
volatile (flammable)
63.98
65.04
61.77
carbon black (flammable)
29.42
28.94
34.88
ash (nonflammable)
5.80
4.61
1.46
The potential risk of waste tires landfills is in the high content of flammable substances (more
than 90 %) with high calorific value. Point ignition of tires depends on the releases of volatile
matter into its surroundings, ie the larger quantity of the flammable gas is around the tire, the
lower temperature is needed for fire initiation.
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Fig. 1 Combustion at heating rate of 2 °C min"1

Fig. 2 Combustion at heating rate of 5 °C min"1

ln Figs. 1 and 2 the influence of the heating rate on the point ignition of samples can be seen.
Sample I started buming at the temperature of 420.8 °C, sample li at 432.2 °C and sample Ill at
433.9 °C at the heating rate 2 °C min"1 • Experiments carried out at the heating rate of 5 °C min"1
were divided to two parts in the first part, probably comprising buming of volatile component
evolved during pyrolysis, sample I started to bum at the temperature of 352.1 °C and sample li
at 339.2 °C. ln the second part, in which probably the coke solid residue began to bum sample I
started to bum at 479.1 °C, sample li at 489.1 °C, and sample Ill at 452.3 °C. For sample Ill, it
can be assumed that there was an overlap of the two parts. The figures show also the DSC
curve which represents the amount of heat released from exothermic reactions.
The amount of heat released by buming tires is an important parameter for safety analysis. Heat
may warm other tires and after thus the pyrolysis and incomplete combustion occur, when PAHs
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and toxic substances are produced. The decomposition rate of each part of a tire is therefore
different which is well documented in Fig. 3, where the conversion rate of pyrolysis vs.
temperature for the three samples is depicted.ln Tab. 2, the start and the end of scrap tire
pyrolysis is shown. From Tab. 2 considerable influence of the heating rate on the start and end
of the pyrolysis process of waste tires samples is apparent. Both parameters were shifted
towards higher temperatures with the increase of the heating rate. The difference between the
initial pyrolysis temperatures at 15 °C min-1 and at 2 °C min-1 concerning sample was 121.1 °C,
sample li 18.6 °C, and 17.8 °C for sample Ill. The shift to higher temperatures is the
consequence of the reaction mechanism, where a decrease of the ratio of the pre-exponential
factor and the heating rate A/,Bwith an increase of the heating rate ,Bwas observed. This
decrease occurs at about the same activation energy E and at higher temperature T at which the
same conversion to volatile products is achieved.
Tab. 2 lnitial and final pyrolysis temperatures.
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Influence of flow rate and pressure on the Upper Explosion Limit of Ethene Air Mixtures
B. Fabiano 1, D.Cermelli1, R. Pastorino1, V.van den Hoogenband2, E.van den Hengel2
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DICheP.-Chemical and Process Engineering Department, "G.B. Bonino",
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TNO Detence, Security and Safety - Rijskijk, The Netherlands

1. lntroduction

Ethene oxidation still represents an hazardous process, due to the intrinsic properties of
ethene. ln order to prevent gas explosion by avoiding a flammable mixture, the inlet
concentration is usually fed above the UEL, also due to economic constraints. As a
consequence, unconverted gas needs to be compressed and recycled after separation. A
larger safety margin would imply a lower conversion per pass through the reactor and,
contrarily to an inherent safety approach, larger equipment and higher recycling costs.
Explosion limits are not only fundamental physical or chemical properties, but depend also
on flu id dynamic conditions. ln ethane oxidation plants, fluids are present under flowing
condition and the explosion limits can be different from the explosion range under stagnant
conditions, available in the scientific literature. Partial oxidation of ethene is a strong
exothermic reaction (1023 kJ per C2 H4 mol reacted) which is usually performed in multitubular cooled reactors. Explosion limits are well-known under stationary conditions, low
pressure and low temperature. Since an industrial ethene partial oxidation plant could be
operated at high temperature, pressure and flow rate, it is essential to further investigate indepth how combined working parameters affect ethene-air explosion limits. A preliminary
experimental study is presented in this paper.
2. Materials and methods

The Gas Flow Explosion Facility (GFEF) was originally developed at Twente University (Bolk,
et al.,1999). The diameter of the explosion tube can be varied: 21 mm, 50 mm and 100 mm.
The maximum gas flow velocity is 24 mls in the 21 mm tube. The maximum temperature is
is
20
bar.
nearly
300
°C
and
the
maximum
allowable
pressure
~

~

a)

..

..

---

Figure 1.
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(a) Schematic representation of the Gas Flow Explosion Facility.
(b) Schematic drawing of the explosion tube.
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The installation consists of different components and sections taking care of all specific
conditions of the gas. As shown in Figure 1, the inlet gas flows are accurately controlled by
two Servomex analysis sections. ln particular, the instrumented system include process
variable controllers (T, P), on-line continuous measurement of ethane and oxygen and
ignition wire controllers. During this research, the installation was provided with a 3 m long
explosion tube (diameter 50mm), coated by RVS-foil and proper insulating material. After the
ignition section, the gas flows through a 0.5 long tube where it can be measured whether or
not the gas was ignited. At both ends of the tube, flame arrestors are placed. The ignition
section is equipped with a standard ignition wire, made of Kanthal A 1 (Fe, Cr and Al alloy).
The wire was placed either horizontally or vertically in the tube and is electrically heated to
get the ignition. At both ends, the wire is connected to stainless steel rods, which are
connected to a computer controlled power supply. The region around the wire was observed
through a quartz window in the tube wall by a IR video camera. At several positions in the
tube, thermocouples and pressure indicators are present. A computer program, developed
ad hoc, controls the desired parameters for the experiment, such as the volume fraction of
nitrogen, oxygen and ethylene, as well as the total flow.

3. Experimental results

=

=

Experiments at P 1O bar and t 30°C ca. were performed at 0.5 mls, 1.0 mls and 1.5 mls
with the corresponding Reynolds numbers varying between 14.650 and 44.000 (Re > 104
turbulent flow). The critical oxygen concentrations found at the explosion points are shown in
Figure 2 in graphic form of immediate reading. From the graphs, it is possible to see the
explosion point (cross of two interpolating lines) and to identity the left-hand side region of
local ignition (each experimental test leading to local ignition is represented by a triangle).
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The diagrams in Figure 2 are based on the method proposed by Bolk and Westerterp (1999).
Experiments are performed starting with high oxygen concentrations and moving towards
lower concentrations, in order to identity the boundary between the no-ignition and the
explosion regions. At lower concentrations, the same procedure is applied to identity a
negative slope regression line separating the explosion region from the local reaction zone.
To better identity the three zones (explosion, local ignition and no ignition), the number of
experiments was increased from the already reported in literature to at least 20 experiments.
The whole set of results obtained by experimental runs at 1O bar, evidences an average 2 %
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difference in the critical oxygen concentration, compared with the results from Bolk and
Westerterp (1999), Siccama and Westerterp (1993, 1995). A more significant difference was
found in the level of the minimum power supply (MPS) suitable to provide a local ignition, or
a full ignition, as shown in Table 1. This evidence is mainly to be ascribed to the difference in
the diameter of the ignition wire (0.6 mm diameter vs. 1.0 mm by Bolk and Westerterp).
Table 1. Oxygen concentration values obtained at different flow rates (Pressure 1O bar,
Temperature 303 K, C 2 H4 concentration (v/v) 25%).
Flow rate [m/s]

Reynolds [-]

0 2 [%]v/v

o.s

14650
29300
44000

9.8
10.8
11.9

1.0
1.5

Power Supply [W]
0.6 mm wire
9.9
18.6
26.6

-

43.4
55.8

y = 0,0006x + 1,698

Power supply al 10 bar
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Figure 3. (a) MPS vs. Re number at 10 bar

(b) Oxygen conc. vs. Re number at 10 bar.

Experimental values of MPS and critical oxygen concentrations as a function of the Reynolds
number are respectively depicted in graphical form in Figure 3 a and b. A first order
polynomial was used to fit the data with a correlation coefficient R2 > 0.99.The first order
polynomial fit can be used to extrapolate the critical oxygen concentration at Reynolds zero
(v =O), i.e. 8,69 Oxygen percentage (v/v). This concentration results in fairly good agreement
with values previously obtained by Hashiguchi et al. (1966) and Fiumara and Cardillo (1976)
by applying different experimental methods.
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Moreover, simulating atmospheric dispersion through CFD models requires to represent the
effects of the atmospheric stratification, which is usually accounted for in integral models
through the standard "stability classes" approach, on dense gas dispersion. ln this work, the
influence of the atmospheric stability has been accounted for using the ASsM approach
(Pontiggia et al. , 2009a) which ensures consistency of the turbulence closure model with the
Monin-Obhukov similarity theory.
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Figure 1. Rainout fraction and characteristic droplets diameter for a 1 m height release from
a tank at constant temperature as a function of the storage pressure.
The accidental scenario considered in this work involves the release of a large amount of
LNG from a transfer pipeline of a regasification terminal. The release has been considered
happening far enough from the sea to disregard any possible interaction of the LNG released
with seawater. Moreover, the aforementioned approach has guaranteed that almost all the
LNG released rainout forming an evaporating pool from which the flammable cloud arises.
Figure 2 shows the simplified geometry of a regasification plant used as a case-study.
Geometry simplification is necessary since the realization of a computing grid for a very large
domain (about 4 km x 2 km x 100 m) containing many obstacles with characteristic
dimensions below one meter (therefore requiring cell size of the order of 10·2 m) would
require enormous computing power and time, without providing any significant difference for
the spread of a cloud of about 1 km in length. For instance, heat exchangers, pipelines and
the torch have been disregarded, representing only the largest obstacles. The same figure
also reports the CFD results considering and disregarding the presence of obstacles. As
expected, when no obstacles are considered the hazardous distance computed with the CFD
model (of the order of 1 km from the evaporating pool) agrees quite well with that obtained
using integral models (Witlox and Holt, 2000).
However, the presence of large obstacles in the industrial site strongly modifies velocity and
turbulence fields. As a result, the dispersion of the LNG cloud is also strongly altered making
integral models predictions unreliable in these conditions. ln particular, the hazardous
distance is reduced by about 30% with respect to the open field results. This makes CFD
computations mandatory when large obstacles are present in the integration domain, in
agreement with what discussed elsewhere for hazardous material dispersion in urban
environments (Pontiggia et al., 2009b); obviously, a CFD computation with a domain of such
dimensions requires about one day to be carried out, while integral models, thanks to the
strong approximations they use, require less than a minute to simulate the same case-study.
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Figure 2. Simplified geometry of a LNG-regasifier used as a case-study and results of CFD
computations for LFU2 concentration (with arrow indicates wind direction).
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With regard to the previously quoted models adapted for one pure material, this one is a nonstationary model which allow us to get an ignition temperature but also an induction time, and
this for the various compositions of mixtures composed of two materials.
3. Results
The first implementation of our model deals with two reactive dusts which have different
thermal sensitivities. Materials considered in these computations are reactants whose
physico-chemical properties are close to values concerning materials used in nuclear field.
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a) Numerical ignition temperatures of a binary mixture of two solid reactants and b) of a
combustible solid reactant mixed with an inert
The numerical results presented in the figure a show that ignition temperature, determined as
the system temperature diverges, varies little, i.e. an increase of only 10% with respect to the
ignition temperature of pure material 1, below a content of 70 % wt. for the most highly
flammable compound. The behaviour of the mixture seems to be imposed by the most
sensitive material, i.e. the one with the lowest MIT for pure material. Some experimental
results, concerning a mixture of crystalline microcellulose and sulphur, show a significant
increase of the MIT measured with the hot plate test (IEC 1241-2-1, 1994) only when
percentages of cellulose are above 80% wt. (Bideau, 2007). Experimental MIT has been
determined at 220°C for 80% wt. of cellulose, and a value of 240°C corresponds to pure
cellulose; whereas for 25% wt. of cellulose, the MIT is 180°C. Those results tend to verify
trends of computational data.
Otherwise, the second numerical example deals with another aspect of mixtures: a reactive
material M1 mixed with an inert one.
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ln the figure b, it can be noted that the evolution of the numerical ignition temperatura in a
mixture composed of a reactive material mixed with an inert solid is hardly different to the
previous case. The ignition temperatura varies little (less than 1O % with regard to pure
material 1) until approximately 75% wt. of the inert material. As expected, the same plateau
behaviour can obviously be seen on the curve.
Another aspect concerning industrial safety which could be seen through these examples is
the importance of the proportion of inert solid in dust fire/explosion prevention. But before
explaining the results, it is necessary to clarify that this inerting limit can be chosen according
to temperatures that dusts will encounter at various stages of the process. lt means that a
value of MIT can exist, i.e. a mathematical solution of the problem such as formulated here,
beyond a value considered as an inerting limit, but which would be too high with regard to
any hot spot which could be in contact with the storage. ln the figure b, this curve shows that
an inert mixture is obtained for an inert content of 98% wt.

4. lmprovements provided by a two-dimensional model
We wrote another model using the finite volume method. The system represents the half of a
crucible filled with dust, with a two dimensional axisymmetrical geometry. As follows in
equations (5) and (6), mass and energy balances are considered, especially conductive heat
transfer and gaseous diffusion. Those phenomena are essential for the understanding and a
good approach of reality.
•

Mass balance:

de, =V.(r. V(c ))+v, · s..1•1 • M, · Áu.1 • exj- Ea, )
dt
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Except for the dimensions, the improvement lies in the presence of the conductive term. ln
the energy balance, convective and radiative heat transfers are still taken into account at the
boundaries as in equation (3). The consideration of conductive heat transfer and gaseous
diffusion gives slightly different values, assumed to be more realistic data than the nondimensional model. ln order to verify those numerical results of both models, ignition tests
are carried out on a couple of two fine reactive dusts (zirconium and tantalum) and an inert
one (alumina) by means of a hot plate, and should allow us to improve the model.

Temperatura distribution inside half a crucible filled with one reactive dust and an inert one
during an ignition (hot points in white and cold ones in black)

5. Conclusions and perspectives
From a safety point of view, the model exposed in this paper related to dust mixtures shows
that a mixture composed of two materials, which have different MITs, can be considered as
having the same thermal behaviour as the more sensitive of the two components, until the
other one is in large excess (more than 70% wt. in our cases).
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Figs.1 : Reaction rates da/dt and progresses a corresponding to the normalized DSC-signals for the decomposition of all 3-methyl·4·
nitrophenol samples under non·isothermal (left) and isothermal (right) conditions. The values of the heating rates (left) and
temperatures (right) are marked on the cu rves. The comparison of the experimental and simulated sígnals at chosen experimental
conditions is shown in the respective insets.

Simulation of the experimental data (see insets in Fig.1) requires the determination of the kinetic
parameters of the decomposition reaction. lt was done applying a differential isoconversional
method (1 ,2).
3.2 Adiabatic and Pseudo-Adiabatic Conditions
Kinetic parameters calculated from DSC measurements can be used for describing thermal
behavior at any heating rate therefore also for progressive heating rate (self-heating rate) which
corresponds to thermal runaway reactions in adiabatic or pseudo-adiabatic conditions. ln heat
transfer problems it is convenient to write a heat balance and to treat the conversion of chemical
energy into thermal energy as heat generation. For ISO- and HWS-ARC curve one has to
additionally consider the effect of the vessel's inertia. ln the current study for a MN mass of
1.5975g and the ARC bomb with <I> =3.2, taking Cp = 2 J/(g·K) and an average heat release
~Hr= -2001. 7±216.5 J/g we obtained

dT = _!_ (-Afl,) da = -1 2001.7 ± 216.5 JI g da =
_ ± _ Kda
312 8 33 8
dt <I> c P
dt 3.2
2 J l(g· K)
dt
dt

(1)

The safety diagram based on these calculations is presented in Figure 2 (left). Results illustrate
how the kinetic parameters obtained from DSC data enable to estimate precisely the initial
temperatura of an ISO-ARC which results in reasonable duration of the data collection without
necessity of carrying out some preliminary HWS testing. However, the ARC test carried out in a
HWS mode can be simulated as well. As presented in Figure 2 (right, symbols) the temperatura
at the detection limit which corresponds usually to a self-heating rate of 0.02 K/min amounts to
ca. 183.8 "C with <l>-factor = 3.2 and was reached after 11.29h. The time remaining from this
point to the measured TMR (see Figure 2, right) amounts to 15.67 - 11.29h = 4.38 h. The
measured TMR value is consistent with the calculated results presented in Figure 2 (left)
confirming that an initial ISO-ARC temperatura of 184"C leads to a TMR of about 4.86h. Having
the kinetic description of the reaction rate derived from the DSC data, one can estimate that the
reaction progress a after the 11 .29 h of HWS testing (Figure 2, right) amounts to about 0.0095
(ca. 1%). The simulation of the adiabatic temperatura rise from that temperatura of 183.8"C can
be further calculated and is presented in Figure 2 (right) as a solid line.
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Figs.2: (Left) Thermal safety diagram for 3-methyl-4-nitrophenol simulated for the following parameters: AH, = -2001.7±216.5 J/g,
ATad=(-AH,)/(Cp•<l>) =312.8±33.8'C, <1>=3.2 and Cp = 2 J/g/'C. For an initial IS~AAC temperatura of 184'C, TMA amounts to ca.
4.86h with the confidence interval (range 4.22·5.63hrs) calculated for the adiabatic temperatures lower by 1K (top curve) and higher
by 1K (bottom curve).
(Aight) Typical AAC test for 3·methy~4-nitrophenol carried out in HWS mode. Having the kinetic description of the reaction rate from
the DSC data, one can estimate that the reaction progress a atter ca. 11.3 h of HWS testing amounts to about 0.0095 (ca. 1%).
From the time at which the temperature of the detection limit (183.81 'C) was reached the value of TMA amounts to ca. 4.4h (15.6711.29h). Solid line depicts the simulation being in a good agreement with the experimental HWS-ARC data presented as symbols.

The next important advantage of the use of the kinetic parameters derived from DSC data
consists in the possibility of the simulation of the reaction course in fully adiabatic conditions
{<1>=1) for the totally not decomposed sample (a=O) what is difficult to achieve from the
experimental point of view. Such a simulation is presented in Figure 3 (left) depicting the safety
diagram of MN for few initial temperatures by the same procedure applied for the simulation of
TMR in ISO-ARG shown in Figure 2 (left). For <1>=1 the determined TMRad is about 8 hours at an
initial temperatura of about 164.9 °C (for that temperatura a more conservative value for TMRad is
6.76 h). The critical value TMRad = 24 hours, commonly accepted as the safety limit in the
industrial scale, is obtained at about 151 °C (for that temperatura a more conservative value for
TMRad is 20.22 h).
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Figs. 3. (Left) Thermal safety diagram of 3-methyl-4-nitrophenol in fully adiabatic conditions with <1>=1. The choice of the initial
temperatures strongly influences the adiabatic induction time. With AH, = -2001.7±216.5 J/g, ATad=(·AH,)/(Cp• <l>) = 1000.9±108.3'C
and CP= 2 J/g/'C, TMAad are 8 and 24 h for initial temperatures of 164.86 and 151.06'C, respectively. Dashed lines depict the
confidence interval.
(Aight) Influence of preliminary reaction progress a on TMAad values. Note that the reaction progress a is displayed in percent.

The Table 1 contains the results of the calculations of the TMRad for all experimental data
delivered by the participants of the round robin test. Despite the variety of the experimental setups and different origins of the samples the mean value of the initial temperatura at which TMRad
= 24h amounts to 151.27 ±3.01 °C which is in accordance with the temperature displayed in the
Fig. 3 (left).
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1 INTRODUCTION
The reduction of C02 emissions by sequestration in geological storages has been proposed
as one of the main environmental option in the next future. To this aim, recycled fuel gases
from combustion devices are mixed with highly oxygen-enriched air (up to pure oxygen), in
order to reduce nitrogen concentration, to favor C02 separation process and to lower NOx
emissions.
When pure oxygen is used, the technology is termed "oxy-fuel combustion" and zeroemission technology is adopted, thus enabling the complete capture of the produced C02•
However, the use of oxygen-enriched air for C02/fuel mixtures poses safety issues, because
laminar burning velocity and the flammability range with respect to air may vary effectively
[1 ]. ln this paper, the combined effects of C02 and 0 2 on the explosion parameters (peak
pressure, maximum rate of pressure rise, burning velocity) of CHJ02/N 2/C02 and
H2/02/N2/C0 2 mixtures have been analyzed both experimentally in confined reactor and
numerically, by means of CHEMKIN package [2]. Molar percentage of C02 and the level of
oxygen-enrichment have been varied for explosion tests, starting from ambient pressure and
temperatura. Through experiments and ad hoc simulations, it is shown that the main role of
C02 is not kinetic, but rather thermal in reducing the adiabatic flame temperatura and thus
the combustion rate. The presence of C02 has been shown to significantly affect the laminar
burning velocity up to flame extinction. To this regard, for any value of air enrichment factor
(i.e. oxygen content), the threshold values for C02 content for extinction has been evaluated
and the regions of stable flame/extinguished flame have been identified.

2 Experimental equipment
The experimental setup consists of a combustion chamber with volume V = 5 dm3, tested for
explosion up to 400 bar, 200 bar working pressure. lnitial temperatura of the combustion
chamber is 300 K for all tests as an external heater is installed. Ali data reported in the
following are the average of at least three experimental tests. Mixture composition have been
obtained by partial pressure method, after vacuuming the system. An electrical transformer,
220-230 Ve 50Hz with 3.0 kV and 25 mA discharge current has been used for spark ignition
located in the center of combustion chamber. The spark gas was 1 mm.
A spring safety valve with opening pressure of 15 bar and a ruptura disk with failure pressure
of 100 bar are installed for safety reason. See Di Benedetto et al„ 2009 [3] for further details
on experimental equipment and modeling.

3 Model details
The laminar burning velocities of H2/0 2/N2/C02 and CHJ02/N 2/C0 2 mixtures have been also
carried aut by means of simulations of the one-dimensional, planar, adiabatic, steady, unstretched, laminar flame propagation. The Sandia PREMIX module of the CHEMKIN
package was used by implementing the detailed reaction scheme GRl-Mech version 3.0 [4].
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have attempted also other geometries as a tubular reactor with UD = 20, but the same
spikes are observed. Neither the explanation can be addressed by classical detonation to
deflagration transition mechanism, as the vessel is completely empty and the mixtures have
relatively low reactivity. Other mechanisms as pre-compression seems the main reason.
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Figure 1. Experimental and Laminar burning velocity vs. C02 content in the mixture at
different values of the enrichment factor (see [3] for further details).
Table 1. The mixture composition for the over-adiabatic behavior for hydrogen and methane
oxyflames.
E
Pressure
E
Pressure
C02
H2
C02
CH4
%v/v
%v/v
bar
%v/v
%v/v
bar
0 2/(02+N2)
0 2/(02+N2)
0.23
0.20
0.800
P>100
0.356
0.20
0.400
P>15 bar
0.17
0.40
0.800
P>15
0.492
0.20
0.800
P>100 bar
0.369
0.40
0.800
P>100 bar

-

-

-

-

5 Conclusions
The effect of C02 addition to the fuel mixture has been studied at different oxygen content,
showing that it affects significantly the laminar burning velocity up to extinguish the flame at
stoichiometric conditions.
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Figure 2. Pressure histories for the two methane oxy-flame explosion of Table 1. E=0.8.
Further analysis will be addressed to the experimental and theoretical definition of overadiabatic phenomena which occur for some specific oxy-composition, either for methane or
hydrogen. lf confirmed, it should be considered that the entire set of flammability parameters
used in the engineering practice could be useless in the case of complex mixture with C02 ,
and the design of both prevention and mitigation systems should be re-thought.
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1. lntroduction
A number of serious accidents in the Netherlands at the start of this century initiated a
discussion on strengthening public and industrial safety. With respect to industrial safety, the
concept of inherent safety gained renewed interest as a way of thinking for improving safety
in a more structural and sustainable way. The key of this concept is trying to avoid , reduce or
eliminate hazards instead of trying to control them. This applies in particular to companies
using large amounts of hazardous substances. Dutch regional authorities have been
promoting this idea for several years. This resulted in the development of a tool for assessing
options for inherently safer processes for companies and other stakeholders. ln another
paper the context of the development of the tool and the results of the first tests are
described in more detail (Zweistra et al., 2010). This paper focuses on the design and use of
the tool.

2. What is the tool meant to do?
The idea behind the quick scan is that it should help companies in scanning options for
inherently safer production for their installations with large amounts of hazardous chemicals.
The tool is not intended to be a risk assessment tool, but an "option collection" tool. lt avoids
discussions on risks and scenarios, but instead focuses on options for improvement. The tool
is also not intended to assess costs and feasibility of identified options.
3. Design of the tool
Basically, the tool is a set of 85 questions that should trigger the user to think about
inherently safer production processes. The questions have been grouped according to 5 unit
processes: storage in bulk, storage in containers, production, separation processes, and
logistics/siting. For each of these types a dedicated list of options for improvements is
presented. Ali 5 lists follow the principles of inherently safer production as mentioned by
Trevor Kletz (Kletz, 1998) and Bollinger (Bollinger et al., 1996): substitute, minimise,
moderate, simplify, and logistics/siting. The authors of the questions have put as much as
possible of their own experience into the tool, meanwhile trying to make the tool applicable
for many kinds of production processes. As a help for the user all questions come with
suggestions or examples for working inherently safer. The tool contains information on the
context and development of the tool, the principles of inherent safety, basic assumptions and
a concise user guide. The tool is web-based with access regulated through a login procedura
with usernames and pass words. Ali software and the answers of the users are stored on the
same server. At the moment of writing of this paper the tool is only available in Dutch.
Because of the large variety of possible users much effort has been put in making the tool as
user-friendly as possible.
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Development of CFD-DECOM for the prediction of gaseous and dense phase
C02 decompression behavior
J.X. Wen, H.E. Jie, B.P. Xu and V.H. Y. Tam
Centre for Fire and Explosion Studies, Faculty of Engineering, Kingston University, Friars
A venue, London SW15, 3DW, UK, j. wen@kingston.ac.uk
lntroduction
There is growing world-wide interest for carbon capture and storage (CCS) as an
approach to mitigating global warming. Such technique involves the transport of vapour,
liquid and supercritical C02 and C02/hydrocarbon gas mixtures via pipelines and process
systems. Therefore the need has arisen to address the risk of potential loss of containment
scenarios, that can be environmentally damaging. A key issue is the possible formation,
rain-out, and subsequent sublimation of solid C02.
C02 can be transported over long distances through pipelines either as dense
phase fluid or as a gas. ln the former, the relatively high density of supercritical C02 can
help to ensure a high throughput, which is only achievable, if transported in gas phase with
C02 pipelines are susceptible to long running ductile
larger diameter pipelines [1 ,2].
fractures [1] , in which extensive plastic deformation take place before fracture. The Battele
two-curve model (TCM) is often used to determine the toughness required to arrest a
runn ing ductile fracture in a pipeline [2] . The key input to the TCM is the gas decompression
curve, a relationship between the pressure and velocity of the pressure wave, which is
highly dependent on the thermodynamic properties of the fluid; its initial pressure and
temperature. For methane, the decompression curve is essentially a smooth curve
regardless of the initial conditions. However, for rich gases and C02, this often contains a
plateau due to discontinuity caused by the phase transition [2,3]. The existence of the
plateau in the decompression curve will result in higher toughness requirement for the
pipeline accord ing to the TCM based design calculations .
Apart from the early work of Maxey [4], there is essentially no experimental data
within the public domain about the decompression behaviour of either gaseous or dense
phase C02, whilst such information is urgently required to inform pipeline design in future
CCS projects.
ln this poster, we report on ongoing work at Kingston University to develop CFDDECOM, a pred ictive tool based on computational fluid dynamics techniques for pred icting
the decompression behaviour of gaseous and dense phase C02. The predictions will be
compared with the limited measurement of Maxey [4] and the predictions of Cosham and
Elber [3] using GASDECM. ln the absence of further experimental data for C02, the
pred ictions have also been compared with previously measured decompression curves of
rich gases. On this basis, we present the pred ictions of the model for different release
conditions.
Methodology
CFD-DECOM is based on fully compressible computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
techn iques for three dimensional multi-phase non-reacting flows. Both the Peng-Robinson
(PR) [5] and Span & Wagner (SW) [6] Equations of State (EoS) have been implemented
and tested to account for the complex thermodynamic properties of C02.
While work is underway to implement formulations for any heterogeneous effect, the
current version of CFD-DECOM treats the multi-phase release as in homogenous
equilibrium state. On this basis, properties such as thermodynamic quality of saturated
mixing can be calculated using the EoS and enthalpy equation . The gravity effect is
neglected due to the very short flow time. Considering the high release velocity and
substantial deviation from idea! gas, a compressible solver with real gas effect is used. ln
the compressible solver, conservation equations of species, momentum and enthalpy are
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solved. Friction at the pipeline and heat loss to the environment is also taken into account in
the model.
Results
The following results will be presented in the poster:

1. The decompression curve of dense phase C02 at P=93.29bar T=307.59K.
Comparison with the measurement of Maxey [4].
2. Comparison between the predicted pressure-time and temperature-time curve of
rich gas at P=105.8bar T=247.56K and the measurement of Botrosa et al. [3].
3. Comparison between the predicted temperature-time curvess of rich gas and the
measurement of Botrosa et al. [3] for the following conditions:
(1) P=105.8bar T=247.56K
(2) P=205.45bar T=248.35K
(3) P=142. 1bar T=277.76K
(4) P=99.49bar T=268.16K
4. The decompression, pressure-time and temperature time curve for a range of
gaseous and dense phase C02 release conditions.
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Figure 1. Comparison of predicted and measured dense phase C02 decompression curve.
As an example, the results for the dense phase C02 test of Maxey [4] are shown in Figure
1. The results have shown that the pred ictions of CFD-DECOM ag ree fairly well with the
measurement of Maxey [4] .
Summary
The current version of CFD_DECOM based on the homogeneous equ ilibrium condition (no
slip condition between the vapor and liquid phases) has been shown to be capable of
capturing the decompression behavior of C02 with fairly good accuracy. While various
pipeline decompression models exist, no existing models have taken into account the
heterogeneous effect. While such formulation is being implemented into CFD-DECOM, the
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CFD approach, which aims to resolve the fluid dynamics by solving the governing
equations, has already shown its potential with the homogeneous equilibrium assumption.
Further work is also underway to develop an integrated predictive tool for consequence
analysis relating to CO2 pipeline failure. We are developing separate models for pipeline
decompression, near field under-expansion and far field dispersion. The key goal is to
quantify the flow properties and compositions of the source terms associated with such
hazards, and use these as boundary conditions for far field dispersion analysis. This will
inform the design and route planning of CO2 pipelines in CCS projects.
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